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ABSTRACf 

The Chapel Island Fonnation, a 1000 m thick shelf sequence of late Precambrian - --

Early Cambrian age, is ~ceiving considerable attention as a leading candidate for the 

boundary stratotype for the Precambrian- Cambrian boundary. The fo~ation, wmpost•d 
·~ 

of five informally defined members, has been divided into six facies associations (1-6 ). 
·• 

Facies Association 1 consists of red and green sandstones and shales (Facies 

1.1/1.'2), and grey to black, thinly laminated shales and silty shales (Facies 1.3). deposited 

in tidally-influenced peritidal and semi-restric.t.ed shoreline environments, respct:tively . 
• 

Facies Association 2 consists of very thin to medium bedded sandstones and 
I 

siltstones (Fades 2.1/2.2) with subordinate green and red laminated silstones (Facies 
\ 

2.3/2.4), deposited within a muddy deltaic system. Storm-generated sandstones 
. . 

(tempestites), and other storm-related features (e.g., gutter and pot casts), dominate Fac ies 

2.1 and 2.2. ::rnese facies are also characterized by abundant and-diverse slide and gravity

flow features (debrites, turbidites, and liquefied flow deposits) formed under conditions of 
/ . - - . 

high sediment supply in a delta front/upper p~elta setting. Thin bedded and la11_1inated 

siltstones of Facies 2.3/2.4 form excellent marker horizons and represent del! a 

abandonment facies. 

Laminated green siltstones of Facies Association 3 are considered outer shelf 

deposits. Sandstone laminae are interpreted as distal tempestites deposited by waning flows 

below storm wave base. 

Facies Association 4 consists of red, green and gray mudstones of inner shelf 

origin and thin fossiliferous algal limestones deposited in peritidal environments. 
. . 

Deposition took place on a low energy, oxygen-stratified muddy shelf, with the limestone 

beds forming during low stands of sea level. 

- i i' - · 



Facies Associations 5 and 6 were deposit.ed on a storm- and wave-dominated shelf 

below and above the influence of storm waves, respectively. The thin to medium bedded 

sandstone~<; and siltstones of Facies Association 5 represent distal tempestites. The p.larrar 
( ~ 

laminated ·a~d hummocky/swaly cross-stratified sandstones of Facies Association 6 

represent inner shelf and shorefaee environments. 

The d~positional history of the Chapel Island Formation records a shift from 

, tectonically-active fault-bounded basins (underlying Rencontre Formation) to a tectonically

stable platfonn (overlying Random Formation). Three dis~nct phases of ~edimentation 

have been deli'neated. Phase I, corresponding to the lower part of the fonnation(membe~s 

1-3 ), is a period of relative sea level rise recording a shift from marginal marine 

environments to delta fronf/prodeha settings to the outer shelf. Phase 2 , represented by 

members 3 and 4 , is interpreted as a time of dropping relative sea level and low sediment 

input. Small scale relative sea level changes are recorded by variations in color, 

sedimentary and biogenic structures, diagenetic features and the deposition of thin peritidal 

i 

limestone beds. P~ase 3 ~mem~~5) ~~ ~n~ of _raP.~<! d~epening follow~ ~h~llo\\li~-- "---~~

with the progradation of a storm- and wave-dominated shelf. This phase, recording high 

. sediment influJt and strong storm and wave influence, is associated with major uplift and 

re-orientation of the shoreline from the southwest to the northeast. 

·"' 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCfORY REMARKS 

Interest in shelf sedimentation has increased dramatically during the past two 

decades. This ili panicularly tme for storm deposition, for which interest seems to have 

heen sparked hy early studies of the effects of hurricanes in the Gulf Coast rq,rion (e. g., 

Hayes. 1 967). These were later followed by numerous studies of ancient storm deposits, 

with particular emphasis on hummocky cross-stratification (llCS). The shelf enviro nment 

is one of th~ most complex because of the <"Omplicated intcra<"tion of ticles, wave s, storms, 

a variety of shelf currents, and additional factors such as the Coriolis effect and hiogcnic 

:~ctivity. This complexity makes it difficult to study modem shelf environments , p articularly . 

during storm events. Much of the stratification formed on shelves seems to be produced hy 

omnidirectional oscillatory currents or comhined-flow cu~ents, the latter having oscillatory 

and unidirectional components, either or both of which may vary in intensity and 

orientation with time. Present understanding of str.llification styles such as hummocky 

cross-stratification or combined-flow ripples is still in a fom1ativc s tage and req uires t1ur11c 

experiments of ~rcater sophistication (complex flows) and more detailed observat ions on 

modern shelf pnx csscs and deposits as well as a nc i<'nt shelf deposits. 

h 
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Facies models for stonn deposition along fine-grained shorelines have received link 

attention in comparison to their sandy counterparts. Areas in front of. and flanking. major 

river systems are characterized by high sedimentation rJtes and metastable sediment 

accumulations ·that are sites for a spectrUm of mass movements. Stonns can be a major 

factor in triggering these movements. Slides and othermass n1ovemcnts arc well 

documented from modem deltaic senings but are poorly known from the rock record. 

especially those formed in siltstones and mudstones. Poor preservation of attributes of 

fine-grained flows is due to their fissile nature and their susceptibility to cleavage 

development. 

The Chapel Island Fo1111ation (Cif=). of late Precambrian to Early Cambrian age , is 

a relatively undefonned Sc:"quence of sandstones, siltstones, mudstones ami minor 

limestones exposed on the Burin Peninsula and throughout Fortune Bay, Eastern 

Newfoundland (rigure 1.1 ). Excellent coastal exposures arc availahle for study, C'\p<'c ia II y 

along the southwestern part of the Burin Peninsula, where this study is primarily f(x:uscd . 

The CIF consists of siliceous volcaniclastic sediments like many other units in the 

Newfoundland Avalon Zone (Hughes, 1976). The siliceous nature renders these rods 

nonfissile and less susceptible to cleavage development, providing a rare opportun ity for 

the detailed study of sedimentary structures in fine -grained rocks, panicubrly gravity-fl ow 

deposits. 

The CIF contains a wide variety of shelf deposits including fine -grained deltaic 

deposits with well preserved storm-generated sandstones and a wide variety of marine 

slides and gravity-flow deposits. The CIF strata provide an excellent opportunity for the 

construction of depositional models for fine -grained shorelines and the detailed pr(x:css 

interprewuon of stonn-gener.ued features and shelf sediment failures . 



Figure 1.1: Outcrop distribution of Chapel Island Formation (shown in black). The 
formation occurs within the Newfoundland Avalon Zone (index m ap) 
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1 .2 PURPOSE OF STUDY 

The aim of this thesis ~s a sedimentological study of the Chapel Island Formation, 

including facies analyses and detailed process interpretations of sedimentary smJctures. The 

development or modification of models for particular facies or sedimentary structures is a 

fundamental aspect of this work. One aim of this work is to present, through careful 

measurement and correlation of outcrops, a revised lithostratigraphy which can then serve 

as a framework for the tabulation of accurate range charts of biostratigraphic data. 
,, 

especially of trace fossils and shelly fossils. This is particularly important because 

exposures of the CIF on the Burin Peninsula arc presently considered one of three potcnti:~l 

candidates for the Precambrian--Cambrian boundary stratotype. 

This study attempts to fill a gap in our understanding of the L1te Prccamhri:~n -

Early Cambrian Avalonian M.:diment.ary hi!> tory of this Jrc;J, outlinerl hy Jfi'>cnrt (19R2) and 

Smith and Hiscott (1983), but based m:~inly on the formations that stratigraphically bound 

the CIF: the Rcncontrc below and the Random a hove. A sedimentary history of the CIF. 

including the constmction of a relative-sea-level curve, is attempted followin g measurement 

nf stratigraphic sections and collection of paleocurrent data from outcrops throughout the 

Fortune Oay area. 

J.l, REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

l..ll lntrodnctinn 

The Chapel hland Fom~ation lies within the Avalon Zone, a tcctonostr.ltigr:Jphic 

sulxiivision of the Appalachian Orogen (Williams, 1979; Will iam' anci fbtchC"r, 19R3). The 



rocks of this zone in Newfoundland are correlated with rocks in Nova Scotia, New 

Brunswick, Massachusetts, the Carolinas, the British Caledonides, the Herc~nidcs of 

France and lbena and along the northern and eastern margins of the west Afric~ Shield. 

The Dover- Hermitage Bay Fault Zone defines the western limit of the Avalon 

Zone in Newfoundland (O'Brien et al.,1983). To the east the zone extends offshore to the 

present continental margin. or beyond (Lilly, 1966; Haworth and Lefort, 1979). 

1.3.2 Stratigraphy 

6 

The geology of the Nev..foundl:md part of the Avalnn Zone (Figure 1.2) has occn 

discussed hy numerous authors (e.g., Williams et al., 1974; Rast et al..l97o; Stmng, 

1979; Strong et al., 197Hb, 19HO; King. 19XO; O 'Brien et ai..19RJ). The rock.'\ of this zone 

can conveniently be divided into three major assemblages (Bruckner in King et al.,l97-l ). 

The lower and middle assemblages are of late Precambrian age. The lower assemblage is a 

thick succession of terrestrial and marine, acidic to basic volcanic rocks (llarbour Main and 

Love Cove Groups), and marine fine-grained volcmic)astic flysch (Conception and 

Conncctii1g Point Groups). l11e middle asseml.'llage c0nsists of marine hlack ~halt-s (St. 

John's Group) and a thick overlying sequence of co:m;c dclt:1ic :1nd alluvial depmits 

(Signal Hill Group). The upper assemblage is of Paleozoic age. earliest Camhrian to Lower 

Ordovician. and it includes quartzites. sandstones, limestones and shales . 

The geology of the southern Burin Peninsula (Stron~, 1979; St:rong et al.. 197Ra; 

Strong et al.. 1980) - the area that contains the rocks described in this thesis - - differs in 

some respects from the above scheme. The sequence on the Burin Peninsula hegin~ with 

the Burin Group, a series of m:-tfi(' pillow la~as, volcanigenic sediments, shale<; and 

limestones (some containing large, as yet unidentified , stromatolites) (Strong e~ al, 

l 97Ra) . Even though this is :10 oceanic sequence- alkalic at its base. hut dominated by 

oceanic tholeiite - it does not resemhle a typical ophiolite sequence in that it conspi~uously 



hgure 1.2: Correlation (:hart of stratigraphic sec · m th southern Burin. Peninsula. 
Bunavista Bay- west Placentia Bay~ and eastern Ava Peninsula regions . The 
Gaskicrs Formation is a .submarine debris flow fonncd uring a late Precambrian 
gbcial period. the Precamhrian-Camhrian boundary. shown in a heavy lin~. is found 
within the Chapel Island Formation. This figure is modified from Smith and Hiscott 
( IIJX~; Fig. I). Correlations are essentially those of O'Brien and Taylor ( 1983). 1\:o 
a).:c rcbtiomhips are implied for the older units in this ciiagram. 

f 

... ....... 
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lacks the lower ophiolile layers (i.e., ultramafics and sheeted dikes) (Strong, 1979). A 

lS<XJ m-thick sill intruding the Burin Group , the Wandsworth Gabbro, had been dated at 

763 ± 2 Ma (Krogh et al., 1983) .. 

The Burin Group was subjected to greenschist metamorphism and mild tectonism 

(tilting aud faulting) prior to deposition of the overlying Marystown Group. The 

Marystown Group is a thick succession of bimodal (basalt-rhyolite) volcan~ (mostly 

acidic pyroclastics) and subordinate volcaniclastic sediments, which formed in a s'ubaerial 
( 

environfll<:nt (Strong et al., 1978a; O'Brien and \aylor, 1983). E~uivalent rocks in the 

9 

. northern part of the peninsula have been dated at 60X ± 25 Ma (U--Pb in zircyns: Dallmey~r, 

1980). The lower pan of the Marystown Group is stratigraphically roughly equfvalent to, 

or somewhat younger than, Concepti~n Group ~trara on the Avalon Peninsula (O'Brien and 

Taylor, 1983) that contain late Precambrian ~~oft-bodied megafossils (Anderson and Misra, 

196H; Misra 1969; Anderson, 1978; Anderson and Conway Morris, 1982). 

The Marystown Group is overlain disconfonnably by a continuous sequence of 

siliciclastic rocks that spans the Precambrian-Cambrian bOundary: in ascending order, the 

Rencontre, Chapel-Island and Random formatio~s. The redbed conglomerates: sandstones 

and shales of the Rencontre Fonnation were deposited in a variety of fluvial and marginal 

marine settings (Smith and Hiscott, 1984). The sandstones; siltstones and minor 

limestones of the Chapel Island Formation were deposited in nearshore and shelf 

environments (Crimes and Anderson, 1985; Myrow, ·1985; and this. study). The 

sandstones, shales and q uru{zites of the Random Formation were deposited in tidally 

dominated nearshore and shoreline environments (Anderson, 1981; Hiscott, 1982; Smith 

and Hiscou, 1984). 

While the pre-Random volcanic and sedimentary sequences described above were 

• 
forming in the Fortune Bay region, a separate-sequence was fomung on the Avalon 

Peninsula, presumably in an isolated and distinct basin from the Fortune basin. The strata 
. . 

in th_is region include the Conception, St. John's, and Signal Hill groups"(hich recor~ 

r 
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.. 

shoaling from deep-sea fan environments through to a prograding delta front and a bro;1d 

alluvial plain (King, 1980). Paleocurrents and lateral lithofacies distributions imply multipk 

source areas within the basin. The Random Formation is stratigraphically the first 

regionally correlatable unit in the Newfoundland Avalon Zone. 

In the Fortune Bay area the Random Formation is in cont'ormahle contact with the , 
underlying Chapel Island Formation, whereas elsewhere, to the northeast and east, its hase-

is unconformable (Hutchinson, 1953; McCartney, 1967; Fletcher, I ()72; Anderson, 19X I). 

Where the base is unconformable, the underlying strJta provide evidence for gentle folding 

and, in places, deep erosion prior to the deposition of the Random Fonnation. Thus I XOO 

m of Precambrian sediments were eroded from an area southeast of Trinity Bay 

(McCartney, 1967), and over 450 m of Precambrian sedimems were removetl from the 

southeastern pan of the Cape St. Mary's Peninsula (Flet.cher, 1972). The Random 
\ . 

Fonnation was deposited during a marine transgression, with the marine basin opening .. . 
to~ard the southwest, and depositional onlap toward the north and nmtheast (Anderson, 

1981; Hisc.'Oll, 1982). 

In the Trinity Bay area, the Random-Formation is disconformably ovalain by 

fossiliferous Cambrian mudstones and carbonates: in ascending order, the Lower Camhrian 

Bonavista, Smith Point. and Brigus formations and Middle Cambrian Chamherlain's 

Brook Fonnation (Jenness, 1963). Deposition of the Clmbrian sediments took place 

during marine transgression in a northeast-southwest-oriented trough whose axis extended 

from the northern end of the Bonavista Peninsula th(Ough Random Island and the isthmus 

of Avalon into Placentia Bay (Hutchinson, 1962). The advance of the sea was from the 

oonheast, implying~e-e shift in shoreline orientation from that associated with the 

underlying Random Formation. As transgression proceeded, it resulted in a gradual 

widening of the elongate basin and the progress.ive on lap of younger and younger 

sediments outward from the basin axis. Hence, on the west side of the Burin Peninsula 

(e.g., Dantzic Cove) the Random Formatio~_ is overlain by the lower pan of the Early 
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Cambrian Brigus Fo~tion, and still further west, nonh of Funune Bay, the Random 

Formation is overlain by the Youngs Cove Group, the base of which is equivalent to the . . . 

upper part of the Middle Cambrian Chamberlains Brook Fonnation (Hutchinson, 1962; 

- --· i\nderson, 1981 ). 

The Bona vista Fom1ation consists of red, green and purple mudstones, calcareous 

noduks and bedded lirm:st.:>nes. Deposition was in peritidal (I3enus and Lmding, 19H4) 

and subtidal settings. 

The Smith Point F6nnati6n (0-16 m) is a stromatolitic limestone containing mud 

mounds, oncolites. tepee and sheet crack structures, and numerous hardground surfaces, 

which fonned during a period of shoaling and emergence (L1nding and Benus, 19~4) . 

Paleoenvironments range regionally from peritidal to normal marine. In the Avalon Zone of 

Newfoundland Ca!layia broc~~eri and other trilobites make their first appearance· close to 

the top of the Smith Point Formation· (Walcon, 1900; Hutchinson, 1962; Fletcher." 1972). 

The overlying Brigus formation (10-210 m) consists of red and green mudstone 
. 

and minor limestones that are of medial to late Early Cambrian age. On the east side of 

Conception Bay the formation overlies granitic rocks·(Holyrood Gmnite) and Harbour 

Main volcanics. 

I }.3 Tectonism, Structure and Metamorphism 

• 
Three periods of deformation have been identified in the Avalon Zone of 

Newfoundland, the first two of which were major events. The first period of defom1ation 

' was the late Precambrian "Avalonian" Orogeny. Evidence for this oro~eny includes lhe~ 

"H.D. Lilly Unconformity" (Anderson etal.,l975}, in which sediments of the Signal Hill 

Group shed from a major uplift nonh of the Bona vista and Avalon peninsulas overlie an 

erosion surface in folded Conception Group shales (King, 1980); also, at Bacon Cove, 

flat-lying Lower Cambrian sediments of the Bona vista Formation overlie folded and 
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cleaved siltstones of the lower part of the Conception Group (King. et al., 197-l; King and 

Anderson, 1982). The effects of this orogeny induded block faulting, granitoid 

emplacement (Fiolyrood granite), and gentk folding, but no extensive metamorphism or 

penetrative.fabric development (O'Brien et al., 1983). 

The second and most widespread orogeny to affect the Avalon L.AJnc was the Late 

Devonian Acadian Orogeny (Dallmeyer et al., 1983). The effects of the Acadi~m Orogt·ny 

are ,:trongest in the western part of the Avalon Zone " ... where the Paleozoic and nlckr 

sequences of the Burin Peninsula 3IC asymmetrically folded and thmst towards the 

southeast..." (Strong, 1979). Metamorphism' in this pan of the Avalon Zone cx·curred 

under prehnite-pumpellyite to mid-greenschist facies conditions (King and O'Brien, in 

press). 

' The third deformational event is the poorly defined Late Carhoniferous (I krrynian) 
. \ 

deformation represented hy granitoid plutonism and very localized folding and faulting 

(King and O'Brien, in press). 

1.3.4 Tectonic Models 

The tectonic history of the Avalon Zone is distinct from that of much of the 

Appalachian Orogen. "The Cambrian strdta of the Avalon Zone indicate that it acted as a 

stable platform during Early Paleozoic time, when the Iapetus cycle was most in evidence 

in the 'west" (Williams, 1979, p. 793). The Avalon Zone is considered by some authors to 
. -: . 

be a Pan-African terrane. "The term Pan-African (Kennedy, 1964) is currently used to 

denote the late Precambrian to early Paleowic period of orogenesis, basin rejuvenation , 

granitoid emplacement, and thermal overprinting re~o:ognized throughout fnuch of the 

African continent" (O'Brien et al., 1983, p. 2\ 1 ). This time period is loosely considered to 

range from 1000 M3 to 500 Ma. 
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The "docking" of the Avalon Zone with the adjacent Gander Zone (these "Zones" 

being "Terranes" in recent analyses; e .g .. Williams and Hatcher, 1983) took place prior to 

intn1sion of the Ackley Granite (Dallmeyer, 1980), a pluton that straddles the two 
' 

tectonostr_atigraphic wnes. Dallmeyer et al. (1983) place the age of the intrusion at 352-356 

Ma, using 40Ar/19 Ar dati~g techniques. They conclude that the deformation and 

metamorphism in the western Avalon Zone occurred simultaneously with the tectonic 

"docking" of the Avalon Zone during the Acadian Orogeny. 

Hughes (1972) correlated the r9CkS of the Avalon Zone with those of Morocco. 

Schenk ( 1971) provides a review and correlation of Maritime geology with African 

geology, and provides plate reconstructions for various time periods. More recently, 

O'Brien et al. (1983) and King and O'Brien (in press) have proposed more detailed 

correlations between eastern Canada and northern Africa and have offered tectonic models 

for the Avalon Zone. 

Two contrasting tectonic models have been suggested for the Avalon Zone. The 

first involves a rift selling (e.g. Papezik, 1970; Strong et al., 1978b; Strong, 1979), and 

the second a consuming plate margin or ensialic island arc (e.g. Rast et al., 1976; Hughes, · 

1()70). According to Strong ei al. (1980), the Avalon " ... succession indicates a Proterozoi( 

tectonic history of prolonged continental extension and local rupturing, with eventual 

stabilization during the Paleowic." Schenk (1971) called for extended rifting of an 

Avalonian microcontinent from the North American craton. More specifically, Strong 

(1«.)79) envisioned a "long-lived tensional environment with local rifting and oceanic crust 

formation .. . , ... pc)ssibly indicating rifting of a West Africa-North America-Baltic 

supercontinent at this time." These views are opposed by workers like Hughes ( 1970), 

who proposed that the Avalonian volcanics evolved as part of an island arc, despite the 

disturbing li_lck of compressional t~tonic features. Rast et al. (1976) envision an island arc 

underlain by continental basemenL They note a limited _extent of metamorphism in the 
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Avalonian rocks of the British Isles (Anglesey), and explain it by collision lxt~·ccn an 

island arc and a continent, as opposed to a continent-continent collision. 

By comparing the geology of the Avalon Zone with parts of other Pan-Africtn 
\ 

terranes, notably in Morocco, O'Brien et al. (1983) have raised some very important puints 

concerning the variablility of tectonic settings along the length of a single orogen. Their 

review of the Pan-African of Morocco indicates that hath extensional (rifting) and 

compressional (folding, thrusting, ophiolite obduction, etc.) tectonics took place 

simultaneously, in different regions along the length of the orogen. Coupled with temporal 

tectonic changes, these observations place serious limitations on the development of unified 

models forthe Avalon Zone of Newfoundland. 

Working within these constraints, O'Brien et at. ( 19R3) present a model for the 

tectonic history of the Avalon Zone. Their model is an elaboration of the model of Strong 

( 1979), especially of the later stages. The model begins with initial attempts at rifting 

(ensialic flysch-basin deposits of the Green Head Group of New Bruns wid, and 

flyschlike parts of Burin Group). The second phase is further rifting to produce the Burin 

Group. The third phase calls for closure of local ocean basins, the collision resulting in 

crustal melting to yield late Proterozoic volcanics. The next phase consists of marine to 

terrestrial sedimentation (King, 1980). This is followed by peneplanation and transgn:~~iun 

of the Cambrian sea. 

( 

I 
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1.4 PREVIOUS WORK 

Dale (1927) examined a number of outcrops in the Fonune Bay region. During a 

traverse along the coast from Point May to Dantzic Cove he found trilobite fragments 

·<Paradoxides benoenj Salter and Parndoxjdes eteminicus Mauhew) in a gray shale, and 

Ca!layja broc~:~:eri (Walcott), Coleolojdes, Micrometra labradorica, and hyolithids in 

nodular limestone and mudstone units. Dale considered the rocks along this part of the 

coast to be entirely of Lower and Middle Cambrian age. He noted a similarity between the 

Cambrian faunas of Newfoundland and those of America and Europe, particularly Europe. 

In comparing the faunas with those in England he stated that "many of them (species) are 

1dentical - which seems to indicate that the Cambrian areas of England and Newfoundland 

consisted of a single life province, made up largely of shallow-water fonns which migrated 

back and fonh over the shortest route between these two regions" (Dale, 1927; p. 429). 

White (1939) mapped in the Rencontre East area of Fortune Bay. He proposed the 

name. Young's Cove Group for a 610 m (2000 feet) thick sequence of siltstones, 

sandstones and shales, that confonnably overlie the red beds of the Doten Cove Formation 

(also named by White). White considered the Young's Cove Group to be early Middle 

Cambri~ to Late Cambrian or Early Ordovician in age. White was mistaken about the age 

relationships and correlation of some of the units in this region . These errors were not 

rectified until the early 1970's (see Williams, 1971, p. 13-14). White bel ieved that the 

Young's Cove Group is overlain by a thick sequence of silicic to mafic volcanic rocks and 

associated sedimentary rocks that he called the Long Harbour Series. The contact between 

them was later interpreted by Williams ( 197 I! as a thrust fault. The Long Harbour Series is 

overlain by the same red beds that underlie the Young'sCove Group. White, believing the 

red beds above the Long Harbour Series to be a separate, younger sequence, named it the 

Rencontre Fonnation. Thus White unknowingly erected two discrete formations, Doten 

Cove and Rencontre, for the same set of red beds, and assigned diffe.-nt ages to them, 

" 



Early Cambrian and Silurian, respectively. Both names have been used in the literature 

sinc;e that time, but the name 'Rencon~e· is no.w preferred (Williams et al., 19H5). The 

Long Harbour Series (changed to the Long Harbour Gmup by Wiltiams, 1971) and the . 

Rencontre Formation are of late Precambrian age. However, prior to 1971, they wen: 

considered to be of Lower Paleozoic age (Ordovician- Silurian). 
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The geology of the Hermitage Bay area (including the west side of Fortune Bay and 

Chapel Island) was. studied by Widmer ( 1950). He proposed the formation names Chapel 

Island and Blue Pio'ion for, respectively, a sequeiKe of !,'Teen and red siltstones overlying 

the Doten Cove Formation, and a sequence of white quartzitic sandstones overlying the 

Chapel Island rocks; both sequences crop out on Chapel Island and at other localities 

around Hermitage and Fortune Bays. The rocks of these 'new' forn1ations had been 

included by White ( 1939) in the Lower 'pan of his Young's Cove Series. Widmer therefore . 

found it necessary to reddine that series as " .. .those shales above the white sandstones 

(Blue Pinion Fonnation] that contain Medial Cambrian fossils and the related rocks of 

definitely Medial Cambrian age ( 1950; p. 198). He considered the 'new' formations and 

the Doten Cove Formation (conforn1able above with the Chapel Island Formation) to he 
•. 

Lower Cambrian. 

Hutchinson (1962) reduced 'the status of the MiddleCamhrian Young's Cove 

Group to ·that of a formation. He was apparently the first to recognize that the rocks of the 

Chapel Island and Doten Cove (Rencontre) Fonnations underlyin'g the Blue Pinion 

Formation nonh of Fortune Bay are the same as those beneath the Blue Pinion Fonnation 

in the southwest part of the Burin Peninsula. The rocks of that part of the peninsula were 

mapped and described by Potter (1949) before Widmer completed his studies in the 

Hermitage Bay region, and therefore he gave different names to the rock units he 

distinguished in the local succession (which correspond closely to those recognized 

elsewhere in Fortune Bay), namely: Admiral Cove= Doton Cov~ (Rencontre), Point May=. 

Chapel Island, and Point Crew= Blue Pinion. Potter's work received little recognition from 



later workers in th~ area, induding Gn:en and Williams ( 197 4 ), and Hutchinson ( 1962) 

appears tp have been unaware of it. 
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Potter ( 1949) was, in_fa<:!, the flist person to give a detailed account of the Chapel 

Island Formation (his Point May Formation). He distinguished three facies in a· 

stratigraphic section measured at Grand Bank Head. Facies 1 consists of red and green 

thin-bedded sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones (estimated at 4<X) m; 1300 feet) that an: 

found in transition with the underlying redbeds of the Rencontre Formation (his Admiral 

Cove Fom1ation). The base of the Chapel Island Formation was arbitmrily placed at the 

oldest green bed. Potter considered Facies 1 to be a shallow-water deposit- based on the 

presence of mud cracks, raindrop prints, and ripple marks- that was laid down during "the 

early stages of a transgr-essive sea which reached its greatest extent during the deposition of 

the second facies" (p. 2X). 

The second facies of Poner (1949) is made up predominantly of thjn-bedded gray 

and green silty argillites and siltstones ( 185 m; 600 feet) commonly containing carbpnate 

nodules. Included in the upper' part of this facies are intercalations of red and brown 

mudstones and, marking its top, a thick bed of limestone. Potter noted algal structures in 

this limestone, that he attributed to the genus Collenja. The third facit:s consists of 275+ m 

1900+ feet) of green-gray sandstones and silty sandstones. Red .sandstones at the top of 

this sequence were placed by Potter in a separate formation called the Dantzic Formation. 

Walthier (1948) considered these sandstones as a separate member (Fortune Head Mcmher) 

within the Chapel Island Formation. 

De La Rue ( 1951) described the succes'sion of sediments underlying the · French 

island of Langlade in Fonune Bay. The Rencontre, Chapel Island and Random formations, 
1 

as well as trilobite-bearing Middle Cambrian shales, are all represented there. However, De 

La Rue (19.51) placed all these uniis (distinguished by lithology and unnamed at that time) 

in the Cambrian, as he considered the trilobite-bearing shales to be the oldest beds in the 

succession. The order of deposition of th~ lithological units recognized by De La Rue was 

. ' 



reinterpreted by Anderson (1975). Recent mapping byGreen (JX:rsonal communication) 

has revealed much structural complexity that is not evident on De L1 Rue's. map. 

Hutchinson (1962) disagreed with th~ inclusion by White (1939) and Widmer 

( 1950) of the Chapel Island and Rencontre Formations in the Lower Cambrian. lie noted 
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that even though these rocks underlie Middle Cambrian rocks, there is no fossil evidence to 

~ suggest that these rocks are Lower Cambrian, and so he placed them, and the overlying 

Blue Pinion Formation, in the latest Precambrian. 

The work of Williams ( 1971) was instrumental in establishing the corre<.:t 

stratigraphic order for the volcanic and sedimentary rocks in t~e Fo·rtune Bay region. 

However, Williams erred in restoring the Chapel Island and Blue Pinion fonnations to the 

Young's Cove Group, so that they do no! appear as separate units on his rnap. This <.:ha.nge 

was made despite the fact that Williams believed the Chapel Island Fonnation, at least in th~ 

ChapN Island area. to prob:Ibly be of late Precambrian age. 

Greene and Williams (1974) discovered fossils in the Chapel Island Fonn;ltion near 

Little Dantzic Cove thereby establishin;; that, at least at the southern end of the 11urin 

Peninsula, the overlying Blue Pinion Formation is of Early Cambrian age. They alw · . 
established that the Blue Pinion Fo:mation of the Fortune Bay region is a l:lteral equivalent 

of the Random F?Trnation of other parts of eastern Newfoundland. The name 'Blue Pinion' 

therefore became redundant. Green and Wi~ams also presented str.uigrJphic se<.:tions of 

the Random Formation and adjacent units for a number of localities in Fortune and 

Placentia Bays to sho..-: the position of the base of the Cambrian in those parts of 

southeastern Newfoundland. Most importantly though, it was their fossil discovery that 

anracted the interest of paleontologists, who were concerned with finding a suitable 

stratotype candidate for the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary. 

The Harbour Breton area (northern side of Fortune Bay) and, north of it, the 

adjoining Gaultois area were mapped, respectively, by Greene (1975) and Greene and 

.O'Driscoll ( 1975). Their maps show the most westerly known exposuteS"of the Rencontre, 
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Chapel Island and Random Fo.nnations; the last named is, however, un~presented in the 

· Gaultois area. 
. . 

The fJI~t detailed geologic maps of the enti~ southern ponion of the Burin 

Peninsula (Grand Bank, Lamaline, and Marystown-St. Lawrence map areas) were 

prepared by O'Brien et al. (1976, 1977) and Strong et al. (1978a). At that time, the 

n.:lationship of the succession of late Precambrian---: Cambrian sedimentary rocks expos~d 

on the east side of the Burin Peninsula to successions of comparable age in the Fonune Bay 

area (including the southwestern part of the Burin Peninsula) and elsewhere in the Avalon 

Zone was uncenain. O'Brien et al. (1977, p. 7) stated that "It is possible that the 
I • . 

s~dimentary sequence west of the Fonune Mountain Fault System was formed in a 

depositional ba.sin which was separated from the eastern basin by a volcanic highland in 

late Hadrynian times". However, Gn:en and Williams (1974) had earlier correlated units 

found at localities on the eastern side of the Burin Peninsula (Duck Point, St. Leonards. 

Come By Chance) with the Random and Chapel Island Fonnations of Fonune Bay. 

Strong ( 1976) also used these fonnation names in hi-s study of the Lawn Area (including 

Duck Point). Nevertheless, O'Brien et al. ( 1976) gave the name Inlet Group to all the late 

Precambrian and Lower Cambrian sedimentary rocks at these east side of the Burin 
. . 

·Peninsula south of Marystown. Fonnation names were subsequently given by Taylor 

· ( 1976) to the four numbered but unnamed units of the Inlet Group distinguished earlier by 

O'Brien eta! (1976), namely, in ascending order, the Bay View, Salt Pond, Burnt Island, 

and Pleasant View Fann formations. These names were also used by Srrong et al. ( 1978a) 

in their description of the geology of the Marystown and St. Lawrence map areas. 

The Bay View Formation is a sequence of grey-green siltstones and red micacc:o!-JS 

silty sandstones. According to Strong et al. ( 1978a) this formation unconformably overlies 

the Burin Group and underlies fossiliferous mudstones of the Salt Pond Formation 

(approx.imately equivalent to the Bonavista Fonnation-, the oldest Lower Cambrian 

fonnation recognized at that time in southeastern N_ewfoundland). In the upper part of t~e 
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Bay View Fomution there are several ~ds of quartzite that were correlated hy Taylnr 

( 1976) and Strong et al. (ll/7::\:1) with the R:mdom Fomution. The und<:rlyi ng part of thl: 

fom1ation was therefore considered equivalent to the Chapel Island Fom1ation. plus. 

possibly, the uppennost part Of the Rencontre Formation. The quartzites in the B:1y View 

Formation, attrihuted to the Random Formation by Taylor. are presently ninsidered to he 

. interbeds in the Chapel Island f'onnation. The formations in the Inlet Group were poorly 

defined, and the use of local names for formations lithologicaily indistinguishahlc 'from 

already named formations elsewhere was confusing and unnecessary. lienee the 

formations proposed by Taylor (1976) and later by Strong et at. (197R) wen: not adopttd 

by later .~.orkers . ... 
In a report on silica recour<.:es in Newfoundland. Butler and Greene ( 1976) dpottd 

a significant part to a comprehensive review of the Random Fom1ation that included ;111 

isopach map. a facies distribution map, and numerous measurt:d stratigraphic sections. In 

addition, they reproduced a modifit:d and updated version of Walthids (194X) geolngicd 

map of the southwestern tip of the Burin Peninsula . 

. In a discussion aimeq at establishing the age and relationship of the Ran~~m to 

bounding formations, Anderson (1981) showed that (1) the Random Fom1ation 

(previously believed to range in age from early Lower Cambrian to e~trly Middle Camhrian) 

is of early Cambrian (Tommotian) age throughout southeastern Newfoundland. (2) the 
. ~ ~ ~-

base of the Random is only slightly diachronous (a little older west of the Rurin Penin\ula 

than elsewhere in the Avalon Zone). and (3) the underlying Chapel Island Fonnation is. 

with the exception of its lowermost part, also of Early Camhrian (Tommotian) age. 

Anderson also noted the presence of a wide variety of trace fossils in the Chapell stand . 

Fonnation and their absence in the underlying Rencontre Formation. He attributed the 

sudden appearance of the trace fossils in these strata to a change from fluvial to marine 

paleoenvironments. 
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Bengtson and Fktcher (l9R3) provided infom1ation on the Lower Camhrian 

biostratigraphy, including a diM.:ussion of the small shelly fossils present in the Chapel 

Island Fomation. These authors divided the formation into five memhen~ (not formally 

nand --- see Section I .5 below). They collected shelly fossils from the limestones toward 

the top of the Chapel Island Formation (member 4) and from th~ Bonavista Fo;mation at 

ltx:ali ties on the southern part of the Burin. Peninsula. The skeletal fossils f.rom these units 
- " 

com prist: what Bc:ngtson and Fletcher ( 19H3) call an Aldanella attlebon:nsis assemblage. a 

fauna that suggests correlation with the Tommotian Stage of the Lower Cambrian of the 

Siberian Platform. Bengtson and Fletcher (19H3) were the first to recognize the changes in 

trace fossil assemhlages in the lower part of the Chapel Island Fomation. Tht:y reponed 

Precamhrian trace fossils in their member 1, and an assemblage of well preserved 

diagnostic Paleozoic trace fossils that first appear in member 2 . 

A detailed analysis of the trace fossils presem in the Chapel Island and Random 

fonnations was undertaken by Crimes and Anderson (1985). They described the different 

fonns, and the associations of such foms (assemblages), present within each member of 

the Chapel Island Fomation (as defined by Bengtson and Fletcher ( 1983)) and in the 

" Random Fomation. Generalizations concerning the depositional environments of these 

units were also given. 

Hiscott ( 1982) provided a sedimentological analysis of the Random Form:ltion, 

which he interpreted as ma<..&otitlal, shoreline and nearshore deposits. He provided a 

description and interpretation for the ~d sandstones that are present in the Random 

Fomation and the upper portion of the Chapel Island Formation (member 5). His 

discus$ion of other facies and structures in the Random Formation are also pertinentto the 

analysis of the Chapel Isiand sequence. 

The red shales, sandstones and conglomerates of the underlying Rencontre 

Fomation were recently studied by Smith and Hiscott ( 1984 ). Their description of these 
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terrestrial to shallow-marine deposits included a general discussion of the latest 
' -

Precambrian to Early Cambrian basin evolution of the Fortune Bay region. The ftx-us t)f 

this work was or the tectonic and depositional history of the Rencontre Formation, hut the 

discussion also include.d younger units such as the Chapel Island Forrnarjpn. Smith and 

Hiscott ( 19R4) concluded that the Rencontre Formation was deposited during periods of 

active t~ctonism, possibly strike-slip in character. They attributed the change in the 

character of sedimentation from the Rencontre Fonn~llion into the overlying Chapel Island 

and Random formations to a geneml waning in tectonic activity accomp~~nied hy a gradual 

glohal rise in sea level. 

I .5 LITiiOSIRATIGRAPHY OF THE CHAPEL ISLAND FORMATION 

The thickness of the Chapel Island Formation in northern Fortune nay was 

' · estimated by Widmer (1950) as 520 m [ 1,700 feet) minimum. There are several estimates 

for the thickness of the sequence in the Grand Bank area. PoHer ( 1949) estimated 855 m 

(2,800 feet) for the Point May Formation(= most of Chapel Island Fonnation}, und'70 111 

~220 feet] for the Dantzic Formation(= red sandstones at top of Chapel Island Formation). 
- .. 

which means an over.1ll thicknes~ Chapel Island Formation of 920 m (3020 feet) . 

Walthier (1948) gave a thickness ~}bo m (3600 feet) for the same seljuence. O 'Brien et 

al. ( 1977) reported a thickness of 740 meters. The author considers a measurement of this 

accuracy impossible given the problems of structure and lack of exposure in cenain 

localities, and agrees with Bengtson and Retcher (1983) that the thickness is "over 900 m"; · 

in fact over 1000 m. 

The most useful published ~heme for the stratigraphic subdivision of the Chapel 

Island Formatlon is that of Bengtson and Fletcher (1.9~3), in which the formation is divided 
0 • 

into five informal members, numbered 1-5, based on the outcrops at Grand Bank (lower 

~ - - - --- ---------

• 



members) and Little Dantzic Cove (upper members). This same scheme was also used 

without modification by Crimes and Anderson ( 1985), who studied the same outcrops. 

These informal members are easily recognizable in the field and are used in this study 

(Figure 1.3). 

Previous studks of the Clf' have not W1cluded measured sections, anc;i the 
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boundaries betwee.1 scme members have not been clearly defined. Durin.g the course of this 

study it be.came evident that facies changes within the formation are more complex than 

previously. thought and that both the thickness of members (which in cases had to be 

radically altered) and the member boundaries needed to be better defined. Figure 1.4 shows 

the location of outcrops measured during this study. Correlations between outcrops, 

i.ncluding the positions o( member boundaries, are given in Figures 1.5 and 1.6 . 

. I The base of the CIF, most easily defined af Grand Bank Head, is arbitrarily taken 

as the first green interval greater than 1 m thick in the transition from the underlying 

r~beds of the Rencontre Fonnation, following Potter's (1949) SlJ.ggestion. Member I 

consists of -180m cf red and green, thin to medium bedded sandstones, siltstones and 
. . . 

shales with i'mervals of larnindted black shales and gray shaly siltstones in the upper half. 

The contact between member 1 and member 2, best exposed at Fortune Dump, is 

h~rein placed at the first stratigraphic occurrence of the very diagnostic and easily 

recognizable gray-green siltstone and sandstone beds that characterize most of member 2. 

Package.s of red and greu~ sandstones and shales, similar in characte~ to those in member 

. I, are presem above this base but are included in member 2. It is unclear where the · ... 
boundary between member 1 and2 was placed by earlier wo.-kers, but the estimate of 400 

m fl!)r member 1 by Bengtson and Ret~her (1983) suggests eithet a large error, or that the 

higher rodbeds'were 4sed as an upper boundary for member 1. 

The contact between members 2 and 3 was placed by Bengt~on and Rete her (I <183) 

and Crimes and Anderson (1985) at the base of a red siltstone unit (Facies 2.3 of this 

study) ~t Grand Bank Head. At this localicy, the red siltstone is succeeded by several 
\~ ~ . 

.. 



Figure 1.3: Generalized stratigraphic column of Chapel I stand Formation, its sutxiivision 
into members, and the distribution of facies described in this study. Note that cenain 
member boundaries have been redefined; see text for details. Scale 1s in meters. 
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Figure 1.4: fortune Bay area with the locations of measured stratigraphic sections. l .. ocality 
abbreviations are as follows: Bmnctte Island (BI); Chapel Island (CI): D;mtzic C ove 
<DC); Grand Bank (GB); Fortune Dump (FD); fortune North (FI'\); Lewin's Cove 
(LC); Point May (PM); Radio St:Jtion (RS); Sagon:J Island (Sl) . 

~ 
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Figure 1.5: Correlation of outcrops for the lower Chapel Island Fom1ation. The se<.:tiun at 
Duck Point is tectonically disrupted and was therefore not measured; its presentation is 
schematic. Symbols used in this dia~:,YTam arc the same as those used for measured 
sections; see Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 1.6 : Correlation of outcrops for the upper Chapel Island Formation. Symhols used 
in thi~ this diagram are the same as those used for measured sections; sec f-i!!urc 2.--l . 
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' 
meters of green laminated siltstone (Facies 2.4 of this study), at which point the outlTnp 

becomes highly faulted. These previous workers equated these laminated siltstones with 

member 3, which is lithologically similar and is found (with its hase not exposed) m 

Dantzic Cove. At Fortune Dump, however, these red and green siltstones (foi1Tlerly part of 

member 3) are succeeded by green sandstones and siltstones of the sa!lle facies as that of 
,, 

member 2; this can also be demonstrated at Grand Bank Head by carefully tracing beds 

across numerous faults. The lower,boundary of member 3 has therefore been moved 

upward from its former position to a point higher in the formation where th~ sandstonl's 

and siltstones grade into the laminated siltstones of member 3. The old boundary betwl'rn 

member 2 and member 3, which now lies~ mem~r 2, is used to separ;.lle the memhl'r 

into two pans, 2A and 28. This is done because of the usefulnt:~s of the red siltstone 

horizon as a marker unit (traceable from Point May to Grand Bank), and also to retain a 

reference to the old member boundary so that other workers dn compare the results of thi~ 

and future work with that of earlier workers. The early estimate of 50 m for member 2 has 

been revised in this study to -430 m, with 265 m for 2A and -I 65 m for 28. 

The change from member 2 to the carbonate-concretion-bearing laminated siltstont:s 

of member 3 is gradational, and records a decrease in sandstone bed thickness and a 
- ' ' 

concomitant reduction in percentage of sandstone. No outcrop of the CIF contains. a full . 

transition from member 2 to member 4, and a tack of marker beds leaves th~ exact 

thickness of member 3 in question. The most complete stratigraphic section of memhcr3 r\ 
found at Dantzic Cove, where the 135 m of strata serve- as a minimum thickness. Facies 

characteristics indicate that the thickness of member 3 is not significantly greater than the 

estimate of 150m given by Bengtson and Retcher ( 1983). 

· Member 4 consists of red and green bioturbated mudstones, gray pyritiferous 

mudstones, and thin, micritic and stromatolitic limestones. The contact between memher) 

and member 4 is defined as the base of the first limestone bed at DantLJC Cove (LS I). The 

few meters of red mudstone that underlie this first limestone can be traced to Fortune 

.. 

,p 
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~orth, where the top of these r!!d mud~tqnes defmcs the top of member 3 in the absence of 

LS 1. Using these boundaries, separate measurements of the thickness of member 4 at the 

two localities are 85 hl (the two measurements difft7red by only 20 em!). The. estimate of . 
-

165m given by Bengtson and Fletcher (19R3) was based on an incorrect correlation 

between a limestone bed (coalesced carbonate concretions)~ member 3 at fpnune 
. . 

Nonh and the lowest limestQne bed (LS 1) at Da!ltzic Cove (Fietch~r. pers. comm .. 19R5). 

Member 5 consists, at the hase, of green, thin to medium bed 

sandy siltstones that show an upward increase in bed thickness an~ sandsion percentage. 

This trend continues into the upper part of memt>er 5, which consists of medium to thick 

bedded, red, micaceous sandstones. The thickness of member 5, with its base at the top of 

the third ·limestone bed at Dantzic Cove (LS 3). and its top at the first quanzitic sandstone 

bed of the Random Formation, is 1 n m (previous estimate was ca. 1_50 m): 

The thickness of the members of the CIF may be different in separate areas; the • . 

figures quoted above are drawn entirely from the Grand Bank Head, Fortune Dump and 

Dantzic Cove exposures. It should be emphasized that these members are informal, and tha.t 
I , . . 

the foeus ofthis study is primarily sedimentological, not stratigraphic, so that formal 

members are not proposed in this thesis . 

1,6 BIOSTRATIGRAPHY OF THE CHAPEL ISLAND FORMATION AND TI-lE 

PRECAMBRIAN-CAMBRIAN BOUNDARY 

Ever since the discovery of small shelly fossils in the CIF at Dantzic Cove by Green 
. ' 

and Williams (1974), t~ere has been.increasing interest in defining the Precambrian

Cambrian boundary within these strata. The International Precambrian-Cambrian Boundary 

Working Group, established in 1972 by the International Commission on Stratigraphy to 

examine potential boundary stratotypes around the world, concluded at a 19R3 meeting in 



Bristol, England, that the Burin Peninsuti was one of three serious candidates to receive 

more ih-depth analysis (Cowie, 1985). The other two sections, located in the Ulakhan

Sulugar region, Siberia, U.S.S.R. and the Meishucun region of southern China. are 
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domina1~d by carbonate rocks and are therefore more fo~siliferous than the Burin section. 

which is dominantly siliciclastic. The Burin section does, however, have the most ahu nd;ult 

and diverse a~semblage of trace fossils of this time period. These trace fossils show a 

distinct shift from simple 'Precambrian' forms to complex 'Paleozoic-type' tra<.:e fossils 

(Bengtson and Fletcher, 1973; Crimes Jnd Anderson, 19H5; Narhonne eta!., - ~~)~7) . It h;1s 

been suggested th:lt trace fossils should be used to define the Precamhrian-Camhll an 

Boundary in the Burin section and for correlation of the houndary around the wririd 

(Narbonne et al., 19~7). Part of the appeal of the Burin section as J boundary stratotype i \ 

its great thickness of sulrtrilobitic Cambrian strata- greater than 1000 m as compared tn 

less than I 00 m for the other leading candidates.· 

. Prior to this study, a major drJwback to the Uurin section has ~en the la4k of a 

detailed measured stratigraphic section through the CIF. Because of this, faunal · 
. . 

OCCUrrences have been considered on a member-by-member or formational scale. The lack 

ofmeasured sections.Aed to poorly defined member boundaries, erroneous memhc!r 

thicknesses and miscorrelation _of local outcrops. During the course of th is study these 

· problems were rectified and a significant body of new bios·tr.Ui!,Tfaphic data documented. · 

Although the aims of this thesis are primarily sedimentologicallhe ~uthor also carefully 

. noted the position of numerous trace fossils. Several new forms were found, and the · 

nmges of some extremely important traces (e.g., arthropod resting trJ.ces) wt:re exri.:ndcd ro 
. -

far lower srratigraphic positions. These findings prompted the authoi: to engage the help of 

trace-fossil specialists G .M. tJarbonne and M.M. Anderson, and shelly-fossil expert .E. 

Landing. Collaborative studies with these workers during the last two years have led to 

revision of the biostratigr.tphy of the CIF and formal proposal of a boundary stratotype 

(Narbonne et al., 1987). This group is organizing a meeting of the Precambrian -Cambrian 

l 



Boundary Working Group during August, 1987 in St. John's. A post-meeting field trip 

will visit three of the major outcrops ·on which this thesis has been based: Dantzic Cove, 

ronune Dump and Grand Bank Point. 

1,7 ORGANIZATION 
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Thi~ thesis is subdivided into ten Chapters. Chapter I is an introduct ion to the 

the~ is aims, the gener.tl stratigraphic and geologic history of the., field area, previous work 

and the lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy of the Chapel Island Formation. 

Chapter 2 outlines the <Approach to the study, including the techniques and methods 

employed, and includes a section on terminology and definitions in which abbreviations 

and sedimentologic terms used within the thesis are defined. The organization of lithofacies 

into facies associations is also discussed. 

Chapters 3-8 include a thorough description and process interpretation for each of . . 
. . 

the lithofacies from each fa<;ies association. For each faCies association, a summary of the 

lithofa~:ies distributions, descriptions of individual outcrop localities, and a 

pa~nvhonmental analysis are provided. Facies char.lcteristics like color, texture, grain 

size. bed thickness and overall geometry, organic structures, and sedimentary structures are 

used to interpret the processes of sedimentation including: role of tides, wa•es, various 

currents and variable sediment input; timing and relative intensity of erosion and deposition; 

support mechanisms in gravity flows; relative water depths; approximations of current 
•' .. 

strengths; paleo-o~ygen conditions during deposition and early diagenesis; and biogenic 

influence on sedimeptation. 

Chapter 9 contains a synthesis of the sedimentary history of the Chapel Island 

Formation within the overall context of known Avalonian geology. Chapter 10 presents a . . 

summary of the salient points of the thesis. 

\ 



Chapter 2 

INTRODUCilON TO LrffiOFACIES DESCRIPTION AND 

INTERPRETATION 

36 

2.1 APPROACH TO SI..UI2Y 

~· This study is field-based, with p:micubr emphasis on detailed description and 

interpretation of lithofacies from outcrop and slabbed samples. Field work was carried out 

over the _course of four summers from 1983 to 1986. Stratigraphic sections were meJsured 

at outcrops around the perimeter of the southern Burin Penisula and throughout northern 

Fortune Bay (Figure 1.4). Emphasis has been given to those outcrops on the southwestern 

Burin Peninsula, in pa_nicular those at Dantzic Cove, Fortune Dump and GrJnd Bank 

Head, where long, relatively continuous exposures of the entire fonnation a~; readily 

accessible. ,. 

Stratigraphic sections were measured with a metric tape and Jacob staff. ~er 2Jt)() 

m of strata were measured and drafteg at a scale of I inch = 5 m; 528 m of this, and an . 
additional 156m section, were measured in more detail and plotted at a scale of I inch= l 

m. Several hundred hand samples were collected and slabbed. Many were then polished 

and sprayed with a clear laquer finish. 681 paleocurrent measurements were obtained from 

' 
a wide variety of different sedimentary structures and pl.otted on equal-area rose diagrams. 

Paleocurrent measurements take&from dipping strata were rotated to correct for tilt directly 



in t_he field vsing a wpoden board with a built in level. Where necessary, correction for 

plunge"ot fold~; wa<done with the use ·of a stereonet. 120 standard thin sections of . 
0 ' 
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.. silicidastic samples were examined. In addition, 40 standard and 35 3X2 inch thin sections 

of limestones were polished, stained with Alizarin Red S'and potassium ferricyanide and 

then coated wiili a spray-on cover. Wet chemical analysis for P205 was performed on 5' 

samples of phosphatic shale. 

2.2 TERMINOLOOY AND DEFINITIONS 
\ . 

The following section is a guide to the description ~f lithofacies that follows. 

Terminology and abbrevia.tions used in the thesi-s are explained. 

2.2.1 Descriptive Hierarchy of Stratification and Grain Size 

Unless otherwise stated, stratification is described using the scheme of Ingram 

( 1954). The use of this scheme has some drawbacks, and attempts are made, whenever 

p~sible, to provide specific unit thicknesses. Figure 2. 1 sum~1arizes the terminology used 

for the subdivision of beds and the grouping of beds into facies and facies a ssociations. 

·Facies and facies associations .are referred to by number in the order in which they appear 

in the text. The ahhreviation FA is used for individual facies associations , followed by the 

appropriate number; e .g., FA 2. Facies are given numbers accord, to the facies 

association from which they are described. The first number refers to the number of the . 
facies association and the second number is the facies number: e.g., Facies 2.2 is the 

second facies described from Facies Association 2. 

Grain size and roundness were detennined in the field by comparison with a 

commercial sand gauge (McCollough, 1984 ) .. The size grade scale used in this study is the 



r=ic;ure 2.1: Tcnns for field descriptions of beds, their subdivision and their arrangement 
in to larger sedimentary units. Modified from Blatt et al. ( 1980; Fig. 5-1). Beds are 
layers of sedimentary rock that are distinguishable from ~ayers above and below based 
on rock type, sedimentary structures, or texture. Beds do not have distinct 
discontinuities but are composed of divisions with their own suite of sedimentary 
structures. Amalgamated beds are composite or multiple beds deposited from more 
than one event; the separate portions of these beds are called layers. Beds are grouped 
into facies according to lithologic, structuraLor organic aspects detectable in the field . 
Facies which are stratigraphically interrelated are grouped into facies associations. 
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Udden-Wentworth scale (see Blatt et al., 1980, Table 3-3). Field names for texture follow 

Figure 2.2 (ternary diagram). The tenns 'siltstone' and 'mudstone' are used in field 

detem1inations, but for description of cut slabs the siltstone and mudstone fields have tx·i.·n 

subdivided (see Figure 2.2). 

2.2.2 Outcrop Localities and StrJiigraphic Position of Beds 

·Abbreviations for outcrop localities are given in Table 2. 1. Specific heds or 

intervals from particular stratigraphic sections will be referred to during the course of the 

thesis. In or ~er to locate these more easily on the drafted sections pnwided, the bed or 

horizon will be referred to using the abbreviation for the outlTOp followed hy the 

stmtigraphic position above the b_ase of the section. For ella.mple, a hed with base llll:atcd 

240.5 meters stratigraphically above the base of the measured sec tion at Dantzic Cove i\ 

referred to as DC-240.5. The three localities most comrnonly refem:d to in this way arc : C I) 

Grand Bank Head, GB; (2) Fortune Dump, FD; (3) Dantzic Cove, DC. Some out.:rops. 

including the Grand Bank Head section, were divided into several subsections labelled A, 

B, and C, each of which is numbered individually starting with 0 m at the base. This was 

done where the outcrop had a covered or inaccessible interval of unknown stratigraphic 

thickness. In these cases reference to stratigraphic position is similar to that deslTibcd 

above, but the str.Higraphic position is followed by a leuer referring to the subsection at that 

locality, e .g:, .GB-122:8A. In addition to outcrop abbreviations. the abbreviation uml . 

throughout this thesis for the Chapel Island Formation is CIF. 

2.2.3 Sedimentological Terminology and Definitions 

The terminology used to describe climbing-ripple croo;s-Jaminae comes from Hanns .,. 

et aL (1982). Examples that record only lee-side preservation will he referred to as 

.• 



1-igun: 2.2: Ternary diagram of grain-size tem1inology for use in facies descriptions. The 
tcnns 'mudstone' and 'siltstone' are field tenns. Further subdivisions arc used for 
analysis of cut slabs. 
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( . 

TABLE 2.1 : OUTCROP LOCALITIES 

Dantzic Cove DC 

Fortune Dump FD 
., 

Grand Bank Point · GB 

Fortune North FN 

Radio Station RS 

Lewins Cove LC 

Sagona Island Sl 

Brunette Island Bl 

Chapel Island Cl 

Point May PM 

Boxcy Point BP 
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"erosional-stoss" cross-laminae, while those in which the stoss side of the ripplt: fonn has 

been preserved will be referred to as "depositional-stoss" cross-laminae. The fom1er wen: 

designated Type A' by Jopling and Walker (1968) and Type 2' by Reineck and Singh 

(1980); the latter were. called 'Type B' and 'Type l' by the same authors. respectively. 

'Oscillatory' and 'bidirectional' currents are alluded to in this thesis . These tcnns 

are used as follows: the term 'oscillatory' is used in reference to short-period reversing 

flows beneath wind-generated waves, and the term 'bidirectional' is used in rci·erem:c to 

long-period reversing currents such as tidal currents: 

2.2.4 Mass-movement and Gravity-f-low Deposits 

Mass-transpo~processes and deposits are di scussed in detail in Chapter 4. The 

term 'slide' will refer to essentially rigid masses that move along discrete shear surfaces. 

'Slumps' are consid<:red a subset of slides in which rotational movement occurs along a 

curved shear surface (Nardin et al., 1979). Sediment grdvity flows are classifieJ an:onlin !' 

to the dominant sediment-support mechanisms (Middleton and Hampton,- 1973). In 
' --

turbidity currents, grain support comes from the upward component of fluid turbulence. 

Grain flows are those in which gmins are supported by direct grain-to-grain intcradions 

(collisions and near collisions). Debris flows arc sediment gravity flows in which grains 

are dispersed in a slurry of water and fine sediments and grains are supported by the 

inherent strength of this slurry. In liquefied flows, grains are suspended by water that is 

upwardly displaced (by settling of grains) during readjustment of loosely packed sed iment 

to a more stable packing (Lowe, 1976a). These gravity flows will be di scussed in more 

detail later in the thesis. 
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2.3 FACIES ASSOCIATIONS 

The grouping of facies into facies a.-;sociation is subjective, based on intimate 

associat_ion of sets of faCies . The facies associations tend not to range over more than one 

member, one exception being the presence of Facies 1.1. 1.2 and 1.4 'within member 2 

(Pigure 1.3), and no facies are found in more than one facies association. This reflects the 

progressive evolution of fundamentally distinct depositional systems through time (i.e., 

large-scale, n~nrepetitive change). The correspondence between facies associations and 

members results from members being fundamentally distim:t lithologic groupings. Those .. 
facie~ association numbers that do not correspond directly with member numbers are: (a) 

the inclusion of units of facies from FA 1 within member 2, and (b) the division of member 

5 into two facies associations (FA 5 and 6) (Figure 1.3). 

A section on paleoenvironmental analysis immediately follows the description and 

process interpretation' of each of the six facies associations. This 41pproach is a.dopted due to .. 
the considerable length of the sections on description and process interpretation. The 

interpretation of paleoenvironment rests in part on the stratigraphic relationships between 

facieS associations, so the lithologies, sedimentary structures, and environmental 

irrrerpretations for each facies association have been summarized for reference in H gure 

. 2.3. 

Measured stratigraphic sec tions frot~l the princip::!llocalities of Fortune Dump, 

Gr.1nd Bank, and Dantzic Cove are given at this point in the thesis (Figures 2.5-2.7; a 

le ~end is provided in Figure 2.4 ). The location of measured sections at these and all other 

outcrops is given in Appendix A. The remaining'\rratigraphic sections (CI, LC, BI, PM, 

RS and SI localities) are given in Appendix B. Detailed sectio~s are given in Appendices C 

(FD locality) and D (DC and FN localities): Reference to Appendix Cis strongly urged for 

discussion of member 2 .. 



· figure 2.3: Generalized strati&rraphic column and vertical facies distributions of the Chapc.:l 
Island FormatiGn and list of lithologies, sedimentary structures and paleoenvimnment;tl·· 
interpretations. 



~------- 6.2 FACIES LITHOLOGY SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION 
1000 ~ 
~ 6.1 FACIES 6.1a/b Red micaceous sandstone; Parallel lamination; hummocky and Prograding storm-dominated shelf 

5.2 
minor siltstone and conglomerate swaly cross-stratification; wave ripples (nea-shore) 

900 FACIES 5.1/5.2 Interbedded green sandstone and Graded sandstones,; parallel lamination; Prograding storm-dominated shelf 5.1 

= • 4.3- LS3 sandy siltstone current ripples; rare convolute bedding (offshore) 
4.1 

BOO = •4.3- LS2 FACIES 4.3 Red to white micritic and Fossiliferous; desiccation cracks; tepee Peritidal; low energy 
4.1/4.2 

stromatolitic limestone and sheetcrack structures; mud mounds; 
~•4. 3-LS1 

planar/columnar stromatolites; oncolites 

700 
3.1 FACIES 4.2 Gray mudstone Burrowed; pyrite nodules; pyritic steinkerns Low energy dysaerobic shelf 

FACIES 4.1 Red and green mudstone Bioturbated; abundant carbonate concretions Low energy oxygenated inner shelf 
600 

FACIES3.1 Green laminated siltstone Parallel lamination; current ripples; carbonate Outer shelf (sub wave-base) 
2.2 concretions; currenVparting lineations 

500 
FACIES 2.3/2.4 Red and green laminated siltstone Red: parallel lamination, wave-ripple lamination Low energy subtidal shelf; 2.4 

2.3 Green: carbonate nodules, pyrite nodules Delta abandonment facies 

400 FACIES 2.2 Thin to medium bedded gray-green Grading; wave and combined-flow ripples; pebble Storm-influenced subtidal 
2.2 sandstone and siltstone lags; parallel lamination; mass movement Lower delta front/prodelta 

deposits; HCS; graded rhythmites 

300 1.1/1.2 

~ 
FACIES 2.1 Very thin to thin bedded gray-green Abundant gutter and pot casts; pinch-and-swell Storm-influenced shallow subtidal 

2.1 sandstone and siltstone and lenticular bedding; unifite siltstone beds Upper shoreface/delta front 
2.2 

200 2.1 FACIES 1.4 Medium bedded red sandstone and Channel sandstones; parallel lamination; shale Peritidal, high energy,tidal influence 
==•1.3 shale rip-up clasts; synaeresis/desiccation cracks 1.1/1.2 

1.3 FACIES 1.3 Gray to black laminated sandstone Contorted bedding; synaeresis cracks; pyrite Semi-restricted low-energy 100 
and shale and phosphate nodules; channel sandstones 

1.111.2 

FACIES 1.1/1.2 Red and green sandstone and shale Flaser, wavy and lenticular bedding; scour and Peritidal, tidally-influenced 
0 channel sandstones; synaeresis/desiccation 

Vll£lVlr 
':T!Q(J)Vl cracks; parallel and ripple cross-lamination 

,J:::. 
'-.] 



Figure 2.-t: Legend for stratigraphic columns for FD, GB, DC (Figures 2.5-2.7) and Cl. 
LC, RS, PM, Bl, Sl (Figures BI -B6: Appendix B). • 
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figure 2:5: Stratigraphic section from the Fortune Dump l(x:ality. DctaikJ ~cction of this 
l<x:ality is given in Appendix C. 
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rigure 2.6: Stratigraphic section fron·1 the Grand Bank locality. Portions of this section are 
accessible only by boat. 
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figure 2.7: Stratigraphic section from the Dantzic CZ>ve locality. Detaikd section of 
members 3 and 4 at this locality is given in Appendix D. 
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Chapter 3 

FACIES ASSOCIATION I 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Facies Association 1 has been divided into four lithofacies, cal·h of whi<:h is 

described below. Facies 1. 1 and 1.2 are intergrad:yional, and inplaces, interlayered on a 

small scale. The four facies described below constitute all of Memher I and a small pnrt of 

Member 2 (Figure 1.3). A discussion of the vertical and lateral lithofacies distrihution is 

given in Section 3.5. 

3.2 RED AND GREEN THIN/MEDIUM BEDDED SANDSTONE/SHALE fACIES! 1.1) 

Facies 1.1 is composed of red and green, thin to medium bedded, fine to medium 

grained beds· of sandstones, interbedded with thinner beds of siltstone and shale (Plate 1 a) . 

The sandstone component makes up roughly 50-RO% of this lith<1facies. Only ,a handful of 

examples were noted in which maximum grain size exceeds sand grade. In these, small 

pebbles are present at the base of sandstone beds. 

Red_an~· green strata alternate stratigraphically on a meter scale, with a very minor 

percentage of strata color banded on a centimeter or decimeter scale. Such mixed units 

always exhibit green sandstone and red or pink siltstone and shale beds. Individual 



1'1./\TE 1: RED AND GREEN SANDSTONES AND SHALES (FA I) 

a : Typi~.:al t:xposure of Facies 1.1 strata at GB illustrating the style of interbedding and the 
irrt:gularity and lenticularity of sandstone bt:ds. Stratigraphic top is to the left. Scale is 
tJ ern long. · 

h: View of steeply dipping strata at GB looking stratigraphically upsection. These well-
exposed soles show synaeresis and desiccation cracks and the imprints of current ( 
ripples. Cliff is approximately 15m high. 

c: Polygonal cracks on the base of a bt:d at GB-21.2A. These are interpreted as desiccation 
featllres. ~cale is 15 em long. 

d: This close-up of green Facies 1.2 strata shows the scale and style of these wavy and 
lenticular bedded sandstones and shales. Starved ripples and shrinkage cracks (mostly 
ptygmatically folded synaeresis cracks) are especially abundant. Stratigraphic top is 
up. S<.:ak is 9 em long. 

e: Discontinuous, spindle-like shrinkage cracks at the base of GB-24.1 A. These are 
interpreted as synaeresis crdcks. Scale is 9 em long. 

.. 
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packages of red or green strata vary considerably in thickness from 50 em to lO m. At least 
~ 

70-XOo/o of these packages are between 1 and 5 m thick. Differences exist in the overall 

chardcter of green versus red parts of this lithofacies; these differences are generalized, not 

rigid, and will be discussed in more detail below. The green unilS usually contain thicker 

and more abundant sandstone beds. 

Raser, wavy and lenticular ~dding are characteric features of this lithofacies. 

Lower bedding surfaces are sharp, and may be planar or irregular. Upper surfaces are also 

sharp, and are either flat, rippled, or very irregular, with truncation of underlying laminae 

(Plate I a). Sandstone beds less than 3 em thick may be structure less, parallel laminated, or 

ripple cross-laminated, and are often discontinuous, defining lenticular bedding. fonn sets 

of asymmetrical ripples are abundant, and provide abundant paleocurrent data. These 

thinner sandstone bens also include starved ripples, with asymmetric profiles and 

unidirectional cross-laminae. 

Thin to medium beds of sandstone are more div,erse intemally and often contain 

amalgamation surfaces. A common motif in these beds consists of: ( 1) a lower division of 

structureless sandstone with abundant angular shale clasts, overlain by (2) parallel

laminated sandstone with or without minor quantities of shale clasts, capped by (3) 

unidirectionally cross-laminated, asymmetric ripples. Shale clasts in the lower division of 

these 'motif-beds' show grading in terms of abundance, and to a lesser degree in terms of 

size. Many beds are composed of both top-cut-out motifs (Divisions 1 and 2 only) and 

base-cut-out motifs (Divisions 2 and 3 only). The bases of these beds are usually quite 

irregular, truncating laminae in the beds below. 

Some beds display complexly cross-stratified sandstone in which cosets of cross

strata are separated by curved lower surfaces that show multiple orders of truncation and 

are found at various angles to bedding. These beds, and other less complicated cross

stratified beds, may display depositional-stoss and erosional-stoss climbing-ripple cross

laminae (Jopling and Walker, 1968; terminology of Harms et at., 1982). 
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Sandstone beds are charactenstically discontinuous. This is duc.-. in part. to the 
. . 

abundant erosional surfaces that charat:terizc: this lithofa~o:ies. There are two types of 

erosional surfaces in this lithofacies. The fust type ronsists of irregubr. e:\tcnsivc.- surfaces 
. ' 

that pass laterally into amalg;~.mation surfaces. These surfaces may he ovl·rlain hy flnl'-

grained rocks (shales or laminated shales) or by sandstone. 

A second type of erosional surface defines- with an overlying sedimc.-ntary 

package - isolated, lenticular, concave-up beds. Geometrical data for some of these beds 

·are given in Table 3.1, and include (a) the product of width x thickness. a rough measure 

of cross-sectional area, and (b) the ratio of width/thickness. called the 'scour-and-fill index' 

(Nagtegaal, 1966). The beds above these scour surfaces vary lithologically from HXl',:f. 

sandstone to sandstone'interlaminated or inter!xddt:d with shalt:. an~ includt: structun:kss. 

parallel-laminated and ripple-laminated sandstone beds. In all (·ases. layering ahuts sharply 

against the m:~rgins of the scours (Figure 3.1 ). Sandstone beds may show a single set of 
I 

cross-lamination (Figure 3.2a,c), like that illustrated by Potter (I <J63, Figure 22). In some 

cases, a complex series of sandstone-filled erosional surfaces is preserved. with clear 

cross-cutting relationships (Figure 3.2c). 

Sedimentary structures on upper bedding plane surfaces include straight, sinuous. 

and interference ripples, and r.ue raindrop prints. It is not unusual to find two separate 

ripple sets preserved on one bedding surface, one ripple set superimposed on the other. 

Many lower bedding surfaces have ball-and-pillow structu~s. In places, load halls of 

sandstone are found 'floating' in shale (Figure 3.2b). 

Sandstone-filled shrinkage cracks are conspicuous features on both upper and 

lower bedding surfaces. In cross section these features are fourid projecting down as much 

as several centimeters from the bases of sandstone beds into underlying shale layers. They 

may cut through as much as 5 em ofo.more of shale, or interbedded sandstone and shale. 

Though irregularly bent and commonly ptygmatically folded, most CfdCk fillings are tapered 
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TABLE 3. r: LENTICULAR SANDSTONE BEDS: FACIES 1.1/1.2 

~ lbi~·~m:~s Widtb X This:kos:~:i Wi!.l!bffbid.DS:S:i 
(em) {em) (cm2) 

---·- ·- ····· ... 

xo I~ 11::W 5.7 

50 5.5 275 9. 1 

55 I) ~95 6.1 

260 11.5 2990 22.6 

460 16 7360 28.8 

240 II 2640 21.8 



Figur~ 3.1: Sk~tch of outcrop of facies l . l at GB-l6.3A. Featur~s includ~ discontinuous 
and lenticul:lf l:X'dding; erosional upper and lower surfaces; unidirectional ripple cross
lamination with bidirectional pattern; transitions from parallel lamination to ripple 
cross-lamination; lenticular beds of hoth sandstone and thin beds of siltstone, shale and 
sandstone. 
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Figure 3.2: Sketches of outcrop of. Facies I. 1/1.2. 

(A) GB-70.0A. Note lenticular bedding, abundant shrinkage nacks, and thick lenticular 
sandstone bed with a single set of cross-laminae. 

tB) GB-3.8A. Note discontinuity of bedding, erosional upper surfaces, bidirectional 
orientation of ripple cross• lamination, transition from parallel lamination to ripple 
cross-lamination, shale chips, and load-ball horizon. 

(C) GB--t-t.5A. Note erosional upper surfaces, graded beds, shale-chip conglomerate, 
transttions from sttuctun:less to parallel-laminated divisi0ns and a discontinuous 

·,, __ ./ rippled bed. Note lenticular sandstone beds with cross-laminaih'H1 and evidence for 
multiple periods of downcutting. 

• 
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downward. A few examples have a nontapeied rectangular shape with unusual sharp, tlat 
-

b9ttoms. Cross-seetional irregularities include downward variation in thickness and 

downward bifurcation or merging of adjacent cracks (Plate 1 d). 

In plan view these shrinkage cracks weather as sandstone ridges that show the 

foilowlng m6rphotypes: (1) polygons several centimeters across (Plate lc). (2) three-am1ed 

star shapes; and (3) linearly oriented, straight to slightly irregular spindles (Plate le). In the 

last, the ridges may bifurcate, with the two forks remaining essentially par.tlld to the 

over.UI preferred direction. The linear examples extend along the bedding plane anywhere 
-

from l-2cm·to t~ns of centix:neters. Their width may vary from a few millimeters to greater 

than 1 qn. Polygonal patterns are only slightly less common than the other types. These 

generally have a polygon width of several centimeters, hut larger examples tens of 

centimeters across were noted at several localities. 

In general, green units in this lithofacies have: (l) a greater total percentage of 

sandstone, (2) greater average bed thickness, and (3) lower abundance of shrinkage cracks 

· and starved ripples than red units . 

. , The paleocurrent data gathered for Facies 1.1 and 1.2 (Figu~ 3.~1.re grouped 
. :}* . 

together because of the difficulty in distinguishing:ttn all cases, these two transitional 

lithof~cies in the field. G~ater than 90% of the data are derived from tocks that cenainly 

can be defined as Facies 1.1 . Very few measurements were taken from strata decidedly of 

Facies 1.2 because of the smooth weathering pattern of these rocks: 

3.2.1 Process Interpretation 

Flaser, wavy, and lenticular bedding styles are formed by altemati.ons of (i) current-
. , 

induced bed-load transpon and deposition of sand and (ii) slack-water deposition of muds 

· from suspension (Reineck and Wunderlich, 1968). The fine-grained fraction of this 
I • 

lithofacks contains little or no disseminated sand-sized grains, ruling out a Winnowing 

•. 
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Figure 3.3: Paleocurrent rose diagrams from Grand Bank Point (GBP-A) of Facies 
1.1/1 .2. "A" shows data on ripple paleocurrent (n=5&) and "B" shows data on ripple 
crest-trend (n= 19); see text for discussion. 
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origin for the sandstone beds. Most of the sandstone beds have_ tractional sedimentary 

structures such as ripples and parallel lamination. Only a small proportion of sandstone · 

beds, and divisions of sandstone beds, are nonlaminated and therefore may haV(\ been 

deposited directly from suspension. 
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Flaser bedding resulted from (a) partial erosion of, and sand deposition .over; clay

draped sand beds, and (b) san~ deposition into pimially clay-draped scours. Lenticular 

bedding was- formed under depositional conditions in which the supply of sandy sediment 

was insufficient to allow the full development of a rippled bed surface, resulting in sand 

lenses and starved ripples. 

The motifs that are common ~- the thin and medium bedded sandstones represent 

deposition by decelerating currents. The lower, mudstone-clast-bearing division of the 

motif represents the highest energy conditions, and was itself deposited by decelerating 

flow, as indicated by the grading of shale cla·sts. This division is either massive, indicating 

deposiJion from suspension with possible short-lived, postdepositional liquefaction; as 

suggested for the Bouma 'a' division of turbidites (Middleton, 1967; Middleton and 

Hampton, 1973 ), or it contains discontinuous flat-lying laminae, indicating that some 

traction transport occurred before deposition. Th(! similarity of the mudstone clasts to the 

surrounding mudstone layers, the angularity of the t:lasts, and the erosional bases of these· . 

beds indicate that strong currentS scoured the sediment surface, erodingsemilithified 
1 

·.- mudstone layers, just prior to or during deposition of this basal layer. Desiccation and 

cmcking of shale layers (discussed below) may have aided in the formation of these shale 

chips. 

The ·~arallel-laminated division of the motifs·represent~ traction ~nspon and ' . ~ . . deposition in upper-plane-bed conditions, and the rippled upper division indicates trdction 
. -~ 

transport and deposition 'in the lower flow regime. BaSe-cut-out motifs were fonned by 

currents that were of insufficient strength to strongly erode the underlying substrate. The 
. . 

·' 

\ , 



top-cut-out motifs were likely formed by currents that decelerated from upper-plane-bed 

conditions to no movement too rapidly to allow the development of rippks. 
---
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The ripples in this lithofacies were fanned by unidire~:tional cum:nts. as indicated . 

bit heir: (1) asymmetrical profiie. (2) lack of bifurcating crests. (3) lack of draping 

laminae, (4) fonn-concordance, and (5) unimodal foreset orientation within individual 

ripple trains. 

Shrinkage cracks fonn during volume decrease of fine-gr.tined sediments. 

Laboratory experiments indicate that these may fonn subaqueously. from changes in 

salinity or from sediment compaction and dewatering. In the fom1er case this occurs at the 

sediment-water interface, and in the latter the process occurs sutf.._tratally (Donovan ano 
Foster, 197t; Plummer and Gostin, 1981; J.R.L. Allen, 1984). These subaqueous features 

are called synaeresis cracks. Shrinkage cracks that fomi at the surface due to subaerial 

evaporative water loss are tenned desiccation cracks. These involve tensile stresses orders 

of magnitude larger than than those associated with synaeresis (JR.L. Allen, 19X4; p. 550). 

Early workers postulated, from examples in the rock record, that ·some shrinkage 

cracks formed subaqueously (Pettijohn, 1949; Rich, 1951 ). Later, synaeresis cracks were 

formed in the laboratory (Burst, 1965; Jungst, 1934; White, 1961 ). Picard and High 

( 1969) describe modem subaqueous shrinkage cracks from ~fluvial environment. The 

distinction ofthese two types of shrinkage crack in ~e rock recor? ha:; been discussed by 

Donovan and Foster (1972), .Plummer and Gostin (1981 ), and others. Based on these 

references the shrinkage cracks in this lithofacies are interpreted as both desiccation and 

synaeresis types. The star-shaped and oriented spindle patterns are generally considered 

characteristic. of synaeresis cracking, while the polygonal shapes are generally attri~uted to · 

desiccation, although it must be noted that " .. . overlap in crack morphology exists between 

the two groups (Plummer and Gostin, 1981, p. 1153). Many examples of polygonal cr.u:ks 

in the CIF display overprinting of several generations of cracks, a feature very strongly 

diagnostic of desiccation cracking (Plummer and Gostin, 1981 ). 
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The arguments used by Hiscoit ( 1982) to suggest a shallow-water origin for 

synaeresis cracks in his Facies I of the. Random Formation hold for this lithofacies; i.e., 

(I) ~ynaeresis is favored by high salinities and is therefo~ most probable fri shallow-water 

settings, and (2) association of synaeresis cracks with flaser, wavy, and lenticular bedding, 

interference ripple marks, and abundant mudstone rip-up clasts is strong evidence for 

shallow-water conditions, perhaps with periodic exposure. The formation of synaeresis

style cracks may have been aided, in part, by short-term exposure. Such an interpretation is 

supported by the close stratigraphic proximity to beds with polygonal cracks and rare 

examples of raindrop prints. 

The abundance of truncation surfaces and scour-fill sandstones indicate that local 

erosion was very common during deposition of thi~ lithofacies. The data in Table 3.1 

indicate that scour depth does not increase with scour width. The degree of lithification and 

consolidation (especially for the muds) may have been a prime factor in controlling the 

., depth of scour. Rapid consolidation of the sediment with depth. might have inhibited deep 

erosion, and enhanced lateral erosion, resulting in wider, ru.ther than deeper, scours with 

prolonged erosion. 

The paleocurrent data (Figure 3.3}, >90% of which is from this lithofacies, consists 

of measurements of current-ripple migration and ripple-crest trends. Data on ripple-crest 

trends were taken from those ripples for which it was riot possible to acquire paleocurrent 

information directly du'e to poor weathering or exposure. The ripple-migration readings 

(n=5H) indicate bimodal-bipolar flow conditions, with the stronger mode towards the 

southwest. The ripple-crest trends (n=19) are more or less uniformly distributed, with a 

very weak preferred northeast-southwest orientation. These latter data indicate that a small 

pe~rcentage. of ripples were oriented at all angles to the strong bipolar pAttern. The weak 

northea~t-southwest orientation to this data is somewhat puzzling, but may be partly 
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attributable to preservational bias, by which, due to the strike and dip of bedding, it would 

have been more difficult to gather paleocurrent data from these ripples. 

The difference in the bedding characteristics and abundance ot sedimentary 

structures in the green versus red units ofthis lithofacies indicates that the green units wen: 

formed under higher-energy conditions. Observations indicate! that the abundance! of 

shrinkage cracks in the red units cannot be attributed enti~ly _to a greater percentage and 

thickness of shale layers in the red units. It is therefore likely that these sediments suffered 

one or more of the following: (I) a greater degree of subaerial exposure, (2) higher 

salinities, or (3) more intense compaction and water expulsion. 

The strong red coloration of the terrestrial and marginal marine Rencontre 

Formation (Smith and Hiscott,l984) and parts of Facies Association .1, with features 

indicating very-shallow-marine conditions with periodic subaehal exposure, indicates a 

strong environmental control on the development of color. With few (but important) 

exceptions, it is a recurring aspect of the CIF and th<;> underlying Rencontre Fonnation that 

shallow-water or subaerially exposed sediments are red and that deeper-marine deposits are 

darker colored: The following discussion on the origin of color in these deposits has hcen 

included so that associations of color and other aspects of the rocks such as sedimentary 

1. structures can be used to refine or support process interpretations and later 

paleoenvironmental interpretations. 

3.2.1.1 Color 

The question of how sedimentary rocks acquire their color has been a long-standing 

question in geology. Much of the work has centered around expllJ:ining the red coloring of 

~-bed sequences. The consensus is that color is almost always an early dia~enetic 

phenomenon (Tomlinson, 1916; Downing and Squirrel, 1965;~alker, 1967; Thompson, 

1970; Van Houton, 1973; McBride, 1974; Hubert and Reed, 1978; McPherson, 1980; 
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Potter et al., 1980).The early work of Tomlinson ( 1916) demonstrated that the controlling 

factor in the development of color in shales is the Fe+3fFe+2 ratio and not the total percent 
· . .... 

of iron. McBride (1974) postuiated that as tfle Fe+3fFe+2 ratio in a rock decreased, the 

rt!sulting color change would Qe. from red to purple to gray. Potter et al. (19b0) funher 

suggest that organic content determines a second color sequence from greenish gray to 

black that is independent of the oxidation state of iron (Figure 3.4). Figure 3.4 suggests 

that the sedimt!nts of this lithofacies contained very little organic matter, less than -0.1 
. . 

pt!r~ent. Although color is a function of the final Fe+3fFe+2 ratio, an important primary 

control is the organic content of the sediment, because the quantity of organic matter 

controls the re+3fFe+2 ratio by oxidation-t:eduction reactions (Potter et al., 1980; 

McPherspn, 1980). The quantity of ~rganics in a sediment is controlled by many factors, 

most importantly: ( 1) rate of supply of organics, (2) rate of accumulation and (3) rate of 

decay of Qrganics in the upper few centimeters of the sediment column (in tum a function 

of oxygen. levels) (Potter et al ., 1980). 

Red color is impaned to sediments under oxidizing conditions by the early- ., . 
. ,1,· 

postdepositionitl alteration of iron-bearing minerals, including: ( 1) dehydration reactions in 

which the limonite stain on detrital particles is altered to hematite, (2) dissolation of !ron 

silicates and precipitation of the released iron and (3) direct oxidation of magnetite and 
. . 
ilmenite grains (Hubert and R.!ed, 1978). Red sediments can later be converted to green by 

reduction of the iron (Hubert and Reed, 1978; Potter, et al ., 1980), which is then carried 

away in solution (Picard, 1965; Friend. 1966; McPherson, 1980) or reprecipitated as iron

rich clays such as chlorite (Thompson, 1970). 

McBride (1974) noted that the strength of the color, red Q[ green, in a sediment or . 
rock, is a function of grain size: fine-grained rocks have higher iron content and therefore 

more intense color. According to 1\-icPherson ( 1980), the precurser to hematite in red 

sediments is an amorphous or poorly crystalline iron oxide that attaches itself to clays. The 

diagenetic change from red to green, occurring as sediments are buried below the water 



Figure 3.4: Graph relating color of rock (Y axi~). which from empirical data is shown to he 
a function of organic content and oxidation state of iron, to Eh and Time (X axis). 
"Time" refers to the length of time that pore fluids interact with the sediment prior to 
lithification. Sedimentation rate is inversely related to time because it controls the 
length of time that sedimen(undergoes reactions with shallow surface waters. The 
development of dark coldrs, olive gray to black, are primarily determined by organic 
content, and for a given unit of sediment the trend through time is toward lighter color 
with the oxidation of organic matter; this change is ·irreversible. The lighter colors. 
green-gray to red, are controlled by the mole fraction representing the proportion of 
iron in the +2 state (each unit in fraction represents the number of moles of iron per 
gram of rock)- color changes are reversible through time depending on Eh. Assuming 
that there is dissolved oxygen available in the sediment, the trend through time will be 
toward lighter color, first through the oxidation of organic carbon and later through the 
oxidation of reduced iron. For instance, if one starts with a black sediment rich in 
organics and a pore water of moderate Eh, at T 1 the sediment will be gray, at T 2 it will· 
be green, and at T4 it will be red. The left side of this graph is modified from Potter et 
al. (1980, Fig. 1.25). 
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table, results from interaction with reducing fluids . It is therefore. likely that the 

relationship between ~in size and color is controlled' by permeability: relatively high 

permeability for sands, low for muds. 
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The factors controlling color in the rocks of Facies l . l.are varied. The general 

difference in the lithology and sedimentary structures between green and red units.indil·ates 

that they .may have been deposited irt slightly diff~rent settings and expericm:ed different 

diagenetic geochemical conditions. The sedimentology of the green units indicates slightly 

deeper-water conditions in which e:fosure was less likely. Under these conditions. one 
! ~ 

migh~ expect incomplete oxidation 1 organics and therefore a lesser intensity of oxidation 

and dehydrdtion reactions involving Iron-bearing phases. The coarser, more Penneabk 
I . 

nature of the green units wuuld have rnhanced penetr.ttion by reducing fluids during later 

burial. The sediment?logy of the muddier. red parts indicates shallower-water conditions. 
-, 

~with higher likdihcx:Xi or exposure. Under these couditions the sediment would h~ve 

experienced a greater degree of oxidation prior to burial, and theTefore early decay of any . . 
organic fraction. The early decay of organics allowed thorough oxidation of the iron, and 

the low permeability of the sediment stifled any flow of reducing fluids from adj~tcent 
I 

sediments. 

3.2.2 Summary: Facies l.l 

In summary, the alternation of tr.tction and suspension deposition, availability of 

san·d. and overall energy conditions during deposition were important factors in 

detennining bedding styles in Facies 1.1. Deposition took place under reversing currents. 

Erosion was a very import:rnt process, creating bedding discontinuities and scour-and~fill 

structures. Finally, shrinkage of shale layers (desiccation and/or synaeresis) produced 

sand-filled cracks and aided in the formation of shale clasts. Some of these cracks were 

formed under subaerial conditions. Finally, the red units in this lithofacies were: (I) 
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dc:pi}sited under slightly lower energy conditions, (2) subaerially exposed more frequently 

and <3) subjected to stronger oxidizing conditions and were more impermeable to reducing 

fluids during de.,asition and early diagenesis, than the green units. 

l~ SIIALY FACIES 0.2) 

This lithofacies is similar in most resperts to Facies 1.1 but is distinguished by a· 

lower sandstone/shale ratio and different proportions of primary sedimentary structures. 
"' 

The shak content of this lithofacies varies from 50 !O 85 percent. The sandstone fraction is 

dominantly-very thin beds and laminae, while thin and medium beds of sandstone make up 

a small percentage(< 10%) of this lithofacies. Bedding planes are not well exposed. The 

ahundance of starved ripples and shrinkage cracks is higher than in F:1.cies 1.1. Also. the 

• association of shrinkage cmcks with color of strata is more pronounced: red u'lits n<:mnally 

have very abundant shrinka~ cracks, while green units are more variaok with some 

~aving ,a moderdte number of shrinkage cracks, and others having few, if any. 

Wavy and lentirular bedding dominates this lithofacies; flaser bedding is absent. 

Unlike facies 1.1, there are fewer pa:alleJ-laminatect beds, shale-clast conglomerates and 

fining-up motifs. This lithofacies also contains fewer erosional surfaces. As a result, 

bedding planes are more extensive. Lenticular erosional-based sandstone beds are present 

but are generally not as thick or abundant as in Facies 1.1 . Also found in this lithofacies, 

but not present in Facies 1.1, are rare carbonate concretions within which original 

depositional structures and thicknesses are delicately preserved. 

\. 
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3.3.1 Process Interpretation: Shaly Facies ( 1.2) 

The wavy and lenticular bedding is amibut~d to altem:ltion between traction 

tmnsport and deposition and suspension deposition, the latter being the dominant process. 

The higher shale/sandstone ratio and lower average sandstone bed thickness indicates 

lower-energy conditions than for Facies 1.1 . The paucity of large-relief erosional surfaces 

and'the reduction in abundance and scale of small scours and channels means that curn:nt · 

energy w'as mostly below that -sufficient to erode semi1ithified muCi. The differen~:e in 

average bed thidrness and the abundance of shale indicate generally lower·enc.rgy . . 

conditions. The abundance of starved ripples indicates low sediment supply. 

lrhe plan-view geometry of shrinkage c~cks i:; in most cases .unknown her au .,~ of 

~r exposure of bed~ing planes. but shrinkage cracks of both desiccation and synaeresis 

type were observed. The increase in abundance of cmcks (seen in cross section) in , 

comparison to Facies 1.1 indicates that the sediment wao; more often subjected to 

shrinkage, and trerefore was more often under one or more of the environmental 

conditions that form these cracks (desiccation, elevated salinities, dewat~.:ring and 

compaction). It is therefore also likely that the sediments of this lithofacies were also more 

often exposed subaerially. 

3.4 BLACK llilNLY LAMINATED SHALE/SILTY SHALE FACIES 0 Jl 

The Black Thinly Laminated Shale/Silty Shale Facies occurs"within the middle and .. 
upper parts of \iember 1 (Figure 1.3 ). It varies from very thinly laminated (pin-striped). 

dark gray to black shale, containing 40-60% very fi'ne and fine grained. whjte, quartzose 
. . ' '\ 

sandstone laminae (Plate 3c), to a complex interbedding ofdark ~hale, silver-gn.:y siltston•:. 

~- -
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and thin to medium-bedded.qt~anzites and sandstones (Plate 2a. 3a). The quartz arenites 

and sandstone beds are very irregular in thickness, and are often lenticular in geornetry . . 

These range from very thin beds of starved ripples to medium beds with channel-like 
. . ~ . - :...,, . . 

geometries (Pl:itC? 2c) to those with relatively flat bases ana tops that show evidence of 
.. . ~ 
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considerable erosion (Plate 2a). The thicker quatzite an~ sandstone beds may contain large · 

· mudstone flat pebbles. Th~ gray siltstone is interbedded with the s~ale on a lamina-by

lamina scale or on a larger scale in which centimeter-scale siltstone beds alternate with 

centimeter to decimeter-thick beds of pin-striped shale. Appreciable thicknesses of str.tta 
J 

(decimeters to meters) may contain little or no siltstone. 

In the pin-striped shale, individual white-weathering sandstone laminae rarely 

. exceed 2mm in thickness. Mini~loads (0.5-1 mm wide) may be present, projecting up to 

0.5 mm off_ the base of these laminae (Plate 3c). The laminae are grouped into sandy 

packages up to 1 .5 em in thickness, and shaly packages of subequal thickness. These 

packages are less clearly defined when observed close-up. where one can see their complex 

' 
and transitional nature. The sandy packages coptain slightly thicker sand laminae, with 

. I , . 

closer spacing, than those in the shaly packages. Thickness of.the laminae is generally 

• uniform, but thicker sand laminae display pinching and swelling, defining a blebby 

structure. Subtle, low-angle, undulose and planar laminae appear to fonn incipient ripples 

defined by very small cross-laminae.ln most cases it can be demonstrated that these 

features are different views oflaminae that drape very-low-angle erosional surfaces. Low

angle erosional surfaces, with relief of less tha~ a few centimeters, are locally abundant 

(Plate 3a). In some cases these surfaces define the boundary between sandy and shaly 

packages. 

One of the most dominant aspects of this lithofacies is the abundance of soft

sediment deformation structures. Much of the strata contain small-scale slides. 

co nvolutions and ball-and-pillow features. Some samples contain small ( 1-3 mm long) 

injection structures (clastic dikes) and small-scale s~nsedimentary faults (Plate 3c). The 



PLATE 2: FACIES 1.2/1.3 

a: ParticulArly sandy interval of Facies 1.3 at GB--105-107 A. Medium sandstone bed on 
the right has an erosional base and top, while bed in center of P.hoto has an erosional 
top arid is later.tlly truncated near base of photo. Stratigraphic top is to left. Scale is 15 
em long. 

b: Load ball horiron in Facies 1.2 at GB-48.8A. Stratigraphic-up is to right. Scale is 15 em 
long. 

c: Lenticular, channel-fill sandstone in Facies 1.3 at GB-107.7 A. Little or no internal 
structure is· visible on the weathered surface. Strarigrapbic top to right. Scale is 15 em 
long. 

d: Bedding plane view of Fades 1.3 at Member 1-2 boundary at FD-18.26. These rounded 
shale clasts are scattered across the surface and are concentrated in erosional irregular, 
partially-dendritic erosional scours. Note shrinkage (desiccation?) cracks. Scale is 15 
em long. 

• 

.. 

0 
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PLATE 3: GREY/BLACK SHALE FACIES (1.3) 

a: Pin-stripe interlamination of shale and fine sandstone .;howing subtle multiple scour 
surfaces. Note shrinkage cracks in thick shale lamina.. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 
15 em long. 

b: Locally abundant synaeresis cracks. This is an oblique shot of bedding with stratigraphic · 
top to upper left. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Slabbed and polished surface of pin-striped black shale from Point May. Note 
synsedimentary faults, small injection sttuctures and small load structures at the base 
of many laminae. A large, rounded, phosphatic shale clast (center) affected the 
overlying laminae during compaction. Stratigraphic top is up.. Scale is 1 em long. 

d: Lenticular, bedding-parallel phosphate nodules (arrows) from GB-llOA. These formed 
in situ as concretionary growths. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 
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injection structures are often squashe<! or ptygmatically folded, impaning a blebby 

appearance to the rcx;k where abundant. The synsedimentary faults record both brittle and 
'· 

' . plastic behavior at different points along their length. In some cases the faults flatten toward 
\ ~ . ---

bedding and die out with depth, appearing listric in nature. A few soft-sediment dikes 

appear to follow these fault planes (Plate 3c). 

Shrinkage cracks are locally abundant in this lithofacies (Plate 3b). They are 

conspicuously absent in this lithofacies at GB-77.9-80.2A, whereas only a few meters 

above and bel£w this interval shrinbge cracks are abundant. At LC, shrinkage ·cracks are 

abundant throughout this lithofacies. At LC-87.4A, aligned linear shrinkage cracks are well 

exposed on a bedding plane. 

Pyrite and phosphatic shale nodules are common in this lithofacies. Wet-chemical 

analysis for percent P20 5 was performed on several phosphate nodules from this 

lithofacies at various localities; the data are given in Table 3.2. Some of the phosphate 

r.odules are found with their long aJtes at an angle to beddi-ng, while others are parallel to ... 
bedcting __ The_.bedding-parallel examples show the following c.b.arac.teristics:j_l} tapered, 

elongate geometry (Plate 3d), (2) curved, but continuous, underlying and overlying 

laminae, (3) incoqx>ration of laminae within some nodules, and (4) indistinct, gradational 

contacts in some examples. Both bedding-concordant and bedding-discordant nodules 

_{Plate 3c) were noted at PM- 15.4A. 

This facies contains a nu":~ber of small and simple trace fossils. The concentration 

of trace fossils is not very high, nor is there evidence to suggest that the sediment was 

burrowed to a significant degree. 

I 

.-



'TABLE 3.2: PHOSPHATE NODULES: WET CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR P205 

SAMPLE % PzQ5 

FD-18.26 18.6 

FD-18.26 14.6 

FD-153.1 11.8 

LC-9.1B 20.4 

GD- IO.OB 20.4 

.. 
--- - ·- -··· ···---- - -·-···. ·-·-----· ··--··· .. -- - . -

- ----. 
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3.4.1 Process Interpretation 

< 

This lithofacies is similar to the "Finely Laminated Mudstones" of Hentz (1985). 

He desc_ribes calcitic lenticular, wavy, and planar laminae of similar scale and style that 

contain in·s.iw phosphate nodules, phosphatic shale clasts, and synsedimentary faults. 
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The characteristics of this lithofacies indicate a low-ener'gy setting periodically 

subjected to high-energy events. The deposition of sand beds up to several order_s of 

magnitude thicker than the norm for the facies argues for depositior: by high-energy events. 

The compositional maturity of many sandstone beds indicates transport from an adjacent, 

high-energy ·(micro )environment Some of these beds may have formed as shallow 

channels-that cut into a fine-grained substrat~ and generated mudstone fragments (flat 

pebbles). 

The gray to black shale, with its lenticular/wavy bedding and incipient ripple cross

laminae, records suspension deposition of sand and mud with gentle, episodic current . 

activity that fonned microripples on a silty bottom. Extremely sh.allow, shale-draped scours 

mark occasional, minor, erosional events. The synsedimefttm-y faults in the.se shales may 

have formed from hydraulic fracturing during the release of high pore pressures (Pickering , 

1983). The association of soft-sediment micro-dikes, especially those along the. fault traces, 

support this interpretation. 

The abundance of soft-sediment deformational structures indicates conditions of 

high pore pressure. High sedimentation rates and the presence of liquefaction-susceptible · 

silts probably contributed to the repeated sediment failures that characterize this lithofacies 

(full discussion of liquefaction, its causes and susceptibility, is given in Section 4.16.2.1 ). 

Based their morphology, the shrinkage cracks in this lithofacies are at_tributed to synaeresis. 

The phosphate- nodules in this lithofacies fonned early enough, and at shallow 

enough depths, to allow for erosion and transport of some nodules by rare, strong 
. - .· . ' •. ! 
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currents. Worldwide, phosphate is found as small nodules in gray and obck sh:tles (e.g., 
~ . .. ·~ 

Kidder, 1985; Hentz, 1985) and caroonates of a wide variety of ages took and 

McElhinney, 1979): especially at the Precambrian- Cambrian oo(· ~ary (Cook and 

Shergold, 1984). . · , __.. 
. J ' 

The analysis of phosphate concentrations and solubility in sea water is complc:~t 

(Waples, 1982, p. 141); the reader is referred to reviews by Baturin ( 1982) and Froelkh et 

• al. (1982), Baturin (1982, p. 23) concludes that the available evidence from field and 
~ 

laboratory rules out " ... the possibility of chemical precipitation of phosphate from ordinary 

sea and ocean waters under natural conditions". ln a purely chemical sense, the 

precipitation of phosphorus is strongly controlled by pH and generally unaffected by Eh 

conditions in the same manner as is ca.lcium carbonate (Krumbein and Garrels, 1952). The 

solubility curves of calcite and calcium phosphate are similar, with the latter having a lower 

absolute value, so that water saturated with respect to both minerals will only precipitate 

calcite. Krumbein and Garrels (1952) therefore conclude that the precipitation of calcium 

phosphate would occur in restricted basins with pH too low for calCite to form (pH 7,0-

7 .5). \ 

Organics, and therefore indirectly Eh, play an important role in the deposition of 

phosphorus (Bushinski, 1964; Christie, 1978; Baturin, 1982; Waples, '1982; Kidder, 

1985). Accumulation of organic matter is greatest in anoxic or. near-anmcic conditions. 

Under low-oxygen but not completely stagnant conditions, the phosphate stored in organic 

matter is degraded by mi~rganisms at, and immediately below, the sediment-water 

interface (Waples, 1982, p. 143). Under these conditions the released phosphorus is 

retained in the sediment, raising the concentration and allowing for precipitation (8aturin, 

19&2; Froelich et al., 1982; Waples, 1982). Restricted or semi-restricted conditions are 

very important in concentrating organic matter over a small region to produce anoxic 

bottom conditions (Heckel, 1977, p. 1 055). In these settings the lo~s of phosphorus to the 

overlying water column is minimized (Waples, 1982; Hentz, 1985) by preventing the early 
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oxidation of organic matter (low Eh) and the loss of phosphorus by physical _agitation of 

.. ---
the sediment by waves (Zicker et al., 1956), or burrowing organisms. 

In a pioneering study of phosphorite deposition, Kazakov (1937) drew attention to 

the importance of u"pwelling o.f cold, phosphate-rich_ ocean water for the precipitation of 

phosphate. Bromley (1967) rec<?gnized t~at the bathymetric distribution of phosphate-rich 

water in the oceans today is controlled by the loss of phosph~r:us from descending organic 

matter, most of which is released well above I 000 meters. He suggests that optimum 
' . . . . 

conditions are shallow, warm waters, particularly between 30 and 300 meters water depth. 

The deposition of phosphorus is now thought to be concentrated within, and particularly at 

· . t.boundaries of, the oxygen-mfnimum woe (Veeh eta!., 1973; Heckel,1977; !Vaples, 
. . \_ 

19R2). According tq Christie (1978).,-rrost phosphates form at " .. . water depths 
. '"'"· . 

considerably less than .500 m- possibly between 50 and 150m as off southwest Africa 

today" (p. 3). Bromley (1967) suggests 30-300 m, and Bushinski (1964). 30-200 m. 

To review, the pho-sphate nodules indicate: (I) low-oxygen, anoxic or near anox.ic, . 

conditions, (2) a restricted, low-energy setting, (3) a lack of burrowing organisms and ( 4) 

. warm, shallow marine waters. 

The high concentrations of organic matter that favor the precipitation of phosphorus 

also favor groWth of pyrite nodules. High sedimentation rates, inferred from the abundance 

. of soft-_sediment features, would also favor high organic content by shonening the time in 

which organic matter remained in the upper, oxidizing diagenetic zones. According_ to 

Potter et a!. ( 1980), the -dark gray to black color is characteristic of shales with high organic 

content: greater than 0.5% for dark gray shales and greater than 3 percent for' black shales 

(see Figure 3.4). Whereas l~w oxygen conditions are indicated by the dark color and 

> presence of phosphorus and pyrite concretions, dysaerobic rather than anaerobic conditions 

. are favored because of the presence of a moderate abundance of trace fossils. 

In. summary, the characteristics of this lithofacies indicate: (I) restricted, low

energy conditions with periodic high-energy events, (2) high sedimentation rates and 
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. . . 

locally ~i~h postd~positional pore pressures, (3) shallow-w.ater conditions. probably with 

oc;casional dovated salinities, (4) high Or-ganic concentrations, (5) presence of a limited 

community of burrowin'g organisms, (6) nearly anoxic (dysaerobic) conditions. 

3.5 REP MEDIUM~BEDPEP SANDSTONE/SHALE FACIES 0 .4l 
I 

The following description is bac;ed on exposure of this facies in the intervals FD~ 

103.7--115. This lithofacies con~ists of red (and mi':lor gree.n), thin to thick, massive and 

laminated .sandstones, siltstones and shales (Plate 4a). Well soned fine sandstone beds, 

generally fonning 80-90% of the facies, average 15-20 em in'.thk,kness and reach a 

. maximum of -60 em. Lower and upper bedding surfaces are mi!dly to very strongly 

erosional, and amalgamation surfaces are common (Plate 4c,d}. sc·our surfaces are overlain 

by medium and thick lenticular sandstonefeds, with or without a thin intervening shale 

layer (Plate 4b,c). One large sandstone lens is 4 m long and 35 em thick , in cross section. 

These'lenticular sandstones are mostly parallel laminated; a few show cross-lamination. 

Sl:ratification in the sandstone beds is dominated by parallel lamination with minor 

trough cross-stratification. Sedimentary structures include abundant mud-chip 

conglomerate (Plate 4e), synaeresis and desiccation cracks. small current ripples, rare 

current lineation and convolute lamination (Plate 4h). Desiccation polygons reach large 

dimensions: in one example one arm of a polygon is 40 em long. 

3.5.1 Process Interpretation: Red Medium-Bedded Sandstone/Shale E1cies ( 1.4) 

6' 

Many of the conditions under which this litho facies was deposited are similar to 

those of Facies 1.1, and to a lesser degree FaciesJ .2 . Sandstone bed thicknesses, and 
. 0 

,· 
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PLATE 4: MEDIUM-BEDDED RED SANDSTONES AND SHALES . 
· a: View_ of strata from FD--1 05-115. S~graphic top to right. 

b: Convolute laminae in sandstone bed at FD-108.5. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em 
long . ., _ · 

c: Erosional surface itt FD-1 04 overlain by s~e then sandstone with rippled top (on right). 
Stratigraphic top is_ up. Notebook is 18.5.cm long: -

.d: Shale-draped scour surface andlenticular sandstone beds from FD-104. Stratigraphic top 
is to right. Notebook is 1~.5 em long. · 

e: Mudstone intraclast conglomerate on upper bedding plane at FD-114.3 .. Scale' is 15 em 
long. · 

·' 

i 
I 
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depths of erosion associated with scour surfaces. are much larger than that of Facies 1.1. 

implying generallyhigher-energy conditions. The red coloring and the presence of 

s_hrinkage cracks. particularly large polygonal desiccation cracks. indicate well oxygenated 
' . 

conditions with periodic expos'ure. Shale chips may have fonned from the erosion of the 

curled-up edges of desiccation polygons. 

Clay drapes on scour s,urfaces imply a ti~ lag between the erosion and infilling of 

ch~nnels. Amalgamation surfaces evidence repeated episol~es of t!'Qsion. p~ssive 

accumulation of shale and later erosion of the shale drape and deposition of another sand 

bed. The lack of lag deposits and the well sorted nature of the sandstones implies a fairly 

homogeneous source of s and. 

-' , :' • 

• 
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3.6 LITHOFACIES DISJRU3UTION: FA 1 

Facies Association 1 is generally confined to member 1 of the CIF (Figure 1.3). 

The base of member 1 is composed of the red and green strata of Facies 1.1 and 1.2. The 

upper part of ~ber 1 consis•s of the gray to black Facies 1.3. with thick intercalations of 

Facies 1.1 and 1.2. One thick package of Facies 1.1 and 1.2 is also present in memhcr.2 

(see Figure 1.3). FA 1 distributions: Facies 1.1=40%. l.2=30'Y(l; 1J=2Y'k, and 1.4=5%. 

~ lithofacies of this facies assoCiation are best exposed at GrJnd Bank l lead. l11c 

section at this locality is cu·t by a serie~ of northeast-trending faults. These cause only minor 

stratigraphic disruption (the throw on the faults is not large - usually several meters - and 

the fault planes are often nearly parallel to bedding), but result in high rugged cliffs arid 

steep-walled coves, making access difficul~. At Grand Bank Head, the transition from the 

upper part of the underlying Rencontre Formation to member I of the CIF is well exposed. 

This transition is also present on Brunette Island and Chapel Island and at Boxey Point . At 

these three latter localities the top of the underlying Rencontre and the lower transition zone 

into member I of the CIF is much thicker bedded. containing Iaige channel fills and tahular 

cross-bed sets ~p to 1 m thick. At Grand Bank the bedding styles in the top of the 

Rcncontrc Fonnation are qualitatively similar to Facies 1.1 and 1.2 of FA 1, but the strata 

are entirely red, and less variable in terms of sedimentary structures. 

Facies Association 1 is also exposed at FD. At the hase of the section. only 20-25 

m of strata from member 1 are accessible without a boat. Strata of Facies 1.1. 1.2 and 1.3 

are found in this i.nterval. Red and green sandstones, siltstones arrd shales of Facies 1. 1, 

1.2 and 1.4 are exposed between FD-103.7 and FD--154 in two thinning- and fining-

upward sequences. The medium-bedded red sandstones of Facies 1.4 a.re found at FD-

103.7 in sharp contact with a highly cleaved 'transition zone' (Facies 2.1 is below), and 

extend to FD-- I 11.5, where they are stratigraphically transitional into alternations of Facies 

1.1 and 1.2 that continue until FD-137J. At FD-137 .3, in sharp contact with ~veral 
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meters of Facies 1.2 below, is a second fining- and thinning-upward package, the base of 

which i~ sharply defined at the base of a l .R m-thick sandstone bed. This sandstone bed 

and the immediately overlying strata, green siltstone and sandstones, are part ofF A 2 and 

are discussed in Chapter 4. The upper part of this fining-upward package, however, also 

contains strata of Facies 1.1 and 1.2 (FD-1-15-150.8). The paleoenvironmental 

interpretation of this second fining- and thinning-upward sequence will be discussed in 

Section 4.23.4. 

The strati~'faphic equivalent of the strata described above (FD-103.7 and FD--154) 

is exposed G B-24R-21BA, but is poorly accessible and obscured by weathering. The strata 

are predominantly red, as at FD. and are ccnainly similar in character-e.g., the litho16gy 

is the same and desiccation cracks. current ripples and other similar sedimentary strucmres 

were noted. There was no evidence at GR for the second fining-upward sequence seen a~ 

FD. 

At Point May ahout 135 m of strata from this facies association are poorly exposed 

and generally accessible only at low tide. Approximatdy 125m uf this fa1.~ics association 

arc moderately well exposed at Lewins Cove in low-relief outcrop. Exposures of FA 1 at 

Bnmelle Island, Boxey Point and Chapel Island ars thin and/or incomplete. 

- 3.7J>ALEOENYIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION. FA 1: TIDE-INfLUENCED 

PERITIDAL AND SEMIRESIRICfED NEARSHORE 

The red and green alternations that characterize E A 1 have been explained as a · 

transition berween the dominantly red fluvial rocks of the Rencontre Formation 

(Twenhofel. 1947; Smith and Hiscott. 19R3) and the green 'marine' rocks of Member 2. 

Anderson ( 19R I) describes the beds as alternations of fluvial and marine sed iments. Potter 

( 19..t9. p.3..t) says they are of a ' 'littoral or completely subaerial nature" . Crim('S and 
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Anderson ( 1985) give a tentative interpretation for the lower part of Mernher 1 as fluvial tn 

sh(lllow marine, with tidal sands and mud flats. 

Manyof the features of the sandstones and shales of FA 1 arc found in fluvial 

environments (e."g., rip-up clasts, desiccation cracks), but the full suite of sedimentary 

structures and overall organization of beds- there are no fining-up SCljucrH:cs ·- - indicate 

marine conditions, as does the alheitlimitcd suite of trace fossils. Many of the structLtrcs 

found in FA 1 are well known from modem and ancient shallow-water, tidally influenced 

facies (see Klein, 1977 a,b), although thes·e strudures are certainly not restricted to tidal 

• 
settings. Thinly interlayered bedding (Reineck and Singh. 1973, 19R0). prominent in I;A 

1, consists of alternations of sandstone and shale, and was initially named 'tidal hcddin!!' 

. by Rcin~ck and Wunderlich (1967, 1968), who attributed this style of hcddi.ng to 

alternation <'>f current or wave action (trnction or suspension deposi tion) and ~lal.·k-watn 

suspension deposition, characteristic of tidal cycles. The srylcs of ocdding range from 

flaser to wavy to lenticular. Thinly interlayered hedding is found in many ancient tidalitc 

sequences (Singh, 1969;. Wunderlich, 1970; DeRaaf and Boersma. 1971: Johnson. 197'\: 

Vos and Eriksson, 1977; Driese et al., 1981). 

The bimodal -bipolar paleocurrent distribution from Facies 1.1 and 1.2 is abo 

typical of modem tidal systems (Reineck, 1963; Klein, 1967), and is e0mmon in ancient 

tidal sequences (Klein, 1970a; DeRaaf and Boersmn, 1971; Johnson, 1975; Rust, 1977: 

Vos and Eriksson, 1977; Mazzullo, 1978; Hiscott, 19X2). Data from this facies ass<x·iation 

(Figure 3.3) and FA 2 (Chapter 4; Figure 4.2) indicate a northwest-southeast trc11<jing 

shoreline during deposition of the lower CIF. Rute marks in FA 2 indicate unequivocally 

that in Fortune Bay the shoreline was situated to the southwest, so that the data in Figun· 

3.3 signify a tidally influenced system characterized by flood-tidal asymmetry . 

The ubiquitous mud-chip conglomerates of Facies l.l and 1.2 are also found, 

though no t exclusively, in modem tidal settings (Van Straaten, 1954b; Reincrk, 1967), and 

arc a prominent fenture of ancient tidalites (Johnson and Friedman, 1969; K lcin, 1970a; 
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Yon Brunn and Hohday, 1976; Eriksson, 1977; Rust, 1977; Tankard and Hobday, 1977; 

Yos and Eriksson, 1977; Driese et al., 1981 ). In modem environments, eroded1nud chips 

can be transported for hundreds of meters or more (Wunderlich, 1970, p . 115). These 

often form by erosion of mud-cracked sediment, and a similar origin is envisioned for 

those of FA I. 

Modern tidal flats have received considerable study, beginning in earnest with the 

pioneering work of Van Straaten (e.g., I 950; 1953 a,b; 1954 a,b; 1959) on the tidal flats of 

the Dutch Wadden Sea. Numerous srudies were undertaken in the following decade by 

Reineck (e.g., 1963, 1967) and others (e.g .. Houbolt. 1968) on North S·ea tidal flats . This 

work laid the foundation for recognizing ~d interpreting ancient tidalite sequences. The 

paper hy Evans ( 1965) on the environments of the Wash. England, was panicularly 

important, not just in providing a better understand ing of modem tidal flats but also in 

propo~ing a vertical sequence of facies that would form during tidal -flat progradation . This 

fom1ed the b:~sis for l:~ter facies models that predicted small-scale fining-upward c ycles in 

tidal-flat settings (e .g .• DeJong. 1965; Eriksson. 1977; Ta~kard and Hohday, 1977; 

Klein, 1970b, 1971). 

The differemiation of intertidal and subtidal deposits is d ifficult in ancient rocks,(Dc 

Raaf and Boersma, 1971; Reineck and Singh, 1980). Tidal fl a ts are often well zoned (see 

Evans. 1965); the general trend is to have the coarsest sediment at and below low tide mark 

and a steadily increasing quantity of mud toward high tide level (Van Stra:uen and Kuencn , 

I 95R). The s:tndy sediment that forms tlaser, wavy and lenticular bedding on tidal flats is 

derived from sand bars in the shallow subtidal. and is carried by tidal currents up onto tidal 

tlats during the flood stage. As the flood stage progresses and higher levels of the flat are 

inundated, the cum::nt velocity decreases, resulting in: (I) lower-tidal-flat facies that are 

s:tnd-rich and flaser bedded. (2) mid-flat facies that are thinner bedded with subcqual 

quantities of mud and fine grained sand and (3) upper flat facies that are dominated hy mud 

with lenticular bedding - often in the fonn of starved ripples (Klein, 1970a, 1977a). 
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The bedding style and associated structures of Facies 1.1 would be most typical of 

lower-tidal-flaHo shallow-subtidal settings. Synaeresis-style cracks. abundant in Facies 

1.1, are common in modem tidal settings (Van Straaten, 1954b). The numerous scours and 

erosion surfaces of Facies 1.1 are consistent with this setting as well. In tidal settings, "the 

main morphological featu~s of subtidal zones are channels and sandbars" (Reineck, 1975, 

p. 6). In the shallow subtidal environments of the North Sea, the bathymetry may change 

by several meters within one day (Wunderlich, 1970, p. 124). 

In contrast to Facies 1.1, the p-rocess interpretation for Facies 1.2 (Section 3.3.1) 

calls for lower-energy currents, less channelling, and more extreme and frequent 

desiccation. These requirements suggest, in the context of its close association with Facies 

1.1, that Facies 1.2 was deposited in shallower water than Facies 1.1, probably in a middle 

to upper tidal flat setting. Middle to upper. tidal flats are characterized by thinly interlayered 

bedding, abundant starved ripples and mudcracks (Klein, 1970a), features common in 

Facies 1.2. 

The influence of storms during the deposition of FA 1 is difficult to assess. It is 

well known that a combination of storms and tides can move significant quantities of 

sediment: according to Wunderlich (1970, p. 124) as much as 100,CX)() m3 of sand can he 

eroded and redeposited within a single tidal cycle during a storm. Johnson ( 1975) describes 

a tidal-flat facies containing sandstone beds with erosional bases, upper-flow-regime 

bedforms. and wide lateral extent, that he attributes to deposition by stonns. Many of the 

FA 1 sandstone beds could be attributed to storm-enhanced tides. There is no direct 

evidence for storm deposition, but the common sandstone bed motifs of Facies 1.1 and 

1.2, with mud chip conglomerate, parallel laminae and ripple cms~-lamiflae, are indicative 
.,-

of strong current velocities capable of eroding mud and generating upper-flow-regime plane 

beds. These beds could have been deposited by storm-enhanced tidal currents. 
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The abundance of synaeresis cracks and the intimate large-scale interbedding with 

Facies 1.1 and 1.2 supports a shallow-water interpretation for Facies 1.3. Most of the 

strata of Facies 1.3 consist of a mixture of black shale and a distinctive silver-green 

siltstone that is a dominant lithology of FA 2 and 3. The siltstone was widespread on the 

shelf during member 2 (and 3) deposition. During the late stages of Member 1 deposition, 

silt that is believed to have come from the adjacent shelf (environments analogous to FA 2 .. 
and FA 3) was periCY.!it:aily introduced into the more restricted coastal area where the hlack 

shales accumulated. 

Black shales, such as those that make up part of Facies 1.3. are generally attributed 

to anaerobic conditions, hut not to any specific environment
7 

although deep-water_ settings 

are most commonly reported (Pettijohn, 197 5, p. 284; Heckel, 1977). Restricted, low-

oxygen, nearshore settings might include lagoons, estuaries, tidal-flat ponds and 

interdistributary bays of deltas. A lagoonal environment would imply the presence of a 

barrier island, for which there is no direct evidence in FA 1. The thickness of Facies I .3 

alone (up to several tens of meters) precludes deposition in individual tidal ponds or 

abandoned tidal creeks, deposits of wh~h are quite thin (i.e., tens of centimeters; see, for 

example, Goodwin and Anderson, 1974). More likely paleoenvironmental settings would 

he (a) a delta-plain environment such as an interdistributary bay or (b) a broad estuary. 

Allhough no features of FA "1 are diagnostic of deltaic sedimentation, such an interpretation 
• 

is permitted by the data. DeRaaf et al. ( 1965, Figure 9) illustrate deposits remarkahly 

similar to Facies 1.3 whil:h they interpret as 'subaqueous topset' deltaic deposits. 

lnterdistributary bays can be very extensive and contain thick deposits,- while maintaining 

generally shallow-water, resnicted conditions. The medium quartz arenite and sandstone 

beds appear, from their geometry, and scale in relation to surrounding strata, to be high-

energy event heds or channel deposits. 

• 



-
The medium to thick bedded red sandstones and shales of Fal·ies .1.4, in its sole 

stratigraphic occurrence at FD-103. 7 · -111.5, fonn the base of a thinning- and fining-

upward sequence, the upper sediments of which belong to Facies 1.1/1.2. The strata of 

' 
Facies 1.4 are in striking contrast to the underlying thin-bedded green sandstones and. 

siltstones of F. A. 2, which were deposited in a variety of suhtidal deltaic environments 
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(discussion to follow; Section 4.22 and 4.23). Channel sands are abundant at the base of 

the exposure and become less abundant above asthis facies becomes transitional into 

Facies 1.1/1.2, which have already been interpreted in tem1s of a tidal-llat model. 

The characteristics of Facies 1.4, and the vertical facies relationships. indicate that 

this facies was deposited in a periodically subaerially exposed, high-energy, shoreline 

environment or a near-shoreline fluvial setting. The abrupt stratigraphic appearan\.·c of thi s 

lithofacies suggests a shallowing event th:tt represents an incursion of land-derived 

sedimen~s. Possible environments include barrier beach, ebb-tidal delta, distributary 

channel. distributary mouth har or eswary. There are no -;edimentary stmctures strongly 

diagnostic of fluvial conditions (e.g .• basal lags. fining-upward sequences). and there an: 

no paleocurrent data to drJw on. Despite vigorous searching no tmce fossils were noted. 

but this does not rule out marine conditions for much or all of the facies, as very few traces 

are found in the red rocks of Facies 1.1/1.2, which are of certain marine origin . The 

presence of shale drapes covering erosional surfaces and a l:tck of a heach-style facies 

argues against a harrier he.ach origin. The presence of desiccation crncks within the first 

few meters of the fining-upward cycle indicates that the.-.e were not deposited at the hase of 

a distributary channel or as distributary mouth bar sands, the latter of which would also 

tend to leave coarsening-up deposits. In light of (a) the presence of shale beds, (h) the 

transition into Facies 1.1/1 .2. and (c) the constraint of deposition within a deltaic system 

(FA 2), a strong possibility is that this facies was deposited in a delta-front estuary just 

upstream from a dis tributary mouth. According to Elliot ( 197R, p. 112), in delta -top 
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settings influenced by tides "inner deltas comprising a maze of sand bars and mudflats 

occur at confluences between distributary channels, upstream from their outlet to the sea". 

Studies indicate that tidal processes are a major controlling factor in sediment distribution 

patterns and facies characteristics in mo?em estuaries (Postma, 1967; Boothroyd and 

Huhhard, 1975). The upward transition from the highly channelized deposits of Facies 1.4 

into those of Facies 1. 1/1 .2 can be undersiood in terms of a shift in the position of the 

distrihutary channel(s) with the subsequent loss of direct fluvial input allowing for the 

establishment of tidal flats . 

. l7 . I Tidal Range 

Modem shorelines display a full spectrum of tide- and wave-influenced settings. 

Tidal range and tidal -current velocities arc a fu~_ction of shelf width (Redfield, 1958) and 

other factors. Tidal currents appear to have been an impo!\ant influ_ence in the deposition of 
; 

FA I, but the paleotidal range is not ohvious. Macrotidal (> 4 m tidal range) deposits in the 

ancient record (Swett et al., 1971; Von Brunn and Hotxiay, 1976; Klein, 1977a; Rust, 

1977; Tankard and Hotxiay, 1977; Hiscott, 19!\2) are dominated by compositionally and 

texturally supermature sandstones. This is particularly true for the lower Paleozoic, and for 

the hue Precambrian - Lower Cambrian in particular. The deposits of FA 1 lack 

significant quantities of mineralogically supermaturc sandstone, and also lack important 

tide-diagnostic features like large herringbone cross-bed sets, react~vation surfaces in sand

wave deposits, and well defined fining-upward cycles. Apparently the tidal range was not 

macrotidal. Lack of evidence for sandstone heach deposits, so typi\:al of microtidal 

sh0relines nnd many mesotidal shorelines, indicates that the the tidal range wao; not 

extremely low either. A reasonable, but highly ~culative, estimate of tidal range is 3--t m . 

The depositional environments outlined for FA I have not been placed in the 

frni11Cwork of a larger depositional system. The data available solely from this FA I 
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appears to be too limited. The stratigraphic relationships with FA 2 and the consequences 

of the inferred depositional environments of FA 2 are imponant factors for defining the 

depositional framework of the paleoeiwironments of FA I. Funher discussion of FA I will 

be given in Chapter 9 following the description and interpretation of the remaining facies 

association~ . 
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Chapter 4 

FACIES ASSOCIATION 2 

4.1 lNTRODUCfiON 

Facies Association 2 consists dominantly of interbedded sandstones and siltstones. 

There is a wide variety of different bed types. with varying lithologies and sedimentary' 

structures. that punctuate a volumetrically dominant 'background' of silver-green siltstone. 

These 'punctuating' beds include thin laminae to medium beds of s~mdstone, thin 

conglomerate laminae/beds, and a variety of 'disturhcd' or rcsedimcnted beds. 

The different bed types in this FA are given letter and number designations. 

Different portions of these be.d types will be used to define lithofacies. Figure 4.1 is a 

detailed section (GB-15.l6-15R.6U) that shows the scale and style of interbe9din!! of 

several of the volumetrically dominant bed .types: SO, S I, S2, and S3. This same interval 

is shown in Plate 5a. In the following sections each bed type will have a separate · 
. 

description and process interpretation. Paleocurrent information from. sole markings in th is 

facies association (Bed-types S2-S4; see below) is plo"ed next to tlie stratigraphic columns 

for FD and GB in Figures 2.4 nnd 2.5. The mostabundant nnd complete paleocurrent ciata. 

including sole:- markings, current lineations, and ripple data, is from FD, and the rose 

diagrams for this locality (hgure 4 .2) will act as a representative suite for the followin g 

.. ' 



Figure 4. 1: Representative detailed stratigraphic section from F. A. 2 showing the scale and 
style of interbedding of SO-S3 beds. This is a 5 m section from the Grand Bank 
locality (GB .. J53.6-158.6B). 

' \ 
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65cm- 51St w/ discontinuous stringers of VFSIFS 10.5mm ave) 

35cm- 51St w/ mm-thlck VFSIFS l am's/streaks; 
widely spaced tcm lavo) FS lam's 

Scm- FS/MS; ave•1-2cm, max·3 .5cm; 
drasllc changes in thickness, ripple x-lam's, draping lam's 

18cm- 51St w/ mm-thick lam's/streaks 

1.5-2.5- Undulatory lam's -ripples, 
Low R.I. wtth variable ave. •12cm 

12cm- Four FS lam' s, 5-10mm thick, pinch and swell, 
flutes and traces on sole 

40cm- 51St w/mm-thick VFS/FS lam's/slreaks 

2cm- Rlpple form-set at base, draping lam' s over ripple 
llules on sole l?l 

48cm- 51St w/ mm-thick VFSIFS lam's; 1 8mm FS lam 

1.5-2.5cm- MSIFS bed ; Concreted thickness up to 7cm; 
- Complex cross-lam's, lorm-discordan! ripple 

x-lam·s, climbing wave-ripple lam' s, draping lam's 

110cm- 51St w/ mm-thick SS lam's and l enllcuiar streaks; 
also 0 .5-1.0cm l am's every 3-8 em, 

show grading and ripple cross- l am's 

2cm- Graded bed MS-SISt 

3-4cm- Graded bed: 2cm C/M SS - 1-2cm rippled FS 

33cm- 51St w/ mm-thlck SS lam's 

Scm- Low-angle cross- lam's ; discontinuous; 2-3m l ateral extent 

25 em 5 1St w / mm thick SS lam' s; A low 2-4mm thick 

6 . 5 - Comp lex cross- laminat i on and cll mbinQ wave-ripple lam's 
- Concretion ad bed ; max . thickness • !Ocm 

22 em - 51St w1th mm th i ck SS streaks 
- one 5-10 par. l am. FS lam. 

53 em Para ll ol l aminated -Wave r ipples • 45 em 



PLATE 5: FA 2 OUTCROP, SO AND Sl BEDS (FA 2) 

a-: A detailed drawing of this 5 m interval (covered by stretched tape) from ·GB-15.l6-
158.6B is given in Figure 4.1. This zone is particularly silty. and appears to be fining· 
upward in character. Stratigraphic top is to left. Scale is 1 m long. 

b: Small, wiry traces within SO siltstone. These are dominantly Planolites montanus trace_s. 
· View looking roughly perpendicular to bedding. Scale is in 10 cm divi~ions. 

-. 
c: S 1 laminae and SO siltstone from GB--508. Some of the S 1 laminae form graded 

rhythmites (GR beds): Some SI/S2 interlaminae show evid~nce of bioturbation. while 
others are very delicately laminated. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is !Ocm long. 

d: Close-up of~;~graded rhythmite (center) showing upward decrease in thickness of 
sandstone laminae. Note discontinuous S2 beds and SO bed (directly above scalcl. 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

\ 

. . 

. \ 
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Figure 4.2: Paleocurrent infonnation from Facies Association 2 (Facies 2.1/2.2) from 
Fortune Dump. 'A'= orientation of ,.c~trent lineations, 'B'= groove trends, 'C'= 
paleocurrent data from current/combined-flow ripples, 'D'= !lute paleocurrents. 'E'= 

~ trends of wave ripple crests, and 'F'= rip~le-crest trends (ripple type unknown). 

-~ 
( 
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discussion. A full range of paleocurrent data from localities throughout the field area is 

summarized on rose diagrams in Figure 4. ~. 

A brief review of oscillatory hedfom1s and internal slnJcturrs is given he low as 

background to the description <}Ild process interpretations of many of the hed ty~s th;Jt wi II 

follow, particularly S2, S3 and S4 beds. 

4.1.1 Review of Bedfonns and Internal Stmctures Produced _by Oscillatory Flow 

The sizes and shapes of various types of wave ripples have recently received 

considerable attention as a tool in reconstructing ancient sea <.:onditions (e.g., llanns et al.. 

19R2; P. Allen, 1981 a, 1981 b, 1984; Clifton and Dingler, I <)84 ). The tcnninology for 

wave ripples, howe~er, is complex. One classification s<.:heme concerns the relationship 

beiween ripple spacing and orbital diameter. According to Inman ( 1957). and later Dingkr 

(197 4), the spacing of ripple crests Is direct! y proponional to orbital diameter up to a criticd 

diamc:ter, above which the spacing at first decrea...es and thc:n levels off at a .fixed v;duc. 

The ripples at the three stages of this relationship are dc:finc:d as 'orbital', 'suborbital' and 

'anorbital', respectivt:ly (d. Clifton and Dingler, 1984, Fig. 5). A second scheme is 

concerned with the relationship between orbital diameter and thc wavdcngth-to-hcight 

ratio. Bagnold (1946) coined the name 'rolling-grain rippks' for the low-amplitude rippJt.., 

that form under small orbital diameters at the onset of grain motion, and 'vortex ripples' for 

those forms with low wavelength-to-height ratios in which sediment is carried in a·vortcx 

over the crests during each flow oscillation. At high flow velocities and large orhital 

diamc:ters, before the transition into sheet flow, sand is eroded from rippled crests during 

each oscillation, resulting in low amplitude 'post-vortex' ripples (Dingler, 1974; Dingler 

and Inman, 1977), and at long oscillation periods 'reversing-crest' ripples (Harms ct al., 

1982). Confusion arises because some workers use the tenn 'rolling-grain ripple' for all 

wave ripples with high wavelength-to-height ratios (Siearh, 1976, Allen, 1979), which 

... 



hgure 4.3: Pakocurrent information from Facies Association 2 (Facies 2.1/2.2) from 
localities throughout field area. 'CL'= orientations of current lineations, 'GT::::; groove 
trends, 'J·'P'= flute paleocurrents, 'RP'= ripple-paleocurrents, 'WR'= wave-ripple· 
nest trends, 'RC'= ripple-crest trends (ripple type unknown). 
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would include these 'post-vortex' and 'reversing-crest' ripples. The general consens ... s is 

that rolling-grain ripples, which form just above threshold velocities, are metastable :md 

quickly convert to vortex ripples (Hanns et al., 1982; Clifton and Dingler, l<J84). These 

fom1s are apparently stable only on anificial oscillating beds in~ (Miller and Komar, 

1980). There is little or no information concerning the internal structures of post-vortex 

ripples. 

According to Clifton and Dingler (1984), the two ripple classification schemes are 

not entirely correlative, although they strongly overlap. Postvonex and reversing-crest 

ripples (Harms et al., 1982) are considered anorbital ripples, but some orbital ripples are 

not vonex ripples, even though many workers have equated the two (Clifton and Dingler, 

19~4. p. 182). 

The previous discussion has been concerned with the characteristics of oscillatory 

bedforms under simple oscillatory motion. Many of the oscillatory bedforms found in 

ancient marine strata may have fonned under complex wave motions. The lack of en;pirical 

data on bedforms under non simple oscillations is a major gap in the understanding of 

osdllation ripples. 

Wave-formed ripples have historically received little attention from geologists, 

especially in comparison to current-formed ripples. Until the miq-1960's the standard 

dogma was that the internal structure of wave ripples consisted of simple chevron-style 

lamination (Newton, 1968). McKee (1965) and Newton (1968) demonstrated that wave 

ripples often do not contain these chevron-style laminae, and that both wave and current 

ripples could exhibit similar characteristics. Boersma ( 1970) thoroughly described and 

summarized a whole suite of features diagnostic of waves, According to J.R.L. Allen 
• ' 

( 1984; pt. A, p. 428), these form when " ... ripple marks become reformed under cond itions 

of changeable waves and a low sediment net deposition r.ne". P. Allen ( 1981 a) :rrr.Ilysed 
\ 

some of these features in terms of various wave parameters. The features diagnostic of 

waves, as outlined by Boersma (1970) and DeRaaf et al. (1977), are given in Figure 4.4. 



figure 4.4: G~:neral wave-diagnostic features of cross-lamination. Modified from Boersma 
(1970). • 
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variable direction and degree of ripple asymmetry often inconsistent with internal structure 
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swollen lens-like set 
offshooting and bundled 

I for set l upbuilding 

association with different modes of even lamination 

straight <below> and gradational into 
low or high angle x-lamination <above) 
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4.2 SILVER-GREEN SILTSTONE: SO 

These beds censist of homogeneous silver-green to grey-green muddy silt~tonr 

(Plate 5d). This siltstone is the background sediment for all other tx·os. lllese txds vary in 

thickness from a millimeters to tens of centimeters. This siltstone ranges from undisturhcd 

·to strongly bioturbated, as dedLJced from the pre~ervation or dismption of interheddet~ 

delicate sand laminae (S I and S2- dest·ribed below). Distinct tmces are locally present in 

large numbers (Plate 5b). The traces in this siltstone are primarily simple fonns (e .g:, 

various species of Planolites). 

One characteristic of this siltstone, especially prominent when interlamir.ae of 

sandstone are ~idely spaced, is the presence of extremely small frJgments of shale a ft:w 

millimetersJong and less than 0.5 mm thick. These are noticeabk on the weathered surface 

because of orange stain~ (halos) that surround the clasts. 

4.2.1 Process lnterpr(:tation 
- . 

The homogeneity of grain size and lack of lamination indicates unifonn deposition 

from suspens,ion. All or most of this siltstone could be attributed to slow fallout from the: 

ambient wacers. Some of this sil!stone might ·be attributable to late-stage fall-out associated 

with deposition of interbedded sandstone beds. Distinction between these processes would 

be wmewhat analogous to the distinction between Tr and Tc units in turbidites (Van· dcr 

Lingen, 1969; Hesse, 1975; specifically the ungraded E3 division of Piper, llJ7H, or the T7 

division of Stow and Shanmugam, 1980). 

It is likely that the density and shape of the shale chips in this siltstone was such 

that they were roughly hydrodynamically equivalent to the surrounding silt, or at least close . 
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enough to have .been easily tranS!X>Iled in suspension. The orange halos around these chips 

an: iro~-oxide staining, a weathering feat!-)re. 

4~ 1 SILTSTONE/SANDSTONE THIN LAMINAE: S I 

Thin S I laminae consist of coarse siltstone to fine sandstone that an~ Jess than 0.5 

rnm thick and .• in most cases, are remarkably persistent laterally (Plate 5c.d). The thickest 

of these laminae may weather positively, standing out from the surrounding fine siltstone 

by a fraction of a millimeter. These laminae may be closely spaced (rrullimeter scale) or 
·i 

more widely spaced (0.5-5 em apart). TheseS 1 laminae may show a vertical increase in 

spacing within. clearly detined beds, described below as graded rhythmites (Section 4.7) . 

4.J . ! .Process Interpretation 

~. 

Severy~! aspects of theseS I laminae indicate deposition from sus~nsion : ( 1) 

extreme thinness, (2) la.ck of visible internal slructure, (3) lateral persistence, (4) unifonn 

· thickness and (5) lack of evidence for erosional lower contacts. 

Where these fracrion-of-a-mm-thick laminae are separated by several centimeters of 

· homogeneous siltstone, the laminae may be related to variation in the size of the sediment 

bt:ing supplied; or to variation in flow velocity. If oscillatory currents were involved, they 

were weak, as S 1 laminae display no features diagnostic of waves. The sandstone laf!linae - . 
can be seen to be coarser than the coarsest grains in the muddy siltstone, mling, out in situ · 

winnowing as a mechanism for generating the thin sandstone laminae. 

In stratigraphic intervals where the very fine sandstone laminae are most abundant 

and thickest, the lithology (interbedding of S 1 and SO) begins to resemble thinly . ' 

interlayered bedding or 'rhythmites' (see Reineck and Singh, 1980; p. 123-130). 
·. 
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4.4 SANDSTONE LAMINAE S2 

S2 laminae consist of discontinuous, grey- to brown-weathering sandston~: . Th~:·~e 

sandstone laminae gener:ally range from I to 10 mm in thickness (average -5 mm), but 

pinch .and swell (Plate 6a,e) , locally reaching a maximum thickness of 1.5-2 em. Radical 
. . 

changes in thickness and pinch-outs are diagnostic of S2 beds. These variations in 

thickness are most often associated with erosion at bOth the upper and lower surf:lces. ' '' 

some cases neither surface appears erosional, and changes in thi~.:kness are assrx:iated with 

small-scale incipient or fully developed ripple cross-lamination. S2 Laminae arc locally 

disrupted by burrows (Plate &:,d). 

'Most of the sandstone laminae appear internally massive. Wheie these laminae 

locally swell to I em or greater in thickness, they exhibit gmding, parallel lamination and 

ripple cross-lamination. Parallel laminae may pass laterally i~to unidirectional ripple cross- _, 

laminae. Upper bedding surfaces locally show sharp-tTested symmetrical ripples with large 

spacing-to-height ratios; some of these ripples a'e starved and have crest heights less than 5 

mm (Plate 6b). Cut slabs display form-discordant ripples with bundled lenses and irregular 

lower set boundaries and climbing wave-ripple laminae. Only a few examples of simple 

fonn-concordant ripples were noted. 

Very few sole mark~ are exJX>sed due to the thin and discontinuous nature of these 

·· beds (Plate 6a,c,d). Those that are exposed show small trace fossils (e.g ., Planolites) and 

sole markings such as flute, groove and prcx{ m<vks. 

-t4.1 Process Interpretation 

Where S21aminae are interlaminated with SO laminae/beds, the bedding style 

resembles 'thinly interlayered bedding' (Reineck and Singh, 1980). This term was 
, - . .. 

- - - - - - - - - --- - -
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PLATE 6: S2 BEDS (FA 2) 

J: The discontinuous character of S2 beds is)llustrated in this photo from GB--50B. A 
small part uf the soles of a few of the!fe beds are exposed here. Stratigraphic top is up. 
Scale is 1 Ucm long. · 

b: Partially-starved wave ripples at· FD-364.5. Note tuning-fork junction. Stratigraphic top 
is up. Scale is I 0 em long. -

c: Close-up of burrowed S 1 and S2 beds. Note limited expos,ure of soles. Stratigraphic top 
is up. Scale is in 10 em divisions. 

d: Burrowed S 1 and 52 beds as seen at GB-B. View is slightly obliqut.to bedding and 
stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in 1Qcm divisions. · 

• • • o" 

e: Discontinuous S2 laminae at FD--22. Many of these laminae ~ave flat bases and rounded 
tops while others have concave-down bases and flat tops.-Note clastic dikes (arrow). 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

• 
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introduced oo replace the term 'tidal bedQi ng' (Wunderlich, 1. 970) whi_vh had obvious 

genetic connotations. lnterlaminae of SO and S2 beds resemble De Raaf et al.'s (1977) 

'Lithotype M2'. The scale and pinch-and-swell nature of the sandstone laminae in their 

Lithotype M2 is panicularly similar. Incipient-ripple lenses and lataal transitions from 

parallel laminae into cross-laminae, both features of 52 laminae, were attributed by DeRaaf 

eta!. ( 1977) to wave reworking during the late stages of deposition. A heterolithic facies 

described by Soega~d and Eriksson ( 1985)is alse similar in that it includ~:s form-

' 
discordant ripples with bundled upbuilding, draping laminae and other fearures that they 

attribute to waves. These wave-generated features are discussed b/Boersma (1970), ~ 
. / 

Raaf et al. (1977 ), Allen (1981 a), Harms et al. (1982) and others (see Figure 4.4 ). 

The few examples of sole markings on these sandstone laminae indicate that the 

initial sand deposition was by unidirectional currents that were capable of scouring the 

underlying st>.diment surface. The lack o(visible i~temallarninae in many of the sandstones 

renects a homogeneous grain-size population and leaves little information about . . . .· 
depositional processes. During the late stages of deposition or after deposition, the sand 

was reworked by waves, forming incipient ripples, sma!Ifonn-discordant ripples and 

~ sandstone lenses, climbing wave-ripple laminae and in some cases starved, low-ampli'ltlde 

wave ripples: The lack of current lineations or partjng lineations may reflect a loss of 

upper-plane-bed parallel laminae during this late stage reworking. 

The straight-crested ripples with high spacing-to-height .ratios must 1:>e either · .., 
rolling-grain ripples, postvortex ripples or early-formed vortex ripples. The internal 

struct~res of the S2 ripples are ~imilar to those of two-dimensional vonex ripples (Harms et 

al:, 1982). Therefore the low-amplitude ripples are considered vortex ripples· that were in 

the early stages of development. fonned in a thin layer of sediment. 

The scale of bedding is indicative of either low-energy currents or low sediment 

supply. The latter is favorep, as the nature of the bedding and the intemal sedimentary . 
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structures indicates frequent, episodic transport of sand by curn:nts and fn.:quem n:moldin~ 

of the sediment surface by waves. 

4.5 VERY WIN SANDSTONE BEDS: S' 

~ 

These beds consists of 1-10 em-thick, brown-weathering, fine sandstone. Ovrr 

large stratigrap~ic intervals 53 ~s constitutes 20-40% of the strata (the rest being 

dominantly S 1 and S2 beds), while thin stratigraphic intervals"(a few tens of centimeters) 

may contain as much as 80% or more. The beds are generally continuous and fairly cvrn in . ' 

thickness. 

Internal sedimentary structures are often well preserved in these sandstone hc:ds. 

The beds are always sharp-based, but may have sharp (Plate 7a,b,d,e ,f) or ~radational 

(Plate 7c) upper surfaces. Grading characterizes roughly half of these beds, the n:st 

appearing ungraded on the weathered surface. The grading is generally from fine sandstont: 

to very fine sandstone, or from fl.ne sandstone to siltstone; a small fraction of beds may 

gr.tde up from medium sandstone. The following internal structures have bt:en noted: (I) · 

nongraded, apparently structureless, (2) graded but otherwise structureless, (3) ripple 

cross-laminated, inc.luding erosional-stoss and depositional-stoss climbing-ripple types 

(Plate 7b,f, 7f), the latter of.which, in turn, includes those with symmetrical and 

asymmetrical-profiles showing upwardly decreasing amplitudu. (Type C' climbing ripples 

of Jopling and Walker (1968) (Plate 8c }, (4) ripple form sets with asymmetrical profiles 

and form-concordancy (Plate 7a), and those with symmetrical profiles with high or low 

spacing-to-height ratios, (5) ripples with bidirectional bundled lenses, unidirectional cross

laminae opposed between adjacent crests and offshooting laminae (Plate ~d; Figure 4.5b), 

and (6) planar or undulatory parallel laminae. The followil'lg sequences of structures have 

been noted: (1) asymmetrical or symmetrical ripples e>verlain by draping laminae. (2) cross-



PLATE 7: S3 BEDS (FA 2) . 

a: S 3 bCds from GB·49.2B with sharp bases and sharp or gradational tops. Low-relief 
ripples in center of photo show variation in internal structure between crests (a feature 

. of wave ripples). The crest on left is symmetrical, with wavy lamination, while the 
LTest on the right appears slightly asymmetrical and is unidirectionally cross-laminated. 
Str.nigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

b: Wavy to stoss-preserved climbing ripples in S3 bed at FD-271.65. Stratigraphic top is 
up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: The S3 bed below the :;cale has a sharp base (arrows) with large flute marks that are seen 
in cross-section. The top of the bed is gradational into the siltstone above, with 
draping/offshooting lamination cryptically preserved in siltstone at the top of the bed. 
this weathering pattern, which is shared by graded rhythmites, makes it difficult to 
define the top of the bed. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

d: The reworked upper surface of this parallel laminated bed (GB-76.58) locaJl.Y displays 
symmetrical sharp-crested ripples. Note parallel lamination below the crest on the right 
side of photo. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

e: Parallel to wavy laminated bed (FD-332.5) with upper surface that is locally remolded 
into a ripple geometry. The rippled upper surface of the overlying bed displays 
variability in crest size and shape. The crest in the top left comer is somewhat rounded, 
unidirectionally cross-laminated and has very low-angle cross-laminae, features 
associated with combined-flow ripples. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

f: Stoss-preserved climbing wave·ripples lamination from S3 bed at FD-226.3 showing a 
high angle of climb (below scale) and symmetrical profiles. Stratigraphic top is up. 
Scale is 15. em long. 
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PLATE 8: 53 BEDS CONTD (FA 2) 

. a: Symmetrical ripples at FD-75.3. Note differem:es in peakedness of adjacent crests. 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in 10 em divisions. 

h: Fine sandstone bed (53) at FD-274.2 with variation in size and shape of adjacent 
symmetrical crests along a ripple train. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Depositional-stoss climbing wave-ripple lamination in an S3 bed from Brunette Island 
(Bri-9X.6). N01e upward change from asymmeuical to more low-relief synuneuical 
ripple crests. Str.ttigr~phic top is up. Scale is in em. 

tl: Symmetrical form-discordant ripples in concretion from GB-137.78 with bundled 
upbuilding, scooped lower bounding surfaces, bidirectional bundled lenses and 
draping lamination. These are 'classic' features of wave-formed ripples as originally 
outlined by Boersma (1970). Str.uigraphic top is up. Scale is I em long. 

e: Features preserved within this carbonate concretion include parallel lamination (top and 
bottoro) and climbing-ripple cross-lamination separated by scooped lower bounding 
surfaces. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

f: Low-relief, long wavelength, stoss-preserved climbing ripples with locally high angles 
of climh preserved within this carbonate concretion from GB. Stratigraphic top is up. 
Scale is I 0 em long. 
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Figure 4.5: 

a) Sketch of carbonate concretion from a rippled S3 bed at GB- 156.98. Note strong 
variation in size, shape and internal structure between adjacent crests. 

<h) Sketch of rippled S3 bed at FD-298.75 showing form-discordance, unidirectional 
cross-lamination opposed between adjacent crests: and off shooting and draping 
lamination. 
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laminae draped by laminae from adjacent cross-laminated set, and (3) planar or undulatory 

parallellamin.ae overlain by asymmetrical or symmetrical ripples (high or low spacing-to-

'· 
height ratio) with or without draping laminae (Plate 7d,e). Paning lineation and current 

lineation is found associated with paraJlellamlnation. Data on parting/current lineation 

orientations arc given in Figure 4.2a (most of the data in this figure are from S3 beds; some 
• 

data from S2 and S4 beds are also included). 

Carbonate concretions, retaining precompactional thicknesses two to three times 

that of the rest of the bed, often preserve a wide variety of interesting sedimentary 
/) 

structures that are not visibje in the p<mions of the bed not cemented by carbonate (see 

Figure 4.1 ). The following features have been noted from ripples in these concretions: (I) 

- climbing sets of cross-laminae separated by irregular, often concave-up scour surfaces 

(Plate Me), (2) stoss-preserved climbing-ripple laminae with symmetrical profiles (Plate 8f), 

and (3) forrn-discordant ripples that internally display bundled upbuilding, offshooting 

foresets, bidirectional bundled lenses and draping laminae (Figure 4.6; Plate 8d). In 

addition, some examples of both carbonate-cemented and non-carbonate-cemented ripples 

show strong variation in size, shape and internal structure of adjacent crests ·along ripple 

trains (Plate 7a,d, 8a,b; Figure 4.5a). 

Lower bedding surfaces are well exposed and are covered by a wide variety of trace 

fossils and sole markings. The latter include flutes, grooves, prods. and current crescents. 

Hute marks vary from simple rounded and pointed forms to those with strongly curved and . 
. . 

prominent 'beaks'. Although they may be found isolated OA-4 surface, they are usually 

found in large numbers, as is gene.rally the case w-ith sole markings (Plate 9a). Different 

groove sets on the sole of a bed may vary in orientation, by as much as 50 de!,rrees in 

extreme cases (Plate 9c). The various sole marks are well oriented with a consistent 

nonheast-southwest trend (same as current lineations). The paleocurrent data from flute 

marks show a strong unimodal orientation toward the nonheast (Figure 4.2d). 



' 
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Figure 4.6: Line drawing of carbonate concretion from S3 bed at GB-137.78. The ripples 
display such wave-diagnostic features as form-di scordance, bundled uphuilding, 
offshooting forsets, biri!:-e-r•ional bundled lenses and draping lamination . 

. ' 
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PLATE 9: S3 BEDS- ,SOLE MARKS (FA 2) 

' 

a: Multiple surfaces decorated with solemarks from fallen block at GB. Sole marks indudc 
grooves, ilutes and prod marks. Scale (lower left) is 10 em long. . . 

b: Buloous, irregular flute marks from the base of an S3 bed at GB. Groove marks are also 
____ present along sole at right side of photo. Row was to upper right. Scale divisions arc: 

lOcm. 

c: Several sets of divergent and crossing grooves indicating paleoflow variation hy as nHii:h 
· as 50-60 degrees. Scale is in em. 
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Upper bedding surf11ces are also decorated wilh a wide variety of trace fossils and 

sedimentary structures ... Ripples are the J.llOSl common feature on these surfaces. By far the . 
most common are ripples with large spacing-to-height ratios 'and straight to slightly : 

sinuous, sometimes bifurcating crests (Plate lOd,e), and interference ripples with thin, 

widely spaced (at maximum spacing) crests (Plate 1 Oc). One common type of ripple has 

sharp crests, slightly asymmetrical profile and high spacing-to-height ratios. The crests 

mnge from wavy with bifurcations to a nearly polygonal pattern (Plate lOt). The bedfonn 

migration directions can be deduced from the truncated stoss lamination (Plate lOc,t). The 

crests of asymmetrical ripples range from straight to linguoid. Many of the asym~trical, 

unidirectionally cross-laminated ripples are highly three-dimensional and have roun~ed 

crests and very gently dipping lee surfaces (le~s than angle of repose) (Plate 1 Oa,b). 

Structures similar in character to wrinkle marks (Kinneya structures) are found 

•· . along internal partings and at upper bedding surfaces of some sandstone beds. 

4 .5.1 Process Interpretation 

The sharp lower surfaces covered with sole markings indicate that the current<; 

transporting the san4 were strong enough to scour the underlying siltstone. Prod and 

groove marks indicate that U!e current also carried tools that goug~~.-.craped the sihy 

surface. It should be noted, given the discussion that will fo~low concerning the formation 

' of various internal structures by waves, that most of these beds have either flat or only . . 
slightly wavy bases (not a characteristic of wave-~onned beds; De Raaf et al., 1977). This, 

and the consistent unidirectional oriention of flute marks, indicates that for these beds the . 

initial transport and deposition of sand was under the influence of unidirectional currents. 

Most of the internal features of these beds - undulatory laminae, complex 

upbuilding 6f cross-lamination sets, etc,. - are considered by various workers to be wave-

' • ' 

( 



PLATE 10: S3 BEDS: WAVF)COMBINED-FLOW RIPPLES (FA 2) 
c 

a: Bedding-plane view of combined-flow ripple~ at FD-270 with strongly 3-dimensional 
geometries and rounded crests. Scale is 15 em long. · 

b: Cross-sectional view of "a". An anomalously sharp and symmetrical crest in the center 
of the photo displays the low-angle (lower than angle-of-repose) of these cross
laminae. Scale is 15 em long. · 

c: Combined-flow ripples with sinuous, slightly asymmetrical crests (FD-146.15). Eroded 
· stoss laminae indicate flow from upper right to lower left. Slight interference pattern is 

indicated by'.subtle crests that are oriented roughly right to left. Scale is 15 em long. 
~ . . 

d: Comhin~-t1ow ripples from FD-271.5. Note sinuous, bifurcating crests. Eroded stoss-
. laminae indicate ripple migmtion towards the right. Scale is 10 em long. 

e: Extreuiely low-relief ( <5 mm height), straight-crested wave ripples at FD-364.5. Note 
· bifun:ation of crest at top of photo. View of upper bedding surface. Scale divisions are 
· 10 em. 

·. \ - ' 

f: Close-up of "c"·where the crests fom1 a near-polygonal panern. The eroded stoss laminae 
indicat•.: migration towards the base of the photo. The origin of these kind of 
polygonal-crested ripples is enigmatic, forming either-by pure oscillatory flow or 
comt>ined-flow (J.B. Southard, pers. comm.). Scale is lO em long. . 

I ' 
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genemted slnlctures (Figure 4.4).1n the S3 sandstones the most common of these features 

include bundled upbuilding, dissimilarity in internal strt:cture and shape of adjacent sets, 

off shooting and draping foresets~ate-stage drapin~ laminae, and irregular, undulatory set 

boundaries. The complex upbuilding of sets of cross-laminae that characterize many of the 

S3 beds are diagnostic of two-dimensional vonex ripples (Harms et al., 1982). Climbing 

wave ripple laminae are very common, including those with upward decrease in amplitude 

like the current-generated Type C' climbing ripples (Jopling and Walker, 1968). The Iauer 

ripples are attributed to deposition from rapidly decelerating currents experiencing 

simultaneous (oscillatory) traction transport an6 suspension deposition. The strongly three

dimensional rippfes with asymmetrical profiles and unidirectional cross-laminae are 

interpreted as combined-flow ripples based on their rounded crests and low-angle fore sets 

. (Hanns, 196'9; J. B. Southard, pers. comm.). Experimental data on combined-flow 

bedforms appears to be relatively meager. Work to date indicates that combined-flow 

ripples have characteristics of both unidirectional and oscillatory ripples, bearing more 

resemblance to one or the other depending on the relative importance of either process 

Olanns, 1969; Hanns, et al., 1982). Combined-flow ripples are generally asymmetrical, 

but in ccUiparison to current .ripples, have more r.rgular plan geometry, more rounded 

crests and lee faces that slope less than the static angle of repose (Hanns, 1969). Very few 

ripples were noted that could not be readily attributed to either combined-flow or purely 

oscillatory processes. Even the small percentage ofasymmetric, fonn-concordant ripples 

could have formed from wave mot.ions (McKee, 1965; Boersma, 1970). 

There are very few symmeuical ripples with small vertical fom1 indices typical of 

fully developed vonex ripples, even though the internal structure of many S3 beds is one of 

inuicate braiding of cross-lamination, typical of two-dimensional vortex ripples (Newton, 

1968; see Figure 3-16, Harms eta!., 1982). This can be explained by the fact that in most 

cases the upper ponions of the sandstone beds are covered by late-stage laminae that drape 

these ripple forms, smoothing the topography of the small vonex ripples. Orhital (vonex) · 
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ripples like these would have fom1cd under conditions of short oscillatory motion, most 

likely " ... in very shallow water under shon-period waves. Long-period waves l'an gcnt·ratL· 

similarly shon orbital flow at the bottom in deeper \\·ater, but because of the I inverse I 

relationship [between mean velocity and period! .... .. . the velocity will be reduced and 

threshold conditions are less likely to he reached" (Clifton and Dingler, I !JK-1, p. I 77). 

Parallel laminae, where found at the base of 53 beds, are interpreted as having 

formed from strong unidirectional currents hecause of their association .with current/parting 

lineations, and sole markings, such as well oriented flute marks. Flat to undulatory laminae 

above the base of the bed could also have formed by unidirectional currents, waves, or 

combined currents. Undulatory laminae are thought to he a feature of intense oscillafory 

flow (Allen, 19Rla. p. 372; Harms et al., 1982). 

In summary, the 53 sandstone beds were formed by a combination of waning 

unidirectional currents and waves. Sole markings indicate the influem:e of strong 

unidirecti?nal currents during the initial stages of transport and deposition. The waning 

natute of the currents produced grading and vertical transitions from parallellamin;te to 

combined-flow or oscillatory-flow ripples. In the late stages of deposition, waves 

-ft!worked the sediment funning complex lioss-laminae, off shooting and draping larni"nac 

and other features diagnostic of oscillatory flow. 

4.6 THIN TO MEDIUM SANDSTONE BEDS: S4 

These S4 beds consist of grey-green to brown w~atherin~. fine-grained sand~tonc . 

They display a remarkable r .. mge of internal structures. With few ex<.:cptions, these beds are 

normally graded. Their bases may be planar (Plate i lc,e) or highly irregular, showing 

truncation of underlying laminae or beds. These erosional irregularities include pot casts 

and gutter casts. The upper surfaces of these beds may be gradational into muddy siltstone 



PLATE II: S4 BEDS (FA 2) 

a: The wavy to irregular lower surfaces (top is to right) and clearly erosional upper surfaces 
of these beds create lenticular and pinch-and-swell geometries (FD-241 .5-242). The 
bed on the left is amalgamated. Scale is 15 em long. 

b: The upper portion of this bed at FD-318.7 is carbonate-cemented and displays complex 
cross-lamination passing upward into parallel lamination, which in tum pass upward 
into erosional-stoss climbing ripples. The parallel and ripple cross-laminae at the top of 
the hed may have been amalgamated to the lower division. If not, then the flow passed 
from the ripple field into the upper plane bed field -and finally dropped back down into 
the ripple field during the final stages of sedimentation. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 
15 em long. 

c: This complexly cross- laminated bed from 262.15 contains climbing stoss-preserving 
ripple lamination and smooth low-relief erosional surfaces. The rounded crests and 
low-angle cross-lamination indicate deposition from combined flows. Stratigraphic top 
is up. Scale is I 5 em long. 

J.;-Polished slab of graded bed from FD with complexly cross-laminated lower division and 
a gradational top into muddy siltstone. Details of the stratification are slightly obscured 
by the fmcture pattern and speckles of carbonate cement. StratigraphiC top is up. Scale 
is I em. · 

. c: Parallel laminated bed from FD-169.H with relatively flat, though ~lightly fluted, base 
and a sharp upper surface. On the left side of the photo the bed is carbonate-cemented 
and the lamination stand out clearly. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

I 
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(Plate 1 I d), or erosional, with extreme cases showing local complete removal of the bed 

(Plate !Ia). Internally, S4 beds range from apparently structureless to complexly 

laminated. They display parallel and wavy laminae (Plate I le), complex upbuilding of 

cross-laminated sets separated by scooped bounding surfaces, and a wide variety of ripple

related laminae similar to those described for S3 beds (Plate II b,c,d). Common vertical 

transitions include parallel laminae to complex cross-laminae and parallel laminae to fonn

concordant ripples, or fonn-discordant ripP.le form-sets, the latter showing draping and 

offshooting laminae. 

Amalgamation of bedding is common, especially in the thicker beds. Each division 

of these amalgamated beds may show its own set of internal structures or sequence of 

structures, such as grading or parallel-laminated to ripple-laminated transitions. Vertical 

sequences like parallel laminae to ripple laminae are completely preserved only in the 

uppennost division. The lower layers show evidence of truncated structures and structure 

sequences. 

The lower and upper surfaces of beds are often decorated with a variety of trace 

fossils and sedimentary structures. The beds display a suite of current- and tool-gener:-tted 

sole markings similar to those described for S3 beds. Ripple marks range from large 

asymmetrical forms with sinuous to linguoid crests, through straight-crested symmetrical 

fori-ns, to interference types. Kinneya structures are also present on upper bedding planes. 

p, >stdcpositional infaunal trace fossils are commonly absent from the lower parts of the 

thicker beds. 

4.6. 1 Process Interpretation 

The processes associated with the deposition of the S4 beds are similar to those 

associated with S3 beds: the initial phase of deposition was dominated by unidirectional 

flow and th.e latter stages were dominated by combined flow or oscillatory flow. These 
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beds are different from 53 beds in that: 0) parallel laminae are more common and fonn 

thicker divisions, (2) the thicker beds more commonly have gradational tops with thick 

fine-grained caps, and (3) these beds are thicker and more commonly amalgamated. The 

preponderance of parallel laminae indicates relatively prolonged deposition from currents in 
. I 

the upper flow regime (whether unidi.rectional, oscillatory or combined). The greater 

thickness of these beds may also have contributed to the preservability of the parallel 

laminae, most common in the lower divisions of these beds, ir: that late-stage reworking by 

waves may have been confined to the uppermost part of the newly deposited sediment. S~ · 

beds with thick fine-grained caps must have been deposited in a setting or at a time when 

postdepositional reworking by oscillatory currents was at a minimum. Amalgamation of 

beds indicates either a short time span between the deposition of successive sand beds or 

more vigorous erosion a~sociated with the emplacement of these sands, hy which a greater 

amount of intervening siltstone was eroded. 
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4:7 GRADED RHYlliMIIE !GR> BEDS 

Graded rhythmites in the CIF contain the following sequence of structures: ( 1) a 

basal division (not always present) of fine sandstone. with a sharply d~fined erosional lower 

surface and a sh~ or gradational upper surface (essentially identical to an S2 or S3 bed) 

overlain by (2) fine siltstone (>50?0) with coarse siltstone/very fine sandstone laminae (S I 

laminae) that become thinner, more widely spaced and finer upward, followed by (3) 

smooth-weathering fine siltstone with only a few (if any) very thin and widely spaced S 1-

type laminae (Figure 4:7; Plate 5c,d). The thicknesses of the upper divisions are 

approximately 3-10 em. The upward increase in spacing of laminae is a general trend; there 

·are some vertical variations of the spacing and coarseness/thickness of laminae. Individual 

laminae are remarkably planar and extensive, with very little variation in thickness. 

The soles of the basal sandstone divisions have erosional markings (grooves, 

prods. flutes) and trace fossils, while the upper surface may be fl :\1 or ripple~ . Directly 
. . 

above the lower division. the laminae in the central division mimic the underlying sun·acc, 

and then lose their topography upward. 

4.7.1 Process Interpretation 

The upper division of the CIF graded rhythmites contain no evidence of tractional 

processes, while the lower divisions (when present) may contain such evidence, in the 

· fonn of upper-plane-bed parallel lamination and ripple cross-lamination. The initial phase 

of deposition of some GR beds was therefore preceded by some tractional transport. while 

the upper divisions may have been deposited solely from suspension. This shift, and the 

overall size grading, are strong evidence for deposition under decelerating flow. W~en 

taken in the context of the underlying and overlying divisions, the upwardly thinning and 
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Figure 4.7: S~.:hematic diagmm of g~aded rhythmite beds. showing erosional lower surface 
(+/-sole marks), lower sandstone division(+/- traction structures), middle divisictn 
with upward increase in spadng of fine sand laminae within siltstone, and upper 
siltstone division. Details prvvided in text. 
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fining laminae Of the thick central division must also owe at least pan of ~heir ch;lr,Kter [O 

decelerating flow conditions. 

Graded rhythmites, described from both modem and ancient shallow marine facies. 

have been attributed to deposition from suspension clouds (Gadow and Reineck, I %9; 

Reineck and Singh, 1972; Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; Walze~uck, JC.)X2). According to 

Reineck and Singh ( 1972), graded rhythmites are deposited from suspension during the 

waning stages of a storm. The settling of suspension clouds creates individual graded r 
sand/silt laminae, which because of the weakness of the bottom currents are left 

unreworked as successive layers accumulate. The storm-generated rhythmites figured hy 

Reineck and Singh (1972, Figure 2) are generally thicker and much less regular than those 

in GR Beds. Laminae produced by oscillatory flow are very irregular in geneml (De Raaf et 

al., 1977), while the laminae in these beds are planar, extensive, and of relatively even 

thickness. 

Alternative explanations include storrn-surge ebb currents, density currents, or 

either of the-se combined with oscillatory flow. It is unlikely that beds deposited from 

stom1-surge ebb currents would differ greatly from those deposited from density currents. 

Ebtrsurge currents on the Bering Shelf deposit beds that mimic Buuma turbid;te !>etjucnu:s 

(Nelson, 1982). The role of oscillatory currents is difficult to evaluate. The laminae 

- themselves show no evidence to suggest direct interaction of waves with the sediment, yet 

waves may have played an important part in maintaining sediment in suspension and 
. . 

regulating ih~ rate of deposition from suspension. 

4.8 CARBONATE-CEMENTED OUARJZIJJC CO> BEDS 

These beds consist of medium- to very coarse-grained, white-weathering. 

carbonate-cemented, quartz arenitic sandstone beds (Plate I 2a). Dark laminae. < I mm to 



PLATE 12: Q-TYPE BEDS 

a: These lhin td meilium ~beds (arrows) in<Oiude one anomalously thick bed at FD-86.4 
· ( -20cm thick). Stratigraphic top is to upper left. Scale is 15 em long. 

h: Soft-sediment injections are illustrated in this close-up of FD-86A. Note the 1 em-wide 
vertical dike in center of photo. Thin sandstone sheets above the bed represent sills that 
spread out from these dikes. The sills tend to overlie depressions in the upper surface 
of this bed, further linking loss of sediment to injections above the bed. Stratigraphic 
top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

<.:: Cross-laminated 0.,-type bed whose top surface was molded by waves into round
crested ripples (FD-225-226). Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

d: Irregularly-shaped wave-ripples are amalgamated to the top of this Ot,-type bed at FD-
189.3. The amalgamation surface (arrow)is replaced laterally by a thin shale layer. In 
the lower part of the bed low-angle lamination pass upward into cross-•lamination. A 
thin Oa·type bed is located directly under the scale. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 
em long. 

e: These symmetrical wave-ripples at FD-99.5 have rounded crests with variable heights 
(trough to crest). Note flat base to bed and small synaeresis cracks below crest on 
right. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

f: Sharp-crested ripples (FD·2(i).1) with a thin division' of grey fine sandstone above an -2 
em-thick "parallel laminated quanzitic diVision. In the center of the photo the quartzitic 
division has been completely eroded and a thin draping of fine sandstone covers the 
trough and the thin crest on the right. This bed formed as a graded bed that was 
reworked by waves into sharp-crested rijJlJkS. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em 
long. 

g: This thin lenticular Oa bed appears to be fonned by the infilling of small, shallow 
scours. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 
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sever.U millimeters thick (Plate l2d), are defined by, in addition to grain size variation and 
. ·-

minor clay content, the concentration of chlorite patches that represent altered glauconite 

grains. These ~Jjns give the laminae a spotted appearanet!. On the fresh surface these 

grains are brightgreen. 

S3 and S4 ~andstone beds locally contain a thin basal divisioil of this lithology; but 
- . . ~ 

~- .. , 
these ~e not included in the following diseussion. B~ds that art! dominantly (>50%) white, 

. . -. 

quanzit0 .sandstone but contain ,. thin graded top of gray saneist~ne (Plate 12t) wi_ll ~ 

.. included in this discussion. These beds can be divided intd two .types accordingto · 

thickness; each is discussed below. 

4.8.1 Laminae to Tiiin Beds: Oa 
.· d 

Q-type beds less than 3 em in thickness are defineoas Oa types. These beds · 

typically pinch and.swell, commonly to the p<>int of being discontinuous over short 

dispnces. The majority ofbe<_ls owe their discontinlclity and thickness changes to infilling of 

shallow erosional scours (Plate 12g), while a small percentage are truncated from above. 
:-- . . . 

Thin, wntinuous laminae we~e also noted. Rare examples are slightly graded from coarse 

sa!'ldstone -to mectium/fine sandstone. Oa beds are either devoid of-internal !(_edimentirry . . 
SU'\lCtures or are ripple cross-laminated. Ripple foml sets range in chaf.l_cter fro~ small, 

starved, asymmetrical ripples ~o fairly c~ntinuou.~ symmetricat ripples7 •• 

4 .8.2 Thin to Medium Bed,s: Ot> 

Ot, beds consist of conspicuous, thin ~o rriediun1beds of white-weathering 

: •· • 6 ' . 

sandstone. These beds have both flat artd irregular lower surfaces and gradational <?T sharp 

upper surfaces .. Both lower and upper su.rface_s locally show evidence of erosion. The beds 

are usually extensive, but cases have been no~ed of both erosional truncation and 

.r-

, . 
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depositional pinch-out. Internally, the~ bed:; are structureless t? slightly b'Taded (coarse 

:.andstone to medium/fme sandstone), parallel laminated or cross-laminated. Well 

dcveloped.syn\metricalripples (Plate 12c,e)and asymmetrical ripples y.·en: also noted 

(Plate 12d); these show significant changes in the siu and goometry of adja~:ent nests 

(Plate 12c,d,e). Small gutter casts have been noted at the base of these b<:ds, as we II as 
I 

small flame structures. One panicuJariy tjlick sandstone bed (-20 em) at FD-R6.4 contains a 
i 

transition from planar laminae to three-dimensional lenses. The upper part of thi~ hcd is 

irregular, aJ_ld in places small vertical sandstone dikes, 1-2 em wide, lead to sandstone 

lenses and sheets representing sills that spread out over a thin shale layer (Plate 12b). Sorm~ 

of the sandstone lenses above this bed show well develope,d cro!tt;-stratification and appear 

to be three-dimensional ripples that must have formed from reworking of these sills. 

Crosse bedded units may contain a thin upper division of par..tllef laminae or small 

ripples. In some cases the upper surface of these cross-stratified beds appears to have hi:en · 

molded into ripples (Plate 12c).In Plate 12d an amalsamated bed is shown with a rippled 

upper layer, laterally these ripples separate from the underlying cross-bedded sandstone to 
. I 

fonn a distinct bed with an intervening thin shale bed. 

4.8.3 Process interpretation: Q Beds 

I o beds are not just better soned but· also coarser grained than the t>:ects with wbich 

they are interbedded, which mean,s that they do not result solely from reworking and 

sorting of the available sediment, but rather from transport of sediment from adjacent areas. 

The depositional structures preservect in these beds record, for the most part, reworking of • 

the sediment by waves. 

Deposition of Oa beds was often preceded or accompanied by erosion. Thin layers 

. of quartzitic sand were spread out, dominantly by traction, to form thin ~and to fill in 

shallow, erosional scours. The sand was probably distributed by unidirectional currents 
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and then reworked by oscillatory currents into wave ripples - even ihe asymmetrical 

rippks have rounded crests and strong irregularities between crests. Starved ripples formed 

when the layer of sand undergoing traction transport was too thi.n to create a complete 

bedform. In these cases the current strength was either.too )ow to transport enough 

sediment to the depositional site, or the amount of sediment avai lable at the source was 

insufficient. The first scenario is more likely, given that Qb beds can be found in close 

stratigraphic proximity. 

Assuming an abundant source of sand, Qb beds fonned under higher-energy . . 

conditions than Qa, simply on the basis of bed thickness. The well sorted sand was 

transponed by tr..lction, fonning parallel laminae and cross-laminae. Ev"idence for 

predepositional or syndepositional erosion of the substrate is found in some beds (gutter . 

casts) and not in others (sharp, flat base). During the later stages of deposition or after the 

initial deposition, the sediment was reworked by oscillatory c urrents into large symmetrical 

two-dimensional and thn:e-dimensional vortex ripples. Currents also scoured the upper · 

surf'Jces of these beds~ locally eroding through the entire thickne~ of the bed. 

Postdepositional features like flame structures and sand volcanoes formed as a result of 

postdepositional liquefaction. 
.. 

4,9 THICK-BEDDED TO VERY-THICK-BEDDED ANE SANDSTONE BEDS: I 

These beds consist of thick to very thick (lip to 1.8 m), grey-gieen weathering 
I 

sandstones that are dark gray to black on the fresh surface. These are exposed over a 

narrow Stratigraphic range from FD-137.3 to FD-143.2 (Plate 28a,g) and~~ FD-168.2. In 

most cases these beds have amalgamation surfaces that break the beds up into divisions 10-
. . 

50 em thick. The lower and upper surfaces are commonly erosional, although not highly 
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im:gular. The lower bedding surfa\:es truncate underlying bedding. and the upper surfarc-s 

cut down to different levels in the bed. 

Most of these sandstone beds appear structurekss. Two exceptions were noted: one 

in which the lower amalgamated division of one hed has horizontal lami,lae. and a second 

in which a lenticular, concave-up division at the top of one hed has cryptic cross-laminae. 

4.9.1 Process Interpretation 

In a fine-grained, thin-bedded sequerLe like the ClF, sandstone beds like these that 

are one to two orders of magnitude thicker than the surrounding beds are n:wrdii1g rare 

sedimeinary environments or unusual conditions. Unfonunately there is a paucity of . 

sedimentary structures, and to a large degree the weathering pattern has fun her concealt-d . . 

those structures that are present. It appears that the variation in thickness of these heds is . 
primarily explained by infilling of an erosional depression. There is no evidence to indicate 

that these beds formed as later.tl accretion deposits in a migrating channel (i.e., there an: no 

thick cross-sets). These beds do contain amalgamation surfaces, indicating that depmition 

was in stages and that shale drapes may have separated the sandstone layers bcforl' e rosion 

and deposition of sand, but the depositional processes remain enigmatic 
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4.10 IIUMMOCKY-CROSS-STRATIFIED BEPS· H 

. A summary of hummocky cross-stratification is given below. This is folowed by 

the description and process interpretation of H-Beds. 

4. 10.1 Summary/Process Interpretation: HCS 

Hummocky <.:ross-stratification (HCS) has rec'eived much attention from 

scdimentologists during the last ten years. The term was coined by Harms et al. (1975 ), but 

the stmcture was described earlier by Gilbert (1899), Campbell ( 1966) and Goldring and 

llridgcs ( 1973). HCS has the followin~ characteristics: (1 j lower bounding surfaces are 
... 

erosional and low-angle ( < 15 °); (2) laminae. are parallel or near-p:u-allel to the lower surface; 

(3) laminae thicken laterally (usually into swales) within a set, with their dip diminishing 

upward; and (4) dip direction of laminae are scattered. In plan view, well preserved HCS 

beds show isolatc::d, r.1.dially synunetrical mounds (hummocks) spaced 1-6m apart (Duke, 

1985). Beds may have prod and drag marks on their soles and wave ripples on their tops. 

Individual beds range from tens of centimeters to 5-6 m thick; most are 20-80 em in 
.. 

thickness (Dott and Bourgeois, 1982). HCS is most commonly found in well sorted 

sediments of coarse silt to fine sand size; coarser grained exceptions exist (up to medium 

sand). According to Don and Bourgeois (1982, p; 675) "The almost universal fine gr.1.in 

size of hummocky stratification must reflect efficient selective sorting of sand by 

suspension trdnsport to the site of deposition". 

Nearly all interpretations of HCS, including the early ones by Gilbert (1899), . 

Campbell .(1966) and Harms el al. (1975), emphasize the role ofoscillatory cu.rrents. 

Purely unidirectional flows are generally ruled out due to the isotropic orientation of 

dipping laminae and the common association with wave ripples. Some workers (Harms et 

al., 1975; Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; Harms et al., 1982; Southard, 1984) interpret the · 

7 

I 



structure solely as a wave-generated bt!dfonn. Laoor.uory data from waw tanks and 

oscillatory flow ducts (Hanns et al., 1982) show a distinct stability field for three-

dimensional wave ripples bt!tween two-dimensional ripples and oscillatory· flow plane tx:d. 

These three-dimensional wave ripples look similar in plan to bed-surface geometries 

observed in HCS, and they become less steep and more rounded with increasing maximum . 

orbital speed (Urn) (Southard, .1984). Peak velocities would he greater than that necessary 

for the formation of regular, straight-crested wave ripples: 0.5 m/s or more (Hamls eta!., 

· 1975). It is not known, however, whether such three-dimensional vortex ripples in regular · 

oscillatory flow figure in the generation of HCS observed in the sedim~ntary record. 

Southard (pers. ·comm.) feels that many if not most styles of HCS are fom1ed from large 

three-dimensional bedforms deposited under conditions of complex r.uher than regular 

oscilla~ory flow, of the kind tha~must be felt by the sediment bed under complex sea states 

during passage of large stonns. Confim1ation of this hypothesis by laboratory experiments 

or systematic observations in shelf settings is lacking. 

Don and Bourgeois (1982, p. 667) believe that " ... Hummocky cross-strdtification 

is the result of a combination of fallout and the molding of stationary hummocks and . 
swales by flow induced by vigorous but waning wave oscillation as sand falls onto the 

smooth but undulating bed". They envision a zone of i.ntense oscillatory flow near the be.d · 

where the HCS bedform is produced by deposition occurring near the boundary between 

the oscillatory lower rippled field and upper flat bed conditions (sheet flow). 

The most widely held view is that HCS has a combined-flow origin (Allen and 

Pound, 1984; P. Allen, 1985; Greenwood, 1984; Greenwood and Sherman, 1986; Hunter 

and Clifton, 1982; Swift et al., 1983; Swift, 1984; Nottvedt and Kreisa, 1 9g7 ). Swift et a!. 

(1983) outline the hydraulic conditions, responsible for bedforms on the Atlantic shelf that 

they call 'hummocky megaripples'. These bedforms are thought to form by combined flow 

in which there is an angular relationship between the unidirectional flow component and the 

wave-orbital component. or by multiple orientations of the latter. Allen ( 1985) argues on 
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theoretical grounds that given the observed wavelengths of HCS, an origin by progressive 

gravity waves is incompatible with the possible values of aiL under waves (a=amplitude of 

o:>eillations, L=wavelength of bedfonn), and suggests that a unidirectional component is 

necessary to explain the hununock spacing. This must be regarded Fulatively, given the 

paucity of empirical data on complex oscillatory flows. If most HCS shows no strong 

preferred migration direction then this would argue strongly against combined flow with an 

appreciable unidirectional component. 

Greenwood and Shennan ( 1986) provide the ftrst verifiable, albeit limited (0.45 m 

x 0.10 m epoxy peels of box: cores), description of HCS in recent sediments. Their data 

suggest that some HCS is a combined-flow bedform deposited under conditions close to 

those of upper plane bed: During deposition of their hummocky sands, oscillatory currents 

were dominant, with velocities greater than 1 rn/s, while the unidirectional component was 

measured at 0.27 rn/s. Deposition was triggered by sharp reductions in both unidirectional 

flow velocity (67%) and orbital velocity (19% ); " ... Since transport is proportional to the 

third power of the velocity, then r.1pid changes in sediment load accompany. relatively small 

changes in orbital velocity" (Greenwood and Sherman, 1986, p. 40). 

Walker and his students (Hamblin and Walker, 1979; Wright and Walker, 1981; 

Leckie and Walker, 1982~ Walker, 1979,1.982,1984) maintain that HCS bed.s are emplaced 

by turbidites. This is based on the fact that HCS beds have: (l) sharp lower surfaces 

without tractional structures, and (2) sole mark orientations that are consistent with 

stratigraphically adjacent turbidite sandstones. The sand is thought to be worked by waves. 

during deposition from the turbidity current. 

Laminae in HCS tend to confonn to underlying scour surfaces: with individual 

laminae dra~ing both swales and adjacent hummocks. An upward flattening of laminae 

within swales results from a general thickening of laminae towards the swale center, and 

the fact that the lowermost laminae in a swale may tenninate against the margins · 

tangentially (Hunter and Clifton, 1982, p. 132). Hunter and Clifton (1982) suggest that 
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these lamination styles indicate a combination of scour-and-drape and veni<.:al gmwth of 

hummocks. Dott and Bourgeois (1982, p. 677), Bourgeois (1984), and Bourgeois ;md 

Smith (1984) consider HCS solely as a scour-and-drape structure. Brem:hlt:y (1985) and 

Brenchley and Newell ( 1982) describe examples in which laminae thicken over crests, and .. 
the general geometry indicates accretion instead of infilling of a hununocky surface. At a 

recent symposium (CSPG, 1984, Calgary) P. Allen postulated that HCS was polygenetk, 

with three types of lamination: ( 1) scour and drJpe, (2) venically accreted or uphuilt and (.~) 

tangential (laterally"'accreted from crests). It would appear from published accounts of IICS 

that many authors consider the first of these styles to be dominant. Observations by the 

author and J. Southard on the Late Precambrian Johnnie Formation in southeastern 

California indicate that in many cases lamin;H: that appear to have fonned from scour and 

drape can be shown to have been formed from migrating three-dimensional bcdfomls. 

Hunter and Clitton (19&2) and bon and Bourgeois (1982) note that, in some cases, 

internal scour surfaces die 'out laterally into conformable, depositional, tlat-lying laminae. 

Similar relationships have been noted by the author in sandstone beds from the Ordovician 

Beach Formation of Bell Island, ~ewfoundland and from numerous beds in the upper 

Proterozoic Johnnie and Wood Canyon Formations in Nevada and California. Such a 

relationship indicates that both erosion and deposition occurred simultaneously. This could 

be modelled as deposition from a stationary hummock that is increasing its amplitude under 

conditi~ns.of low to moderate aggradation r.1te, or from migration of a hunm1ock under 

similar conditions. 

Nottvedt and Kreisa (1987) suggest deposition from migrating bedforms, but they 

emphasize 'directional' aspects ?f HCS such as subtle downlaps and onlaps, and question 

the validity of the measurements and observations that suppon a truly three-dimensional 

geometry. Nottvedt ~nd Kreisa believe that HCS is fanned from an equilibrium bedform

a low-relief megaripple - whose migration creates a low-angle \·ariety of trough cross-

bedding that geologists call HCS. It seems likely that there is a complete spectrum from 
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purdy oscillatory bt:dfonns to purely unidirectional bedforms and that workers are 

approal:hing the study of these intermediate bedforms from different perspectives. 

4.10.2 Description of H-Beds 
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These beds consist of medium beds of fine and very fine sandstone that are either 

hummocky (with meter-scale spacings) in their overall geometry, or d.ispl:ly stratification 

similar to that dt:scribed for hununocky cross-stratification (HCS), or both. About half of 

tht:se beds are discontinuous across the outcrop exposure. In addition, many of those that 

are continuous change significantly in thickness .or internal structure laterally. These beds 

may contain amalgamation st:rrfaces, usually with the hummocky-cross-stratified sandstone 

truncating an underlying unit of structure less to parallel-laminated sandstone. The tops of H 

beds are marked by erosional truncation surfaces or by symmetrical ripples (Plate 14e). The 

lowt:r surfaces are either very irregular or planar. 

Convex-up hummocks and concave-up swales contain curved laminae that both · 
0 • 

dip, and intersect, at low 311gles (<20 degrees). Beds may be entirely composed of 

truncated swales without any hummocks, although many of the beds in this facies do 

displa-y well defined hummocks (Plate 13b,c,d, 14b). At FD there are several 

discontinuous beds showing amalgamation with underlying sandstones. Well developed 

sandstone hummocks are spaced several meters apart. The hummocks are thickest above 

the deepest level of erosion into the underlying sandstone as seen in Figure 4.8, a 'sketch of 

FD-367 .2 (Plate 13a,b). This bed displays: ( 1) complete erosion of the underlying bed 

under the main pan of the hummock, (2) lenticularity of the hununocky-cr'oss-stratified 

sandstone, (3) a relationship by which the sandstone hummocks are located above 

erosional depressions in the underlying sandstone bed, and (4) large symmetrical ripples on 

the upper surface. Many of these f~atures are also displayed by FD-367.7, shown in Figure 

4.9a (Plate 13d, 14b)~ This bed has symtl)etrical to slightly asymmetrical climbing ripples 
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PLATE 13: H-BEDS (FA 2) I 

~~ 

a: A detailed sketch of this hufnmocky bed from FD-36 7.2 (stratigraphic top t6 left) is 
given in Figun: 4.8. Note hummocky geomdry next to notebook and erosional lower 
surface that locally defines a surface of·amalgamation with an underlying sandstone 
bed. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

b : Close-up view of "a'' (stratigraphic top to left) showing hummocky internal structure, 
lower amalgamation surface (arrows) and symmetrical ripples on the upper surf;.H:e 
near the top of the photo. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

c: Completely isolated lenticular sandstone hummock with convex-up l~ination at FD-
367 .2 (not on Figure 4.8). This bed (stratigraphic top to left) demon · trates complete 
erosional truncation of an underlying sandstone bed directly undem ath a hummock . 
Notebook is 18.5 em long. . ,; 

ii 
d : Hummocky sandstone bed at FD-367.7 (stratigraphic top to right). Diagram of this bed 

is given in Figure 4.9 . Bed pinches out at the Lop of photo and off photo at the bottom. 
Erosional lower surface truncates underlying sandstone bed (arrow). Symmetrical 
ripples cover top of bed in foreground. Scale is 15 em long. 
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PLATE 14: H-BEDS CONTD (FA 2) 

a: Hummock with low-angle concave-up lamination at FD-367.2 (not on Figure 4.8). Nate 
erosional lower amalgamation surface (arrow). Stnttigraphic top is to upper right. 
Scale is 10 em long. 

b: Close-up of FD-367.7 showing convex-up lamination and low-angle inwmal scour 
surfaces. Stratignphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Depositional(?) termin:-~tion of an H-bed at FD-25 Ui5. Base of bed essentially flat-lying . 
. 1 Stratigraphic top is up (bedding actually dipping near-vertkal). Notebook is 18.5 em 

long. 

d : Close-up of FD-251.65 showing convex-up lamination that flatten out laterally across 
hummock. Stratigraphic top is up. Not_ebook is 1R.5 em long. 

e : Symmetrical ripples at top of H-bed at FD-367.5. Nearly flat-lying laminae beginning to 
define hummock. at right side of photo. StrJ.tigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 
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Figure -U~: Sketch of H-Betl at 367.2. Full bed shown on top, and dose-up of bed shown 
in two lower panels. See text for details. 
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on.the flanks of a hummock. Spillover lobes (see S~ilacher, 1982) associated with 

un1directionally cross-laminat~ synunetrical ripples were noted at the top of an H bed at 

FD-238.95 (Figure 4.9b). It is interesting to note that the lobes are spread out opposite to 

the direction of dip ofthe cross-laminae. 

One discontinuous H bed ~t FD-251.65 has a planJr base and no evidence of 

erosion at its upper surface (Plate 14c,d). In this case the bed consists of unidirectionally 

oriented very-low-angle creSs-lamination. The bed pinches out in the S8.!lle directio;t that 

• the laminae dip, without indication of erosion of theieJaminae from above. 

4.10.3 Proces~ Interpretation of H-Beds 

H-beds show most of the features normally associated with typical HCS, including 

wave-rippled tops. Spillover lobes, found at the top of FD-238.95,-are also indicative of 
~~ . 

wave rew'drkil\g. PI'anar-based beds indicate relatively little scouring of the ·underlying 
- ~ 

surface prior to deposition. H-beds with lower amalgamation surfaces have indications that . . . 

as much as 10 em of sand was eroded from the underlying layer (Figures. 4.9a, 4.8). 

These beds are thickest, with well developed hununocks, where 'much or ail of the 

. underlying layer is eroded. From Figures 4.9a and 4.8, one can see that the upward

doming lenses of sand must have had considerable relief abo;ve the sea bed. The curious 

position of the hummocks above the erosional depressions can be explai~ed in a numher of 

ways. Firstly, it is possible that the position of the hummocks over erosional depressions is 

. entirely coincidental, and that with a statistically signifrcant number of observations (a 

. greater number of exposed examples), no correlation might exis.t. A second alternative is 

that t~e irregular erosional topography was sculpted by the same flow conditions that 

affected the overlying bedform, and that the shift from an erosional depression to a 

hummock of sand reflects a simple shift in the spatial pos·ition of hummocks and swales 

with time. The author: has seen numerous examples of HCS in the rock record containing 



Figure 4 .9: 

(A) Sketch of H-bed at FD-367.7. Note amalgamation surface and the development of the 
hummock over the erosional low. 

(B) Sketch of H-bed at FD-238.95. Laminae in ·this bed dip at a low angle and contain 
subtle truncation surfaces. There are no well developed convex-up surfaces (>5 m 
lateral el(posure) and the laminae have an apparent dip towards the nonhwest. 
Symmetrical ripples at top of this bed show similar apparent dip of cross-lamination. 

·Spillover lobes associated with these ripples indicate movement of sand in a direction 
opposite to the und~rlying cross-lamination. 
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evidence for the shifting of hummocky bedforms with time and the vertical transitions from 

hummock to swales and vice versa. Reasons for a shift in bedform position with time 

would .be numerous in both oscillatory and combined flow (e.g., shift of wind direction, 

change in orbital diameter or amplitude of oscillations during waning flow, variation in 

oscillatory asymmetry, shift in a unidirectional component due to Coriolis effects). . . 

The discontinuous nature of most of these H beds is a reflection of the origin_al 

depositional geometry of the bed, arid not later erosion of the upper surface. The spacing of 

the bedfom1 in the bed at 'FD-367,7 (Figure 4 .9a) is on the order of 3-4m, and thicknesses 
. --

of this bed and the one at FD-367 .2 (Figure 4.8) are approximately 15-~0 em. In 

summarizing the attributes of HCS, Walker ( 1982) suggests that typical spacings are l-5. 
. ' 

m, a.nd typical heights, swale to hummock, are 20-40 em. It is therefore apparent that these 

CIF beds, whose spacing~ are typical of most HCS (possibly .even larger than average), 

have thicknesses that are smaller than the loweSt suggested heights of these bedforms. 
' < 

Keeping in mind that the underlying substrate was not sand, but difficult-to-erode muddy 
. . .. . ,._ 

siltstone, the discontinuity of the CIF beds is believed to result from deposition under 

conditions (long ·wave periods and large orbital diameters) that would have been capable ~f 

generating large, continuous HCS beds, but due to insufficient sediment supply, the 

construction Qf full-size equilibrium bedforms was not possible. By analogy with ·bedforms 

formed under unidirec-tional flow, these beds will be referr~ to as 'starved HCS'~ The 

excellent preservation of hummocks and the lack of complete swales is not just unusual, 
- L 

but essentially the reverse of what is normally found in the rock record (Dott and 

Boutgeois, 1982). Little or no documentation exists for large-scale starved HCS features 

like these in the CIF. The closest analog would be th~ 'micro-hummocky lenses' of Dott 

and Bourgeois ( 1982; p. 678). l'tlese consist of small sandstone lenses in shale, with-
• . I 

features 'suggestive' of HCS, which they also compare to starved ripples. 
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4.11 LOW-ANGLE CROSS-STRATIFIED SANDSTONE REDS 

The fol!owing description concerns one bed, exposed at FD-332.95 (Plate 15). 

This bed has, in two-dimensional cross section, a plateau-and-trough shape. with the bed 

thickness ranging from 0.4-17 em. The 'plateaus' are very broad (several meters), with 

little surface relief (almost flat), while the troughs are much narrower, and are symmetrkal 

in cross section. The symmetrical nature of the troughs on both northeast-southwest and 

northwest-southeast exposure faces indicates that these~ take the shape of circular 

basins in three dimensions. The thickness of the bed in the troughs ranges from 0 .4 to 4 

em. The troughs are spaced approximately 5 m apart. The widths of the troughs are I .5 to 

2 m. A detailed drawing of the salient features of this bed is given in Figure 4.1 0. 

The internal structure of this bed is unique in that it contains very-low-angle laminae 

with a consistent dip towards the northeast (restored downdip direction of forsets is 059°). 

· There are no internal truncation surfaces, and the laminae are remarkably unifonn and quite 

planar (Plate 15d,e). Individual laminae, when traced from the base to the 'top of the bed 

' across a hummock, extend for 2.6 meters horizontal distance, recording an apparent dip of 

2.8°. True dip of the laminae, restored for dip of bedding, is 8°, much lower than angle of 

repose for sand in water- about 34 degrees (Pettijohn et al., 1973). The upper surface of 

this bed is generally fl.1t to slightly undulating. The eastern limb of one trough ismolded 

into large;irregular ripples (Plate 15c). Interestingly, small symmetrical ripples are found 

along a lamina for -30 em near. the tQp of the bed (Plate 15e). In the axis of another trough 

the laminae tenninate against a smooth, shaip, curved surface that is overlain by ·I-2 em of 

draping laminae, followed by small, straight-crested, symmetrical ripples whose crests 

parallel the long axis of the trough (Figure 4. 10, Plate 15a,b). On the western limb the 

draping laminae p:;trallel the underlying laminae •. while on the easte!'" limb there is ~harP 

discordance with the underlying laminae. 
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Figure 4.10: Low-angle cross-stratified bed at FD-332.95. Enlargement on left shows 
ft:atun:s in the swale. Enlargement on right show the extensive planar lamination. 
Funhef' blow-up shows the presence of small wave ripples at the top of the bed and the 
upper reaches of one lamina. 
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PLATE 15: LOW-ANGLE CROSS-STRATIRED BED AT FD-332.95 (FIGURE 4.10) 

a: Close-up of "·b" showing draping lamination and symmetrical ripples as shown in Figure 
4.10. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

h: Upcurrent (western) limb of one swale. Note that the upper surface of in this bed is 
parallel to the internal lamination. Stratigraphic top is to upper left. Notebook is 18.5 
em long. 

c : nroad shallow 'swale' with evidence for remolding of the upper surface of bed on the 
right (eastern) side of swale into large symmetrical ripples. Stratigraphic top is up. 
Notebook is 18.5 em long . 

. I 

d: The internal structure of this bed is one of low-angle cross-stratification that is 
, remarkably planar and uniform. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Close-up of "d" demonstrates the planar nature of the laminae, even at the base of the bed 
where they do not appear to become asymptotic to the lower surface. Note symmetrical 
ripples on upper surface and small symmetrical ripples below scale along one lamina 
(see text and Figure 4.10). Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

'- {' 
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4.11.1 Process Interpretation 

The laminae in FD-332.95, which ( 1) were deposited at ~n angle much lower that 

than angle of repose, (2) contain no internal truncations, and (3) are relatively planar, are 

most reminiscent of beach laminae formed from swash-backwash processes. The dip of the 

·~ laminae in this bed is in the range reported for beach laminae, which are generally 

characterized by long lateral extent and even and regular thickness of laminae (Reineck and 

Singh, 1980, p. 107). Beach laminae 'usually contain planar internal truncation surfaces 

(see Thompson, 1937, Figure 2). Objections to a beach origin for these laminae, in 

addition to the lack of emergence features in the surrounding beds, include: ( 1) the over.1ll 

hed geometry, which is similar in some respects to HCS, and (2) the clear evidence of 

erosion on 'downcurrent' sides of the troughs (downdip direction of laminae), and the 

conformable laminae on the upcurrent sides (roughly the same angle of dip as the laminae). 

These data suggest migration of a low-relief hummocky bedform under conditions of little 

or no aggmdation. 

The migmiing bedform would likely have had a slightly higher amplitude, but 

postdepositional erosion of the ridges reduced the original topography. Wave ripples, 

fonned mainly in thf' troughs, implicate oscillatory currents in the deposition of the 

underlying bed, and suggest that, as with 'typical' HCS, the upper surface layer of sand 

was reworked into ripples as the orbital velocity decreased during the latter stages of 

deposition. The small wave ripples on the tipper part of the one lamina must have formed 

during a short break in deposition when the orbital velocity temporaril:y dropped into the 

ripple field. Later migration of the bedform bwied the partly rippled slipface to preserve it 

as a lamina within the bed. 

Nonvedt and Kreisa (1987) attribute HCS with asymmetry in both external 

geometry and internal structure (the dips of laminae are non isotropic) to deposition from 
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migrating low-relief megaripples. The HCS beds that these authors describe also contain 

convex-up surfaces (preservation of stoss and 'lee sides), and were therefore fom1ed by 

climbing bedforms (internal truncation surfaces dip upstream in the same manner as 

erosional -stoss climbing-ripples, but these climb at a higher angle than the stoss side of the 

bedform, preserving stoss laminae). The lack of int~mal trum:ation surfaces (foml

concordance) in FD-332.95 is remarkable when one considers that beds with very-low

angle stratification- from wave-ripple laminae to HCS- are chara~o:terizcd by abundant 

internal truncation surfaces. Typical' HCS, as well as the most highly asymmetric fom1s 

described by Nonvedt and Kreisa ( 19fi.~). contain low-angle truncation surfaces formed 

under srrong oscillatory flow. In the case of FD-332.95, the lack of these scour-and-dr.tpe 

surfaces, the lack of convex-up (stoss) surfaces, and the planarity of the laminae is 

enigmatic. Some of this may be rationalized in terms of deposition under negligible 

aggradation ra tes. The preservation of the stoss sides of bedforms, whether they be 

climbing-ripples or HCS, is attributable to a high ratio of aggradation rate to migration rate . 

Migrdtion of this hummocky bedform well past the time of deposition could explain the 

lack of stoss surfaces and inte.mal truncations, assuming they were present initially. The 

planarity and regularity of the laminae are still particularly disturbing. 

There is at present no agreemem as to whether HCS is an oscillatory or a comhined-

flow structure, although the latter appears to have more suppon in the literature (see Section 

4.1 0.1 ). One must question if FD-332.95, and for that matter the beds described by 

-
Nottvedt and Kreisa, might have been formed by asymmetrical oscillatory flow. 

Unidirectionally cross-huninated ripples (and climbing-ripple laminae) have been produced 

in flumes under asymmetrical oscillatory flow (Reineck, 1961; McKee, 1965) and are the 

inost conunon types of small-scale oscillatory ripple structures in the rock record (Harms et .. 
al., 1982, p. 3-28). These smaller-scale stntctures are different in fundamental ways from 

FD-332.95, but the analogy is presented to indicate that purely o scillatory flow should not 

be.ruled out. · 
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4.12 llilN PEBBLE CONGLOMERATE <PC> BEDS 

These beds consist of thin, lenticular, very coarse sandstone to pebble 

conglomerdte, with v~ing proponions of finer-grained, well soned sandstone. These 

.. --.: . 

coarse-gmined sediments are found: (I) as thin laminae (minimum of 1-2 grains thick) to . · 

"t very thin beds within siltstone, (2) at the base of thick laminae/very thin graded beds, (3) 

along cross-laminae or gently undulating parting, (amalgamation) surfaces within beds, (4) 

on the top surfaces of sandstone beds and (5) within small, lenticular, concave-up beds 

(Plate 16d). The conglomerates are dominated by quanz and volcanic clasts, with a small to 

moderate percentage of shale clasts or siltstone/mudst~ne intraclasts. These thin layers are 

highly discontinuous, but are generally extensive at any particular horizon at the outcrop 

scale. 

There are several examples in which a thin layer of pebble- or ~rdnule-sized grains 

cover an upper bedding surface. At FD-34.9, sub-rounded quartz grains up to 4 em in 

diameter overlie a thin, clean, coarse/very coarse sandstone bed. Plate 16e shows low-

angle, cross-laminated, granule-bearing, coarse/very coarse sandstone that dire~tly overlies 

a fine sandstone bed 1-2.5 em thick at FD-342.05. Quartz granules are concenrrated along 

(oresets in this bed. The coarse sediment has a mounded top and thins rapidly. A few 

examples were noted in which isolated pebbles were floating within wave-ripple-laminated 

sandstone beds. 

Small, thin lenses of conglomerate may contain remarkably coarse sediment. A pod 

of coarse/very coarse sandstone at FD-58.15 is less than 1 em thick and only 6-7 em long, 

yet contains a well rounded quartz clast nearly 2 em in diameter on its upper surface. 

,_ 
) 
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PLATE 16: CONGLOMERATES (FA 2) 

a: Bedding plane view of flat~pebble conglomerate at FD-162.8. Note grey siltstone clasts 
and darker phosphatic shale clasts. Seal~ is 15 em long. ' 

b: Cross. sectional view of pod of.flat-pebble conglomerate at FD-15R. 7. Stratigraphic top 
is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

c: Slabbed surface of flat-pebble conglomei;ate from FD~l58.7 . Note irregular very thin 
clayey siltstone bed and similarity in color and texture to some clasts. Stratigraphic top 
is up. Scale is 1 em long. 

d: Discontinuous lamina of granule conglomerate with erosional lower surface at FD-
341.3. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. ' . . 

c: This lenticular granule-bearing coarse/very coarse sandstone at FD-342.05 directly 
• overlies a thin fine sandstone bed .. Note concentration of granules along low-angle 
·cross-laminae.- Stratigraphic tdp is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

f: Outcrop view of Pebbly mudstone at FD-48.45 . Note clast~rich lower division and . 
~icker overlying division with scattered small clasts. Stratigraphic top is up. Sc:tJe is 
mcm. 

g: In this polished slab of "f', the contact between the lower clast-bearing division and 
upper claystone division is very sharp (arrows). The three pans of the lower division 
are clearly visible: 'A' sandstone laminae (arrow at base of bed), 'B' laminated silt/clay 
with large clasts, and 'C' clast-rich silty mudstone. The lower division is normally 
graded in terms of maxim!Jm clast size and reverse-tcrnonnally graded in tenns of 
average grain size. Note flat to low-angle lamination within the clast-rich lower 
division that are defmed, io part, by elongate shale clasts. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale 
is 1 em long. · · 
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4.12.1 PrOcess Interpretation 

.In a facies association dominated by siltstone and saildst9ne, the presence of 

coarser-grained sedil!lents point to special conditions. In marine sequences, thin beds of 

these types are commonly interpreted as lag or condensation deposits. Brenner and Davies 

(1973) distinguish between 'swell lags' and 'storm lags'. Swell lags are formed in .s.i.Ul by 

repeated cycles of disruption and gravity settling of sediment that result from pressure 

gmdi~nts associated with high-amplitude ocean swells. Storm lags are gravels that are 

transported during storms through channels and laterally spread out into sheets. The almost 

complt:te lack of scauered coarse-gtained sediment in the siltstones and sandstone~ with 

which these' beds are interbedded clearly indicates lateral transport of this coarse-grained 

sediment. Transport was often by traction, as attested·by granules/pebbles resting on low

angle cross-laminae. The a'\sociation of pebl;>les with wave-ripple laminae indicates 

transport by strong oscillatory currents, probably associated with storms. When found at ... 
the tops of beds, pebble layers are diagnostic of storms (Levell, 1980b). 

The extensive (albeit discontinuous) nature of many PC beds may have an analog in 

pehhlc layers described from a number of ancient sequences (Anderton, 1976; Brenner and 

Davies, 1973; Johnson, 1977; Levell, 1980a, 1980b; McCave, 1973). Well sorted 

sheetlike pebble beds are considered by McCave (.J 973) to be diagnostic of wave action. 

Levell ( 1980a) presents a model for granule/pebble lags found at the top of sheet 

sandstones in Late Precambrian roc~s from Finnrnark, Norway. These lags are formed by 

winnowing of gravel-bearing sand, which implies conditions in which the rate of erosion 

exceeds the rate of deposition. Most of the lags described by Levell have evidence of 
.· 

transport - some are cross-bedded,. The concentration of coarse-grained sediment is 

attributed to currents, waves/storms or a combination. Lags may form in .situ by stontl 

waves pr in the scour pits of migrating megaripples under the intluen<;e of strong currents. 
0 
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During stonns these megarippies may be reworked, funher winnowing and concentrating 

gravel-sized sediment. 

The PC Beds, being significantly coarser grained than the 1 ithologies with whi(:h 

they occur, were likely transported some distance by stonn currents and then, in cases. 

reworked by waves. In many cases, these lags were deposited in depressions that were 

likely created by erosjon just prior to their.deposition. It is unlikely that these lags 

developed in the scour pits of migrating megaripples, given the internal stmcture and 

thinness of the sandstone beds with which they are interbedded . . . 

4.13 fLAT eEB BLE CONGLOMERATE 3EDS 

Flat pebble conglomerates occtlr at several levels within the FD and S I outcrops. 

·The ba'ies of these beds are very sharp, and they rest almost e~clusively on fine -grained 

beds. Their fabric is one of grain support, with a variable quantity of clean, coarse and very 

coarse sandstone matrix (Plate 16b,c). 

Nearly all clasts are of two types: (I) black shale clasts that weather with a blue tint 

(revealing their phosphatic nature), and (2) gray to green siltstone to mudstone dasts. 

These clasts occur in subequal proportions. Brown-weatherin.g sandstone clasts and white 

quartzite pebbles were also noted in beds at ~agona Island. 

The thickness of the conglomeratic beds varies significantly over short distances. 

Over the length of an outcrop these beds are often discontinuous. These include thin 

lensoid beds (Plate 16b), with erosional concave-up lower surfaces, that range in length 

from a few centimeters to 70 em. On a small scale, beds may have mounded upper 

surfaces, with local near-vertical imbrication in the upper parts of the bed. Flat-pebble 

conglomerate is also found in ifie lower parts of sandstone beds: At FD-161.1, the lowest 

· centimeter of a 3 em thick, parallel-laminated fine sandstone bed is conglomeratic. The 

• 
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lower bedding surface is planar, and the conglomerate pinches out laterally, with the 

laminae in tl)e overlying sandstone draping over the conglomeratic division. 
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Loc~lly, conglomerate is complexly interbedded with thin siltstone/mudstone 

layers. Lenticularity of the different lithologies makes it difficult, in some slabs cut from 

!arge rock samples, to distinguish between thin siltstone layers and long siltstone clasts 

(Plate 16c). 

Both the siltstone clasts and the phosphatic shale clasts show evidence of partial. to 

complete replacement by amoeboid patches of neomorphic sparry calcite crystals up to 2.5 
I 

mm in diameter. The siltstone/mudstone clasts are replaced more often, and more 

thoroughly, in this way than the black shale clasts. The pseudospar is light colored, as is 

the sandy matrix, requiring more than cursory observation to determine the relative, 

abundance of these two materials. 

The phosphatic shale clasts are variable in shape. Many are near-_spherical or 

bladed, but the dominant form is disc-shaped (Plate 16c). There is a general relationship 

between shape and size, with the larger grains being more disc-shaped and less spherical 

than the smaller grains:'Most shale clasts are well rounded. Some have sharp -edges

most common in disc-shaped examples - that indicate brittle fracture. Calcite- or quartz

filled tension gashes present in these clasts do not penetrate the surrounding .matrix, 
t 

indicating that these were present in the clast prior to deposition. The composition of these 

clasts ranges from homogeneous shale to laminated shale to shale with floating medium to 

coarse quanz sand gruns to f~'1sts that are nearly 50% sand grains and 50% mud. These 

clasts reach large proportions; the Sl-61.3 bed contains one disc-shaped clast whose long 

and intermediate diameters are 22 em and 12 em, respectively. 

The siltstone/mudstone clasts vary from gray (siltstone) to bright green (mudstone). . . 
These clast~ are al59 elongate in cross ~"'tion, but their three-dimensional geometries are 

difficuh to discern on the weathered outcrop. Slabbed hand samples show that these clasts 

exhibit evidence of internal plastic defonnation; this includes tapered and ragged edges, 
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· angular bends, and indentation by other more competent clasts (e.g., black shale clasts) . . . -

(Plate 16c). A min9f percentage of clasts have sharp irregular edges indicative. of britt~ · 

deformation. The color and texture of many clasts are identical to the underlying 

siltstone/mudstone. Some slab suifaces show the arrested di-sarticulation of parts of the 

substrate to form clasts. -

The clasts in these beds define a fabric that is highly variable along strike. Clasts 

may be fou~d at any angle to bedding, including vertical. The dominant fabric is one in 

which ~e tabular clasts have their long and intennediate axes parallel or subparallel to 

'bedding. Most samples contain domains in which clasts are imbricated at an angle to 

bedding. Large domains with imbrication angles of 30 degrees from bedding are not 

unusual. Some small domains may exhibit nearly vertical imbrication. 

4.13.1 Process Interpretation: Flat Pebble Conglomerate Beds -

The sharp, primarily concave-up, lower surfaces indicate erosion of the u~derlying 

substr~te prior to dep(>sition. These lenticular beds record the conglomer:atic_ i_nfi!ti!lg of 

shallow scours or channels. One might speculate that despite the lack of th~-dimensional . 
exposure the consistent thinness and limited extent of these beds as seen in two dimensions 

indicates that the scours were not very extensive, even along their long axis. FD-161.1, 

described above, is the one bed in which the lower bedding surface is demonstrably planar. 

This bed is difficult to interpret because deposition nf the conglo'!'erate may have been 

synchronous with the overlying sandstone, or may have preceded it by a short period. If 

the latter is trUe, then the conglomerate stood up in relief above the sea floor. Either way, 

the deposition was not preceded by erosion directly under the bed at that particular location. 

·In another case, relief above the sea floor is indicated by the irregular, mounded upper 

surface, with local vertical packing. This resulted from deposition and reworking of a 

·'.J --
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small, conglomeratic, low~relief 'bar', possibly by waves (see discussion of fabrics 

below). 

The siltstone/mudstone clasts were in various stages of consolidation at the time of 

erosi~n and deposition, showing evidence of both brittle and plastic defonnation. 

Semilithified clasts were plastically defonned by interactions with surrounding, cOmpetent 

.clasts. The lithologic'similarity with the surrounding fine-grained beds and the rheologic 

behavior indicates that these siltstone/mudstone clasts are rip-ups· of the underlying 

sediment surface. Similar squeezing and distortion of clasts are recorded in flat-pebble 

conglomerates described by Berg (1975). 

Th~ black phosphatic shale clasts show no indication of plastic defonnation. Their 

well rounded, tabular shapes, quartz-filled tension gashes and sharp, broken edges indicate 
' . 

that these clasts represent long-reworked, lithified fragments of shale and sandy shale that 

defonned brittl~ly. 

There are several published accounts of modern examples of vertically imbricated 

flat pebbles (Dionne, 1971; Sanderson and Donovan, 1974) and shells (Greensmith and 

-·-·Tucker, 19.68, 196~aflderson andDonovari;T974). Most anc1ent flaf--=pe--=-=b""brcle,---- ·--···-·-----·--··· · 

conglomerates have fabrics similar to these CIF examples- dominantly flat-lying and less 

well sorted than the m<Xlem example~ (McKee, 1945; Roehl, 1967; Jansa and Fischbuch, 

1974; Kazmierczal and Goldring, 1978; Chow, 1986). 

Winnowing by currents is indicated by the quartzitic, mud-free matrix. This is also 

supported by the Jocal development of imbrication, especially. the small microdomai ns of 

near-vertical imbrication. Well sorted flat-pebble.co·nglomerates with consistent vertical 

packing ofclasts (see Roehl, 1967; Sanderson and Donovan, 1974) represent a more 
.< 

reworked state than these CIF examples, which are more poorly sorted and predominantly 

have bedding-parallel fabrics. The polymictic nature of the conglomerates and the 'exotic' 

nature of the shale clasts indicates at least modest transport of the shale ·clasts to their site of 
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deposition. The large size of the clasts in these beds and the fact that semilithified, fine

grained sediments were eroded prior to deposition implies high-energy current conditions. 

4.14 PEBBLY MUDSTONE BED 

. The following discussion is based solely on one interval (primarily one bed) 
. . . 

exposed at FD-48.45. Plate 16e.f should ·be referred to _for the following description. This 

bed is well graded, with the grading defined on a number of different criteria. The bed is 

normally graded overall, with a distinct grain size break near the base that divides the bed 

into a lower clast-rich division and an upper fine-grained division. The lower division is a 

matrix-supported sand- and pebble-bearing-silty mudstone of variable thickness (3-4 em 

, average). The upper_ division is a normally graded, green claystone with thin silt laminae at 

the base and widely, scattered sand grains throughout. The thickness of this upper division 
. . 

is difficult to discern, becau~ the top of the bed is diffiCult to define in the outcrop, but i( is 

at ka_s_t 10 em andpossibly.a.Smuch-as 2o em. The contact between these divisionli-is 

defined by a_sharp color contrast as well as by an obvious grain-size difference. 

The lower clast-rich division is quite variable both laterally and vertically. It 

consists of sub~und to round, fine sand tO pebble-sized clasts of vari()US COmPoSitions 

supported by a matrix of green-grey clay and fine silt This coarser fraction make~ up 

approximately 25% of the lower division. The clasts are floating in the fine-grained matrix, 

yet along strike there is variability iri the degree to which clasts are found in point contact. 

The lower division can be subdivided i~to three parts. At the base is· a 

discontinuous, and sometimes wispy, very fine-sand lamina. The maximum thickness of 

this sand lamina is 3 mm. Even where this lamina is missing, the contrast is sharp between 

the pebbly lower division and .the green mudstone that underlies this bed. Above this sand 

lamina is 5-8 mm of interlarninae of clayey siltstone and claystone with widely dispersed 
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large pebbles. The third part of this lower division is 2-3 cl'n of silty claystone with 

abundant, nonnally ~. sand to granule sized clasts. Ignoring the thin sand lamina at 

the base, the whole lower division can be considered nornially graded in terms of . 
6 

maximum grain sii.e (pebbles to granules to various grades of sand). The transition from 

the lower parts of this division to the graded clast-rich horizon makes the whole lower· 
• 

division inverse-to-nonnally graded in terms of average grain size. 

In some places, elongate shale clasts and sand grains in the lower division are well 

aligned, fortning horizontal or low-angle planar laminae that alternate with clast-poor silty 

mudstone laminae. The laminae may be difficult to define, but an estimate of thickness for 

the coarse laminae is 1-2 mm, and for the silty mudstone laminae, 1-3 mm. · 

The clasts include white to pink quartz grains and clasts of siltstone and dark shale. 

The latter are in most cases elongate and range compositionally from Q_omoge'neous shale to 
' ' . . I 

laminated shale to shale with floating ~d/silt grains. These shale particles reach . 

·dimensions of 1.8 em X 3 mm in cross section. Cross-sectional diameters of the more 

spher~cal quartz grains range upl'o 11 mm. 

The upper division of this bed consists of 10-20 em of.claystone containing 

approximately 15o/o floating detritus. Most of this detritus is very fine sand, while a fraction 

_ consist~ of medium to coarse sand-sized quartz and sedimentary rock fragments and 

elongate black shale clasts (4 mm maximum length). The elongate clasts are predominantly 

oriented parallel to bedding:-The initial 3-4 em that immediately overlies the lower clasHich 

'division consists of light-colored claystone with wispy, irregular, thin silt laminae. These 

laminae die out rapidly above into'siltstone with only rare, discontinuous silt laminae. 

Normal grading in this-division may be defined on the percentage of silt and on the 

abundance (but not size) of floating coarse grains. 

A centimeter below this bed is a thin (<2 mm) discontinous very fine sand lamina 

similar in character to the basal lamina in the bed ~hove. 1be intervening green claystone 

contains widely dispersed clasts of similar composition to those described above. The 
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matrix is relatively homogeneous and the clasts, although less abundant than in' the bed 

above, ru-e ,;,m..-bb!y large (up to 1.5 X 1.5 em). /~ 

4.14.1 Process Interpretation: Pebbly mudstone bed \_/ 
{. 

The bed described above is surprisingly complex. The variety of well preserved 

_ . depositional fabrics in this bed indicates that ~e presence of matrix-suppcmed clasts is not 

related in any way to PoStdepositional processes (e..g., inmixing by burrowing organisms). 

Pebbly mudstones are characteristically interpreted as debris flows (e.g., Hampton, 1972; 

Crowell, 1957 - althougl) Crowell did not specifically use the phrase 'debris flow, he did · 

talk about '.'viscous sluggis'fl slumps" p. 1004). The matrix-supported fabric of this bed 

does indicate that at the time of deposition the flow had some degree of matrix strength. 

The clast density and number of clast contacts is greater than the more 'typicaf' pebbly 

mudstones deseribed in the literature (Aksu, personal communication). In a few ph~ces 

along the length of exposure of. the bed it appears that the density of clasts is significant 
\ . 

enough to warran~ the consideration of dispersive pressure as a support mechanism during 

transport. The style of lamination in the upper division seems too regular and organised for 

debris-flow deposition, yet sand is dispersed in the fine -grained matrix. These data suggest 

that the depositing flow was likely of intermediate character, involving a number. of 

different support mechanisms that changed with rime. 

The inverse-to-normal grading in the lower, coarse-grained division is similar to 

that described by Aksu (1984) for inferred Quaternary debris flows in Baffin Bay. At the 

base of debris flows, a zone of strong shear is characterized by decreased strength and · 

competel)ce, making inverse grading likely at the base of debrites (Hampton, 1975). 

Stratification in debrites, with elongate grains parallel to flow, reflects laminar flow 

conditions (Fischer, 1971 ). The laminae in the normally graded part of the lower division 

of FD-48.45 could be attributed to sorting along shear planes at the base of a rigid plug 

·r .. 
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exhibiting discontinuous, downward growth during freezing of the flo~ (HarnptO)l, 1975; 

Aksu, ,)984). However, laminae in d~bris flows are typically quite crude, while in this 

facies they are on a very fine scale. The ~latively· high concentration of coarse grains a'Ad 

the presence of thin laminae may indicate that this bed was deposited by a debris flow with 

a lowered density and viscosity.' 

. The characteJ of the upper division suggests even more dilute flow with 

significantly less strength. The silt laminae that characterize the lower part of this upper 

division are similar to Stow and Shanmugam:s (1980) T4 andT5 laminae described for 

fine-gmined turb~es. The matrix-supported ~abric is in_terpreted as a function of matrix 

strength. The presence of silt laminae and the high clay content of the matrix argues against 

a mass settling event. If th.is flow was uniformly turbulent and dilute, the coarse grains 

would have settled 'to the base of the flow. The flow associated with the upper division of 

the bed was probably a slightly diluted, partly turbulent debris flow: The dilution, and 

therefore the degree of turbulence, may have been more important at the base of th1s upper 

division, where the turbiditelike laminae are best developed. 

The nature of -the contact between the up'per and lower divisidns is a rapid . . 

· gradation, showing no evidence of an e.rosional or depositional time break. If these 

divisions were not deposited by two temporally distinct flows, a mechanism would be 

required to g:ene~te two different density regimes within one flow (ile., a stratified flow) . 
. ' 

Perhaps the upper division represents a low-density cloud of sediment formed by the 

stripping of sediment off of the upper surface of the debris flow during transport. The 

shear associated with downslope movement of the debris through water would allow for 

erosion and mixin'g of sediment above the debris flow. In the experiments by Hampton 
~ . 

( 1972), debris flows with moderate water content (70-75%) formed denser clouds of 

suspended material than did flows with lower water content. The sedimenl, supplied by 

erosion of the snout, travelled backwards and mixed with the overlying water to form a 

cloud. In a natural setting, this dispersion, moving slower than the head of the debris flow, 
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would flow downslope over the top of the debris after it had come ro rt':St. Depending on 

the quantity of sediment thrown into suspension, and the quantity of fluid inmixing. the 

· rcsultip_g dispersion might be of variable character, but with turbulence a very iikely 

attribute (Fisher, 198~). Whether a 'surfa~e transformation'(Fisher, 1983) as described by . 

Hampton ( 1972) could yield a slurry with any strength - the upper divis+t>n does have 
. I 

... 

med.ium/coru:se sand-sized grains- has never been demonstrated .. 

Assuming that the lower di~ision of FD-48.45 was transponed predominantly as a 

debris flow, an attempt is tnade to calculate the s~ngtlt of the fl_owing d$!bris and the slope 

on which it came to rest. Two parameters of the flow must be estimated in order to perfom1 · 
• & • • 

these calc.ulations: density of debris (for calculation 'of strength and slope) and thickness of 

Ded at time of deposition (for calculation of slope) .. Modem subaetial debris flows have 

densities from 2.0-2.4 glcm3. Little is _known about ihe densities of modern suhaqueous 

debris flows, but an estimate of 2.0 g/cm3 seems reasonable (Hiscott and James, 19R5, usc 

;- 2.2 g/cm3 for subaqueous flows in the Cow Hlld Group). A value of 8 em, which is twice . . . .· 

the thickness of the lower clast-rich division, is used as an estimate of original bed 

thickness. This value seems teas~>nable given the mud/silt content, and agrees ·with 

estimates of compaction 'derived from carbonate concretions in the CIF. These estimates 

have been b~cketed to cov,e~ a range of possible values. The upper and Jower density 

ranges picked were 1.5 and 2.4 g cm-3 for density and 6 and 10 em for bed thickness ( 1.5 

and 2.5 timesobserved bed thickness). Debris strength can be calculated" based on 

maximum cl~t size (Dmax> using the formula 

Dmax= 8.8k/g(s-f) 

where k is yield strength, s is density of the clast, f is density of the fluid matrix and g is 

the gravitational constant (Hampton, 1970). Using a Dffiax of 1.1 em and a value of 2.65 
6· . 

(quanz) for s, strength values for fluid densities of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.4 g cm-3 are given in 

Table 4 .1. These values were used in estimation of slope (Hampton, 1970) using the 

fonnula 

.. 

\ 



f k 
(g cm-1) . (dynes cm-2) 

Tc 
(em) 

sine Slope 
(degrees) 
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. 1.5 140.9 6 

10 

.0479 

.0288 

2.746 

1.650 

/ 

2.4 30.6 

2.0 79.7 

6 

10 

8 

. . 0037 

.0022 

.0102 

0.212 

0.122 

0 .584 

TABLE 4.1: Debris strength and slope estimates for FD-48.45. Debris strengttrwas 
calculated from maximum clast size Dmax. using Hampton's (1970) formula 

-Afmax=8.8k/g(s-f), where k=yield strength, s=density of clast, f=density of fluid 
mauix and g=gravity constant. The calculations are based on a measured value of DmaA 
of L 1 em and a clast denshy (s) value of 2 .65 (quartz). Three bracketing values of 
strength were calculated using fluid matrix densities (f) of .1.5, 2.0 and 2.4g cm-2. 
Slope estimates were calculated using Hampton's ( 1970) formula Tc=k/ysin e. where 
Tc=eritical thickness, y=unit ~eight of debris and e=slope angle. Slope calculations 
are included for upper and lower bracketing values of fluid density and bed thickness. 
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Tc= k/ysin a 

ickness, y is unit weight of debris and .a is slope angle. Tab!~ 4.1 

conta!ns the slope 

and bed thickness. 

lations using the upper and lower bracketing values of fluid density 

clilculated ,minimum value of slope is 0.126 degrees; and the 

Using the assumed values ofTc= 8 em and ·f= 2.0 g cm-3, the 
.::; 

estimated at 0 .584 J • 

' ' 
~ The tenn" cast" has been used by various workers to refer to erosional 

structures that range 
~ 

downward-bulging sole structures to isolated channels. The 

following discussion wi refer almost'excl~sively to deep, narrow, erosional features 

which occur isolated or nected' by an overlying thin sandstone bed (e.g .. Plate 17e) . 
... 

Pot casts (cylindrical pi of sandstone) are also prominent features of F. A. 2. 

The gutter casts of this facie.s association show variability in lithology' and in 
I ,. 

geometry, as seen in cross section (Figure 4.11; Plate 17) and plan view (Figure 4.12; 

Plate 18). The gutter casts .are dominantly composed of fine sandstone, and les~ commonly 

of wnite-weathering, well sorted fine to medium sandstone (Figure 4.11d; Plate 17e) and 

.· granule to pebble conglomerate (Figure 4.11 k; P.late 17b). The latter consists of phosphatic 

shale clasts, green siltstone intraclasts and large quartz pebbles set in a well sorted medium 

to coarse sandstone. Cross sections, perpendicular to the long axes of the gutler casts show .. • 
the long axes of th~ clasts to be ~ominar:ttiY parall~l· to bedding, with a f~~ cases showing 

~ --
local imbrication of the clasts at th~ sides of the~tructure. These conglomerntic beds also 

show weak normal grading. The sandstone gutter casts· are most commonly either massive 

or planar-laminated, Oscillatory-flow-type laminae, including low-angle wavy, draping and 

' ' 



Figure 4 . 11: Schematic diagram of cross-sectional views of gutter casts. Labels "a" to "k" 
arc referred to in texL Gutter cast 'T' is unusual in that it has a lower projection that 
m3y link up with a sedimentary dike. The presence of current-generated markings rules 
out an 'injection' origin for the cast, but this association of featu~s was noted in 
several beds . .. 
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hgurc 4.12: Schematic diagr.~m ofp1an views-of gutter and pot casts. L.1hcls "a" to "g" arc 
referred to in text. 

(f) The trend and plunge of the long axes of JX)t cast "A" and the mold left by the 
excavation of pot cast"B" is toward the left (roughly northeast). Pot cast "C" indicates 
a long-axis trend and plunge towards the right (southwest) . 

• 
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PLATE 17: GUTrER CASTS (FA 2) 

a: Flat-bottomed, steep-walled gutter cast. Bending of the gul!er cast and overlying 
~ndstone laminae is attributed to compaction. Note irregular injection feature 
(<LTowed). Stratigraphic top is up. Blask division on scale is 10 em. 

b: Irregular V -shaped conglomeratic gutter casl Note latge quartz clasts up to I em across. 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 2.5 em wide . 

.. 

c: The internal lamination of this hour-glass shaped gutter cast is slightly disturbed by 
compaction. The locally overhanging wall (on the kft) is considered an original 
feature. Stratigraphic top is up. Black division on scale is 10 em. · 

d:-This gutter cast also has overhanging margins near the base of the strucwre. Note 
asymmetry and mild bending of laminae. Srratigraphic top is up. Divisions on scale arc 
10 em. · 

c: Rounded symmetrical gutter cast at base of quartzarenitic sandstone. Stratigraphic top is . 
up. Divisions on scale are in em. 

f: Bilobate gutter cast with steep wall on left and more ~entle wall on right (base highlighted 
in ink). Srratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

g: Three dime-nsional view of steep-walled. U -shaped gutter cast. Note small trace fossils 
and spiraling (?)groove marks on the side. Srrarigraphic top is to upper left . Scale is 
2.5 em wide. 

"I. 

h: Slightly-ohlique cross-sectional view of large. wide gutter cast. The well-defined 
lam.nae (lower right) are within a panty-formed carbonate nodule. Stratigraphic top is 
up. Divisions on scale are 10 em. · 

i: Close_j!J' of "h" ahove showing parallel lamination (in nodule) that are overlain by 
dimbing wave-ripple lamination. Srratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. .... 
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PLATE 18: GUTTER CASTS - PLAN AND SIDE VJ£WS (FA 2) .. 
a: Sinuous guner cast. Bedding plane view. Scale is 10 em long. 

h: Oblique view of the side of an isolated gutter cast (no overlying sandstone bed) .from 
GB. Stratigraphic top is to upper right with the maximum thickness of the gutter cast 
on the left. Note erosional termination of underlying sandstone bed. Post-depositional 
trace fossils are only found along the sole on the right, on upper portion of wall near 
the top of the gutter cast. The thickness normal to the top of the gutter to which these 
burrows are found is approximately 3.5-4 em. Scale is in em . 

., 
c: The geometry of this guuer cast is straight to slightly irregular_ in plan view. Note 

widening of gutter cast opposite. scale. Divisions on scale are 10 em. 

d: This bedding plane view shows pinch-out of a gutter cast toward the nonheast 
(background). Divisions on scale are 10 em. 

c : Bedding plane view of two gutter casts with wave-rippled upper surfaces. The gutt~ cast 
on the left has multiple sets of ripple crests. See Figure 4.12a and text for details. 
Divisions on scale are 10 em. 

.. 
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offshooting laminae and climbing symmetrical-ripple laminae, have also been noted in the 
'• 

upper ponions of some beds. Subtle disconformities within the internal stratification of 

gutter casts were noted in only a few cases. Amalgamated gutter casts are also uncommon. 

Carbonate nodules are found within these beds (Figure 4.11 g; Plate 17h,i), and in many 

ca-;cs the entire bed experienced early carbonate cementation. 

The cross-sectional shapes of thes~ gutter casts range from symmetric:~) (Figure 

4.11 a,d,k) to strongly asymmetrical (Figure 4. 11 h), and include U-shaped, bilohate 

(Figure 4.1.1 i; Plate 17f), V-shaped (Figure 4.11 )~:: · Plate 17b), semicircular (Figure 4.lld; 

Plate 17e), Oat-based forms (Figure 4.llc; Plate 17a) and wide, shallow forms (Figure 

4.11 g; Plate 17h,i). Extremely steep to overhanging walls are common (Figu\e 

4.llc,e,f,h; Plate l?a,c,d). Compaction has altered the shape and internal stratification in 

some of these heds (Figure 4.11 c,ej; Plate 17a,c). Cross-sectional views that are parallel 

or ne~'lrly parallel to the long axes of these gutter casts are wide and shallow. The ratio of 

maximum width to maximum thickness (taken roughly normal to long axes of the gutter 

casts) for a small sample of isolated. gutter cast-; (n= 16) is 2.6, with ratios noted as low as 

0.4. Average maximum width is 9.1 em and average maximum thickness is 6 .2 em. The 

thicknesses are generally one or more orders of magnitude thicker than the sandstone beds 

with which they are intercalated. 

Sole markings nrc common features along the sides and bases of these beds. The 

markings include gnx>ve marks, poorly developed prod and flute marks, and 

postdepositional trace fossils. Groove marks are generally parallel to subparallel to the long 

axes of the gutter casts and circular to downward-spiraling on pot casts. In the case of one 

sinuous gutter cast, grooves on the wall are parallel to the gutter between meanders and 

plunge obliquely downward along the 'inner' wall of the gutter at the meander bend (Plate 

l?g). Tr.1ce fossils on the walls of isolated gutter casts are found to a depth of only 3--l em • 
below the paleosurface; deeper surfaces of the gutter cast arc either smooth (Plate 18b) or 

bear current marks. The traces arc generally small and show no evidence of fluting. 
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The plan-view shapes of the gutter casts vary from narrow (Figure 4 . 12d-g; Plate 

18a and 19a,b) to wide (Figure 4.l2a,c; Plate 18c,d,e) and straight (Plate lik) to sinuous 

(Figure 4.12d,f,g; Plate 18a and 19b) to highly irregular. The long axes of 90 guuer casts 

measured at FD (Figure 4.13b) show a strong northeast-southwest orielllation. Full three

dimensional views of several sinuous gutter casts show that their geometry is comparahle 

to modem meandering rivers in that cross sections perpendicular to flow are strongly 

asymmetrical on the bends, with the steep to overhanging walls on the outside of the 

meander bend. Well defined sinuous gutter casts are thin, with widths less than a few 

centimeters. From the small number of observed sinuous gutter casts it appears that the 

thinner ones are also more sinuous. Numerous examples of bifurcating gutter t·asts were 

noted, as well as those that taper and pinch out along strike (Plate I Xd) . All of thr 

bifurcating beds that were noted had their 'forks' opening toward the nonheast, and nearly 

all of those that showed pinchout did so towards the northeast as well. The upper hedding 

surfaces of some gutter casts ate covered with symmetrical ripple marks with high spacing

to-height ratios. The crests of these ripples arc generally perpendicular to the tr~nd of the 

gutter cast, hut hcds with multiple directions were noted. The ~rest orientations appear to he 

controlled by the plan-view geometry (Figure 4 .12a; Plate 18e). 

In some cases pot casts are closely associated with gutter casts. Gutterosts arc 

seen originating from and leading into, then out of, pot casts (Figure 4.12t: ,e.f; Plate 

19a,b). One interesting example is shown in Figure 4.12f (Plate .'9b),.where a slightly 

sinuous gutter cast leads into the mold of a pot cast, which leads to a thinner, more sinuous 

gutter ca\t and finally into a small pot cast. The pot casis in this facies asSO<.:iation have a 

wide variety of shapes and sizes. Most are composed of sandstone witho ut a hasallag, 

while others are conglomerari~ . These pot casts commonly weather out as partially free 

standing stmctures. They r.mge from discs toTOunded Joaflike forms to tall pillars. They 

range from remarkahly small ( t em in diamctcr) to large (nearly 20 em in di ;"~mCt<.'r; Plate 

.. 



PLATE l9: PO-T CASTS (FA 2) 

a: Pot cast found along the length of a gutter cast. Bedding plane view. Scale is 10 em 
long. 

h: Redding plane view in which nonheast is to the left. The large pot cast to the left of the 
scale has its centr.il-axis plunging roughly south. Above the scale, a small pot cast and 
an exhumed (larger) pothole are found along a gutter cast that is wider and slightly 
sinuous on the right and thinner and more sinuous on the left. The central-axis of the 
small pothole plunges toward the nonheast and the shape of the exhumed pothole 
indicates a similar tilt. See Figure 4 .12f and text for details. Scale is 10 em long. 

c: Bedding plane view of two pot casts. Pot cast at top of photo widens and spirals 
downward. Divisions on scale are 10 em. 

d : Oblique view of prominent-weathering pot cast with well-developed downward-spirJ.ling 
shape. Scale in foregro~nd is I 0 em long: 

c: The shrinkage cracks on"fhe upper surface of this pot cast are the only ones noted on any 
pot or gutter cast, or any beds with which they are intercalated. Scale is in em. 

f: Cross-sectional view of a downwttrd-widening, asymmetric poreast. Divisions on sc:1le 
are 10 em. 

g: Ohlique view of howl-shaped pot cast. Concentric grooves are visihle on sides. Scale is 
in em. 

h: Bedding plane view of very large pot cast exhibiting a slight tilt of the central axis toward 
upper right. Black division on scale is 10 em. 

i: Loaf-shaped, downward-widening pOt cast with grooves on side. Stratigraphic top is up. 
White division on scale i!i> 10 em. 

j : Sharp rectangular cross-sectional shape of this pot cast is unusual. The pot C:lst shows 
grading from laminated fine sandstone to massive to subtly-laminated very fine 
sandstone. Stratigraphic top is up. Width of scale is 9 em. 

\ 
\ 
, I 
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J9i) Numerous examples were noted in which pot casts widened downward (Plate 
, 

:. 
J.9c.d.f.i). and a few well exposed examples had a snaillike or corkscrew shape (Plate 

J9c,d) similar to potholes found in bedrock along modem rivers. The bottoms of ~t casts 

are commonly deept;st around the outside, with a Central erosional high: the fonn resembles 

the bJ,.se of a w_ine bottle. Shrinkage cracks were noted at the top of one pot cast (Figure 

4.12b; Plate 19e). The central axes of the pot casts are commonly tilted from the 

paleovertical ( <30~) (Plate 19c .d.h.i ); measurements of the direction in ·which these 

potholes tilt (given' as the trend-direction in which the ceoo-al axis plun~es) is given in 

Figure 4. 13i 

4.15.1 Prcx·css loterpretation 

The term "gutter cast" was first used by Whitaker (I 973) for downward-bulging 

sole s_tructurcs and isolated channels in Llandoverian rocks 1n :\orway. The gutter casts 

were interpreted ~form from current erosion . Erosional structures of a variety of siz.es and 

shapes have been described in the literature using a host of different names such as priels, 

furrows. Rinneo. Erosionrinncn. large groove casts, rills. cut-and-fill, scour-and-fill, and 
I 

gouge channels (Tahlc 4.2). The ~·ide ranl,e of size, shape, lithology and intemal stuctures 

of these erosional stmctures ar~ that their origin is polygenctic. This may he tniC for the 

gutter casts in F. A. 2. 

Field observations are in ~greement with Whitaker ( 1965.197 3) that there is a 

continuum between isolated or "separated" gutter casts..and those connected by an overlying 

~hed that may be a small fraction of the thickness of the gutter cast to several times its 

thickness. It is reasonable to assume. as Whitaker suggested. that the control oh this 

variation is one of sediment supply. Separated types are fomlCd when there is insuffident' 

scdin)(n,t to fonn a complete bed, while the other types fonn under conditions of higher 

~edirnent supply. 

, 
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Figure~ - ' J : Rose rliagrams: (A) trend associated with direction of plunge of the rentral 
· axis of pot casts (n=31 ). and (B) trend of long a)(CS of gutter casts (n=90). Data from 

the lower 35 meters of the Fortune Dump section . · 
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There are two main phases in the development of these gutter casts: erosion, 

follo.,.,'l!d by deposition. The timing between erosion and deposition not only may be 

difficult to ascertain .but also may vary from bed to bed. Goldring and Aigner (1982) 

pn:sent criteria for recognizing time breaks between erosion and deposition. These criteria 

include: (I) fine-w.ained and banded (heterolithic interlamination) tills, (2) the history of 

colonization and/or trapping of organisms, and (3) evidence of predepositional 

hioturhation . Close examination did not reveal any fine-grained gutter casts, and there is no 

sign of predepositional colonization, borings or burrows. The burrows on the base of the 

. guuer casts are considered postdepositional because: (I) they are not fluted, and (2) they 

extend only a limited, yet consistent, depth below the ancient sediment-water interface. A 

preliminary study of the sandstone beds in F.A. 2 by the author and G. Narbonne (data. not 

includoo in thesis) indicates that the depth of burrowing by infauna during the deposition of 

the Lower CIF was -3-4 em. Sandstone beds greater than this thickness show no evidence 

of postdepositional burrowing. This is consistent with data from the guuer-cast beds. All of 

the above observations suppon a relatively shon time between cutting and filling of the 

gutter cast beds in F. A. 2. 

In~ CIF beds steep side walls are obviously due to differential compaction 

(Figure 4.llc), while many clearly represent an original erosional geometry (Figure 

4.lle,h_). Goldring and Aigner ( 1982) consider sandstone gutter casts, especially with 

steep to overhanging margins, as early-filled structures. Overhanging walls must have been 

·very common in the CIF potholes, because many if not most pot casts are tilted and/or 

widen downward. Even in quite cohesive sediments, however, such steep walls would not 

be expected to endure the combined influence of waves and sediment-laden currents for a 

prolonged length of time. 

The process of fluvial pothole erosion was thoroughly covered by Alexander 

( 1932), who studied the potholes found in bedrock in glaciated regions. His conclusion 
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that the"' wen: formed by the grinding action of tools (""j to boulder size) <..:ied by 

stationary eddies replaced the longheld helieflhat they were fonned by vertically plunging 

water (see review by Higgins, 19~7). The characteristics of bedrock potholes are 

remarkably similar to the pot cast<> from F.A. 2, and are considered good analoguc:s in 

terms of process. One major difference is that the CIF potholes were eroded into a 

semicohesive to cohesive substrate of clayey silt, and hecaus~-cf this, cn~en.ts alone roulJ 

fom1 a pothole without the need of a large tool. The presence of delic;ue groove marks on 

the side of the CIF pot casts indicates that sand-sized sediment may have aided in the 

erosion of the pothole as an abrasive agent. Alexander (1932) demonstrated that the flow 

within potholes takes the form of a jet that enters at one side of the pothole and spirals 

downward along the outer wall to form a vonex, with flow returning upward through the 

center of the vonex. The axis of the vortex is not vertical, but forms a spiral. "The working 

end of this axis is obliquely directed and off center at the bottom of the tuhe, and this off

centt:r position moves· about the axis of the pothole as it is deepened. The spiral von ex arts 

as a s.on of spiral tool and under favorable· and constant conditions drills into the rock in 

'corkscrew' fashion, thus giving rise to spiral fluting" (Alexander. 1932, p. 322). The 

pattern of grooves and the geometry of some pot casts in the CIF indicate a similar origin. 

The occurrencc:_of a spiraling or ropelike pattern of grooves on the soles of gutter 

casts has led to the sugg~tion that they are formed by helical flow of currents moving 

parallel to the long axes of the gutters (Williams, 1881; Schroder, 1965~ Bridges, 1972; 

Wfiitaker, 1973). Other authors (Kuenen, 1957; Wood and Smith, 1957; Prentice, 1962; 

· Aigner and Futerrer, 1978) describe par.Ulel or near-parallel orientations of sole markings 

(grooves, prods, flutes) that also argue for unidirectional flow as the agent of erosion. On 

the other hand, Allen·f (1962) 'elongate flute marks' have unorien·led prod marks and 

Bloqs's ( 1976) gutter casts have bidirectional prod marks, which raises the possibility of 

erosion by multidirectional and bidirectional currents. The longitudinal grooves of the CIF 



gutter casrs- and the one examP.Ie with suggestions of a spiral pattern - argue for 

erosion by unidirectional flow. 
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Another indication of unidirectional flow is the observation that some gutter casts 

originate from potholes. Aigner and Funerer (1978) noted gutter casts in the field that had 

pot cao;ts at one end and gradually died out at the other. They suggested that these potholes 

and gullers are produced by currents interacting with obstacles forming horseshoe hollows 

that were later developed into channels in a downstream direction. They simulated these 

conditions in the laboratory and created what they considered similar-looking potlike and 

channellike scours. In the few examples in the CIF in which a gutter cast is seen to 

originate from a pot cast, the pot cast was on the southwest end of the structure, which 

would support unidirectional flow taward the northeast. The origin of gutter casts outlined 

by Aigner and Futterer may be applicable to only a small percentage of CIF gutter casts. 

The main evidence against such an origin for most of these gutter casts is that ( 1) there are 

very few examples in which gutter casts are directly associated with potholes, (2) many 

gutters are very extensive and of remarkably unifonn width for several meters, and {3) 

some gutter casts are wider than any of the observed potholes. 

In Aigner and Futterer's experiments the hollows (potholes) that formed around 

obstacles became deeper on their upstream end and shallower on their downstream end, 

where they eventually graded directly into a gutter. The resulting 'tilt' of the hole (central 

axis plunging upstream) corroborated their field observations in which pot casts were 

similarly tilted with respect to the inferred (unidirectional) paleocurrents. If, as the work of 

Aigner and Funerer indicates, the 'tilts' of pot casts have paleocurrent significance, then the 

bimodal-bipolar data on pothole tilt for F.A. 2 (Figure 4.12a)-would suggest the influence 

of bidirectional currents such as tides (the strong mode to the southwest would suggest 

more active flow to the northeast, as the experimentaLdata suggest 'upcurrent' tilting). This 

means either: ( 1) flow was bidirectional, (2) both unidirectional and bidirectional currents 

were operating at different times, or (3) the polarity of the tilt of a pothole can vary under 

.. 
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unidirectional flow (i.e., central axes of adjacent potholes tilt upsrream or downst~am). 

The third possibility is preferred based on the lack of supporting evident:e for bidi~ctional 

flow and the facts that: ( 1) the pinchouts and bifurcations of gutter casts are p~fe~ntially 

oriented toward the northeast, (2) those gutter casts that originate from putl·asts suggest 

northeast flow, and (3) the sandstone beds with which these featu~s are intercalated 

contain abundant el.dence that the initial stages of deposition of these beds took place 

under nonheast-directed unidirectional flow (see Chpt-4). The possibility that some or all of 

the pot and gutter casts were formed by oscillatory currents (waves) is considen:q unlikely 

given the features observed. · 

" The differences in the plan-view geometry of CI_F gutter casts may be related to 

flow parameters such as velocity', intermittency of flow, and patterns of water motion. 

Srraight, well oriented forms s~ggest regularity in flow, possibly associated with 

longitudinal vortices (Williams, 1881 ).- Sinuous gutter casts show numerous features, in 

addition to spiraling grooves, that suggest erosion by longitudinal vortices in a manner 

similar to modem rivers (see Bridges, 1972; Whitaker, 1973). It is likely that the narrow. 

sinuous gutters in the CIF formed from slower flows, and that wider, str.tight to highly 

irregular channels form from fasrer flows that would tend to cut through the meander 

bends. 
' · 

As discussed above, th_e 'depositional' stage in the fmmation of the gutter casts 

appears to be one of rapid accumulation of sediment in freshly eroded scours. The massive 

and uniform parallel-laminated natlJre of most of the sandstone beds suppons this 

interpretation. The ripples found on the top of several gutter casts are considered wave 
. . . 

ripples on the basis of their symmetrical profile and their extremely large spacing-to-height 

ratios. These ripples and the oscillatory-flow-type ripple laminae in the upper portions of 

some gutter casts indicate that waves influenced the late stages pf de~~ition of these gutter 

cast~. The thickness of the gutter casts (generally 1 0--100 times thicker than the associated 

sandstone beds) and the evidence for rapid infilling of the gutters is compatible with 

' 
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deposition under thick sediment flows that deposited sediment almost exclusively in the 

gutters. 

In at least one example <figure 4.12a), it appears that the erosional structure may · 

not have been completely filled during the deposi,tional stage, so that the lip apd the shape 

of the scour"':!.ffected the flow. The partem of ripple-crest orientations in Figure 4.12a, with 

cre~s transverse to the gutter in its narrow portion and neatly parallel to the gutter in the 

widened ponion, i-ndicates that both directions of oscillatory flow may have oper.tted 

simultaneously, as neither set of crests shows evidence of superposition or modification of 

't~e·.?the,r. This variable orientation of ripplesjs best explained _as a wall effect that is_ in ~;rt 

· governed by the overall geometry of the scour. 

In summary, the characteristics of the· gutter and pot c asts. indicate that: ( 1) despite 

some ambiguous,-and possibly contradicting, evidence, erosion is thought to have been 

caused by unidirectional (possibly reversing ?) flow; (2) the ti~ing between etosion and 

sedim.em infilling was short, pos~ibly only a few ~ours or less; (3) in at least a few cases, 

notably the small sinu~s gutter casts, longitudinal helical flow is suggested; (4) potholes 

were formed by stationary eddies in a manner similar to that outlined for bedrock potholes,-

except with currents causing the erosion (with sand as an abrasive) instead of a large tool; 

and (5) guners are well oriented in a southwest-northeast orientation (present-d;_ly 

t-uordinates), and related evidence suggests pal.eofl~w toward the northeast. 
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4.16 DISORGANIZED BEDS 

4. 16.1 Disturbed Beds 

These beds consist of slightly to modemtely disturhed interned!\ of sillstonc (SO) 

·and sandstone (SI, S2 and S3) (Plate 20). The defonned units are underlain and overlain 

by horizontal srrata~ but lack a well defined scar or slip surface (shear plane) •md then-fon

have subtle boundaries. Internally these units contain planar laminae at angles to bedding, 

swirled and rolled laminae. and small recumbent folds. :mere are also planar-tabular ~·lasts 

and panjally detached layers with relatively sharp terminations of laminae. Disrr.tptions an: 

such that the various pieces of gently folded strata may.either be visually n:consrructed or 

generally placed in an undisturbed stratigrdphic framework by the recognition of marker . 

beds. Folds in the sb'ata lack a consistent vergence. 

Examples of these beds vary from poorly exposed strata like t~at at FD-392, where 

a thin zone of bedding is slightly undulose, to well exposed cases like FD-16R.2, where 
., 

over 80 m of excellept lateral expos we shows. evidence of progressive deform.ation along 

the bed (Figure 4.14). The exposw~ at FD-168.2 has been divided into eastern and western 

sections (Figure 4.14 ). The fund<unental feature of this exposure is a clearly defined lateral 

change from (a) well-bedded :;andstone and siltst9!1e layers with disturbed bedding (e~stern 

section), to (b) a clast-rich siltstone bed (Raft-Bearing Bed-:--- Section 4.16.3) (western 

~section). An 8-10 m covered interval separates these sections. Marker horizons that · 

stratigraphically overlie the raft-bearing siltstone bed in the western section can be traced . . 
across to the eastern section. The 'westem section is described below in Section 4.16.3. 

At the eastern limit of the eastern section only the slightest hint of bedding 

disruption can be detected. This disruption is stratigraphically equivalent to the top and 

central parts of the siltstone bed in the western outcrop. Thin beds are locally gently folded, 

resembling small ball-and-pillow structures. From east to west across this eastern section 



PLATE20: DISTIJRBED STRATA AT FD-168.2 9 (fA 2) 
. . 

a: The slightly deformed zone is in strata beneath the hammer handle. Stratigraphic top up. 
Jlarn111er is 3~ . 5 em long. · 

b: The disruption of bedding appears to be confined to a ~mall area above the scale , w ith 
the laterally adjacent strata on the left side of the photo relatively undefonned . Stratigraphic 
top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Isolated synclinal forms of disrupted strJta, as seen in this photo (arrow), are common 
along this horizon. Strati_graphic top is up, Scale is 15 em long. 

d: A more strongly:d efonned ponion of this horizon is shown beneath scale StrJtigraphic 
tup to upp~:r left. Scale is 15 em long . 

. . • 

-. 
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Figure 4 . 14: Sketch of oulcrop at FD-168.2. The outcrop is divided into an 'Eastern 
Outcrop' of disturbed bedding and a 'Western Outcrop' with a raft-bearing bed. These 
two exposures are separated by a covered interval several meters wide. The exposure 
is otherwise continuous, with the exception of a covered interval of 1.8 rn between B 
and B' in the Eastern Outcrop. The scale for each pan of the outcrop is the same. 

-
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there is a progressive increase in the intensity and depth of bedding disruption. Within this 

defonned zone, packages of strata are rolled and bent (Plate 2(}.t) locally into widely spaced 

synformal structures (Plate 20d). At the westernmost pan of this. eastern section (Figure 

4.14, A-B), a stratigraphic interval equivalent to the upper-25-30 em of the correlative raft-

bearing bed (Figure 4.14, D-G) is disrupted strata. It is more difficulr'to visually 

reconstruct original configuratioas of strata in this area 

·There is little evidence to suggest significant lateral transport. There is no well 
·]J · 

defined basal shear plane within the exposure. The base of the dcfom1ed strata is loc'ally 

be iter defined than elsewhere, but would be ~onsiden:.da shear zone, and not a shear plane. 

4.16.1.1 Process Interpretation; Disturbed Beds 

The deformation associated with these beds was largely plastic, as indicated by the 

folded, rolled and swirled laminae. The sediment was likely semiconsolidated at the time of 

dcfonnation. Brittle defonnation was minor. 

·The lack of a well defint".d scar or slip surface (shear plane) and the. lack of 

consistent vergence to the folds suggest that significant downslope movement did riot 

n<;cur. In the western half of this eastern exposure (Figure 4. 14, A-B) the base of the 

disturbed zone is better defined, an~ may represent a shear zone. Th•s may mark a lateral 

transition from more or less .in .s.i.1.l.l defom1ation to sliding, or downslope movement. 

The semicon~lidated nature of these beds at the time of deformation, and the 

apparent lack of significant downslope motion, suggest that much of the disruption took · 
... 

place by loading, possibly associated with high pore pressures and. partial liquefaction. 
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4. 16.2 U nifite Beds 

These beds are composed of graded to nongraded siltstone and silty mudstnnt: 

characterized by a lack of obvious internal structure or very suhtle fine lamination (Plate 

21 ). The bases of these beds are very sharp, and the tops vary from gradational to very 

sharp: The lo_wer pans of these beds are generally too fine grained to allow exposure of 

soles by preferential weathering. These beds range from 10-70 em in thick~ess, averaging 

36 em at the FD .exposure. These beds are called 'u.nifites', a descriptive tenn applied in the 

· deep basins of the Mediterranean by Stanley ( 1981, p. 77) to "structureless or faintly 

laminated, often thick, mud layer(s] revealin,!( a fining-upward trend". 

These beds are normally tabular over the foil extent of their outcrop exposure. At 
. . . 

FD-27.3, however, there is an abrupt termi~ation of a 35 em thick siltstone ~d. This hed 

is macroscopically homogeneous and devoid of 'rafts' or clasts of any kind. The bed is 

tabular in shape over most of the outcrop. At its eastern limit the bed dramatically pinchc:-. 

from its normal thickn.ess of 35 em to zero thickness over a distance of 1.4 meters (l~;.~t.c 

2la,b). The geometry of the bed over this interval is that ofa c.hannel margin with a 

horizo.ntal upper surface and a gently curved, downcutting lower surface against which 

r underlying sandstone and siltstone beds terminate. The exact geometry of this pinch-out i-. 

slightly obscured ·by weathering and cleavage effects. 

' 
- · Cut and polished slabs provide information about the internal sedimentary 

structl}res of these beds that cannot be gained from the outcrop due to the fine grain size 

and homogeneous texture of these ~s. Slabs reveal beds ranging from (a) rnega!iCOpi<.:ally 
' . 

structurele~s. to (b) very slightly laminated, to (c) subtly graded artd laminated, to (d) 

graded and laminated with current-generated structures. Figure 4 . I 5 shows an end-member 

classification scheme for these unifite beds; a continuum of bed styles exists between the 

end members. 
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PLATE 21: UNIFITE BEDS (FA 2) 

a: Channel-like margin (arrows) of macroscopically homogeneous unitite bed at FD-27.3. 
Stratigraphic top is up." Scale has 10 em divisions. 

b: t:Iosc-up of "a" showing t~ml.ination (arrows) of surrounding, flat-lying beds.' 
Stratigraphic top 1s up. Scale has 10 em divisions. · 

c: Polished slab of Type I A unifite from PM-100.2. Close examination reveals no visible 
~ize grading or lamination. Note the extremely sharp base and top and small pseudonodules 
detached from base of the oof Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is I em long. 

d: Disorganized beds from FD--72-76 with unitite bed (on right below white-weathering 
yuartzitic bed) and raft-bearing be.d (underneath notebook). These beds are considerably 
thicker than the surrounding thin beds of sandstone and siltstone. StratigTaphic top is to 
upper left. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

.... "" 

4 • 
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hgun: 4.15: Unilitc classification scheme and process interpretation. Dominant 
t·haracteristics of the three unifite types are given on the right. These represent a 
continuum of bed types whose characteristics are thought to be a funct ion of degree of 
water entr.tinment and the extent to which turbulence is a factor (represented on left). 
Turhidite divisions for Type 3 Unifites are those of Stow and Shanmugam ( J9R0). 
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Type 1 unifite beds are massive ( 1 A) or very cryptically laminated ( 1 B). P~ 21 c 

shows a polished slab of a 14 cm.thick, type JA siltstone bed from PM-100.2. No grading 

or unambiguous lamination are visible. Throughout the bed are slightly elongate shale 

particles of coarse silt to very fine sand size. These particles appear to define a slight · 

· bedding-parallel fabric, and in the lower half of the bed, possible vague laminae by 

variation in their abundance. The base of this bed is sharply defined and displays flame and 

load structures. Small pseudonodules detached from the base of the bed are present in all 

stages of formation. The upper surface is remarkably sharp and planar. 

PM-98.9 is another bed that appears structureless in the field- it contains only the 

slightest hint of lamination (Type 1 B) on the slabbed surface. Where this bed is locally 

carbonate-cemented, however, it appears to rontain very thin laminae. 

Type 2 unifite beds contain subtle laminae but lack strong grading. Subtle grading, 

if present, consists of a slight increase in clay content at the top of the bed. Laminae, 

defined by subtle changes in grain size, are found near the base in some beds (e.g., FD-

21.3) and near the top in others (FD-65.95). Very thin coarse silt laminae are locally visible 

in outcrop. As a rule, laminae are not detectable on the outcrop, but they are in slabs, where 

ihcy may be quite subtle. 

Type 3 unifites are characterized by distinct lamination and grading, both of which 

may or may not be detectable in outcrop. Groove marks, flute marks and small gutter casts 

have been noted on the base of two beds (FD-33.4, FD-51.4). Typical of these Type 3 

beds is a 55 em at FD-33.4 that contains a lower division of silty mudstone with indistinct 

and wispy silt laminae and a thick, light-green claystone cap. Large carbonate concretions 

formed within this upPer mudstone unit. 

Grading (clayey siltstone to claystone) is obyious in a slab of a bed at FD-27.3. 

This bed contains a variety of subtle internal structures. A 5 em green clayey siltstone layer 

forms the base of the bed. The central part of the bed ( -19 em) is an interlayering of light 
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gn:en silty mu,dstone with: (a) thick (up to I em), distinct, regular to slightly irregular silt 

laminae, and (b) thin, streaked, indistinct silt laminae. The fonner are extensive but are 

neither planar nor uniform in thickness. These thicker laminae locally contain subtle low

angle cross-laminae. l)le upper 8-11 em of the bed consists of light green days tone. The 

base of this claystone division is gradational from the silt-stn:aked mudstone below. The 

entire bed, including the claystone cap, contains black clay particles of fine sand to silt si1c. 

A fairly uniform concentration throughout the bed indicate s that their abundance is not a 

function of grain size. The claystone cap contains a few large grains. the large!:>t bein~ a 

very coarse sand-sized, black, siltstone rock fragment .. 

A few exceptional exampks of Type 3 uni~ites consist of relatively coarse- gr.Un~d 

sediments with well preserved internal sedimentary structures. A 35 em thick siltstone bed 

at FD-174.4 has a 2-7 em thick graded layer at it<; base. ParJ.llel-laminated medium sand in 

the lower few centimeters is overlain by a form set of small current ripple~ with variable 

crest height in fine sandstone. The overlying clayey siltstone is macmscopically devoid of 

structure e~cept for grading to a claystone cap. 

'Slurried beds' described by Hiscott and Middletof4,11)7lJ, p. 317-31X) arc similar 

in thickness to the CIF unifite beds, and are similarly devoid of internal sedimentary 

structures. The beds described by Hiscon and Middl~ton are sandier and in some cases 

have characteristics in common with the raft-bearing beds (e.g., large rip-up clasts). The 

'slurried beds' described by Burne (1970, p .221 -226) are also similar to the CIF unifites, 

in that the lower division of these beds consists of clayey siltstone with a normally graded 

sand component overlain by a thick division of mudstone. The top of these beds contains 

radially arranged cross-laminae of ftne sand or silt that are interpreted as sand volcanoes 

formed by eruption of water from the compacting deposit. The central pan'i of the beds 

described by Burne ( 1970) contain vertical tubes of lighter-colored sediment representing 

. fluid-escape pillars. These beds also contain variable quantities of mudstone fragments. 
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4 .16.2. 1 Process Interpretation: Unifite Beds 

,_ 

· Unitite beds were clearly deposited by single events. This conclusion is based on 

their: (I) anomalous thickness relative to the beds in surrounqing strata, (2) relatively 

• 
homogeneous grain size and texture, (3) normal grading (some beds). and (4) sequences of 

. 
sedimentary structures (some beds). The thicknesses of these unifite beds are at least an 

order of magnitude brreater than the average thickness of the beds with which they are 
/ ) 

found . Aside from reworking-of sediment by burrowing organisms. of which there is no 

evidence in this case, there are no reasonable m.ichanisms by which one could generate 

these anomalously thick, very homogeneous, fmc-grained beds except by resedimentation 

of unlithified sediment. The differences in internal structure between the various types of 

unifites argues for variation in depositional processes, which will be outlined below. 

These CIF beds are t'losely similar to unifites described from the Mediterranean Sea 

by D. J . Stanley and others (Rupke and Stanley, 1974; Stanley, et al., 1980; Stank.y, 

19!< I; Stanley and Maldonado, 1981 ). Stanley's (1981, p. 79,81) idealized unifite 

sequence consists " ... at the base, of graded, faintly laminated, silt and silty clay .. .. and 

trends upward to more subtly or not graded, structureless and somewhat finer-grained 

mud .. . ". Most of the unifites fall jnro one of two groups: (I) uniform, subtly graded m uds. 

and (2) faintly laminated and graded muds. In comparison with published 'ideal' fine 

grained turbidite sequences, Stanley associates the first group with Piper's ( 1978) E2 and 

E3 divisions and Stow and Shanmugam's (1980) T6 and T7 divisions. The faintly 

laminated beds are compared to the E1 to E2 and T4 toT 6 divisions of these workers, 

respectively (Stanley, 1981, p. 79). When compared with the fine-grained turbidite models 

of Piper ( 1978) and Stow and Shanmugam ( 1980), the massive, non laminated Type I 

unifites (e.g .. PM-100.2. see Plate 2lc) would correspond with the E3 and T7 divisions of 

their idealized sequences. respectively. 
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The model for deposition of the CIF unifites (Figure 4. 15) emphasizes the 

continuum of characteristics of these beds and relates them to a continuum of proposed 

processes. The primary controls on the presence or absence of features such as grJding and 

lamination are: (1) concentration in the flow, and (2) the degree to which turbulence 

becomes an effective mechanism of grain support. In this model, concenrration and level of 

turbulence are a function of the degree of entrainment of ambient fluid . 
\ 

A turbidity-current model is considered inappropriate for Type 1 beds because of: 

(I) their sharp upper surfaces, (2) the lack of internal strw.:turt:, especially lamination and 

grading, and (3) paleoenvironmental considerations. Instead, deposition from high· 

concentration liquefied flows (Lowe, 1976a) is -advocated. Sedirnent.concentration and 

gr.iin size are primary controls on the character of the deposit from a liquefied flow. 

Deposition from liquefied flows can be described in tenns of a hindered- settling model 

(Middleton and Southard, 1984, p. 4-18 to4-21) in which the interfaces hetweenclcar 

water and the dispersion. and between the dispersion and the deposited sediment, 

converge, with the dispersion maintaining constant density throughout. In high-

con-centration flows with limited size range, there will be limited size segregation and 

therefore little or no grading (Middleton and Southard,l984', p. 89). High concentrations 

would certainly preclude any traction processes (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Lowe. 

1976a). Flow·s of this nature would bt: non turbulent (Lowe, 1976a). Lower-concentrations 

and a more variable grain size distribution would lead to turbulence and the development of 

grading, lamination and other internal sedimentary structures. 

Terzaghi ( 1950, 1956) pioneered the work on spon1aneous liq~efaction and 

described natural occurrences in ·Holland and Norway. Liquefied flow results from gravity

induced movement of a liquefied sediment, or from liquefaction of a moving sediment slide 

(Lowe, 1976a, p . 289). Spontaneous liquefaction takes place in loosely packed or 

metastable sediment subjected to vibrations or other stresses (Seed, I 968). Attainment of a 
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. -
stahi.e configur.ttio~ with ck>ser packing. and reduced pore volume requires the expulsion of 

w;tter from the system. The active displacement of water creates high pore pressures that 

. . ' 
suspend and. separate the grains, counteracting normal stress and allowing fluid behavior. . . . 

Theoretically~ liquefied flows will therefore flow qn very gentle slopes, until the excess 

pore-fluid pressures dissipates. 

Gmin size is one of the major controlling factors determining (a) the length of time 

· that a liquefied tlow experiences high pore pressure, and. therefore (b)-the distance ot\Vpw. 

Using a veloci1y eSiimale of 1.7 m/s, derived from labora1ory and field dala f~ed 
flows, Lowe ( 1976a) predicted that the distance of travel for a I m-thick flow of 0.0625 

. mm silt could be as great as 2.0 km. The influence of grain size is dramati~ally illustmted 

liy his estimation of only a 19 m flow distance for very coarse sand (0. I mm} under the 

same conditions. 

Middleton (1969, 1970) calculates thc: time for pore pressure to dissipate within a 

liquefied flow using the equation: 

T=dp/v (eq. I) 

\ where Tis time, d is thickness, pis the fractional increase in porosity produced by 

liquefaction, and vis upward flow velocity of escaping pore fluid. For 0.1 mm sand, he 

gives estimates for p and v of 5 per cent ~nd .01 cm/s, respectively. Based oh grain size 

and compaction data from carbonate concretions in the CIF, a precompaction thickness of 

75 centimeters (twice average bed thickness) is considered a reasonable estimate for the 

unifites of FA2. The time for dissipation of excess pore pressure using these values would 

be approximately 375 seconds. Pore-fluid expulsion times are a direct function of 

permeability, which means that the addition of small clay-sized particles, which clog pore 

throats, will cause a marked increase in these times. Because the above estimate is valid for 
; -

well soned 0 .1 mm sand, and the CIF unifites are mostly clayey siltstones, it follows that 

the expulsion of pore fluid in the unifites must have taken considerably longer than the rime 

calculated above. 

.• 

/ 
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Vander Knaap and Eijpe 51968) make a similar at~mpt to calculate 'relaxation' tinlt" 

using the equation 

(eq . 2). 

ln this equation, the relaxation timeT, is calculated from the sediment thickness L. and a 

relaxation coefficient c, calculated from various empirical data. Results are given for coarSl' 

and fine sand. Using the lower of the c values from the t~·o runs on fine sand given in the ir 

Table I, and a thickness of75 centimeters, gives a relaxation time of 161.7 seconds. l l 1e 

·permeability_ of the sediment was measured and used by Vander Knaap and Eijpc to 

c~lculate c. From their fo~ulas it is clear that a linear relationship exists between 

permeability and relaxation time. If the ·penneahility of the CIF unifitr$ was an order o f 

magnitude smaller than the well sorted fine sand used in their experiments (a rrasonahk 

assumption), then the relaxation time woold increase an order of magnitude to I fll7 

seconds ( -27 minutes). 

Lowe (1976a) gives rcsedimentation rates (resedimentation time dtvided by hed 

thickness) for liquefied beds of uniform sph.eres (from Andersson. 196 I). Assuming that 

the dissipation of pore pressure calculated in the above equations would result in · 
.J 

deposition, Lowe's ( 1976a) resedimentation rates should be comparable with those:. given 

above. For grains of diameter O.Ol25 mm, the rcsedimen'tation rate is 2.7 s/cm. This means 

a bed 100 em' th~ck would resediment 270 seconds after liquefaction. This value is very 
. . 

close to 287.2 derived from eq. 2. A similar thickness of 0 .0625 mm silt would resediment 

in 1188 seconds ( -20 minutes). The addition of a component of fine silt and day in the CIF 

unifites would substantially increase this estimate of resedimentation time. Even the shorter · . 

times· calculated for fine sand are considered by Morgenstern ( 1967) and Middleton ( 1970) 

to be large_ enough " .. .to pennit acceleration of the liquefied sand mass down slope to 

velocities where turbulence and mixing with the overlying water might lead to the forn:ation 

'· 
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of a turbidity current" (Middleton, 1970; p. 267). This would imply that, on theoretiCal 

grounds, the transformations envisioned for1he CIF unifites (Figure 4.15) are feasible . 

If the interpretation of Type 1 unifites as products of liquefied flows is correct, then 

these beds were deposited prior the onset of turbulence i.n the flows, because of either: (a) 

the early dissipation of excess pore pre~.sures, or (b) a decrease' in slope before a significant .. 
distance of flow. Either of these alternatives are plausible. The average slope on continental 

shelves is only 0° 07' (Morgenstern; 1967), but much higher slopes are found in cer1ain 

nearshore environmenl<; (Terzaghi, 1956; Moore. 1961 ). Estimates of slope during the 

deposition of the lower pan of member 2, based on the pebbly mudstone bed at FD-48.45, 

" range (rom 0.1266 to 2.746°, with 0.584° considered the most reliable estimate (see Section 

4.14 ). The reductions in slope necessary to trigger deposition of the Type I liquefied flows 

might have been-fairly small, and could be reasonably explained by local variations in shelf 

topography. 

The graded and laminated Type 3 unifite beds are believed by the author to 

n.:pn.:sent those liquefied flows tha! became turbulent (Figure 4.15), and transformed into 

turbidity currents. This transformation was likely accomplished by entrainment of water. 

causing reduction of density and viscosity and allowing Reynolds number to incn.:ase 

a hove values for onset of turbulence. ,.. 
Stru~tures found in beds like FD-27.3 compare favorably to those described for· 

fine- grained turbidites (Piper. 1978; Stow and Shanmugam, 1980). and thick unifites 

described by Stanley and others (see Stanley, 1981). This bed is characterized by distinct 

gr.1in-size breaks, but overall_it can be said to exhi~it distribution grading, considered a 

feature of low-density tu~idity currents (Middleton, 1967). The thin, regular to irregular 

laminae found above the lower ~ilt layer in this sample are comparable with Stow and 

Shanmugam's ( 1980) T 2 and T 3 laminae, even to the point of having subtle low-angle 

cross- laminae. Laminae of this type indicate that silt grains, deposited from suspension, 

were subsequently moved as traction load, possibly as low-amplitude climbing ripples. 
\ 
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Indistinct and wispy laminae i_n this bed would <.:orrespond to Stow and· Shanmu~ams' T~ 
n 

"" and T s units. Laminae of this type are at,tributed by Stow and Bowen ( 1980) to soning 

processes acting on silt grains and clay floes in the viscous sublayer. The graded l-laystonc 

cap simply 'represents suspension deposition of clay-sized panicles from the dilute tail of 

the flow. The Tz- Ts laminae locally occur OJ,Jt of sequence. Factors responsible fonhcsc 
. . 

perturbations in sequence·include fluctuations in flow veloc·ity, and nature of the hed 

surface (i.e., cohesive or granular or rippled) (Stow and Shanmugam, 19HO, p. 39). 

Visual estimates of the clay content of Type 3 beds range up to 507c (claystone L:ap<, 

may constitute as much as 15% of the thickness of the bed). Depending on the sediment 

concentration in the flows, there is the potential for the depositing flows to h;ve some 

. degree of strength, ;issuming that at least some percentage of this clay was unfllx.·<.:ul'ated. 

Whatever srrength rhe:;,e flows may have h~h it was not great enough to suppress 

turbulence- the well d~veloped grading and silt/mud laminae clearly reflect turbulence 

during deposition. 

Type 2 beds exhibit characteristics transitional between Type I and Type 3 beds. 0 

These beds are therefore interpreted as the deposits of flows that reached only an · 

intennediate stage in t~e evolution of a liquefied flow (Type I) to a fully turbulent flow 

(Type 3). The development of lamination and minor gradirlg indicate that some size 

segregation occurred. Development of these features is again conside~d a bypr0dvctp f 
' ' 

. enrra.inrnent of water into a liquefiea flow (Figure 4. 15). Grain-suppon mechanisms in · 

Type.2 flows probably included: (I) high pore fluid pressure and (2) rnin.or turbulence. 

4 .16.3 Raft-Bearing Beds 

Raft-bearing beds consist of siltstone, similar in character to the unifite beds, that 

contain clasts, or 'rafts', of thinly interbedded sandstone and siltstone of the same nature as 

the inierbedded lithologies (SO, S I , S2 beds). These raft-bearing beds also display laminae 

1\ . 
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that are co;,monly swirled and deformed around clasts (Plate 23c,d). Bedding thickness 

v~ies from 16 to 110 em, with an average of 45-50 em. Where laminae are cryptic and 

rafhare par.ti£ylai-ly sparse, the distinction between these beds and unifite beds is 
• G· ;, 

sometimes difficult. In extreme cases, such as FD-67 .3, the bed would be essentially 

indistinguishable from those in the unifite subfacies (Type 1 or 2) except for a few small 
- .- ./ 

rafts in the upper pan of the bed. One mustthen:fore assume that there is a continuum 

between these bed types. 

·.· · Rafts are found in a variety of sizes, from a few centimeters across to large ones 60 

X 20 em in cross section. The rafts occur as con toned masses, angular fragments, and 

coher~nt slabs with re.Iatively iruact, gently folded to flat-lying bedding (Plate 22g,h, 
I 

23a,b). These rafts are found at many'positions within a bed. Some beds, such as FD-

' .-.-·· ' 
88.2, have rafts concentra~ed in the lower third of the bed (Plate 22c), while other~ (e.g., 

FD-300.15)'have mfts concentrated in the.central and upper parts of the bed (Plate 23d) . 
. , 

Slat:lbed surfaces of some of these rafts show features similar to the 'flow rolls' of Sorauf 

( 1965), including basin-shaped curvature, .local development of t_ight folds, and fault offset 

of laminae (Plate 22e). Redeposited carbonate nodules have alS<> been noted in these beds. 

Grading, where present, is defined by a thin layer at the base only, with the 

remainder of the bed macroscopically ungraded. An example is a 20 c_m bed at FD-71.7·that 

has at its base a 1.6 em p_arallel-laminated fine sandstone division with a sharp base and an 

indistinct top. At one point along the base, there is a thin (lcni thick), tapered pod of well 

. •• soned, coam sand 26 em long (Figure 4: 16, Plate 224). The lower laminae in the f me 

sandstone division tennjnate against tne side of the pod, while the upper laminae drape t:>vcr 

the pod. Another example of grading is found at FD-251.05, where a 40 w1 siltstone bed 

with abundant rafts has a graded division 2 em thick consisting of well sorted, coarse to 

fine sandstone, at its base . 

·Several raft-bearing beds show signs of incorporation by gravitational sinking of 

laminae,tbros from above. For example, very thin fine sand beds t~at overlie a raft-bearing 
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PLATE Z2: RAFT-BEARING BEDS (FA 2) 

a: A 45 em-thick bed at FD-223.6 (arrows at top and base) with rafts (including transported 
carbonate nodules) at all levels within the bed. Stratigr.1phic top _to upper left. Notebook is 
18.5 em long. " · . 
b: Close-up of "a" shows downward loading of overlying sandstone bed and depression of 
laminae directly underneath the load feature. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 2.5 em wide. 

•c: This one meter-thick raft-bearing bed at FD-X8.2 has rafts confined to the lower 30 em of 
the bed. Stratigraphic top to upper left. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

d: Thin pod of well-sorted coarse sandstone and overlying fine sandstone laminae at the 
base of a 20 em-thick bed at FD-71, 7. Sketch is given in Figure 4 . 16. Stratigraphic top to 
up. Scale is 15 em long. · · · 

e : Slabbed surface of raft from· FD-276.75. Note tight fold on right and fault offset of . 
laminae on the left. Width of photo is 21 em. 

f: Large raft at the top of a bed at Bru&tte Island (Bl-38.4). o'ivision on scale (lower left) 
is I 0 em. Stratigra'phic top to up. · 

g: This bed.at F0-360.15 has an extremely sharp base and large contoned rafts that are 
confined to the central and upper ponions of the bed. Stratigr.1ph ic top to up. Scale is 15 
em long. · · 

h: Same bed as "g" with large bowl-shaped raft. Stratigraphic top is to uppc.:r right. Scale 
(on left) is 2.5 c~ wide . 
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PLATE 23: RAFf-BEARING BEDS CONTD (FA 2) 

a: This photo of the bed at FD-16R.2 (Figure 4.14) shows a large foldrd r.tft at the top nf 
the bed and two :ounded sandstone clasts on the rigm ("A" and "8"). See text for details . 
Stratigrnphic top is up. Scale is in I 0 em divisions. 

- b: Close-up of top oi large raft in "a". The laminae/very thin beds within the raft are sharply 
tenninatcd at the tor;, including the carbonate nodule dire<.>tly above the S(:ale. Stratigraphic 
top is up. Scale is in em. 

c: This 65 em-thick bed at FD-74.0 contains swirled laminae and rafts at all levels within 
the bed. Rounded comers of folded strata on seen on the right, while more angular clasts 
are found above scale. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

d : This photo of FD-168.2 shows the well-developed lamination that characterize this tx·d . 
These laminae are bent over and under the rafts. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in em. 

• 
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Figure 4.16: Sketch of 20-cm-thick raft-bearing bed at FD-71 .7. Lower division of fine 
sandstone at the base contains wavy and climbing-ripple cross-lamination and pods of 
white-weathering coarse sandstone. 
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bed at FD-54. 7 are in various states of disruption, and in various states of detachment and 

loading into the upper mudstone division of the underlying bed. This is the only example . 

noted in which there are irregular patches of sandstone without sharp boundaries. At the 
~ 

top of FD-223.6, the overlying very thin bed o£'sandstone and -; iltstone is bent inio a 

downward-oriented ball that has internally broken and distorted sand laminae (Plate 22;t,h). 

The spacing of laminae shows a fourfold decrease directly undc:r the ball and a bowing up 

of laminae on either side of the ball (Plate 22b). 

Raft-bearing beds are generally tabular. FD-360.15, for example, may be tra(;ed for 

over 120m without any change in thickness. In a few cases thickness and character of 

these raft-bearing beds change along their length. The best exposed example, FD-16X.2. is 
• 

described below. 

As mentioned in the Section 4. 16.1, the outcrop at FD-168.2 has been divided into .. 
an eastern sectio!l with disturbed bedding and a western section with a raf;-bcaring siltstone 

bed. A detailed drawing of this western section is given in Figure 4.14 (D-G). Most of this 

exposure consists of a 55-60 em thick raft-bearing siltstone bed. Near the eastern end of 

this exposure the siltstone bed pinches out. The change in thickness across the outcrop 

(from west to east) is fairly gradual, becoming more dramatic over the last 3m. At the point 

of termination, a massive, gray, fine sandstone bed cuts downsection toward the east. The 

top of this sandstone bed is planar, with the exception of a 10 '-=m deep. meter-long, 

siltstone-filled scour. This bed increases thickness rapidly, from 0 to 30-35 em over a 

distance of 60 em, maintains constant thickness for I ;5 m, then increases in thickness to 60 

em thick before the end of the outcrop. 

Measurements were taken from a marker horizon sever-al meters below this bed to: 

. (I) the top of the siltstone bed at the far western end of the outcrop, and (2) the top of the 

disturbed wne on the far eastern end of the outcrop, where bedding is only mildly 

disrupted. The measurements were made -ROm a'Jart and were different by only I em. 
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The siltstone bed at FD-168.2 is noteworthy in many ways. Firstly, the top of the 

bed is remarkably planar. The top of one large raft of interlaminated sandstone and siltstone 

shows evidence of sharp truncation where the upper bed surface cuts indiscriminately 

across the laminae at a high angle to the internal bedding of the raft (Plate 23b). Secondly, 

acTOss most of the outcrop the bed contains laminae th:lt are best developed in the central 

part of the bed (Plate 23a.d). The lower part of the bed is locally massive, while the up(X:r 

pan either has well defined laminae like the cenu:al part of the bed or, more commonly, a 

swirled, partly homogenized texture. In several examples, laminae in the central part of the 

bed. directly under large rafts, are curved downward and compressed (Plate 23a). Laminae 

are similarly bent over some rafts, but are shghtly less deformed in these situations (Plate 

23c). In one case, the central laminae are bowed up over a clast projecting upward from the 

massive lower part of the ~d. 

Restricted to the lower part of the bed are rounded, gray, faintly bmin;~tcd 

' . 
sandstone clasts that are similar in color, grain size, and texture to the thick sandstone bed 

at the eastern end of the western outcrop (Figure 4.14; Plate 23a). The laminae in these 

clasts may be gently folded or planar. In either case, they terminate abruptly at the edges of 

the clasts. 

Most contorted sandstone/siltstone rafts are found in the upper pan of the bed. One 

raft consists of a fairly coherent bedded slab that, with slight reconstruction, saf!!ples a 

stratigraphic thickness of approximately 25 centimeters. Several fragments of carbonate 

concretions are present as clasts within this bed. 

lllcre are few good ancient analogs for these raft-beariug beds. The 'slurry 

sandstones' of Hiscott and Middleton (1979,_ p. 317) consist of " ... fine to coarse sand 

dispersed in an abundant muddy matrix". Most of the beds are structureless, though a few 
. . 

have " ... swirled internal structure, distorted fragments, convolute bedding and 

• 
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pseudonodules ... ". These beds contain large slabs of shale and siltstone \Jp to, and greater 

than~ 1 m in length. 

The 'rubble bedding' of Morris ( 1971, p. 415-4,18 ) consists of nonoriemed, 

angular to rounded, unfolded to rolled-up blocks of sandstone or thinly bedded 
., 

sandstone/shale set in mudstone of different character: The mudstond may be massive, 

"' folded and squeezed fissile shale, or seemingly uncon!Orted sh~c. The clasts, deriwd 

locally from a9jacent strata, may be as \argc as 150m or more across. The 'slurried 

bCdding'· described by Morris ( 1971, p. 41 H-419), was deposited by flows of friabk sand 
.. 

that incorporated varying quantities of mud, both nonlithified and lithified. 

· ~ The 'fragmented bedding' of Wood and Smith ( 1957. p. 172) consists of muddy 

siltstone, 0.3-0.6 m thick, with a thin graded layer at the base and tabular to strongly 

curved fragments of bedded sa~9stone and mudstone aoove. Sandy patches with indefinite 
' · ' 

boundaries were also noted. These patches are analogous to the sand patches described 

above for FD-57.4. Patches such as these were D.Q! noted in any other CIF beds. 

The 'slurried beds' of Burne ( 1970, p. 221-226, see his Figure H) consist of three 

units: (I) a graded layer of sand in muddy siltstone matrix with few shale clasts, (2) muddy 

. siltstone wilh 'partially digested' and contorted fragments of mudstone and fluid-escape 

pillars, and (3} cross-laminated sand volcanoes. Some aspects of the CIF beds ~re 

ana1agous to features from his two lower units. His upper unit is not found in the CIF 

beds. 

4.16.3.1 Process Interpretation: Raft-bearing Beds 

Raft-bearing beds display a fairly wide range of characteristics that indicate 

deposition by a varietY.?.f. processes. At one end of the spectrum aie beds lhat would he 

unifites !f not for the presence of a few scauered rafts. Other beds contain well developed 

lamination and large and abundant raft's. The presence of these ~lasts at all levels in these 
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· beds, especially at the top. indicates that the sediment had strength. Strength is considered a 

property of debris flows. The sedimentary structures/fabrics of debris flows include: matrix 

support, random fabrics, variable clast size, variable matrix, rip-up clasts, rafts, inverse 

grading, and possible flow structures (Nardin et al. 1979). Many of these characteristics 

are typical of the raft-bearing beds: 

In dehris flow, strength and buoyancy effects, necessary for the support of large 

clasts, are pro:'ided by m~1ddy matrix. Strength is divided into cohesive strength, from 

c-kctrosta~_ic attraction of clay minerals, and frictional strength, due to grain-to-grain . 

contacts; a~cording 'to Trask ( 1959) and Pierson ( 1 9H I). frictional strength (due to grain-to-

grain contacts) is significantly more important as a means of clast support than cohesive 

strength. 
"\ 

Particle support in debris flows may be derived from: (I) frictional resistance to 

seuling, (2) matrix cohesion, (3) buoyancy, (4) elevated pore pressures, and (5) dispersive 

pressure (Pierson, 1981 ). Any combination of these mechanisms may have been important 

in the transport and deposition of the raft-bearing beds, with the exception of dispersive 

pressure. The strength of a fluid strongly influences the role of dispersive pressure in a 

flow. Once grains are dispersed in a matrix-rich slurry, matrix s~rength can support them. 

and dispersive pressure becomes less significant because grains are not free to collide as 
• ... 

frequently or with significant momentum (Middleton and Hampton, 19?3). The presence of 

clay in the matrix of the raft-bearing beds makes dispersive pressure an unlikely means of 

significant particle support . 

The rafts in the CIF beds are clearly fipped~up pieces of previously .deposited 

sediment. Early-formed carbonate nodules in the sediment were also eroded and carried in 

these flows. The rafts were in a semilithified state at the time of their erosion and 

deposition. Most rafts deformed plastically, if only at their edges. A few of these rafts may 

be load features like the examples of Sorauf ( 1965) (e.g., FD.-223.6). Incorporation of 

_YOunger, overlying sediment by postdepositional liquefaction and loading occurred in a 

: 
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disorganized manner (FD-54.7) or as well defined load balls (FD-223.6). Wood and Smith 

(1957) and Hiscon anq Middleton (1979}.describe load balls and pscuqooodules, 

respectively; from similar types of beds. The rarity of sand patches (as in FD-57.4) in raft-

bearing beds indicates that the incorporation of completely unlithificd s;u1d was minimal. 
' ' 

Other workers have described large, variahly deformed rafts of eroded underlying or 

adjacent sediment from a wide variety of debris-flow deposits. These include 'slurry' 

deposits (Wood and Smith, 1957; Burne, 1970; Morris, 1971; Hiscott and·Middleton, 

1979), pebbly mudstones (Dott, 1963; Stanley, 1975; Alvarez et al., 19H5; Hein, 19H5). 

and clast-supported to matrix-supported conglomerates (Fisher, 19H I). In dehris flows, . 
large clasts <;an t;,e moved at low velocities on low gradients (Middleton and Hampton, 

' 1973). 

The dramatic manner in which the laminae at the top of FD-22.1.6 change spacing-; 

under~ and next to, the large load ball <Plate 22b) indicates that the depression of laminae 

under this feature and other mfts was caused_ by early loading. with possible later 

ex,aggeration b~ compaction. Such postdepositional plastic behavior might explain why no 

beds display clasts that project above their top. Debns flows (or any hybrid flow that has A 

enough su-ength to carry large ct.ists) can contain clasts that project above the top of the bed 

· . (Johnson, 1970). Many of the raft -bearirig beds have rafts exclusively in their upper parts. 

often right at the top, but none that project above the top of the bed. One possibility is that 

the flows were not dense enough to support projecting clasts: the clasts were at hest 
. -· 

neutrally buoyant. A second alternative is that a small percenwge of the;-e cla•ils were 

projecting above ~he top of the bed at the time of deposition, and that these clasts either: (I J 

sank down into the under1ying sediment shortly after deposition, (2) were etosively planed 

off, ~r (3) both. Evidence that clasts may have been projecting above ~e surfa(;e of some 

beds is found in a large raft at the top of FD-168.2. Strong depression of the, laminae below 

this raft indicates gravitational sinking after deposition. Sharp termination of the bedding in 

this raft clearly demonstrates that strong erosional planation formed the flat upper bed 
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smface. These data suggest, but do not prove conclusively, that the clasts projected ahove 

the top of the. bed after deposition. 

The outcrop is not extensive enough to prove that these raft-bearing beds were 

deposited by channelized flows (the best exposure, FD-352, shows over 120m of constant 

thickness).The field relationships at FD- 16~ . 2 indicate that at leac;t some were deposited by 

channelized flows. Of the original sediment that must have been excavated to form the 

shallow channel at FD-168.2, only a small percentage can be accounted for by the rafts. 

The rest must have been carried downslope. either with the flow, or in part by processe~ 

acting prior to arrival of the flow (e.g., slumping). It is remarkable, then. that' the 

stratihTTaphic position of the top of FD-168.2 is identical to the top of the correspondin g 

slightly disturbed wne to the eac;t, Assuming that before failure and movement of the 

sediment the sea floor was essentially planar on a large scale. then either the deposition of 

this bed resulted in no change in topography, or erosive processes subsequently acted on 

the new depositional surface to reestablish planarity. As stated above, the sharp, planar 

erosional top to this bed indicates that currents acted to greatly reduce topographic 

irregularities after deposition. 

Flowing debris normally consists of a two-pan system: the lower zone is 

characterized by high shear stress, in which flow is taking place, and the upper zone IS a 

rigid plug that is being carried passively (Johnson, 1970). Deposition occurs by downward 

growth of the plug as the shear stress drops below the shear strength for progressively 

lower parts of the flow (Hampton, 1975). Rheological models for debris flow include 

'cohesive' models (Coulomb-viscous and Bingham plastic models) and 'dispersive- . 

pressure' models (Shultz, 19R4; Lowe 1976b). The muddy nature of the CIF beds 

. indicates that these beds were deposited by flows that exhibited dominantly cohesive-plastic 

behavior (Shultz, 19H4: Type I flow). 

Little is known about variations in rheological behavior within individual debris 

flows, due to the inherent problems involved with monitoring such flows in the field and in 
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the laboratory. Vertical variations in strength within a flow could be influenced by a 
/ 

number of factors, such as variations in density, viscosity, water content, pore-fluid 

pressure, texture, and others. The features in the bed at FD-168.2 (Figure 4.14) may be 

panly explained by rheological variati<m within the depositing flow. A~ described earlier, . 

this bed may be very loosely divided into: (I) a lower, clast-bceuing, l<:x:a,lly mas~ive layer. 

(2) a laminat~d. clast-poor, middle·Jayer, and (3) an upper, raft-rich layer with swirled. 

partly homogenized laminae. The upper part of the FD-16~.2 flow exhibited substantial 

strength, as evidenced by the large size of the clasts it maintained. The disruption of the 

laminae in this upper layer is most complete in zones wtrere rafts are most abundant (sec 

Figure 4.14). If the flow in this part of the flow was laminar. 'then the mixing and swirling 

of laminae was due to interactions among clasts. 

The lower, nonlaminated part of the bed also contains scattered clasts, but most of 

the larger ones can be seen to be lying dir~ly on _the lower bed surface. The gray 

sandstone clasts are found only in this posi~n within the bed {Figure ·U 4 ). The similarity 
. . 

in color, grain size, etc. with the .sand body shown in figure 4. 14 suggests that these clasts 

were derived from the upslope extension of that sand body. or from a similar sand body, 

when it was in a semilithified state (the clasts have bent laminae). The fact that these hlods 

were resting directly on the underlying substrate at the time of dev(.)Sition indicates they 

were too heavy tobe carried by the flow. The presence of other, less dense, rafts on the 

hasc of the bed indicates that, possibly as a result of liquefaction, elevated pore pressures 

or higher water content, the strenh'1h in this part of the flow may have dropped significantly 

in the late stages of deposition, though not completely ~au.se there are numerous clasts 

floating well above the base of this lower layer. Aksu's (19R4) description of Quaternary 

submarine debrites includes those in which he feels the lower part of the flow exceeded the 

plastic limit and beha_ved as a liquid, while the upper part of the flow continued to deform 

pla'>tically. Pierson (1981) and Hampton (1975) both mention liquefaction· or fluid behavior 

in debris flows. Pierson (1981, p. 58) gives three mechanisms that could convert the 



gmvitational energy of a flow into particle lift: turbulence, dispersive pressure, and 

dilatancy. Thes~ fact.ors would "enlarge the pore space between grains and break gmin 

. . . ' . 
contacts, thrpwing more of·the load weight on the fluid and effectively causing partial 

liquefaction of the debris mass" (ibid:, p. 59).· 
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Ignoring effects from dispers~vl! pressure, a likdy scenario for FD-168.2 is one in 

which the lower part of the flow exPQienced a decrease in shear strength to the point where 

it heha~erl partly like a Fquid. This loss of strength might be attributable to (I) high shear . 

stresses in this part of the flow and/or (2) an increase in water content in the lower layer bv , . j . . 
incorpor.uion of w~ter below the nose of the flow ('surface transition·; Fisher,' l983). The 

heavier, less b~1oyant clasts could have then settled to the bottom, while!Jthers were 

maintained above the sea floor. The middle and upper pans of the bed might have been 

riding as a passive semirigid plug at the time. Coleman (1981) describe~; mudflows fron1" 

the Mississippi Delta in which the method of transpo~ involves moyement of a rigid plug 

.over and·within a zone of liquefied mud. He notes fur these flows that "the- pre-~ nee of 

partially disintegrated mfted blocks suggests laminar or plug flow rather than turbulent 

flow" (p.74). 

An alternative scenario would see depositi()TI. of the b.¢ c .. ")Jnpleted without the flow 

exhibiting any liquid behavior, but with residual high pore pressure·in the lower layer that 

Ja~ilitated partial, postdepositional liquefaction. The presence of ihin, coarse. sometiirtes 

• 
graded layers at the base of some of these beds supports a syn-transport reduction in 

·strength at th~, base of some of these flows. In these cases, the lower pary.s of these flows 

may have become partly tl1TQulent, pe~itting size grading. c, 

If, at FD-168.2, the disturbed horizon and the raft-bearing bed were formed 

simultaneously, then this horizOn would represent either: ( 1) the lateral development of a . 

debris flow from an i_ncipient slump, or (2) a difference in defonna,tion style related to a 

difference in such factors as the local depositional sloPe. degree of liquefaction, or variation 

of lithification/sediment strength. 

- - --~---- -------- - ~- - - - - ------ --- --- -~-- - - --
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·In summary. raft-bearing beds have: fearures that indicate that the depositing flows : 

( 1) had strength (large floating clasts): (2) deformed plastically in places (contorted 

intradasts, internal fold and swirl structures, loaded laminae). and (3) were later,tlly 

associated with disturbed bedding -(of slump origin). These features are best explained hy 

subaqueous debris-flow mechanisms. 

4.16.4 Chaotic/Deformed Horizons 

I 
I 

/' 

Two examples of chaotic/defonned horiwns from FD are discussed in deta.il below. 

Similar beds were also noted in FA 2 at Brunette l.sland. At FD-231.1 , a horizon 1.7 m 

thick consists of a lower chaotic unit 30-5(:) em thi.ck and an upper siltstone unit 1.2-1.4 rn 

thick (Figure 4.17). The upper siltstone unit contains no macroscopically recognizable 
,., . ' . 

. laminae. The chaotic lower unit consists of a sandstone bed 0-19 em thick ovedain by · 

large, variably orien!ed sandstone slabs within defonned interbeds of sandstone and 

siltstone, The lower sandstone bed displays rapid changes in thickness, mostly as a result 

. of basal erosion (Plate 24-C). The upper surface of this bi;d, how.e.ver, is not planar. Some 

. clasts at high angles to bedding appear to have pierced down into the sandstone bed and 

caused sharp reductions in thickness (Figure 4.17). ·Pans of the sandstone bed appear 

massive, while others display contoned laminae and ball-and-pillow structures, as well as 

~g4larly shaped cl?'s and oblate. spheroids of carbonate-cemented sandstone. One slab 

10-12 em thick, lying 15 em above the lower sand bed •. is orie~ted parallel to bedding. and 

appears to be an 'in-place' erosicn:ll remnant of a once more extensive sandlitone ~ (Plate . 
24c "a"). Very thin sandstone and siltstoue beds that intervene between this 'upper 

sandstone bed' and the lower sandstone bed are only~ contoned. This upper 

sandstone bed has light-colored carbonate-cemented laminae in the lower 3-4 em that are 

also present in most of the clearly detached large blocks. The variable posicion of these 



Figure 4.17: Sketch of chaotic/defortm:d horizon. Note dramatic thickening of lo~·er 
sandstone bed. Laminae in the sandstone clasts match up with upper sandstone bed (on 
right). Cla.sts are found in matrix of massive siltstone which fonns a 1.2- 1.4 m thick 
bed above. Divisions on scale are 10 em. Stratigraphic top to upper left. · 

.. 





PLATE 24: CHAOTIC/DEFORMED HORIZONS 

a: l3uckled horizon at FD-346.2 showing large synformal structures to the left of the 
-notebook and im:n:ased depth of disruption from top to bonom of photo. Stratigraphic top 

is to left. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

b: Close-up of "a'' showing hummocky cross-stratified sandstone bed that overlies the 
buckled surface. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

c: A sketch of this slide horizon at FD-231 .1 is given in Figure 4.17. Note thickening of 
lower sandstone bed, carbonate-cemented lower division of overlying sandstone bed ("a") 
and frdgments of this upper sandstone bed in the lower left of the photo ("b"). The 
remaining strata in photo to left is structureless muddy siltstone. Stratigraphic top is to left. 
Divisions on scale are 10 em. 

d : Another view of FD-231.1 with large clasts of sandstone. Bedding is vertical with 
stratigrdphic top to right. Divisions on scale are .10 em. 

e : Close-up of the lower part of "c" showing tabular clasts (outlined in ink) with roundt!d 
edges. The carbon.ate-cemented lower division of the 'upper' sandstone bed in "e" is seen 
in these clasts and the orientations indicate both lateral and rotational movements. Divisions 
on scale are l 0 em. 
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laminae in these blocks indicate that some clasts are upside down (Plate 24e). The largest of 

these blocks is 80 em x 12 em in cross section. The laminae wiihin these blocks are flat-

lying to moderately curved and either terminate sharply or are bent at the edge of the clasts. 

One large block pierces well into the lower $a11dstone bed, with a greater accumulation of 

sand against the block on its southern side than the nonhero side, where there is a 

'shadow' of little sand (Figure 4.17). Laminated carbonate concretions are also present as 

clasts. \ 

A second example of a chaotic/deformed horizon is at FD-346.2, where 35-40 em 

of thin and very thin beds of sandstone and siltstone terminate against a westwardly 

downcutting shear zone/surface that is overlain first by folded strata and then by cross

stratified fine sand. The dislocation zone cuts stratigraphically down through the 35-40 em 

of str..tta across a lateral distance of 2-3m, then assumes an orientation parallel to bedding. 

To the west, the bedding-parallel surface is a well defined decollement. To the east, where 

this disturbance is at a high angle to bedding, the surface is not clearly defined, and is more 

akin to a shear zone (Plate 24a). In the western part of the outcrop the overlying strata are 

regularly folded into liharp anticlines and wide, gentle synclines, maintaining a fair 

continuity of bedding. The axes of these wide synclines are oriented N60E. To the east, the 

folded strata are quite irregular, and small individual synclines ( -8 em stratigraphic 

thickness) of folded strata are found surrounded, laterally and below, by churned siltstone. 

The small synclines in the eastern part of the section show broken edges, often in a 

stepwise fashion perpendicular to bedding. One of these small synclines has an axial 

orientation of N47E. 

The fine sandstone that overlies these folded structures is up to 40 em thick in the 
' 

deep synclinal depressions, filling in the irregular surface with cross-laminae that indicate 

slipface migration towards the NW. In the eastern part of the outcrop, where the folded and 

partly homogenized strata define 'a thin zone of deformation, this sandstone bed is much 

thinner, 8-10 em. In this eastern area, the sandstone contains extensive, low-angle laminae 
• 
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that foml widely spaced, low-relief, convex-up domal patterns (hummock-and-swale 

geometry) (Plate 24b). The laminae are locally separated by low-angle internal tnmc:ttion 

surfaces, and the upper surface of the bed contains symmetrical-crested ripples . These 

features are diagnostic of hummocky cross-str.ttiftcation (see Section 4.1 0.1 ). 

4.16.4.1 Process Interpretation 

The horizon at FD-23 q records a number of different processes influenced by 
. ' . 

gravity. Sliding is recorded in the lower unit. A truncation surface is clearly visible at tht: 

- termination of the upper sandstone bed, and distinctive laminae in the sandstone blocks 

indicate that these were derived from the upper sandstone bed Figure 4.17, and then rotated 

within the mass as it moved downslope. The clasts were only moder.uely deformed during 

transpon. The lower sandstone bed contains evidence of fluid flow: swit1oo and contorted 

laminae, ball-and-pillow structures, and spheroids of sandstone. 

The thick upper clayey siltstone unit has many of the attributes of the unifite beds 

(described below), including abnormal thickness, lack of internal structure (massive) and 

lack of well defined grading. The observations that (a) siltstone makes up much of the 

matrix of the clast-rich lower zone and (b) there is no distinct break between the lower unit 

and this upper siltstone unit, indicate that the two are genetically related . . It is not readily 

apparent what sequence of events led to the deposition of this unir. If sliding (lower unit) 

triggered a muddy flow (upper unit), then one would expect the muddy unit to have been 

deposited downslope from the area of sliding. There are two possible explanations for the 

superposition of these units: (1) the thick muddy flow had sufficient density to cxen 

enough shear stress on the sea floor to cause sliding under the flow, and also eroded and 

moved the sand blocks, or (2) the muddy flow was generated upslope from the slide, but at 

the same time, and the fine-grained flow moved over, and was deposited on top of, the 

slide. The first .explanation is less appealing because a slump- or slide-generated flow 
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would likely be deposited primarily downslope from the slide deposit itself. Stanley (19R2) 

describes deep-water welded flows with lower slump division and overlying sandy 

turbidite divisions that are similar to FD-231 . 1 in that the contact between the slump and the 

turbidite is gradational and pieces of the slump are found in the overlying turbidite. He 

reasons that there art two conditions needed to produce a welded couplet: (a) short 

transport distance between point of failure and site of deposition and (b) an environment 

that can accommodate and preserve these deposits. Stanley concludes that in the deep sea 

the only likely sening for these welded flows would be a channel with failure and sliding of 

a fan valley wall followed by an overriding turbidity current. In the case of FD-231.1, the 

exposure is not extensive enough to ascertain the geometry of this horizon. The great 

thickness of the upper siltstone division would argue for containment within a channel, and 

the channel geometry of some unifite beds in the CIF lends support to this possibility. Sw.:h 

a channel might not have been a permanent feature on the sea floor, but rather may have 

been a scar fonned at the time of deformation by downslope transport of sediment during 

sliding. 

The horizon at FD-346.2 records somewhat less intense deformation. The 

deformed sediment package moved along a fairly well defined surface/zone. From the 

limited exposure, it appears that the movement was towards the west or north. The sharp 

anticlines and wide synclines at the w_estem part of the outcrop fanned as an 

accommodation of stresses created by the sliding mass. The- deformation was 

compressional. and the sediment responded plastically. but with some integrity. The sharp 

terminations to bedding in the small synclines in the eastern part of the section indicate that 

part of the deformation was brinle. The overall structure indicates that the layers essentially 

buckled, with the greatest amount of deformation occurring towards the west. The 

northeast trend of the synclines indicates maximum compressive stresses oriented roughly 

northwest, which is roughly the direction of erosional downcutting, and by inference the 

general direction of dip of the local slope . 

• 
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A dose temporal association of sand deposition with sliding is suggested by: (I) the 

!fu.:k of a fine-grained drape over the sl.umped swface (a clay dmpe would have been 

Jetatively easy to deposit and difficult to erode in the topographic (synclinal) depressio~s). 
and (2) the anomalous thickness of the sandstone bed (roughly 3-4 times the ma:sirimm 

trickness, and an order of magnitude thicker than the averJge thickness. of the sum)undin~ 

~"lndstone beds). 

The close association between hummocKy cross-stratified sandstone and this slide 

f~.ature may be! significant for the interpretation of the bed. It should be noted that only a 

few scattered examples of HCS were found in the several hundred meters of FA 2 strata 

below this horizon. Hurnrriocky bedforms are considered a storm-generJted feature (see 

Se~tion 4.10.1 ), formed, at least panially, under the influence of long-peri~ oscillatory 

currents. Storm-generdted waves have been considered as a factor in slope failures by 

ma~y au_thors (Don, 1 %3; Henkel, 1970; McGregor, 1981; Coleman, 1981; Prior and 

~Qleman, 19!U; Saxov, 1982; Koning, tn2). He.nkel (1970) dc!scribes how changes in 

pressure associated with the passing of waves create cyclic shear stresses that remould the 

sediment as a result of decrease in strength and increase in pore pressure. These changes tn 

the sediment result in failure and downslope movement. 

The intimate association of HCS and the slide features at FD-346.2 suggests a link 

between stresses generated by major storms and initiation of mass movement. Such a link 

has never been docwnented in the rock record, probably because of the-low probability of: 

(1) depositing sand directly on the surface of a slide; (2) gener.ning unequivocal stonn 

features in the sand bed, and (3) preserving the ~bole sequence. Most ancient slides are 

described from deep-water settings (e.g., slope), where deposition is well below the 

influence of waves. 
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4.16.5 Summary Process Interpretation of Disorganized ~eds 

Then: ap~ars to be a genetic link between many of the disorganized beds des<..Tibed 

above. The evidence for these various links, the evidence for transitions between bed types 
I ~ 

and the processes assoc;iated with such transitions are reviewed be!ow. 

Liquefaction is likely to have been an important triggering mechanism in all of these 

beds because of the abundance of muddy siltstone in FA 2. Unifite and raft-bearing beds. 

as well as many of the thin interbeds associated with disturbed and slumped horirons, are 

composed of sediment of this grain size. Cohesion less fine sands and sifts pos~essing a 

slight content of fines or organic matter are highly susceptible to liquefaction (Andresen and 

Bjerrum. 1967; Terzaghi and Peck, 1948; Keller, 1982). Silt-sized particles are particularly 

·susceptible as they have no intergranular electrostatic arn-action, but are also too light to 

shift into stable packing at the time of deposition (Andresen and Bjerrum, 1967). 

Given the proper grain-size distribution, other factors that control susceptibility to 

liquefaction are: (I) vertical and lateral homogeneity. (2) degree of lithification, (3) pore

pressure conditions, and (4) rate of accumulation (Moore, 1961 ). The primary control is 

• accumulation rate (Terzaghi, 1956; Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Hein and Gorsline, 

1981 ). which in metastable sediments is faster than the nile of consolidation increase and 

pore-water reduction. 

Earthquakes have been noted as a means of initiating liquefied flows (Andresen and 

Bjerrum, ·1967) and slides (Morgenstern, 1967). Cyclic shear stress associated with stonns 

has also been implicated as an 'initiation process' by numerous authors (see Section 
. ~ ' 

4.16.4.1 ). The suite of features at FD-346.2 imply that stonn-related forces may have been 

an important causative element in the formation of these beds. 

Most workers indicate that liquefied flows can originate on very low slopes (<1 

de~e) (Moore, 1961; Morgenstern, 1967; Middleton and Southard, 1977; Prior and 
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Coleman, I9g2). Depositional slope may generally havt kss cfft1.:1 than ac~:umulation mtes. 

and the associated rate of consolidation, on the fom1ation of a wide variety of m~s

mov~rpent structures. Morgenstern ( 1?67) describes cases where highly ~:onsolidated 

sediment is stable at very high angles (over 30 degrees). On the other hand, sliding is 

wnm10n in areas of high accumulation rdte, such as the Mississippi Delta, on slopes as h)w 

as 1 degree or less (Shepard, 1955; Terzaghi, 1956; Moore; 1961; Embley, l9H2). No 

panicular feature or bed type described above requires high slopes (i.e., debris tlows may 

be common on slopes < 1 degree- He in and Gorsline, 1981 ). The primary controls in 

disposing the sediments of FA 2 to liquefaction and flow were probably gr..tin-size 

distributions and depositional rates. Intermediate to high ( 1-5 degrees) slopes, if present, 

would have aided in the development of these gravity flows. 

For many years authors have contemplated the continuum of processes associated 

with gravity flows (e.g., Dott, 1963; Middleton and Hampton, I ()73; Shultz, I ()1{4 ), hut 

continue to use end-member ~~ssification schemes (e.g., Middleton and Southard, I YX4 ). 

These end-member classifications are ingr.Uned in our language and make it difficult to 

convey inforrnapon without using them. Nevertheless, any number of support mechanisms 

, . may be active temporally and/or spatially (vertically or laterally) during the deposition of a 

single bed. The sequential development of flows of different character has been addressed 

by Fisher (1983), Middleton (1970), Shultz (1984) and others. Figure 4 . 1 X summarizes 

what I believe to be the full range of possible transitions in transpon mechanism. The 

paleoenvironmental interpretations of the various facies in FA 2 (Section 4 .22) will, in pan, 

determine the applicability of some of these process transitions. Based solely on the 

information from these beds, the evidence for certain transitions is more compelling than 

others. Liquefaction and/or sliding are thought to trigger all of the various mass movements 

and gravity flows (Figure 4.18). 

Liquefaction has long been implicated in the gener..ttion of turbidites (Morgenstern, 

1967; Middleton, 1970). The evidence for transitions from liquefied flows to turbidity 

·.J 
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Figure 4 .1 X: This diagram illustrates a wide variety of possible flow transitions for the 
disorganized beds of FA 2. Flow tr.msitions are summarized with arrows in lower 
right. Some transitions are more likely than others based on facies char:tcteristics 
(discussed later). Quadrilateral in 16wer left shows interpreted support mechanisms for 
the different bed types at the time of deposition. 
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currents (Unifites 1-3), given in Section 4.16.2.1, is based on a wide spectru~ of unifite 

bed types. These bed types show features of both end-member flow types, as well as those 
"" ' ~ . 

of intermediate character (Type 2 Unifites), implying a lateral transition between these._ flow 
- ' -- . ~ 

types. A transfonnation from a slide to a debris cflq-.(, or from a debris flow to a turbidity 

current, requires strength reduction at the time of failure, and for the latter case, requires 

- sufbcient acceleration of the mass downslope to reach velocities-nee4ed for turbulence 

(Morgenstern, 1967, p.206; Hampton, 1972). Cohesive strength, .an atttib~te of.flows 

with clay c'ontents as low as 5% (Hampton, 1972; Rodine and Johnson, 19J6), may be 

redu<;ed dJu:.i.ru: flow by dilation, entraiitmertt of water, and an increase inpore pressure 

. • (Pierson, 1981). The association of structures in FD-168.2 strongly implies that the 

transition from sliding to debris flow was imponam in the deposition of many of these 

disorganized beds. There is no direct e~dence to suggest that deb,ris flows (leading to raft

be~ing beds) may have transformed to turbidity currents (leadihg fO unifite Type 3 beds). 

The fact that there are -~w examples of raft.: bearing beds with few, if an~, laminae and 

rafts raises this' possibility. The downslope rr_ansition of a debris flow to a turbulent flow 

. . would be accompanied by the settling of clasts through a progressively weaker slurry. This 

type of transition would leave clast-rich deposits.upslope and clast-poor or chist-free 

-depositsdownslope (Shultz, 1985). , 

- In addition to tempo~al changes in flow types, there is also the possibility that 

different bed types may have formed in different areas, from the same event or series of 

events, and subsequently interacted during downslope movement As an example, one 

interpretation for the thick unifitelike cap to the slide bed at FD-231.1 is that it was 

deposited from a flow generated simultaneously upslope that' tater flowed over the slid 

strata. ' 
~ 

In summary, the arguments outlined above, and ~ose in the process interpretation 

sections for individual beds, have established: (1) a gtjiin siie distribution that favors . 

susceptibility to liquefaction, (2) a likelihood that high sediment accumulation rates may. 
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have played· a ~le in creating underconsolidated sediments (metastable packing). imponant . 

for liquefaclion, m a gradation of bed types in the uniftte subfacies that can be related to 

flows alon_g a.continuuf!l between liquefied flows (fype 1) and turbi~ity currents (Type 3), 

(4) a possible link between i~cipient sliding (disturbed subfacies) and debris flow (raft· 

bearing subfacies) (e.g., FD-168.2), (5) the theoretical feasibility of proposed flow 

· transitions (3 and 4), (6) a possible link between sliding and uni.ftte deposition (e.g .• FD- -

231.1 ), and (7) strong evidence to suggest that sliding was caused, at least in SE>me 

instances, by storm-related processes. 

c. 

-
• I 

·( 

' 
. , 

• 
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4.17 Gl:ITfER CAST FACIES ~.D 

The Gutter Cast Facies is dominantly composed of SO, S I and S2 beds with 

moderate to abundant guner casts (Plate 25a,b,e). The sandstone content, excluding gutter 

casts, varies roughly from 10-40%, with S3 beds making up a very minor percentage 

' (<2%). Q beds make up about 5% of this facies. Where the gutter casts are most abundant, 

the .bedding is thinner, with fewer Q beds. For instance, an I I m interval from FD-24-35 

~ontains no sandstone beds thicker than 2.5 em, except for gutter casts. Unifitl! beds · 

(Types I and 2) are prominent, forming 10-15% of the facies. One or two raft-bearing 

.heds have been noted in strata that are marginally considered to be this facies (thicker 

· sandstone beds and few gutter casts). Ptygmatically folded sandstone dikes are surprisingly 

abundant (Plate 25b,c,d). Wave ripples are present on S2 beds, locally as starved forms. 

Wave ripples are also found at the top of wide gutter casts. 

4. I8 SANDSTONE-SILTSTONE FACIES C2.2) 

This lithofacies forms most of MeTT\ber 2 and contains the full range of bed types 

described above and a wide variety of sedimenta .-y structures. Two subfacies arc defined . . ~ 

below based on the clustering of bed types and sedimentary structures. 

4. I 8:1 Siltstone-Dominated Subfacies: 2.2A 

Visual estimates of the total sandstone content of this subfacies (Plate 26d) range 
·· ... 

from 5-40% and average about 15-20%. f1:. few thin zones, most notably FD-168.8-170.7, 

have abnormally high sandstone content (70-85%). primarily in the form of rippled, wavy, 

and lenticular S2 and S3 beds. For comparison with Subfacies 2.28, the percentages of 
" 



PLATE 25: GUTfER CAST FACIES (FROM FD-2~30) 

a: This photo shows the general appearance of this facies. Note thin sandstone beds. gutter 
casts (a few prominent ones are arrowed), and a few small carbonate nodules ("C"). 
Stratigraphic top is up. Divisions on scale are 10 em. 

b: This close-up of the upper right of "a" shows the scale and style of interbedding of S 1 
and S2 laminae (and a few S3 beds) . Note large, ptygrnatically folded sandstone dike on 
right. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. · · 

c: Large, ptygrnatically folded sandstone dike (above scale) cutting acmss S I and S2 
I ami nae. Stratigraphic top to upper left. Scale is 10 em ·long. · 

d: Bedding plane view of "c"~ Note triangular-shaped sandsrone body at intersection of 
three anns (arrows) of the dike: Scale fs 10 em long. 

\ 

e: Close-up of bedding showing S 1 and S2laminae, unusual shaped gutter casts and 
numerous Skolithes annularis traces. Stratigr.tphic top is up. Scale is 2.5 em wide. 

...... 
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PLATE 26: FAOES ASSOCIATION 2 

a: Fault separates Green Laminated Siltstone (Facies 2.4) from thick package of strata of 
the Red Siltstone Facies (FD-285-294) (lower left of photo). At the top of the photo is the 
thin package of Red. Siltstone at FD-310.75-311.85. Stratigraphic top to upper left 

b: This strata (FD-347-350) of the Sandy Subfacies (2.1 B) lies abov~ the slide horizon at 
FD-346.2. These strata are in striking contrast with the very thin and thin beds pelow this 
level. Stratigraphic top is up. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

c: The strata directly below the Red Medium-Thick Bedded Sandstone/Shale Facies ( 1.4) 
above FD-103.7 consists of sandstones and shales that have picked up a strong slaty 
cleavage (FD-99.8-FD-103.7). These are in sharp contact with the underlying sandstones 
and siltstones of the Gutter Cast Facies (2.1) (in the foreground). StratigrJphic top is up. 
Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

d: Typical exposure of Silty Subfacies (2.1A) at GB with moderate amount of sandstone 
(mostly 52 and 53 beds). Small ponions of the thicker (53) beds are exposed. Many of the 
thinner beds were disrupted by burrowers. Stratigraphic top is to left Scale is 1 m long . 

. e: Sandy Subfacies (2.1 B) at FD-68-72 with numerous 53 beds and an 54 bed in the 
,foreground. Stratigraphic top is to upper left. Scale is 15 em long. 
~ . 

· - .. ~ 
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various bed types have been calculated for a 40-m interval of this subfacies (FD-155-195). 

In this interval 2.0% of th~ strata are Q beds, and significantly, only 2.75% are beds 

thicker than 3 em. Two uilifite/raft-bearing beds make. up 2.5% . . 
In comparison to Subfacies 2.2B, the S3 and S4 beds in this subfacies are more 

continuous: there are very few pinch-outs and they less often exhibit pinch-and-swell 

geometries. This coincides with fewer erosional upper surfaces. Fewer beds in this 

subfacies display undulatory and draping laminae, form-discordant ripples, and compkxly 

interwoven cross-laminae. 

4.18.2 Sandstone-Dominated Subfacies:. 2.2B 

The Sandstone- Dominated Subfacies is characterized by a high percentage of 

sandstone beds that are greater than -3 em in thickness (H beds, S4 beds and thick S3 

beds) (Plate 26b,e), and a distinct paucity of Q beds. Thickness percentages of these bed 

types were calculated for this subfacies over a 40-m interval from FD-225-265. The 

sandstone beds> -3 em thick comprise 19.7% of this interval, while 0.08% are Q beds. 

The highest J)ercentage of these thicker sandstone beds at the FD locality is found from FD-

345-350, where these beds make up 57.8% of the section. A lo~er limit of thicker 

sandstone beds (>3 em) for this subfacies is arbitrarily placed at approximately 10-15%. 

Visual estimates of the total sandstone content of this subfacies, including H beds and S l

S4 beds, is commonly 40-60%, reaching 70% or more for thin stratigraphic intervals. 

Unifite and raft-bearing beds are present, but these are very widely spaced. For example, in 

the 40-m zone desCribed above (FD-225-265), there are only three such beds, forming only 

6% of th:u interval (including the abnonnally thick bed at FD-231.1 ). 

This subfacies is also characterized by the distinctive geometry, sedimentary 

structures, and textures of many of the S3 and S4 beds. In this subfacies there is a marked 

abundance of oscillatory-flow structures, i.e. draping and offshooting lamina~. form-
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discordant ripples, and symmetrical ripples. Even more striking visually is the percentage 

of beds with significant irregularities in thickness associated with erosional lower and -upper surfaces, especially the latter. Comptete pinch-out of S3 and S4 beds is not unusual. 

4.19 REP SILTSTONE Willi YERY THIN SANDSTONES: FACIES 2.3 

Facies 2.3 consists of red siltstone with thickly laminated to very thinly bedded, 

white to green, fine to medium sandstones (Plate 27c). This facies exhibits bedding styles 

that range from regular and slightly disrupted to wispy, blebby, and extremely 

discontinuous. Sandstone layers make up less than 30% of this facies. The sandstone 
. ' 

laminae are found in packages up to 15 em thick that contain as much as ~0% sand~one. 

These alternate with siltstone-rich packages of subequal thickness that may contain as little 

as 2-5% sandstone. Sandstone beds are conspicuously bright green, in contrast to the 

surrounding red siltstone. Many sandstone laminae and sandstone-filled burrows have 

diffuse green halos. Isolated green spots occur within relatively homogeneous red siltstone, 

b!Jt are not abundant. There is a conspicuous absence of shrinkage cracks in this red-

. colored facies. Sole markings are rare in these thin sands, but flutes were noted on the base 

of one bed (FD-286.25). 

The red siltstone is inhomogeneous in terms of gr..Un size and structures. Subtle, 

thin layers of light red mudstone are interlayered with the siltstone and sandstone. The • 
siltstone contains a small ( <2%) but variable percentage of fine to medium grained quartz 

sand and detrital micas (muscovite and minor biotite). The coarse fraction of the siltstone is .-

l ' 
found as floating grains and as laminae that are· a fraction of a milliJneter (one or two 

grains) thick. Some layers have 20-25% coarse silt and very fi.ne sand sized micas that 

impart a sparkling sheen to the rock under the proper lighting conditions. 
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PLATE 27: REO AND GREEN SILTY FACIES 

i . 
· a: Outcrop vieW: (stratigraphic top to left) of Thinly Bedded Red Sandstone/Siltstone Facies 
(2.3) at FD-285·294 ("A"- between arrows) and at 310.75-311.85 (on far left of photo
n.ot clearly discqnable). The Green Laminated Siltstone Facies (2.4) at FD-295-310.75 · 
("B") is in centeL and foreground. The green rocks on far right are Facies 2.2. The tra<:e of 
a thrust fault witp just a few meters of throw runs from the lower right to upper left in 
photo. 

1 
.. 

\ 
b: Close-up of G~en Laminated Siltstone Facies (2.4) from FD-305.45 showing white
weathering carbonate-cemented sands.tone laminae and poorly developed carbonate nodule. 
Spacing of lamin~ inside and outside of the nodule indicate that it formed after 
considerable com~action. A small phosphatic nodule has been incorporated(?) into the 
carbonate nodule;. \Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 10 em long. 

\ 

c: Thinly Bedded ~ed Sandstone/Siltstone Facies (2.3) (FD-310.75-311.85). Note while
weathering, carbon'ate-cemented sandstone laminae with sharp lower and upper surfaces. 
The irregular,-slightly elongate venical sandstone lenses (e.g., below scale) are cross: 
~ctional views of 1;eichichnus rectus. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale i~ 15 em long. 

. \ 
d: Close-up view ofbreen Siltstone Facies (2.4) from FD-303-304 with thick parallel and 
ripple cross-laminated carbonate-cemented sandstone laminae. Note Teichichn us rectus 
burrow to right of ru~r. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in em. 

e: This close-up of th~ Green Siltstone Facies (2.4) (FD-296.8) shows a thick sandstone 
lamination with incipi~nt ripple cross-laminae (lower left) and rounded pyrite nodule wirh 
orange iron-stain halo (center). Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in em. 
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Ripples are the dominant sedimentary structure. S11Ul1 starved current rippks arc 

locally very common. Sand beds at the FD and PM localities display ripple bedding with 

complex internal structure. Irregular scour surfaces are present within these rippled hcds. 

and extensive laminae often drape the ripple fom1 sets. One pani<.:ularly inieresting 

concretionary sandstone bed at PM;..l5.6 shows starved form-conconiant climhin~ rippks 

overlain by draping laminae with internal scour surfaces (Figure 4.19). Strongly 

bioturbated zones, tens of centimerrs thick, alternate with zones characterized by 

moderately intact laminae/bed::;. Tt*bjcbnus sp. burrows are l(x-ally abundant. 

4.19.1 Process Imerpretatior. 

The thickly laminated/very thinly bedded nature of the sandstone beds and the tine 

gr.Un size of the background sediment indicate that the sediment was deposited under 

generally low-energy conditions. The abundance of small current ripples, and the la<.:k of 

current lineations or large-scale bedforms i'ndicate<; currents of low velocity. Starved ripples 

indicate that at times the supply of coarse-grained sediment was low. Discontinuous aod 

disrupted bedding resulted, at least in pan, from the action of burrowing organisms, as 

evidenced by a high concentration of burrow mottles and traces. 

The millimeter-thick sandstone laminae in the siltstone may be attributable tor 

winnowing and reworking. Thick laminae to very thin beds of sandstone with ripple 

lamination were deposited under lower-flow-regime conditions. The planar and wavy, / 

horizontal and low-angle laminae in some sandstone beds indicate that at times oscillatory 

currents were reworking the sea floor. The bed at PM-15.6 (Figure 4.19) recordli initial 

unidirectional transpon of sand in the lower flow regime (starved ripples), which was 

followed by deposition and reworking of sand by oscillatory currents (draping and 

complex cross-laminae). 



'. . 

t ·•· 

Fip1re 4. 19: This partially carbonate-cemented sandstone bed at PM-15.6 contains a fonn 
-;et of small isolated current ripple crests (eQiargement) overlain by draping lamination 
with internal S(.;Our surfaces. 
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The green coloring of the sandstone beds is a diagenetic byproduct fonned under 

reducing diag_enetic conditions (see diScussion in Section 3.2.1.1 ). Reducing fluids . . 
- I 

preferentially moved through these coarser. more pefi!leable layers impaning a green color. 

while the less permeabte muds retained theirred colas:.. These fluids aff~ted the 

su'rrounding siltst<ine, as shown by the color halos. Isolated green spots are 'redUl:tion . 

spots' marking burrows or local accumulations of organic !flatter. 

4.20 pREEN SILTSTONE WITH CARBONATE-CEMENTED YERYIJiiN 

SANDSTONE BEDS: FACIES 2.4 

Facies 2.4 consists of green siltstone with very thin and thin fine sandstone beds, 
\ 

many of which are carbonate cemented. These beds do not weath~r prominently (Plate 

27a), so bedding-plane ahd sole features are rarely observed, although a few groove and 

flute marks and Planolites momanas traces h;ave been noted Although ripples are common, 
' 

they are difficult to measure due to lack of t.hree-dimensional exposure. All noted cross-
,_ I 

seotional views of ripples from this lithofacies at FD show a consistent foreset orientation, 

dipping roughly nonheast. This lithofacies locally contains abu~dant Tejchichnus sp. 

burrows (Plate 27e) and coarser-grained, very micaceous, thin sandstone beds. 

This lithofacies generally contains Jess than 5% sandstone. The most sandstone

d'eficient exposures contain as little as 1-2% sandstone and no sandstone beds> 1.5 em 

thick for as much as 5 m of stratigraphic section. Despite the mostly structurcless 

appearance of the siltstone, thin laminae ( <2 mm) (comparable to S I I ami nae Facies 

2.1/2.2), are visible on some weathered surfaces (Plate 27b,d). These millimeter-thick 

laminae locally fonn graded rhythmite beds (see Section 4.7) with upward decrease in 

sandstone laminae thickness and an increase in their spacing. Nearly all of the sandstone 

J 
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l'>cds are unifonnly carbonate-cemented. Carbonate co.ncretions are found along some 

carbonate-cemented beds (Plate 27b), and more rarely along beds that are not carbonate

~emented. Sandstone beds display the following sedimentary structures: ( 1) parallel 

lamination, (2) ripple cross-lamination (Plate 27e), (3) parallel lamination overlain by 

current-ripp_le cross-lamination, (4) same as 3, but with a scoured upper surface filled in 

with draping laminae followed by more ripple cross-laminae, and (5) complex cross-

lamination with internal scour surfaces and draping laminae. 

~otabJ~ fearures of thistlhofacies are pyritic and phosphatic nodules. Both typesef 

nodule may also occur as single, isolated features or in trains along thin sandstone beds. 

The phosphatic nodules are dominantly elongated parallel to bedding, and average 

approximately 2-3 em in length and 1 em in thickness. Evidence for early formation of-
·., 

~hcse features is given in Section 3.4. Additional evidence for early formation, noted in this 

lithofacies, include: ( l) the preservation of delicate varvelike laminae of very fine sandstone 

and siltstone in the nodules, and (2) the incorporation of these phosphate nodules into 

larger carbonate concretions. which themselves contain .evidence of development prior to 

significant compaction. One or two isolated examples appear to be at a slight angle to 

bedding. 

Pyrite nodules are similar in size to the phosphate nodules, and while some are 

elongate in shape (roughly parallel to beddillg), they tend to be more rounded. These . 

weather with a dull gray metallic sheen or' with light yellc;>w to dark brown crusts and iron- . 

stain halos (Plate 27e). On a fresh surface these nodules are gray and fine-grained, with a 

distinct radial fabric. 

4.20.1 Process Interpretation: Facies 2.4 .. .,-;': 

The fine-grained nature of this lithofacies and the thickness of the sar1dstone beds 

' point towards a low-energy setting with infrequent deposition of sand during highc;:r-energy 
0 
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events. Sand transport direction is n~ known precisely, although it appears to have been 

roughly towards the northeast. ::rhe sand beds were deposited under upper-flow-regime 

(parallel lamination) and lower-flow-regime (ripple lamination) conaitions. A few beds 

have parallel-laminated lower divisions and ripple-laminated upper divisions suggesting 

decelerating flow conditions during deposition. Sandstone beds with complex cross

·laminae_and scooped erosional lower bounding surfaces and draping laminae are diagnostic 

of deposition by oscillatory or combined currents (Boersma, 1970; DeRaaf eta!., 1977; 

Harms et al ., 1982; Figure 4.4 ). The graded rhythmites ate also interpreted as beds 

deposited from waning flows (see Section 4.7). The thin sandstone laminae, including t . 

those arranged in graded rhythmites, are enigmatic and contain no evidence diagnostic of 

deposition from oscillatory/combined flow or unidirectional currents. 

Interstitial fluids, and possibly even the bottom waters, were reducing, as indicated 

' by the presence of phosphatic nodules and pyrite balls (see Section 3.4.1 ). The green color 

also supports reducing diagenetic conditions (Figure 3.4). The paucity of burrows-· only 

a few were noted- may a.lso reflect low-oxygen conditions inhospitable to burrowing 

organisms. Calcite cementation of ~d layers took place under the chemical conditio~s that . , 

stimulated precipitation of phosphate, namely high pH (see Section 3.4.1 ). The~e sand 

layers were preferentially cemented because their high permeability allowed movement of 

fluids during diagenesis. 
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4.21 LITIIOFACIES DISTRIBliTION: FA 2 

·The Gutter Cast Facies (2.1) is present in tl]e lower pan of member 2. At FD, this 

facies forms much of the strata from FD-18.3 (the member 1/2 boundary) to FD-99.8 (in 

addition to Facies 2.2-Subfacies A). The strata most clearly distinct and recognizable as 

Facies 2.1 are from FD-22-35 and rro·m FD--80-99. This facies is also present at GB (GB-

187-2008), but unfonunately much ofthe section at the base of member?- is broken by · 

fault.s at this locality. This facies is present at the same stratigraphic po~ition- at the base. 

of member 2, on the east side of the Burin Penisula at Lewins Cove in the interval LC-12-

308. This facies makes up -14% of the strata of FA 2. 

The Sandstone/Siltstone Facies (2.2) composes the bulk Of member 2 (...SO% of FA 
• - . 

2), and is found at FD, GB, LC, PM (Point May), BI (Brunette Island), and CI_ (Chapel 

Island). Th~ two subfacies are intergradational ~d interstratified. Only a few packages of 

strata are clearly definable as Subfacies 2.28; one 3.5 m-thick package is directly above the 

buckled horizon at FD-346.2. The association of this-interval with the buckled horizon is 

intriguing beca~se other sandstone-rich (although not necessarily thick-bedded) rones are 

found above a raft-bearing bed at FD-168.2 and a unifite bed at FD-92,6. 

The red-colored Facies 2.3 ( -2% of FA 2) forms two distinctive horizons within 

member 2: a thick one traceable between GB (GB-119.9-125.18), FD (FD-285-294), and 

PM (PM-14.8-20.6), and a thinner, stratigraphically higher horizon, present at GB-141 .5-

142.48 and FD-3Ht.75-311.85 only. The thick horizon at PM is tl}.e mostsandy, FD is 

less sandy, and GB is the least sandy. The green, finely laminated siltstones of Facies 2.4 

( ..:.4% of FA 2) are found primarily between these two red horizons at GB (GB-125.1-

141.58.) and FD (FD-294-310.75); the outcrop shows aR upward increase in sandstone 

content, and a shon distance above the upper horizon of Facie's 2.3 this facies grades 

~dly int~ Facies 2.2. Teichichn~s sp: burrow,;~ere noted in Facies 2.4 at FDa few 

meters directly above the lower horizon of Facies 2.3. Facies 2.4 is found at PM where it is 
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more ~dy and more burro~ed than at other localities. Facies 2.3 and 2.4 are both present · 

on Brunette Island, and appear to also be'present as far north as Chapel lslan~. 

4.22 FA 2 PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION: ELUVIAL-DOMINATED. 

STORM-INauENCEP DELTA 

4.22.1 Introduction 

The exceptional preservation of sedimentary structures in marty out<.:mps of FA 2 ·- .. 

allows detailed description and process interpretation of various bed types (Chaptl'r 4). 

This facies association is intriguing in that many of the features of Facies 2.2 

(Sandstone/Siltstone Facies) and to a lesser degree Factes 2.1 (Gutter Cast Facies) --;- the 

volumetrically cominant facies- are typically associated with deep-water sedimentary .. 

sequences. These include:_graded bedding with well developed flute marks and other sole 

markings, graaed rhythmites, and a host of gravity-flow deposits including slides, _ 

liquefied flows, turbidites and debris flows (including pebbly mudstdnes)~ The close r. 

association with ~es deposited in a shoreline setting (FA 1) makes this an unusual and 

challenging sequence to interpret, and leaves great potential for refining and expanding 

existing models for shdf sedimentation, particularly with reference to storm deposition. 

Evidence given earlier in Chapter 4 indicatb that the bulk of FA 2 was deposited in 

nearshore and inner-shelf settings (between the shoreline and storm wave base). This is 

based on the close association with facies deposited at the shoreline (with evidem;:e of 

periodic exposure), the presence of HCS, and the abundance of wave ripples and wave

ripple laminae. The hydrodynamic regime in this setting is one of the most complex of any 

depositional environment because of the interaction of waves, tides, currents, fluvial input, 

and storms. The following section wUl deal first with 'evidence for waves ;md tides', 
• 
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w \ 
which is followed by 'evidence for storm sedimentation', particularly in relation to Facies 

• 
2.1 and 2.2.·This will be followed.by a section entitled: 'evidence fordel~c 

. -.. . 

sedimentation', which will include pal~nvironmental discussion of all of the facifs in FA 

2 (2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 1.4). 

4 ~22.2 .Evidence for Waves and Tides 

In the lower. part of member 2, the Gutter Cast Facies (2.1) and the 

Siltstone/Sandstone Facies (2.2) are transitional with facies from FA 1 that clearly suffered 

subaeljal dposure at the time of deposition. This indicates a shallow subtidal origin, 

partic.ularly for Facies 2.1. A very striking aspect of these facies is that, despite 

considerable thickness and excellent exposure, there is a complete lack of~ evidence 

for either beaches or tidal sand ridges, characteristic features of wave- and tide-influenced 

shorelines, respectivel.y. There is, however, evidence throughout FA 2 for the influence of 

tides and waves.· 

-----The evidence for tides includes a~ardistribo.tiou of rippte ·----------.-·-- - 

paleocurrents from Facies 2.2 at FD (see Figure 4.2c). This paleocurrent infonnatlon 

suggests that sand beds emplaced from the southwest were at ti~s reworked by flood-tidal 

currents (the paleocurrent infonnation from FA 1 -Figure 3.3- indicates ebb-tidal 
/ . . . 

asymmetry). Additional, albeit weak, circumstantial evidence f~J:.tidal influence js facies 

transitions-with well developed muddy intertidal facies (Facies 1.1, 1.2) in the lower part 

of Member 2. 

The evidence for waves includes abundant wave ripples and wave-ripple laminae, 

although most of these are associated with the storm deposits discussed below. The wave

ripple data from FD (Figure 4.2e) indicate a wide range of wave orientations, but the data 

from PM, CI, and GB (Figure 4.3) are compatible with a northeast-facing shoreline. 

__ ... 



Despite this evidence for wave reworking, waves appatently did not have a strong and 

continuous influence on the sediments of FA 2. 
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Less is known about rue·characii:r oft he shoreline, and the influenl·e of waves and 

tides, during the deposition of the upper pari of member 2 than·for the lower pan, since 

shoreline facies (which best reflect these processes) are not exposed inthe upper part of the 

section. There is, however, no evidence for major changes in .the sedimentary regime in the 

upper part of member 2. Facies 2.2 dominates the upp& pan of member 2, and there is no 
. . 

obvious difference in appearance from its occur:ences lower in the section. 

4.22.3 Evidence For Storm Sedimentation 

For some time now there has been a growing awareness of the episodic nature of 

sedimentary processes (see Dott, 1983). The role of storm events in carrying sand onto 

shelves and forming distinctive 'stonn-gener.lted' sedimeQtary structures and facies has 

come to light only over the last 20 years. ~tudies of the effects of storms on modem 

___ • .....____'Shelve-Sby-ffalretal.(l967), Hayes (l967), Perkins and Enos (1968), and Gadow and 

Reineck (1969) sparked inte~st in finding analogs in the rock record. The· early 1970's 

sa~ a proliferation in the cre·scription of ancient st~~ facieJ (~.g., Ball, 1971; Goldring, 

.... 

. . . 
1971; Hobday and Reading, -1972; Reineck and Singh, 1972: Brenner and Davies, 1973; 

Goldring and Bridges, 1973; Ager 1974). R~cent years have seen the refinement off.lcies 

models for tempestite dewsition, with particular emphasis on HCS (the term 'tempestite' 

was coined by Gil ben Kelling for stonn-ger;terated sandstones~ see Ager, 1974). 

The evidence that stonn procesSes played an important ~ole in the deposition of 

Facies 2.1 and 2.2 comes from: (a) the 52-54 sandstone beds and {b) additional 

beds/features. S2-S4 sandstone beds (Sections 4.4-4.6) were deposited from waning flows , 
. . 

under conditions of combined unidirectionaVoscillatory flow. The, early stages of 

deposition were dominated by strong unidim:~ional flow and the late stages were 

··, 
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. dominated by"oscillatory flow. The upward transition from' parallel laminae to ~ombined

flow or wave-generated laminae, so common to the CIF beds, are a fundamental 
. .. 

distinguishing feature of tempestite beds (DeRaaf et al., 1977; Goldring and Bridges, 

1973; Kreisa, 1981; Aigner, 1982, Seilacher, 19R2; Brenchley, 1985; and many others). · 

This forms the upper pan of an idealized tempestite sequence proposed by Aigner ( 1982), 

based on observations on the Muschelkalk limestones of SW Germany. The full idealized 

sequence is sirrtilar to the Bouma sequence in all respects e~cept that the BoumaTc (and 

Td?) division is replaced by wave ripples. Bouma-like sequences have been described from 

graded sand layers ln the Bering Sea that are interpreted as tempestites by Nelson (1982) . 

• 
The S2-S4 sandstones of FA 2 generally lack the lower "a" division that Aigner and 

Nelson describe. This is attributable to a relatively homogeneous source of sediment, 

lacking a .. coarse-grained Component that would normally make up a graded lower division. 
. ,. 

The data from the CIF beds are consistent with models of storm deposition (e.g., Walker, 

1984) in which sediment is entrained near the shoreline ana moves offshore in high

velocity, bottom-hugging, sediment-laden flows, with deposition occurring under 

conditions-orhigh wave swell (above storm wave bas~) that continues long after most or all 

of the bed is deposited. 

There are many other aspects of these sandstone beds and also other features and 

bed types that are characteristic of storm deposition (e.g., pot and gutter casts, graded 

rhythmites, and flat-pebble conglomerates). Table 4.3 is a comparison of storm-generated 

features from ancient tempestites with those of Facies 2.1 and 2.2. The similarity is striking 

and clearly suggests a strong influence of stonns during the deposition of F.A 2. 

The paleocurrent information from sandstone beds in Facies 2.1 and 2.2 indicates 

well oriented flow to the northeast, which is parallel to the inferred motion of tidal currents 

from FA 1 (NE-SW bimodal/bipolar pattern). This implies that the tempestite flows were 

moving more or less perpendicular to the shoreline. 
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TABLE 4.3: STORM-GENERATED SEDIMENTARY FEATIJRES FROM FA i 

STORM-GENERA TED SEDIMENTARY FEATURES FA2 ~-

' 
Interbedded coarse (storm) and .fine (fair-weather) beds ..; 

Sharp/scoured base - gradational to~ ..; 

Pot and gutter casts · ..; 
~ 

Flat-pebble conglomerate ..; 

Lags ..; 

Thickening and .thi«ning and lenticular beds ..; 
', 

Reworked but autochthonous fauna N.A. 

Infiltration textures N.A . 

Escape .burrows ..; 

Graded rhythmites ..; 

Wave-generated undulatory lamination ..; 

\ 
Vertical sequence: planar lamination to wave-generated ..; 

lamination 

• N.A.= Not Applicable 

I 

' 



The mechanisms by which sediment is carried out onto the shelf are at present 

poorly understood. Discussions iend to center on three types of currents: wind-forced 
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. currents, storm-surge-ebb currents, and density currents (see discussion in Walker, 1984) . 

. Wind-forced currents are shore-parallel currents driven by shear stresses applied to the sea 

surface by t~e wind. Stonn-surge-ebb currents are offshore-directed bonom currents that 

form In response to hydraulic heads associated with coastal setups during storms. Modern

day observations of these 'relaxation' flows indicate that they are strongly affected by the 

Coriolis Effect (except at low latitudes) and evolve into shore-parallel geostrophic flows. 

Turbidity currents are a special case of density current in which the excess density is · 

supplied by dispersed sediment. · ( . 

Turbidity ~urrents flow downslope by gravity acting on the den}ity difference <~ 
between the dispersion and the si.lrrounding sea water. Grain suppon comes primarily from 

turbulence generated~~~. but on a high-<!nergy shelf, waves would tend to agitate . - . 
and mix bon om flows like a stirring rod. Grain suppon from turbulence generated by 

waves and other currents may be an irnponant factor in nearshore settings, losing influence 
D . 

" with greater depth and distance from shore. Wheth~r or not this additional source of 

turbuience should in.vaJidate unqualified use of the term 'turbidity_ current' for these flows 

may be debated, although it is imponant to recognize that, especially in proximal sittiations, 

these are in fact complex 'combined' currents . . 

Using a broad definition of the term 'turbidity current', there is considerable 

I 

evidence for shelf turbidity currents (for reviews see Walker, 1984, and Brenchley, 1985). 

This includ~s evidence for storm sand tra.nspon more than 100 lcm offshore, and high 

velocities (>-1 rn/s - see Section 4.10.1) at these great distances from shore. Many 

oceanognphers doubt that storm surges would be capable of carrying sediment at these 

· velocities for such distances. 

.. 

'• . 
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Studies of the roc~ record suggest intervals from 4{X}-J5()(X) years hetween 

tempestites, with~ average of 5000 years (see Walker, 19!{4, Table 2; data from Hamblin 

and Walker, 1979; Goldring and Langenstras5en, 1979; Bi'enchley et al.: 1979; Aigner, 

1982; Kreisa, 1981). It has been argued, using these data, that the events responsible for 

tempestites in the rock record may not have been recognized by oceanographers and that 

t)lese events are considerably stronger than those studied today. The sandstones in FA 2 . .. 
have many of the characteristics of turbidites, but there is no evidence to rule out strong 

storm-surge-ebb currents. 

4.22.4 Theoretic;p interactive-flow mOdel for deposition under oscillatory ~nd 

unidirectional currents: application to S3/S4 Beds 

From the above discussion, it i~ferred that tempestites deposited ahove storm 

wave base, including the S3/S4 beds of this study, are affected initially by unidirectional 

flow and later by combi~ed or ~illatory flow. The sedimentary struc.tures, and sequences 

. " 
of sedimentary structures, in these beds can therefore be understood in ter:rns of an 

interplay between unidirectional and oscillatory flow components. An interactive-flow 

model of deposition is presented in an attempt to explain a wide range of sedimentary 

structures and structure sequences in tempestites, which will be then applied to S3 and S4 

beds. The model attempts to explain the style, thickness and sequence of stratification as a 

function of the initial oscillatory and unidirectional flow velocities and their rela'tive rates of 

decrease. 

In nature, both flow components may change in both direction and speed during 

storms (Swift et al., 1983) . . In order to accurately model ~tmpestite deposition in nature 

these factors and others such as grain size would have to be addressed. This is a clearly 

unmanageable number of variables, and so for simplicity it will be assumed that the 

.. 
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umdin!ctional and oscilla~ fl,L compone~ts have the ~e orie~tation and that the ~n 
size does not vary -significantly during deposition. At t~is pomt an "initial-velocity graph" 

" 

c-a:n be constructed (Figure 4.20a) wbose axes are the initial values of unidirec~ional 

velocity (Uo)0 and oscillatory velocity (Uu)0 , the two components of flow. The initial 

c~ditions ofany particular event ~n be represented by a single point on this graph. At 

high velocities the initial conditions are associated with conditions of upper-flow-regime 

plane bed, while at lower velocities ripple bedforms of various types are staple. The plane-
. 

bed field has been divided into an oscillatory-dominant, unidirectional-dominant and 

combined-flow field, the last of which has subequal influence of both unidirectional and 

oscillatory flow. When depositio~ occurs in the bedform fi~ld, the nature of the ripples at . . . . . 
any particular time is a function of the relative strength of the unidirectional and oscillatory 

components. 

For any particular flow, once the initial values of oscillatory and unidirectional 

velocity are plotted on Figure 4.20a as a point, the conditions of deposition with time can 

. then he presented by a curve on this graph. In nature, the velocity of eac,_h component 

would decrease with rime during the course of a storm event but not in a simple manner. As 

a simplification, only smootlrcurves will be considered. An infinite number of curves 

could be drawn from each point, each of which would resul~ in _a particular sequence of 

stratification. 
.. 

For the sake of this discussion, pre-dictive stratification Sequences will be based on 

linear deceletarion curves. With this in mind, a two-dimensional graph ("deceleration 

graph") whose axes are the rate of decrease of velocity of unidirectional -dU ufdt and 

oscillatory -dUJdt flow is constructed (Figure 4 .20b). For any initial condition on the 

initial-velocity graph, a deceleration history of boih flow components can be represented on 

the deceleration graph. In the upper left ponion of the deceleration graph, the 

unidirectional-flow component has a more rapid deceleration, while the oscillatory-flow 

. component has a slower deceleratio1i'. In the lo~er right portion of the graph the oscillatory-

.-
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Figure 4.20: Tht!9retical interactive-flow model for deposition under combint:d " 
o~cillatory/unidirectional currents. 

(A) "Initial-velocity graph~! whose axes are initial unidirectional velocity (Uu>o and initial 
oscillatory velocity (U0 ) 0 . The initial co~itions for any particular flow can ~ ploned· 
as a point on this graph. The upper right-hand part of this graph, corresponding to 
high values of oscillatory and unidirectional velocities, is the upper-regime plane-bed 
field. This has been subdivided into oscillatory (OPe). unidirectional (UPB). and 
combined (CPB) pl3_!1e-bed fields based on the dominant flow conditions. . · .· 

(B) Assuming linear deceleration conditions, the time history of a flow can be represented 
by a single point on this~leration diagram:· which plots the relative values of 
negative acceleration of unidirectional flow -dtJjdt and oscillato~ flow -dUJ~t 
components. '> 

(C) Generalized bedform stability fields for combined-flow.conditioris, assuming one 
uniform grain size, are given in the plot of unidirectional velocity Uu versus oscillatory 
U0 velocity. More comples graphs of this kind will be useful in the pn!diction of 

·vertical stratification sequences (Figure 4.21 ). · 

·. 
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flow component h:i:>.: faster deceleration, while the unidirectional~flow component has a 

, slower deceleration. I~ the central areathe com~:onents decelerate sirnil:lrly (figure 4.20b). 

Figure 4.21 illustrates how these graphs can be used to predict venical stratification 

sequences. A point has been chosen on the initial-velocity graph in the plane-hcd field 

where the unidirectional component is dominant. This is done to make this disnassion 

relevant to the S3/S4 tempestites of the CIF, whose initial stages of d~:position were 

dominated by unidirectional flow. Seven separJte time-velocity histories are represented h y 

the letters A-G on the deceleration graph in 1-igure 4.21. For each point a venical 
I 

stratification sequence is pre~nted, flanked by a graphical representation of the change j n 

velocity with time of each component. In order to standardize the predictive stratification 

sequences it is assumed that both the total thickness of deposited sediment and the r;ue of 

deposition are constant. Variations in the latter would primarily affect only the rate of climh 

of various bedforms. 

The vertical stratification sequences presented !n Figure 4.21 are dett'mlined hy a 

combination of deductive reasoning. intuition, and educated guessing. due of the ponr state 

of understanding of combined-flow bedforms and their response to varying !low 

conditions. The combined-flow stability fields given hy Banns eta!. ( 19R2. Fi gure 2-1 X) 

can be used as a guide, or predictive tool, in determining strat ification types unde r the 

various flow conditions (assuming equilibrium between the flow and the bed). Fig ure 

4 .20c is a generalized two-dimensionai representation of these combined-flow bedfonn 

stability fields. There is, of course, some difficulry in romp~ring the predicted sequences 

with the rock record, one of which is distinguishing between different types <:"'f ripples, 

particularly the various types of combined-flow ripples. Ripples formed under complex 

· oscillatory flow, which would not be represented in this model, are probably Important 

components of tempestites. and these might be difficult to distinguish from other ripple 

types. An added problem in co01paring the predicted features with those observed is the 

inability to distinguish between' different types of plane-bed lamination (unidircctior:al -
... 



Figure 4.21: Representative suite of vertical stratification sequences: A point has been 
chosen in the upper-plane-bed field of the "Initial conditions" diagram. Seven different 
deceleration histories (A-F) were chosen, each representing the change in velocity of 
hoth components with time. The velocity-time histories of each component are 
graphically represented next to the proposed venical stratification sequences associ:Hcd 
with each point. See text for details. 
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dominant, oscillatory-dominant, or combined). Despite these fonnidable difficulties the 

model can be used to understand an individual vertical stratification sequence, or groups of 

sequences. 

In the case of S3/S4 beds, it can be seen that under the initial conditions determined 

for these beds, namely combined flow with high initial unidirectional velocities, that some 

sets of deceleration curves are applicable, while others are not. For instance, the 

stratification seqU.£!1SCS associated with examples C. D. and E in Figure 4 .21 are not 

common in S3/S4 beds, and therefore the velocity-time histories associated with these 

examples are not appli~le. The implication is that the S3/S4 flows did not decelerc1te at a 

rate faster than bedfonns could fonn (example C). and that the influence of unidirectional 

<:urrcnts did not generally outlast the effects of ~scilla tory currents (examples D and E). 

· It is possible using this model to focus on the bedforms that are found at the top of 

beds (bed tops are p:-~ssively draped to a variahle extent), especially as cross-sectional 
' · 

views are not availahle at some outcn:ips. It i_s obvious that, under the conditions outlined 

for this model, in most cases the velocity of one component of flow (b) will drop below a 

kvel which is negligible in its effect on bedfonn development (at~ near threshold velocity 

for sand movement) before the other (a). As illustrated in the velocity-time diagram on 
~ 

Figure 4 .22, there will therefore be a time gap between these components, designated Ta-b· 

where a _is the longer-lasting component. If this time g:-tp is le ~s than the time ncccss:~ry for 

the development of an equilibrium "a" bedform ffcq). then the top of the bed will contain 

either pamllellamination or combined-flow ripples. If Ta-t> is greater than T<'q• then current 

or wave ripples will fonn at the top of the bed, depending on which component is "a", the 

longest lasting (Figure 4.22?. Of course, wave or current ripples can fonn at the top of 

heds under wholly unidirectional or oscillat~ry flows. respectively, and therefore. thi s 

applies only to combined-flow situations. The time gap Ta-b would ckpcnd on the slope of 

each velocity curve and on the initial velocities of ea\:h component. For instance, in Figure 

-l .22. two separate points were chosen on the initial velocity graph (#I and # 2). and it is 



Figure 4.22: Under the conditions of the theor~tical interactive-flow model, the type of 
bedform found at the top of a bed is a function of which component of flow drops 
below threshold velocity for sediment movement first, and whether the time lag 
between the flrst and second component's deceleration below threshold velocity (Ta-b) 
is large enough to develop equilibrium bedforms (i.e., >Teq). The box. on the righ~ ·· 
demonstrates that if the time lag is greater than Teq, the bed will be topped with current 
or wave ripples depending ~n whether the unidirectional or oscillatory component is 
longer lasting. The speed at which the flow decelerates and the initial flow conditions 
are a factor. Points 1 and 2 have been chosen on the initial-conditions diagram. Similar 
deceleration curves, shovln as similar points on the deceleration diagrams, are chosen 
for each. In "1" the time gap between components T u-o is <T cq and therefore the bed is 
topped with parallel laminae or combined flow ripples. In "2" the time gap is greater 
because of the initial disp.arity in the velocity of the components, and the tirile gap 
allows fur the development of current ripples at' the ~op of the bed. 

,. 
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shown that under similar conditions of deceleration (similar slopes on the velocity-time 

graphs), one of these (#2) will develop current ripples during the latter stages of?er<~,ition 

and the other will not. 

If this diagram represents, at least in a general way, the main controls on vcnical 

stratification sequences in tempestites, then it should be possible, considering the 

underlying assumptions, to recreate these conditions in a flume or tank. A program of 

experiments in a long-period combined-flow tank to generate a wide range of combined

flow stratification scyles could aid greatly in the prediction of venic~l stratification 

sequences by, among other things, constraining the stability fields of panicular l·omhincd

flow bedforms. Work of this kind would also help in evaluating the feasibility of 

reconstructing the conditions ow.1ined in this model within a flume or tank. 

4.22.5 Tempestite Facies Model for CIF 

Discus!>ion of tempestites almost always com:erns ancient or modem sandy 

shorelines. The model developed by Walker ( 1984) is a paradigm used by most geolo~ists . 

In this model sand from the shoreface is carried offshore by turbidity currents and is 

deposited in the fonn of HCS above stonn wave base and distal tempestites below stonn 

wave base. An interesting aspect of this model is the hypothesis that part of the shoreface 

liquefies in response to intense cyclic wave loading, allowing for the rapid pass:1ge of large 

quantities of sediment into suspension. 

At several horizons within the lower part of member 2 there are gradational 

transitions between intertidal and subtidal deposits. These indicate a shoreface dominated 

by fine-grained sediments. not sand. The Gutter Cast Facies (2.1) is found at these 

transitions both at the boundary between members I and 2 and the transition into Facies I A 

at FD-103.7. This suggests that Facies 2.1 was deposited in the shallow subtidal zone and 

Facies 2.2 was deposited in deeper water. An interesting aspec t of this reconstruction is a 
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seaward shift from very thin lenticular beds (dominantly S2) and abundant gutter casts to 

more continuous and thicker beds (S3/S4) without many gutter casts. Trends of 

. proximality/distality for tempestites have been discussed by Brenchley et at. (1979), Aigner 

(llX2), Aign~r and Reineck (1982), Nelson (1982). and Brenchlcy (1985). Proximal to 

distal trends in these studies include both changes in bed thickness and sedimentary 

structures (Figure 4.23a). In these models, thick, often amalgamated, sandstone beds 

(SCS) dominate the nearshore and progressively thinner sandstone beds (HCS and distal 

tempestites) reflect increasing distality. A model for FA 2, given in Figure 4.23b, has a 

very different ·association of sediment¥)' structures and bed thicknesses. In this model the 

shallow subtidal is a zone of throughput with high-velocity. sediment-laden flows eroding 

deep narrow scours (gutter casts). Very little sand is deposited outside of these scours: 

n1ost of the sediment bypasses the very shallow subtidal zone and is deposited in deeper 

water. As stom1-generated flows move into deeper water they stan to decelerate, resulting 

in less significant erosion of the sea floor and increased deposition, to form more 

wnrinuous and regular beds (Subfacies 2.2A ). At some distance from shore, bed thickness . . : 

reaches a maximum (Subfacies 2.2B). and more distally bed thickness decreases. The 

distal tempestites, dePosited below storm wave base. are represented by FA 3. Implicit in 

this model is the understanding that vertical bed-thickness distributions at any particular 

point along the shoreline must depend on the variation in intensity of the storms involved. 

And so, for instance, S4 beds are sporadically found throughout the section with in 

otherwise thin -hcdded str.lta, and S 1-S~ heds are found within the thicker-hedded 

Suhfacies 2.2R. 

This model is based on observations solely from vertical lithofac ies d istributions. 

The weakest part of this model concerns the development of the thicker sandstone beds 

(including S4 and H-beds) of Subfacies 2.28. The relationship of these beds to the 
• 

shoreline cannot be demonstrated in the same manner as the thinner-bedded Fac ies 2. I and 

Suhfacies 2.2A. and these beds cannot be related to storm wave base (except to say they 



Figure 4.23: Comparison of standard tempestite model versus proposed model for FA 2. 
Prox:imality trends in the standard model (A) include constantly decreasing bed 
thickness away from the shoreline with a shift from SCS sandstones to HCS 
sandstones to distal turbiditelike beds. The Model for FA 2 (8) shows a bed-thickness" 
trend that first increases then decreases away from the shoreline. The proximal setting 
i3 one of bypass with erosion the dominant process (many gutter casts). Passing 
seaward, gutter casts die out and bed thickness increases: Rare HCS is fonned in the 
thicker sandstone beds fanher out on the shelf. Below storm wave hase (SWB) d istal 
tempestites are turbiditelike in characte~ (FA 3). [~ 
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fotm above it) in the same way as FA 3. There is evidence to suggest that at least on~ 

st:rntigraphic occurrence of Subfacies 2.28 may be related to a temporal chang~ in the 

depositional system. Approximately 3.5 meters of Subfacies 2.28 strala occurs 

immediately above a chaotic/deformed horizon at FD-346.2 (see Section 4.16.4 ). Strata 

above and below this package of Facies 2.28_ contain widely spaced very thin to thin 
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sandstone beds, while the strata in the package contain numerous thin to medium santhtone 

beds with highly erosional upper surfaces, amalgamation suifaccs. and ·~bundant wave 

ripples. The origin of this package and other sandstone-rich packages associated with 

disorg~nized beds will be discussed in more detail below. In the meantime it is impnnant tn 

note that not all occurrences of Subfacies 2.28 appear as dramatically within the section; in 

fact, most are highly gradational with Subfacies 2.2A. For this reason . there is no reason to 

suggest that major changes in shoreline processes are necessary to explain a slightly h ighcr 

concentration and thid;ness of sandstoDe beds. Autocyclic changes associated with 

panicular depositional systems (e.g., deltas) will be discussed below. 

An imponant difference hetween the model pfoposed in Figure 4 2 .~h and stmd:lr(l 

models for storm-influenced shorelines <Figure 4.23a) is the rarity of HCS heds. There are 

two possible rea'\ons for this: ( l) most beds in FA 2 are not thick enough to develop 

rct:ognizable HCS, and (2) the conditions hecessary to produce HCS were not m~t very 

· often. The most conunon bed thicknesses of HCS are 20-RO em, although they ra nge from 

a few centimeters to well over I meter (Dott and Bourgeois, 19R2). Very few data arc 

availahlc on hed thicknesses of HCS, but available data and observations by the author 

suggest that there are no natural si7e hre~ks of ~he kind known to characteri7e un idirecti()n;tl 

hcdf?rrns, and therefore thin heds of HCS, if they had heen aht!ndant in the C IF, would 

have been recognized. It appears at this time that liCS requires the following : (I) long 

wave periods. (2) complex wave oscillations and (3) high velocities (See Section 4.10.1 ). 

One aspect of the depositional system of FA 2 that might have an effect on one or more of 

these factors is the concentration of fine -grained sediment. It is readily apparent that for 
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much of the time during the deposition of Facies 2.2 the substrate wasfine-grained, and at 

some periods the water column may have had high levels of su~pended sediment. 
. , 

Numerous authors (Nair, 1976; Augustinus, 1980; Wells and Coleman, 1981; McCave . . ~ 
19H5; Rine and Ginsburg, 1985), in the study of deltaic systems. have comment,ed on the 

~ 

effects of high suspended-sediment concentrations on waves. These effec ts include : (I ) 

attenuation of waves, and (2) drop in amplitude, and change to solitary wave shape 

(smaller, sharp-peaked crests with flat troughs that are at still water level) (Wells and 

Coleman, 1981 ). There is no way to know if, or how often. high sediment concentrations 

·characterized. the inner shelf during the deposition of Facies 2.2, but even partial attenuation 

of waves by such a process might have be an imponant factor in suppressing the fomuu ion 

of HCS. 

-1.22.6 Evidence for Deltaic Sedimentation 

The dynamics of deltaic sedimentation. affecting hoth the morphology and o verall 
I 

character of the delta. are determined by the basin geometry, which in tum controls the 

intemction among waves. tides and sediment input. Waves and tides tend to rework 

sediment into well sorted sands in the form of beaches, shoals, and ~ida! sand ridges, while 

the mud tends to be carried offshore, and in the case of tide-do minated shorelines, to the 

tidal flats as well. Deltas affected by high tidal ranges tend to form in large funflel -sh :~ped 

indentations in the shoreline and contain large suhtidal shoreline-pcrpcndicul:lT sand ridges 

(e .g., Ganges-Brahmaputra and Ord Deltas). Deltas subjected to strong wave power te9d 

to form heach-harrier shorelines (e.g ., Sao Francisco and Senegal Deltas). Highly ·· 

constmctive deltas, dominated by fluvial processes. tend to form with lobate to bird-foot 

morphologies in enclosed or semi-enclosed basins (e.g .. Mississippi and Po Delt.;ts)., 

As mentioned in Section 9.22.2 there is no direct evidence for a beac h fac ies in the 
' 

lower pan of Member 2, wher~ foreshore/intertidal sediments arc repeatedly e xposed. One 

0 

, 
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possibility is that the lack of a beach facies is related to the abundance of silrstone in FA 2 . 
.. . 

·Modem inner shelf settings wirh abundant fine-gr.tined sedimenrs are generally asscx:iatcd 

with large delras. especially in.areas of moderate to low wave and tidal i~flu,nce . These 

d!!has may have high rates of deposition of fine-grained sedimenrs: ~ . g .. Mississippi and 

Huanghe (Yellow River) Deltas. Muddy coasts an: funhemlOre often char.tc~rizcd hy hi!!h 

suspended-se:Qiment concef!trations (Wells and Coleman, 1981 ). As mentioned above in 

' the discussion of HCS beds in FA 2 ,<Section 4 . 22 . ~). the effects of a muddy substrate and 
Q 

high suspended-sediment concentrations associated with deltas include significant' 

attenuation of waves. The shape of deltas. which " ... tend to he fronted hy hroad, gently 
- ~ f sloping subaqueous profiles [may also cause] the waves Ito] ~ndergo significant rdrae1ion . 

shoaling and frictional attenuation as rhey approach the shoreline" (Elliot. 197H. p. llh If 

the deposition of FA 2 was characterized by high depositional rates of fine-grained 

sediments. the influx of sediments would work to offset the destructive effects of tiJc:s and 

waves and explain the lack of beach or tidal-sand-ri ge faCJ·cs. If FA 2 was dep..""~s itt•d ' 

within a deltaic setting with high suspended-sedim nt discharge, there <;hould be evidence 

for high depositional r.ues. Such evidence is descrihed below. 

The most important aspect of FA 2 that calls for high sedimentation rate 1s the 

abundance of nearshore instability features. The process interpretations for the grJvity-tlow 

deposits of FA 2 (sec Sections 4. 14.1.2 and 4 . 1-t.S) emphasized the role of high 

sedimentation rate in generating conditions suitahJe for failure (h i~h pore pressures anJ 

liquefaction) on_1he slopes typical of nearshore marine settings. An:ording to,.Moorc 

(1961 ). failure of metastable (underronsolictatcd) sediments is " .. . d greate<;t impon:-~ nce in 

specialized, near-shore neritic or estuarian I sic I environments".( p . J".S-J"fl ). and is 

"normally found in rhe marine"environment only off large rivers carrying predomin:v11Jy 

fine -gtained sil~ and clay-sized material" (p. 351 ). 

Instability features from rhe Mississippi Delta have receiverl considerable attention 

(Shepard. 1955; Ten.1ghi. 1956; Moore, 1961; Coleman and Garrison, 1977; Robcns, 

/ 
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19XO; Emb1ey, 1~82; Prior and Coleman,l982). Mas.s-movement features from the 

Mississippi ~Ita include collapse features, slides (oottleneck and rotational), mudt~ws 

<~i-~h gullies and overlapping lobes) and faults (Prior and Coleman, 1982). Active slope 

failures, including collapse structures and silt flows, have also been described recently 

from the Huatfghe Delta (Prior et al., 1986). A variety of gravity-flow StnlCfllres, including . 
slides and debris flows, have been described from the delta front at the head of a fjord in 

British Columbia (Prior '/ al., 1984 ). It iS readily apparent that a f u II ran go of gravity tlow1 

is po~sible in delta-fronlsettings, and that the types of mass movements described for FA 2 

are compatible with a deltaic origin. In fact a deltaic setting may be the only reasonable 

altemative, given the low slopes that are typical of most shallow shelf settings and the fact 

th~t orf.rnodem shefves gravity-flow features are found only in areas of high sediment input 

associated with deltas. 

Additional evidence for high sedimentation rates of mud is the small number of 

amalgamated sandstone beds in FA 2 (some Q, S4, and H beds): Amalgamated temr~.tites 

would he expected und:r conditions where little ~ediment is deposited between. storms or 

where succ~ssive storms are separated bt·sho~ Fods of tirrie. There is ~o way of 
.. . - ~ . . . 

knowing the timing of storms during the deposition of the CIF, but it seems unlikely that, 

in a shallow subtidal setting, such a remarkable paucity of amalgamated beds could result · 

without a high input of fine~ grained sediment. Another piece of evidence to supJ>?rt high 

sediment accumulation rates is the abundance of sedimentary dikes in the shallow subtidal 

deposits of Facies 2.1. These dikes register the movement of water-laid sand experiencing 

elevated pore pressures. Rapid burial of water-laid sand by fine-grained sediments does not 

allow the slow r~lease of water, and the high pore pressures that result eventually lead to 

the venical injections of sand. 

The evide~ee outlined above indicates that deposition ofF A 2 took place in a 

nearshore setting characterized by high ~imentation rates., probab1y within or along ihe 
r-· 

flanks of a delta. Due to limitations imposed primarily by later.U out<.Top distribution a 
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detailed n:.construction of deltaic environments cannot be a~hieved. This is a serious 

limiting factor in the reevaluation or modification of existing models of deltaic depos ition. 

The process interpretations of the variouS' facies have allowed the paleobathymetric 

positioning of lithofacies and the reconstruction of depositional processes. Funhern ~lre. 

the association of particular depositional processes, for instance storm pn:x:esses and 

gravity-flow deposition, may prove important in expanding facies models-of shelf. 

sedimentation. 

4,23 DEPQS!TJONAL MODEL 

.The model for tempestite sedimentation developed for FA 2 (Figure 4.23h) is 

compatible with a.ddtaic model. Sandstone beds with the characteristics of turhidites have 

been deS<.Tibed from a number of ancient deltaic deposits (Me Bride et al., 1975; De Raaf et 

al., 1965; Walker, 1969; Horowitz, 1966; Allen, 1960). Storm~generated sand heds with 

Bouma sequences have been descriVed from the Yukon River Delta. in Nonon Sound, 

.,. Alaska, a shallow embayment of the Bering Sea (Nelson, 1982; Howard and Nelson, 

1982). The Yukon River Delta supplies sediment directly into the Bering Sea, where waves . . 

erode and ·suspend large volumes of sediment that are carried offshore durillg stonns. The 

exact nature of the transpon of the sediment is not known, although Nel.son (19R2) prefer~ 

a storm-surge-ebb origin. 

4.23.1 Source of Sand 

One fundamental question concerning deposition of tempestites in FA 2 is the 

source of the sand. As argued above, during deposition of the lower part of Member I 

~dence for beaches. One possible source of sand may have been the tidal flats 
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(Facies 1.1/1.2) that flanked the inferred delta. Facies 1.1 contains abundant scours and 

erosional surfaces, indicating that sediment wa~ being actively removed from the tidal flat. 

It is difficult to im~gine, however, that the quantity of sediment n:moved from this setting 

would be enough to fonn extensive sand beds over much of the shdf. 

Another possible !>Duree of sandy sedimem within fluvia,l-dominated delta st:ttings 

is chcniers. Cheniers are found along coasts that flank large ddta.s; examples include tlie 

Guyana and Surinam coasts flanking the Amazon River (Augustinus, 1980; Brouwer 

1953) and the Gulf Coast adjacC!nt to the Mississippi River (I Ioyt, 1969; Gould and 

McFarlan, 1959). These features fom1 under conditions of low wave and tidal energy in 

area.s with effective longshore currents and a vari~tble supply of dominantly fine-grained 

. sediments (Elliot, 1978). Cheniers form at times of low sedimentation rate when waves and 

currents can winnow the shoreline sediments to form sandy beaches. During times of high 

sedimenta.tion rate there is progradation of mud flats. It has been demonstrated in Gulf 

C~)ast region that peril'Xis of progradation and reworking correspond with times of 

switching of the active delta (Gould and McFarlan, 1959). Because cheniers are a likely 

component in a fine-grained fluvial -dominate;d delHlic system such as envisioned for FA 2 . 

. th~se cannot be ruled out as a possible source of sand. Chenier5 may be appealed to 

panicularly in the case of the Q Beds, whereby these could act as a source Qf well soned 

-
sand. It has already been pointed out that there is no direct evidence for the existence of 

~aches in the lower pan of member 2, while the upper part of member 2, which is sandier 

than the lower part, does not have any preserved shoreline de!posits. One could therdore 

postulate that cheniers fonned during the deposition of the upper pan of member 2 and that 

these acted as sand sources at this time. There is, however, a strong similarity in the 

,character of the sandstone beds (i.e., color, grain size, sorting) between the upper and 

lower pans of member 2, arguing for a continuity of sediment soun:e during the d eposition 

of the entire member. 
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The most logical soun:e of sand would be direct input from the fluvial 

distributaries. McBride et aJ. (1975, p. 504) have interpreted ddtaic sandstone Oeds frPm 

Late: Cn:taceous rocks of non hem Mexico as " ... turbidity currents that we~ gent·r;ued 

when sediment-laden flood water debouched from delta distributaries". The pn)ximal tx·ds 

have erosional bases; rare flute and groove casts, but no graded bedding. Ueds they 

consider prodeltaic contain more abundant flute and groove marks and common Bouma Th 

and Tc units. 

The direct input of sand from distributaries may help explain a number of featurl."s 

of the tempestite model for FA 2 that are at odd.s with the .standard models. One major 

difference between these models is the presence of an area dominated by erosion and 
-

throughput in the shallowest subtidal setting (Gutter Cast Facies) in th~: mood for FA 2. 

One problem in understanding the development of this facies in its pakocnvirunmental 

setting, in tenns of the standard models of tempestite deposition. is that there is a limited 

space between the shoreline and the shallow subtidal zone in which sediment flows could 

auain sufficient momentum to create a zo"'e of erosion and throughput. This enigma. is 

solved by allowing for fast-moving sediment flows to be dehouched from distributary 

channels into the shallow subtidal environment, where they erode the sea floor on entry 
/ 

into the marine setting and then spread out to deposit their load across the delta · front~ 

p(odt:ita and shelf environments. The limited exposure of shoreline deposits in memhcr 2 

make such speculation difficult to prove, especially ~ince there are no preserved channel 

deposits that are unequivocally distributary in nature. 
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4.21.2 FA 2 Mass-Movement Deposits; 

4.23.2'.1 lmro<.luction 

The study of subaqueous mass-movement features has primarily been focused on 

deep-sea fan and slope deposits, both Holocene and am:ient. Holocene deltaic mass 

movc::ments have receivc::d increasing attention, particularly those of the Mississippi Della; 

howc::ver, these deltaic slides and gravity nows " ... have rarely been observed in ancient 

coun tcrparts" (Coleman, 1981, p. 84 ). 

Hubert ( 1972) describes an example of synsedimentary slumps in Upper 

Cretaceous deltaic deposits from Wyoming. Large, elongate sandstone pillows in the shape 

of flattened cylinders formed in the outer delta platfonn/upper prodelta region with their 

long axes parallel to the shoreline. Hubert documents a downslope progression from 

vertically loaded pillows to inclined and overthrusted pillows to slump fold~ . This example 

is a suitable analog to the style of de_formation envisioned for the disturbed facies descrjbed 

in this thesis, panicularly the lateral changes in degree of defonnation described for FD

IoR.2, and the model of proposed transfonnation from disturbed beds to raft-bearing beds. 

It is important to note that the rocks that Hubert described were deposited in a sandy, wave

dominated, highly destructive delta. 

Klein et al. ( 19?2) deS(.Tibe O!le of very few ancient deltaic deposits with abundant 

and diverse gravity-flow deposits. These include slump folds, pull-aparts, contortions, 

pebbly mudstones, slurry deposits with large clasts, and sandy grain-flow [?I deposits. 

These deposits are geogrdphically afl<fstratigrdphically concentrated in what are thought _to 

represent lower delta-front troughs, as described by Shepard (1955) and Shepard and Dill 

(1966). Klein ct al. (1972) suggest downslope transitions from sliding/slumping (uppc::r 

delta front) to grain flows/slurry flows to turbidity currents (lower delta front troughs). 

- - ~- - - - - - - ----. ~- ---



Despite having more sandy facies, the gr:Ivity-flow deposits L similar in chamctn ruW 

variety to those of the CIF. 
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Any model for the mass-movement deposits of FA 2 must explain (a) the 

abundance of unifite beds in the Gutter Cast Facies (2.1) and in strata transitional hetween 

this facies and the Sandstone/Siltstone Facies (2.2), (b) the lack of any disorga_nized beds 

in the shelf (below storm wave base) deposits of FA 3 (see Chapter 5}, and (c) the presence 

of disturbed and mft-bearing Beds and chaotic/deformed horizons in Facies 2.2, 

partkularly in association with sandy intervals that in cases are rich in S3/S4 beds. These 

points are addressed below. 

4.23.2.2 Unifite Deposition: Upper Delta Front 

In the deep-sea setting a variety of mass movements including slumps, slides and 

debris flows are found along the continental slope and in submarine fan environ'ments, 

while unifites are found in basin plain depressions. Stanley and his coworkers (Rupke and 

Stanley, 1974; Stanley et al., 1980; Stanley, 1981; Stanley and Maldonado, 1_9Rl) have 

demonstrated convincingly that unifites deposited in these deep-water catchment basins 

reprt>sent " ... end-produ~ts of a sediment gravity flow continuum .. . " (Stanley, 1981 ). In 

Stanley's model mud preferentially bypasses the slope as individual gravity flows that 

undergo a series of downslope transformations which end in deposition from low-density 

mu&dy turbidity currents~ It is clear from the paleoenvironmental reconstruction of 

lithofacies for FA 2 that the unifite beds, which are volumetrically imponant in the Gutter 

Cast Facies (2.1) and in the more proximal parts of the Sandstone/Siltstone Facies (2.2), 

are not the residuals of a long, complex, flow-transformation sequence. Slumps, slides and 

I debris flows are found only in the more distal deposits of Facies 2.2, a situation oppo~ite to 

that which characterizes the deep-sea environments. 
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The unifitc bt:ds mu~t have been fom1ed from failure of sediments in the lower 

reachc:s of distribuw.ry channels/upper delta front or in adjacent mudflats (i.e .• Wells et al.. 

1980). The intenidal deposits that· are transitional with Facies 2.1 consist of heterolithic 

lithofacies of sandstone and shale (FA 1) and are not likely candidates as sediment sources 

for un~tite beds. Lindsay eta!. (I 9H4) have emphasized the importance of sediment failures 

at the edge of fine-grained distributary mouth bars as an imponant process in transponing 

sediment onto the prodelta regiof of the Mississippi Della. Shears, faults, blocky 
-

mudflows, gullies and bottleneck slides extend from the front of the distributary mouth 

bars out across the delta front <.same as delta-front trough deposits described earlier by 

Shepard, 1955, and others). 

One possibility for the origin of the CIF unifites, given their channelized nature, is 

that they were deposited in an upper-delta-front setting (see Roberts, 1980; Prior and 

Coleman, 1982) from liquefied flows or turbidity currents that were generated locally in the 
··~ 

lower reaches of a distributary channel. These may have formed from failure of the local • 

sea floor or muddy delta-front mouth bars. The well graded and stratified unifites (fype 3) 

may have been generated closer to shore (upstream?) to have allowed evolution into a 

turbidity current prior to deposition on the delta front. Excellent analogs for these silty 

flows are described by Prior et al. (1986) from the Huanghe (Yellow River) Delta They 

describe 100-500 m wide, silt-flow gullies that form on slopes of 0.3-0.4° on the delta 

front. These gullies are up to 3-4 km long, but generally have a relief of only about 1 m. 

These gullies are filled with acoustical_!y/ trcUlsparent sediments that lack internal structure or 

bedding and are thought to have been generated by liquefaction. Liquefaction of deltaic silts 

on slopes less than 1 degree has also been described from the Klamath River Delta (Field et · 

al., 1982). 



4.23.2.3 Chaotic!Defonned Horizons, Raft-Bearing Beds, Disturbed Horizqns: Lower 

De Ita-Front/Prodelta 
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In muddy deltas, such as the Mississippi Delta, the transition from rhe della fronl to 

the prodelta (sometimes referred lo as the prodella platfonn), is marked by an increase in 

slope. The bulk of mass-movement features (slumps. slides and various gravily flows) in 

these deltas are found at and below rhis major break in slope in the lower delta front/uppc;r 

prodelta area. It is clear from descriptions of these modem deposits that many of their 

characteristics are similar to those of the disorganized beds in FA 2. The della-front debris 

flows described by Prior et al. (1984) as remolded pieces of lhe sea floor, derived from 

faulting and sliding on the upper'delta front, are incorporJted into water-rich sediments to 

form large lobes of block-bearing flows. Th~ likely analogs for the raft-bearing beds. 

which also contain blocks that were clearly derived from adjacent suhstrJtc. The 

chaotic/defom1ed horizons of FA 2 have analogs in the slides and slumps that are 

documented from modern deltaic sertings. Coleman eta!. ( 1974) describe rotational slumps 

associated with distributary-mouth bars of the Mississippi River. 

4 .23.2.4 Shelf Environment 

If one can assume that the shelf deposits of FA 3 (described in Chaprer 5) are 

reasonably representative of the shelf environment during deposition of FA 2 (fA 3 is 

gradational with, and found stratigraphically above, FA 2 in all outcrops), then the lack of 

gravity flo~s in this FA 3 indicates, as one· would expect. that the transition from the 

prodelta to the shelf area was marked by a decrease in slope and consequently a reduction 

in the susceptibility of sediments to failure_ An even more important fa~tor in the reduced 

susceptibility of sediments on the shelf to failure would be the much lowered sedimentation 

rate in this environment. 

' 
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4.2.l.2.:5 Disorganized Beds and Sandstone-Rich Intervals 

As mentioned earlier, in certain cases the sandstone content of strata directly above 

~orne disorganized beds is o.womalously high. In these examples one is forced to consider a 

genetic link between the high sandstone content and the disorganized bed. Such cases 

include all disorganized bed typt?s including chaotic/defonned horizons (FD-346.2), 

unifites (FD-92.6), raft-bearing ~d disturbed beds (FD-168.2). The most striking, and 

most imponant, example is at FD-346.2, in which HCS sandstones are found directly 

overlying a buckled surface, and in several meters of strata above th is horizon. It w:~s 

suggested in Section 4.16.4 that the features at FD-346.2 provide a link between storm 

processes and mass movements in FA 2. Such a link has been suggested for Holocene 

sediments but has never been observed dirt!(;tly or documented in the rock record. 

Henkel ( 1970), studying the effects of Hurricane Camille in the Gulf of Mexico, 

provided a theoretical basis for understanding wave loading of submarine sediments. 
. . . 

flenkel-and others (Hamptor. et al., 1978; Coleman, 1981; Cita, et al., 1982; Lindsay et 

al., I 984; Kraft et al, 1985) have attributed failures on the Mississippi Delta, and 

elsewhere, to fluctuations in bouom pressure associated with large surface waves. Stonn 
r 

. waves off of the Huanghe Delta reach heights of up to 7 m and are considered a probable 

~:a use for sediment failure on the delta (Prior et al., 1986, p. 94). A.crording to Watkins and. 

Kr.tft ( 1976), storm-induced sediment failure is plausible in w~er depths up to 150m. If, . 
as suggested, the sediments of Facies 2.1 and 2.2 were susceptible io failure because of th!= 

rapid deposition of silt, then any number of factors other than storms, such as eanhyuakes, 

wuld have also caused mass movements. Given the strong imprintthat they had on the 

character of these facies, storms are likely to have been an important triggering mechanism. 

The sandy zones above certain disorganized beds are up to 3-4 rri~thick, and were 

therefore obviously not deposited by single storms; in fact, these may represent several 
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thousands of years of deposition. Without data on depositional r.ues it is difficult to 

evaluaLe the time span associated with these sandy packages. It is diflicult to explain the 

sudden appearance of sandstone above these mass-movemen~deposits by such factors a-. 

climatic changes or by shifting of deltaic distributaries. The shift of a delta distributary 

might cause an increase in the percentage of sandstone, but (a) there is no rea.\(m to expe~:t 
' 

this to initially cause a slump or gravity flo~. and (b) the thickness of sandy section would 

likely be greater (there is less thai) a meter of sandy strata above rD-92.6). A more 

probable cause is believed to be a drop in relative sea level. Pressure forces associated with 

large stonn waves increase in shallow water (Wiegel, 19M). so that a lowering of relative · 

sea level would probably increase the probability ofstomi-induced failure . Such a lowering 

might also induce greater erosion at the shoreline and explain the increase in sandstone 

content. 

I 

4.23.2.6 Gravity Flows: Summary 

E~idence would suggest that the CJF u_nitites were fo'rmed in very shallow water 

(upper ddta front) on relatively low slopes. Disturbed horizons. slumps. slides and dchris 

flows formed on higher slopes at the transition between the lower delta front and the 

prodeha, w~ere gravity effects were more imponant. On the open shelf, charJcterized by 

low sedimentation rates and low slopes. sediment failure ~as not a factor. Storm effects 

have been both implicated in, and proven theoretically feasible as, causes of sediment 

failure . The association of a submarine slide and HCS at FD-346.2 strongly suggests that 

at least some mass movements ini:A 2 were triggered by wave-loading effects. The· 

association of cenain mass-movef'!lent deposits and sandstone-rich horizons is difficult to 

reconcile. A ra_pid lowering of relative sea level may be the best hypothesis to explain this 

association. 
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In the S«:tions on process interpretation for the raft-Bearing Beds (4.16.3.1 ) it was 

~uggested, based on relationship~~~ the top of FD- 168.2, that currents actively eroded the 
., ·. 

sea floor in an attempt to reinstate planarity after deposition of this debris flow. It is 

interesting to note that slump horizqns in the Crewceous deltaic deposits described by 
' \ 

lluben ( 1972) also have beveled upper surfaces that were cut by currents prior to renewed 

deposition. The natun! of these eroding currents is unknown, but it is intriguing to consider 

how much sediment may have been deposited and eroded without leaving any mark in the . 

·rock record. 

4.23) Delta-Abandonment Deposits 

· Process Interpretations for Facies 2.3 and 2.4 (Sections 4.19.1 and 4.20.1, 

respectively) ~alf for quiet-~ater sedimentation with low sand input Facies 2.3 was 

deposited under oxygenated conditions that sup(J9rted burrowing in fauna. Facies 2.3 

strata, particularly at PM. contain evidence fo~ periodic wave reworking of san<htone 

laminae. The sediments of Facies 2-4 were not disttltbed oy infauna, and the evidence 

suggests thiu · the interstitial fluids, and possibly even the bottom waters, were reducing 

during deposition . 

. Both Facies 2.3 and 2.4 are found in relatively thin, stratigraphically restricted 

packages over a wide area, making them excellent marker horizons (Figure 1.5). As 

mentioned in Scx:tion 1.5, the thick package of Facies 2. 3 exposed at GB was used by 

Bengt~n and Aetcher ( 1983) as the boundary between member 2 ~d member 3 (the . ., . 

member 2A/2B boundary of this report). This package is also present at FD and PM. 

There is far too-little information in these facies alone to allow delineation of 

depositional environments, bu~- given the restricted stratigraphic range and the gradational 

relationship with the deltaic deposits of the Sandstone/Siltstone Facies (2.1 ), this facies is 
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thought to have formed during times of della abandonment. According to Elliot ( 1971<, p. 

129). "In gef}eml, abandonment facies comprise thin but latemlly persistent marker 

horizons composed of facies which reflect relatively slow rates of sedimentation". 

The shift from the red siltstones of Facies 2.3 to the green siltstones of hacies 2.--t, 

as seen at the PM, FD, and GB localities, records (a) a decrease in. sandstone content, (o) a 

loss of wave-fom1ed lamination, (c) a loss of burrows, and (d) a shift from oxidizing to 
. . 

more reducing conditions. These changes an: all consistent with a shift toward increased 
t • 

water depth . Assuming a relatively constant subsidence r.tte, abandonment of a ddta lohe 

. woul~ dramatically reduce the ratio between sedimentation rate and subsidence and would 

result in deepening. After abandonment the sand content of the sediments would decrea.'>e 

because of decreased sand supply and increased distality as dt·epening continued. The los~ 

of wave-formed laminae imply a shift toward water depths below or near storin wave basc. 

' 
The shift from oxygenated conditions that supported an infaunal population (Facies 2.3) to 

reducing or partly reducing conditions that were inhospitable to organisms (Facies 2,4) is , 

also consistent with increased water depth, assuming some degree of oxygen stratification. 

for which there is evidence in FA I and FA 4 (Chapter 6). 

4.23.4 Channel Deposits 

It is clear from the description and proces!> interpretation ofT-Beds (Section 4.Y) 
' 

that they represem channel-fill sandstones. The lack of cross-laminae in these T -Beds 

argues that these are not later,il-accretion deposits. The thinning- and fining-upward ·. . \ 

sequence from FD-137.3 to FD- - 154 (Plate 2Sa,g) commence_S. with T-Beds and interbeds 

of green ~iltstone (50) that are clearly subtidal in origiQ and are in sharp contact with the 

' . 
shrinkage-crack-bearing Facies 1.2. The upward transition into Facies 1.1/1 .2 indicates 

that this is a shoaling-upward sequence. As-a rough estimate of channel depth, thC' 

thickness of strata from the base of the first and thickest T-Bed (FD-137.3) to the point 



PLATE 2g: SHOALING CHANNEL SEQUENCE (FA 2) 

a: Full shoaling channel sequence from !hick sand~tone heds to red and green, thin-bedded 
shales and ¥ndstones. Stratigraphic top is to right. Fidd of view covers approxirnatdy 15 
m of strata ( -FD-137-152). 

b: Well-aligned synaeresis cracks on top surface of~ at FD-151 .g5. Notebook is 18.5 
em long. 

c: Current('?) ripples on bedding plane at FD-153.1 are overprinted with shrinkage cracks. 
The:: are large:: and semi-polygonal, indicating that they may be desiccation features. Scale is 
15 em long. • 

d: Large desiccation crack,s at FD-152.8. Numerous generations of crack~g are 
distinguishable, a criteria diagnostic of desiccation (Plummer and Gosrin, 1981 ). Notebook 
is 18.5 em long. 

e : Red shale and sandstones from FD-146-147. Note shale chip conglomerate, erosional 
upper surfaces, wave ripples and abundant shrinkage cracks. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale 
is in centimeters. 

f: Large, rounded phosphatic shale <.:lasts and desiccation('?) cra~:ks on bedding surface at 
FD-15:U . Scale is 15 em long. 

g: Close-up of base of shoaling channel sequence from the thick ( 1.8 m maximum 
thickness) sandstone bed at the base (FD-137.3) to the red shales and sandstones at FD-

- 146-147. The lower sandstone bed is in erosional contact with red sandstone 
);uninated/very thinly bedded shales of Facies 1.2. Stratigmphic top is to upper left. Photo 
covers approximately 13m of strata. The same interval is shown from a different angle in 
"a". 

.. 

\ 
':- .. 
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where the rocks take on a red tint and exhibit shrinkage cracks (FD-145), is 7.7 m. A 

single lenticularT-bed at FD-168.2 is within strata of the Sandstone/Siltstone Facies and 

has a thickness of only 60 em. From the field relationships, the maximum depth of the 
~ 

in filled channel was not likely much greater than 66 em (the full length of the bed is not 

exposed). There is no exposure where one can trace a channel sandstone from intenidal to . 

subtidal deposits, but. if these channeb ·'id extend across the shoreline into the subtidal 

zone, then one could expect a reduction in channel depth a'i the channel died out seaward. 

It is not possible to deduce with cenainty the nature:_ of these channels. The thin

bedded, fine-grained str.lta in the shoaling sequence abo~e FD-137.3 argue for channel 

abandonment and deposition of a local mud blanket. The strata may represent the infilling 

of an abandoned tidal channel o~ an estuarine channel. There is no evidence to suggest 

whether or not these channels were fed by a fluvial sourre. 
I 
I 
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Chapter 5 

FACIES ASSOCIATION 3: LAMINATED SILTSTONE 

5. I INIRODUCTION 

Facies Association 3 consists entirely of one facies (Facies .ll ), and constitutes all 

of member 3. The entirety of the following des<.Tiption is baset.l on observations from the 

outcrop at Dantzic Cove. 

5.2 LAMINATED SILTSTONE FACIES <3.11 

·The Laminated Siltstone Facies consists of grey-green siltstone with fint: !aminal! tu 

thin beds of fine sandstone (Pia~e 29a). The weathering pattern is one of numerous, 

extensive bedding planes with variably spaced 'steps' (Plate 29b). The soles of beds arc 

never exposed. The upper bedding planes display current ripples (Plate 29c,h), current 
... 

lineations (Plate 29d,h), and a limited range and modest quantity of trace fossils (Plate 

29g). Ripples are dominantly straight or sinuous crested with asxmmetrical profiles. Ran: 

Jinguoid ripples are present, as are ripples with more symmetrical form, the latter having 

very high spacing-to-height ratios (e.g., 30). Only unidirectionally oriented cross-laminae 

are observed within any of the ripples, even those with relatively symmetrical profile. 

Transitions from straight to sinuous to linguoid or interference ripples may be seen on a 



PLATE 29: LAMINATED SILTSTONES (FA 3) 

a: Close-up of lamination near the ba~ of the DC section. The sandstone laminae are more 
abundant and less disrupted than those upsection. Note ripple cross-lamination 
preserved in concretions at top of photo (arrow). Stratigr.1phic top is up. Scale is 15 

, em long. 

h: Outcrop view of FA 3 showing abundant bedding planes, many of which display ripples 
and current lineations. Stratigraphic top is up. Height of outcrop face on right 
(arrowed) is approximately 40 em. 

c: Bedding plane view of straight- to sinuous-crested current ripples. Scale is 15 em long. 
. . I . · 

d: Current-lineated surface at DC-85.0. The lineations show variations in orientation up to 
40 degrees. Notebook is IR5 em long. 

e: Carbonate m.xiule preserving.precompactional thickness of very thin sandstone bed. Note 
ripple cross-lamination within the concretion and thin sandstone lamina that bows -up 
over the top of the concretion. StratigraphiC top is up. Scale is in centimeters. 

f: Bedding plane view of septarian nodule. These form in nodular bodies by hardening of 
the exterior and dehydrdtion and shrinking of the interior to fonn shrinkage cracks. 
Scale is 15 em long. 

g: Cross-sectional view of laminae disrupted by Teichichnus rectus burrows at DC-125. 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in centimeters. · · · 

h: Sandstone bed at DC-82.9 with lQwer division of parallel laminated, current-lineated 
medium sandstone and upper divis.ion of current ripples. Paleocurrent direction for 
current lineations is shown by arrow. Note that crest-line orientations for the ripples 
form an acute angle to this direction indicating a clockwise shift in paleocurrent. 
Notebook is 18.5 em long. · 

i: Partially carbonate-cemented sandstone bed at OC~ l38.4 in transition wne from FA 3 to 
FA 4. Thin sandstone laminae are locally bioturbated at base, but the thicker bed is · 
undisturbed. Scour-and-fill structure above the bed ha s erosional upper and lower 
surfaces. Stratigrdphic top is up. Scale i~ 15 em long. 
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:-.ingk bedding-plane exposure. Rat, wide. crests are exhibited by some ripples, but it is 

diffil.."ult to tell if this is a p_rimary feature or a function of weathering. 

Carbonate concretions are prominent features in this facies (Plate 29e,f). These 
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form bedding-parallel elongate nodules that are generally 2-3 times wider than they are 

thi<:k, although parts of sand layen; may also be carbonate cemented for a good part of their 

length and could therefore be consi~ered as thin, tabular nodules. Nodules are concentmted 

along spe(.:itic horizons, usually along sand beds. These concretions are early diagenetic 

features that record original thicknesses and preserve sedimentary and biogenic structures 

that were lost or altered during compaction efsewhere. The nodules may be structureless 

(anq sand free) or conrain such structures as bioturbated sand layers, structure less sand 

layers, parallel lamination. ripple lamination, and combinations thereof. 

The sandstone beds are very extensive, but may be of variable thickness along 

strike (pinch and swell). These beds have sharp, erosional lower surfaces and moderately 

sharp upper surfaces, and are only locally visibly gr;~ded. Thick sandstone laminae locally 

have loads along their base, but otherwise have little internal structure. 

Grain size and sedimeotary structures are closely related in this facies (Figure 5.1 ). 

·Medium sandstone (and some fine sandstone) laminae, from 1 mm (several grains thick) to 

>I em, fonn sheets of uniform thickness that nearly always contain current lineations and 

parting lineations. Very thin and thin fine sandstone beds contain ripple cross-laminae or a 

c01~unon motif of parallel laminae that are overlain by ripple cross-laminae. Fine sandstone 

beds locally display ripple form sets that are very thin- e.g., 2 mm under trough and 6 

mm under crest (DC-86.6). At DC-1 03, a 2-3 em-thick fine sand~tone bed (6.5 em thick 

where carbonate cemented) is fully composed of stacked sets of climbing-ripple cross-
/ 

laminae-. Very fine sandstone and coarse siltstone laminae, not much coarser than the 

background sediment, and ranging from a few mm to> 1 em thick, are generally parallel 

laminated, yet do not contain current lineations or paning lineations. These !aminae occur, 

isolated and as upper divisions of ripple-cross-laminated fine sandstone beds. It can be 



Figure 5.1: Summary of bed types and interpretations for beds of various gr.tin sizes in 
Facies Association 3. Sedimentary structures and ranges of bed thickness are given. 
See text for further discussion. . 

. ' 
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Grain Size BEd Thickness 

Medium Sandstone 

O.lcm- >1an 

Medium -Fine Sandstone 

<1cm- 2cm 

Fine Sandstone 

O.Scm- 15cm 

<1cm- 2cm 

t5cm - 3c:m 

V. Fine Sandstone 

Few mm- >lcm 
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Interpretation 

Upper now regme plane bOO 

Upper now regme plane bOO 
to lOWS" flow regime ripples 

LOWS" flow regme ripples 

Upper flow regme plane·bOO 
to lOWS" flow regme ripples 

Lower How regme tjimbng>rippes 
Rapid deceleration high flux to bOOl 

Lower now regime plane bOO 
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seen from the above description that there is no indication ofa correlation hetw~en grain 

size and bed thickness. 

Some gr.tded beds contain lower, medium sandstone divisions with current 

lineations, and upper fine sandstone divisions with current ripples. In sever.tl examples 
• 

where both current lineations and ripple crests are well exposed, the inferred paleocurrent 

directions show an upward clockwise rotation (figure 5.2; Plate 29h). 

Wrinkle marks (Kjnneya structures). small ripplelike features, arc found on 

bedding planes, sometimes directly on top of ripples. These locally maintain a consistent 

orientation across as much asS m or more of outcrop, and in one case an: oriented nearly at 

right angles to the crest trend of the underlying ripples. 

This lithofacies is. characterized by stratigraphic variation in the abundam:e of certain 

sedimentary structures. Some stratigraphic intervals contain abundant parallel lamination 

with spectacular current lineations and parting lineations. Other intervals contain abundant 

ripples, while some intervals contain more evidence of biogenic reworking and fewer 

physical sedimentary structures and bedding-pla,ne exposures. Paleocurrent data, given in 

Figure 5.3, include re:~dings of current Jineations, ripple migration directions and ripple-

crest trends. 

5.2.1 Process Interpretation 

~ 

Data from this lithofacies indicate that sand was transported by unipirectional 

currents. This interpretation is based on (I) the consistent unimodal cross-laminae, and (2) 

the fact that most·of the ripples are simple, form-concordant types without draping laminae 

or internal discordance. Well developed parting lineations and current lineations indicate 

upper-plane-bed conditions (AI.l.n, 1964). The abundance of parting lineations in this 

lithofacies indicates that the sand layers were deposited by turbulent, high-velocity 

currents. For medium sand, the initiation of sediment movement occurs at au. value of 
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hgure 5.2: .Summary of structures and pi"'C't:ss interpretation for inferred 'geostrophic 
flow' beds. Sedimentary structures of these beds are shown in lower right, with the 
orientation, with respect to Nonh (N). of ripple paleocurrent and current lineations 
(C.L.) from a representative bed. Block diagrams 1-4 illustrate the inferred progressive 
shift in paleocurrent from offshore-directed to shore-parallel flow. It is imponant to 
note that this shift takes place temporally, at any given locality, so that -the venical 
dt:velopment of structures reflects the same shift in paleoflow, represented here in 

. spatial tenns. Inferred bed phases for Stages I ~4 are outlined on the velocity-size 
graph. Velocity-size diagram is for flow depth of 20m (modified from Rubin and 
McCulloch, 19RO). · " 
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Fi!!ure 5 . .1 : Paleocurrent infonnation from Facie!> Asso:i-~' is ripple crest-trend 
data, 'B' i,c; ripple paleocurrent data, and 'C' is orjent;ttion data on current/parting 
lineations. 
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I .5 em/sec (calculated from the Shields diagram; Blatt et al., 1980, p. 102). Av_ailable but 

limited data for the construction of size-velocity bed phase diagrams for large water ,depths 

. suggest that upper-flow-regime conditions in medium sand indicate current velocities >100 

cm/s (Rubin and McCulloch, 1980). Parallel-laminated very fine sandstone is interpreted a·s 

a lower-flow-regime structure._This is based on: (I) the lack of current lineations or paning 
• 

lineati9ns, (2) the presence of very thin mudstoneisihstone interlaminae, and (3) its 

common occurrence above ripple cross-laminae in gr,;~ded (medium/fine to very fine) 

sandstone bc!ds. 

There is no dirt:ct evidence to suggest the direct influen.:e of waves in the depo~itiun 

of this lithofacies. Many of the ripples are straight-<,:rested and asymmetrical; these could be 

iriterpn:ted _as current ripples arrested durirrg their initial stages of fom1ation, before they 

reach equilibrium (Harms et al., 1982; p. 3· 18). Thicker sandstone beds, such as DC- 103 

{3-4 em), indicate that the flow was in the current-ripple field for nearly the full period of 

deposition. 

Orientation data on paning lineations (Figure 5.3c) indicate that high-velocity 

currents were transporting sand in ij northeast or southwest direction . Slower currents, 

responsible for lower-flow-regime bedfonm (e.g., ripples), display a different pattern . 

Lateral variation in current strength is indicated by expcisures displaying ripples that change 

frori1 straight crested to linguoid, across the outcrop. The ripple-crest trends (Figure ~ . 3a) 

also indicate variability with a slight mode towards the northeast (flow to northwest or 

sc;>utheast), indicating that much of the ripple migration was at an angle to the direction 

given by current lineations. Ripple paleocurrent data indicates flow to all areas excs,:pt the 

southwest, with a possible mode to the northwest (Figure 5.3b). 

• • 

The common tllO{if of parallel lamination overlain by ripple cross-laminae reflects a 

change from upper plane bed (parallel laminae) to lower-flow-regime ripple bed (ripples) 

condirions. Assuming constant depth, the ripples were formed at lower flow velocities than 

the underlying parallel laminae, and therefore the motif represents deposition from 

--
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' . . 'i ·' "" 
decelerating cuk~rshbin current-lineated sandstone ~heets without ovcrlying ripple 

' -
cross-laminae are difficult ro interpret. It would appear that deposition went frorn upper 

flow regime plaf!e bed to lower plane bed witho~t the dc-.:elopment of ripplc:s. In Fi~Lm~ ) . ~ 
. . 

there is a gra'ph of grain size versus flow velocity showing bed phases in unidi~ectional 

flow for a flow depth of 20m. This diagrdm shows a pinchout of the small-ripple fidd 

with increased sediment size. Given a grain size of medium sand (up to 0 .5 mm), the range: 

of velocities in which small ripples would be stahle is not large. The flows that deposited • 

these thin parallel-laminated beds may therefore have passed through the ripple field too 

quickly to allow for the development of ripples. Much of the time these t1ows would have( 

been in the megaripple stability field, yet megaripple cross-stratification is also absent. .. 

There are several possible reasons why megarippks did not fonn. The most likely are: (I) 

the flows wen: much too thin to develop bedforms of this scale, and (2) megariples take a 

long time to equilihr:He and were therefore unable to form in the time availabk Similar 

explanations have been used to explain the absence of megaripple-scale ccoss-stratification 

in Bouma-type turbidites (Walker. 1965; J.R.L. Allen, 1984). The n"ows that deposited 
0 

these parallel-laminated sandstones must have decelerated r.tpidly. panicularly in the later 

stages of deposition when the flows passed through the small-ripple stability field . 

-
Those parallel-laminated to ripple-lTOSs-laminated beds that indicate an upward \hi ft 

in paleocurrent pe particularly intriguing. These beds are graded, and both the grading and 

- . 
the sedime-ntary structures indicate waning flow. The data indicate that the initial high-

velocity flow was toward the nonheast and that it s.hifted{o southe.st as the velocity 

decreased. One way to model the-se beds is as the deposits of flows whose direction is the 

. ' outcome of a balance among·(i) driving force, a combination of pressure grJ.dient force , 

acting normal to the bottom isobars and thus directly offshore. and body force of gravity 

due to excess density, (ii) Coriolis force, ~cting normal to the cunent direction, and (iii) 

bottom friction force, acting opposite to the flow direction. In the early high-velocity ~ge 

of the cuTTWl the dominant balance is between pressure gradient driving force and friction 

/ 
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force, and the flow direction is at a large angle to the shoreline; later, as the flow weakens 

by loss of suspended sediment, the dominant balance is between the driving force and 

Corio lis· force, and the flow direction is almost plrallel to the shore. Deflection due to 

' 
Coriolis forces is to the right in the northern hemisphere, which is the case in these beds in 

Facies 3.1. · 

5.3 LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTION/OUTCROP DESCRIITION 

This litho~es i~ weU exposed at Dantzic Cove (DC-0- -130), where the outcrop 

weathers in steps allowing for cross-sectional and upper bedding-plane exposures. At the 

northern end of this exposure, at the ba~ of the section, the outcrop becomes faulted and 

the !->erik~-of beddin.g turns parallel to the c~ast. The minimum thickness of this lithofaci~s at 

DC is 130m. At FD this lithofacies is exposed at the end of the exposure, where the strike 

of the beds become parallel to the coasi and the section is badly faulted. This lithofacies is 

also present, but poorly exposed and badly faulted, at GB. A considerable thickness of this 

lithofacies is present on Chapel Island, where the gradual transition with FA 2 can be 

-· viewed, but the contact with FA 4 is not exposed. 

At DC this lithofacies is confined to the'lower -130m of the measured section ·· 

(Figure 2.7). There is an upward decrease in sandstone percentage and an increase in the 

_ number of b~ws noted within this interval: In the upper part of this interval bioturbation 

destroyed many of the internal structures, and may explain a paucity of bedding-plane 

exposures in this part of this section. Some stratigraphic intervals have an abundance of 

one or more partir.ular structure(s). For instance, DC-80-9dcontains abundant current

lineated parallel-laminated sandstone beds. Other intervals are dominated by ripples, 

ca(bonate concretions or other structures. 

. . 
. , 
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5.4 PALEOENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS FA 3: SUB-WAVE-BASE SHELF 

The major conclusion to be drawn from the process interpretation section (5.2.1) is · 

that the sandstone laminae of Facies 3.1 were deposited from waning currents below the 

influence of wav'es. Descriptions of sub-wave-base, storm-generated sandstones emphasize 

their similarity w~th turbidites (Hamblin and Walker, 1979; Brenchley et al ., 1979: Walker. 

1984; Brenchley, 1985). The Jurassic examples described by Hamblin and Walker ( 197!J) 

(also see Walker, 1984) are graded beds, dominated by parallel and ripple la~1ination. lncir 

beds commonly have parallel-laminated lower divisions and ripple-laminated upper 

divisions, which led the authors to suggest that these represent turbidite (T tx;) beds. l'he 

beds of Facie.s 3.1 have similar sedimentary sedimentary strUctures and are considered 

similarly to be distal tempestites. The gradational stratigraphic chan.ge from the proximal 

sandstones and siltstones of FA 2, ~ontaining evidence of wave activity, to this lithofacies 

indicates a gradual deepening. Tempestite proximality trends of bed thickness and 

sedimentary structures (e.g., Johnson, 11J78; Aigner, 1982; Aigner and Reineck, I !JX2; 

Brenchley et aL, 1979; Nelson, 19lQ) support this interpretation. The decrease in 

sandstone percentage and sandstone bed thickness in the transition from member 2-3 may 

have been due not only to the increased distality of the environment, but also to a de(.,Tease 

of sand input due to entrapment of terrigenous sediments during flooding of the shoreline 

with transgression (alluviation). The upward decrease in total sandstone percentage Mthln 

member 3 indicates that even during the deposition of this member the factors that led to a 

decrease in sandstone content between Members 2 and 3 continued to operate. The lack of 

instability features, so common in FA 2 •. _is also likely due t_o the shift to deeper water, 

· where the effects of the deltaic eovironment -high sedimentation rates ami high 

depositionaf slopes- are not a factor. 

·---~·~-~ 
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The strong nonheast-southwest orientation of the current-lineation data must be 

taken in context with th·e stratigraphic gradation from Member 2 to Member 3 and the 

paleocurrent data from each facies association. The currentlineations in FA 3 are parallel to 

' the current lineations, and more imponantly, the northeast-oriented flute marks, from FA 2. 

Thi'l indicates that high-velocity currents during the deposition of FA 3 were moving 

towards the northeast, as they had during the deposition of Member 2. 

Aside from th~ currenr-lineation data, which represent transport directions 

associated witb high-energy events. the data from ripples indicate a more scattered pattern. 

with much sediment transport occurring all::>ngshore. Multidirectional paleocurrent patterns 

are considered by Benton and Gray ( 1981) to be diagnostic of outer-shelf de·posits (their 

data were from current ripples). The ripple paleocurrent data are too sparse (n= 13) to make 

a definitive statement concerning the dominant shelf processes. A few of the pa~rrents 

may be explained by geostrophic flow (toward the southeast), but paleocurrent data cover 

th~ all northern quadrants-- especially the northwest- and therefore indkate a more 
I 

' diverse sediment dispersal pattern. Shelf currents moving parallel to the isobaths may be 

responsible for some rippling, but the data are too few to reach a firtn conclusion 

concerni1\g the pattern. 

\ 
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·Chapter 6 

LIMESTONE/MUDSTONE FACIES ASSOC'IATION ( ~) 

6. I INTRODUCfiON 

Facies Association 4 cor.:,ists of two lithofacies (Fa<.:ies 4.1 and 4.2). Facies 4.1, 
~· 

volumetrically dominant, forms the bulk of member 4. Facies 4.1 is suhdividcd inhl two 

subfacies: 4.1 A and 4.1 B. The boundary between these subfacics is traru;itional. . 

6.2 RED. PURPLE AND GREEN MUDSTONE: fACIES 4.1 

Thi s facies consists of bioturbated purple, red. and green mudstones (Plate 10h), 

~1~~ubdivided into two subfacies according to the abundance of sandstone laminae!hcds 

and carbonate concretions. dominant colors, and other features . Color changes in this 

lithofacies may be sharp or gradational. Sharp color changes are not always paralld to 

bc!lding. Disconti.1uous red layers and irregularly shaped red spots arc present within gret:n 

mudstone, and vice versa. Red burrow mottles are present locally in green siltstone (e.g .. 

DC-18S.3). 



PLATE 30: MUDSTONE FACIES (FA 4) 

a: Contact between green mudstone (Facies 4.1) (lower pan of photo) and grey mudstone 
(Facies 4.2) (upper pan of photo) at Fortune North (FN-89-90). Note oxidation halos 
around pyritic nodules and steinkems. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in centimeters. 

b: Steep outcrop face with green bands in red mudstone (Facies 4.1) between LS 2 and LS 
3 (DC-215-218), Stratigraphic top is up. ~cale is in centimeters. 

c Pyritic stein kern of long, thin conical Orthothecid in Facies 4.2 (DC--155). Scale is in 
centimeters . 

...... 
d: Oblique view of green mudstone with carbonate concretions (DC-150). Note lack of 

bedding planes and irregular distribution of carbonate concretions, strikingly different 
features from FA 3. Scale is 15 em long. 

e: Bedding plane view of phosphatic nodules in purple mudstone at DC-182.4. Scale is I 5 
~.:m long. 

f: Thin burrowed layers at DC-188.0. Note white calcite cement at top of some burrows. 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in centimeters. 

g: Rounded pyritic nodules in grey mudstone (Facies 4.2) from DC-169.0 . Thick 
weathering rinds are light-colored (yellow). Oblique to bedding. Scale is in 
~o:cntimeters. 
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6.2.1 Subfacies 4.1 A 

This subfacies is characterized by a paucity of sandstone laminae/beds and a 

general lack o7exposed bedding planes and sedimentary structUres (e.g ... ripples and 

current lineations). The color is domina_ntly green, but there are local red and purple 

horizons as well. Some weathered surfaces contain abundant, thin (<5 mm) Planolites sp. 

traces. 

Carbonate nodules, a notable feature of this subfacies. range up to 30-35 em in 

thickness, and are highly variable in length parallel to bedding, in extreme cases becoming 

relatively continuous carbonate beds. In comparison to nodules in other lithofacies in the -

CIF, and Subfacies 4.1 B, the nodules in this subfacies do not preserve internal 

sedimentary structures, and do not appear to have their stratigraphic position controlled by 

bedding (Plate 30d). These nodules are elongate parallel to bedding, but are typically 

isolated, instead of forming in rows along bedding. The size and abundance of the 

<:arbonate nodules is greatest in the green mudstones, as opposed to the red and purple 

mudstones, which contain fewer and smaller nodules. Rare, thin sandstone laminae/very 

thin beds are commonly cemented by calcite, and are green when found in red or purple 

muds.tone. Centimeter-scale phosphate and pyrite nodu~ are not common but are locally 

abundant (Plate 30e). 

6.2.2 Subfacies 4.1 B 

This subfacies is similar to Subfacies 4.1 A, but differs in the following ways: ( 1) it 

is dominated by red and purple mudstone; (2) it contains more thin laminae to thin beds of 

sandstone; and (3) it contains fewer and smaller calcite nodules. Widely spaced, 

discontinuous, carbonate-cemented sandstone laminae 0.5 mm thick are present, as well as 
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several 0.3-1 em sandstone beds. The latter contain small current ripples. some of which 

are starved. 

At DC, three carbonate-cemented sand beds greater than 2 em thick (2.2-5.5 em 
"'t' 

thick) were noted within this subfacies. These fine to medium sandstones contain parallel 

lamination, ripple cross-lamination and ripple form sets. Transition from parallel lamination 

to ripple cross-lamination is seen in one bed (DC-196). 

A few thin burrowed calcareous siltstone txds are present at DC and FN. Two of 

these are present at DC (DC-188.0 and 188.12). with thicknesses of 2 em and 1.5 ~:m, 

respectively (Plate 30f). These bed.s are green. but occur within red mudstone. Along most 

of the bed the lower contact of the green siltstone is sharp but disrupted, while the upper 

contact is gradational and also disrupted. Thin Planolites Sl2. traces 1-5 mm-wide are 

preserved as light pink/white lime mudstone within the noncalcareous green siltstone. A 

few burrows show incomplete geopetallime mud filling and a minor quantity of cx:duding 

white calcite cement. 

6.3 GRAY MUDSTONE: FACIES 4.2 

Facies 4 .2 consists of light to dark gray mudstones (Plate Yla) with abundant pyrite 

nodules and pyritic steinkems (internal molds of small shelly fossils; Plate 30c), both of 

which are relatively rare in the green mudstones and absent in the red and purple mudstones 

of Facies 4.1. Small phosphate nodules (1-4 em across) have been noted in this lithofac ies. 

but they are not abundant. The pyrite nodules are centim:ter-sized, irregularly shaped. amJ 

have prominent orange-weathering halos (Plate 30g). This lithofacies is generally devoid of 

coarse-grained detritus (a few sandstone laminae). obvious str.uification. and calcite 

nodules: From stratigraphic intervals that contains gray mudstone (e.g .• FN- 74-94 - see 
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Appendix D), it can be seen that calcite nodules make a sudden appearance in thin green 

intervals within thicker gray intervals. 

' 6.4 PROCESS INTERPRETATION: FACIES 4.1 AND 4.2 

Lithofacies 4.1 and 4.2 were deposited under low-energy conditions, possibly at a 

rel:u;vely low sedimentation rate. This conclusion is based on (I) the uniform, fine grain 

size, (2) scarcity of beds suggestive of higher-energy evems, and (3) prominent 
/' 

bioturbation. Thin laminae to thin beds of sandstone were deposited by decelerating flows 

that experienced upper-flow-regime plane bed (parallel lamination) and lower-flow-regime 

ripple bed (ripple form sets and cross-laminae) conditions. Ripple cross-stratification 

resulted from unidirectional flow based on the form-concordant nature of the ripples and 

lack of features indicative of oscillatory or combined flow. 

Although visible endichnihl burrows are not conunon in any of the lithofacies in FA 

~. bioturbation can be inferred from the lack of sedimentary structures and bedding planes, 

and from the high concentrations of well defined burrows exposed on some favorably 

wcJthered surfaces (other than bedding planes). 

6.4. 1 Comparison With Models For Oxygen-Deficient Basins 

Rhoads and Morse ( 1971 ), working on sediments in the Gulf of California, 

developed a biofacies model for oxygen-deficient basins in which their three major 

biofacies are controlled by levels of dissolved oxygen (Figure 6.1 ). Anaerobic zones (less 

than 0 . 1 ml/l dissolved 02) are devoid of fauna. Dysaerobic areas (0.1-1 .0 ml/l dissolved 

02) are char::tcterized by abundant, low-diversity, small-diameter, soft-bodied infauna. 

Aemhic st"nings contained a divrn;e calcareous fauna. There is recent disagreement on the 

• 



Figure 6.1 : Bio'facies model for oxygen-deficient basins. The three major biofacies arc 
controlled by levels of dissolved oxygen. Modified from Rhoads and Morse ( 197 1) 
and Thompson et a!. (I 985). 
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best values of dissolved oxygen for subdivision of these biofacies (see Thompson et al., . 
1985). 

Byers ( 1977), and later others, have identified these biofacies in ancient rocks. 

Sav·dra et al. (1984) recently emphasized the problems involvt:d in ev:Juating paleo-oxygen 

levels in ancienr sediments. They encourage the use of multiple criteria, and that instead of 

making specific paleo-oxygen-level determinations, oxygen gradients should be used for 

ancient basins. The main parameters are: (I) sediment texture, including degree of 

burrowing, (2) burrow size, (3) paleontological data, (4) rock color. (5) prt:sem:e of 

diagenetic minerals such as pyrite. These criteria will be applied to the lithofades ofF A 4. 

The gray color of Facies 4.2 indicates higher organic content in these shales th;fn 

those of Facies 4.1 (Figure 3.4 ). This higher organic content could have resulted fmm a 

number of factors. Facies 4.2 may have had higher initial concentrations of organ it's, hut 

there is no evidenCe to substantiate this. A more probable explanation, given the lithofacies 

relationships (see discussion below) and the correlation between color; chemical 

precipitates (carbonate nodules, pyritic nodules/steinkems), and organic structures, is that 

the final organic carbon content was a function of low Eh conditions in the upper sediment 

column, and possibly the bottom water, that favored the preservation of organics. For' 

Fades 4.2 the degree of bioturbation and the small size of the preserved burrows are 

diagnostic of dysaerobic conditions (Byers 1977; Rhoads and Morse, 1971; Savrda et al., 

·· 1984; Savtda and Bottjer, 1986). According to Rhoads and Morse ( 1971 ), strong 

bioturbation in dysaerobic environments is related to the tolerance of mud-dwelling infauna 

to fairly high concentrations of H2S. 

The presence of pyrite and pyritic steinkems in Facies. 4.2 sup pons low-Eh 

diagenetic conditions. Pyrite is fom1ed in low-oxygen conditions under more acidic 

' 
conditions than that in which calcite is stable (Krumbein and Garrels, 1952) by the bacterial 

oxidation of organic matter through sulfate reduction and the consequent formation of H2S 
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Of all am, I 960; Berner, I 984; Raiswell and Berner, I 985). Moder.tte to high sediment 

accumulation rates allow for the burial of organics before elimination by aerobic oxidation. 

Pyritic steinkems are formed during early diagenesis in the upper few decimeters of 

sediment under low-Eh (dysaerobic) and low-pH conditions. Calcitic shelly fossils are 

dissolved and their molds filled with pyrite (Brett and Baird, I 986, Figure I I) before the: 

elimination of the molds by compaction. Pyritic steinkems are also diagnostic of moderate 

sedimentation rates ( -l-10 cm/1 00 yrs) (Brett and Baird. 1986). 

The conspicuous lack of early diagenetic carbonate nodules in Facies 4.2 supports 

lowered pH conditions. The precipitation of calcite nodules occurs t .. ,der co(1ditions of 

elevated pH, which in normal marine sediments would probably be created hy the release 

of Nll1 during the bre~kdown of organi.c material (Berner, I 968). The lack of carbonate 
~~ 

nodules in Facies 4.2 may be additional indirect evidence to suggest low-Eh conditions in 

which organic matter was not being oxidized to form NH3. 

It is nor possible to determine the Eh conditions of the bottom waters during the 

dcp()sition of Facies 4.2. The evidence, however, does suggest that at least the upper 

decimeters of the sediment column was reducing. Maynard (I 982), in an analysis of 

Dcvonian-Carboniferous shales of the Appalachian basin, descrihes similar gr.ty, pyrite

bearing shales that he attributes to deposition in settings in which bottom waters contain 

some oxygen, while the sediment column ha'i lowered oxygen levels. Either panially 

oxidizing or fully reducing bottom waters would be consistent with the observations. 

The green shales were deposited under slightly higher oxygen levels (Figure J4) ·in 

which enough organic matter was buried in the sediment to aid in the formation of abundant 

calcitic nodules. The diagenetic conditions were not sufficiently oxygen-depleted to 

gener.tte pyrite nodules. The absence of shelly fossils or steinkerns from the green 

mudstones of Facies 4. I can best be interpreted in terms of taphonomic controls 

(differential fossil preservation). The taphonomic explanation for the absence of calcareous 

fossils or pyritic steinkerns in the green niuds of Facies 4. I is. that the factors conrributing 



to the solubility of these shelly fossils - primaril) pH- were such that the shells 

dissolved, and because of the redox conditions of these muds (not in Jhe pyrite stahi
1
lny 

field). the resulting shell molds were never filled. The molds were later eliminated hy 

compaction, leaving no record that a calcareous fauna was ever present. 
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The red and purple mudstones of Facies 4.1 owe their color, the ahsence of pyrite 

nodules, and the paucity and small size of their carbonate nodules (carbonate nodules often 

fonn arqund nuclei of organi'c matter; Berner, 1968) to the early oxidative !t;SS of Of!!:tllit: 
. . 

·matter under well oxygenate9 diageneti.c conditions. The preservation of thin layers with 

calcareous shells indicates that the pH during early diagenesis was higher than that ~·hidl 

characterized f-acies 4 .2 and the green shales of Facies 4.1. The presence of laminae and 

very thin sandstone beds in the ~ed/purple-dominated f-acies 4·.1 B may indicate that a.t kast 

pans of this lithofacies may have escaped bioturbation, a situation consistent with the 

·biofacies models described above (see Figure 6 . 1 ). 

6.5 LIMESTONE FACIES 

6.5 . 1 Introduction 
I , 

At Dantzic Cove there are three continuous limestone beds (LSI. 2. J) within th t.: 

mudstone/limestone facies association. There are also small discontinuous nodular horiwm 

of lime mudstone. Only one of the three be.ds seen at Dantzic Cove is readily identifiable at 

the Fortune North (FN) and Radio Station outcrops. These latter outcrops al<;a contain a 

large number of nodular horizons that are not present at Dantzic Cove. 

At FN, one limestone bed is. present within Facies Association 3 (Plate 3 lc). and is 

demonstrably a coafescence of calcareous nodules. The other limestone ~ at FN is 

Jf -:1 



" PLATE 31: LIMESTONES I AND 2 (FA 4) 

a: Extensive, white-weathering LS I at DC-135. Stratigraphic top is up. Notebook (left 
center) is 18.5 em long. 

b: LS 1 at DC -135. This close-up illustra<es the nodular nature of I he lower portion of this 
· bed (directly above scale), which forms a more continuous band along strike. This 

· nodular portion is probably diagenetic in origin. Various sized nodules are also evident 
in the muds!One below. Stratigr.aphic top is liP· Scale is 15 em long. · 

c This limestone bed at Fortune North (FN-2.3) occurs within the laminated siltstones of 
Member 3. Note nodular masses at base. Hanuner (center) is 30 em in length. 

d: This close-up of LS 2 clearly shows the! contaci (arrows) between the diagenetically 
precipitated 'underbed' (with irregular oxidation- reduction spots) and the overlying ' 

. fo'ssiiiferous wackestone. The i'rregular. om.'Olite-bearing Fe/Mn hardground-surface is 
seen' at the top. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in centimeters. · .. 

'e: LS 2 at DC-184.9. Carbonate nodule-bearing red mudstone fs seen below arid above the ';,' 
limestone bed. The limestone bed is 20 em thick. Stratigraphic top is up. 

f: Close-up of oncolites and ropy cru~t on this upper surface view of LS 2. Note onion-
skin pattern of the oncolites. Scale is in centimeters. ·· ·· 

g : Upper surface of LS 2. Note that within and mdyu~g the oncolitic/encruste~ surface is 
light-colored miCritic limestone with a dendritic pattern that IT\ay represent burrow 
infillings. Notebook is 18.5 Cll'! long. 

: 
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inac<:cssibk. The following description therefore penains only to the Dantzic Cove 

expo)ure. 

6.5.2 Description 

The limestone beds at DC illustrate an inten:stiog stratigraphic progression of 

features. Each stratigmphically successive bed is both thicker and more compkx in tenns of 

internal structure. The three beds are 15, 24, and 60 -em thick, respectively. A sketch of 

each is given in Figure fl.2. 

The lowennost bed (LSI) is a IS em thick, white, massive, micrfiic limestone that 

lacks any significant megascopic physical or biogeo~ structures (Plate 31 a). The lower 6-X 

Clll consists of partially coalesced nodules. Above, and filling in between the nodules , is a 

2-3 em-thick layer of red shale (Plate 31 b). The upper part of the bed is homogeneous 

white micritic limestone. The upper contact will) the overlying grey-green siltstone is 

irregular but sharp. 

This bed consists of microspar and pseudospar (Folk, 1965). Flat-lying, elongate, 

pseu9ospar crystals are locally present in a chloritic clay matrix. Possible burrow mpttles 

are also present. A few specimens of the small leaf-like shelly fossil S:lchtites have ~en 

found in this bed (Ed Landing, personal conununication,l986). 

The second major limestone bed (Plate 3le) is the flfSt unit to contain abundant 

small shelly fossils. Some of the cone-shaped shells, mostly hyolithids, are remarkably 

large, with circular cross sections greater than 1 em in diameter. The bed is dark red on the 

fresh surface, and averages approximately 24 em in thickness. The lower~O em consists of 

structureless micrite with.burrow mottles but no obvious shelly fossils. Above this unit is 

10 em of hyolithid-bearing wackestone with irregular packstone lenses. The contact 
I 

between these layers is very sharp (Plate 31d), and the compositional contrast is enhanced ' 

... . 



Figure 6.2: Sketch of limes tom: beds at Dantzic Cove (LS 1,2 and 3 ). l11e scale opposi te 
LS 3 is the same for all three drawings. Descriptions of individual units an.: givc:n in 
text. · 
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by a d:1.rker iron staining below the contact. This surfa<:e is irregular, displaying sr:vc:ral 

' centimeters or more of relief over very short distances. 

Near the top of the bed there is a surface characterized by a black, irregular, 

ropelike, anastomosing crust of silicified and iron-manganese-minemlized shale (Plate 

31 f,g) . SUingers of this crust also pardllel the cleavage, penetr.tting a few centimeters 

pownward into the limestone bed. The crust also surrounds low-relief, disc-shaped to 

irregular oncolites, 1-10 em in diameter, that are scattered across this surface. The oncolitcs . 

display an onion-skin concentric pattern of resistant red shale layers (Plate 31 f). In many 

cases the outennost layer is a mineralized Si-Mn crust. Above this oncolitic surface is 4-5 

em of nodular micritic limestone in shale. It appears that the nodular fabric reflects a 

network of large burrows. 

The third limestone unit (LS 3) is the only limestone bed at Dantzic Cove that can he 

traced to other outcrops. This bed crops out in Fortune Harbour and at the Radio Station 

locality. The thickness of this bed varies from 50-80 em. The fauna consists of an 

' 
Aldanella attleborensjs assemblage that includes, among others, A.. attleborensjs, 

Lapwonbella n.. ~. Ha!kjera ~.and various helcionellids and onhothecids (see 
\ 

Bengtson and Fletcher, 1983). TI1ere is a wide variety of sedimentary structures and 

diagenetic features. The fonner include both constructional (depositional) and erosional 

features. The bed has been divided into 5 packages (Units A-E) that are shown in Figure 

6 .2 (see also Plate 32c). 

At the base of the bed is a 3-8 em pinkish-green unit (Unit A) that displays strong 
. . 

inverse grading (Plate 32b). The grains that make up this unit are not detrital, but discrete 

elongate crystals of c~cite that occur with varying quantities of green siliciclastic mud 

matrix. The pseudospar calcite crystals grade upward from fine to coarse sand size, while 

decreasing in abundance. In the upper pan of the unit these patches of clay matrix become 

interconnected, forming a background to a loose network of calcite grains that take on a 

vennifonn texture. The calcite, and therefore the surrounding matrix, has a strong bedding· 

\ 



PLATE 32: LIMESTONE 3 AT DC-220.1 (FA 4) 

a: Slab of Units D and E etched by hydrochloric acid. Note thin curled-up mud lamina on 
base of tepee structure and. the algal structures that grew vertically on this lamina 
(bottom center) and <U.'TOSS the tepee floor. Irregular hardground surface is clearly 
visible (arrows). The central lighter band appears to be a mass of algae with abundant 
hyolithids and other shells. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 1 em long. 

h: Close-up of "b" showing Units A and B. Note upward increase in crystal size in Unit A. 
The displacive fabric is highlighted by dark-<.:olored chloritic mudstone that weathers in 
positive relief. Irregular clasts of algal mat and mudstone are shown here in Unit B. A 
thick, red mudstone division separates this unit from Unit C. Stratigraphi~ top is up. 
Scale is 15 em long. 

c View of large piece of float showing the full thickness of LS 3. A sketch of this photo is 
given in Figure 6.1. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

d: The stromatolites of Unit Dare cut by 'pillar' structures. The geometries illustrated in 
this photo include downward-tapering, upward-tapering and non-tapering. Many 
'pillars' seem .to extend down below the level of the stromatolitic lamination. The thin 
layer of laminae that covers all of these structures represents late-stage growth of the 
algal mat after cracking. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in centimeters. 

e: Bedding plane view of 'pillar' structures in Unit D. Note polygonal shape of these 
cracks. These are interpreted as desiccation features. Scale is in centimeters. 

t 
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paralld fabril:. Petrographil: analysis indicates that the clay matrix contains chlorite and 

muS(ovite with grains of quartz, feldspar, and a very minor quantity of heavy minerals 

(e.g., zircon). 
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· 11.ni1.l! is a 7-15 em stromatolite-bearing interval. The base of this unit is an 

irregular erosion surface that is either capped by a shale drape or amalgamated directly onto 

Unit A . The lower part of this unit is a chaotic zone containing angular to subrounded 

limestone intraclasts, oncolites, fragments of red mudstone (up to 1 em in diameter}, and 

weii rounded blue/black-weathering phosphatic shale clasts (up to 2 em in diameter) (Plate 

32c). 

Extensive planar stromatolite layers make up the upper part of this unit. These 

weather with relief due to the presence of red siliciclastic mudstone, much of which is 

silicified and/or manganese-impregnated. The top of the sttomatolitic layers have relatively 

continuous, undisrupted laminae, w~ile the lower parts are broken by irregularly spaced, 

variably shaped pillars of sediment of character similar to the underlying chaotic material 

(Plate 32d). These pillars extend bdow the level of the stromatolites into the chaotic 

material below, as outlined by subtle compositional or color variations. The pillars reach 

cross-sectional sizes of 42 mm in height and 17 mm in width. Rows of individual algae are 

also locally preserved within a micritic matrix. (Figure 6.2). 

llni1...C of the bed is an 5-25 em thick, massive, pink, variably fossiliferous micritic 

limestone (Plate 32c), locally containing finely disseminated silicicla~~ic silt particles. In 

thin section it is readily apparent that the micritic calcite ~as been a neomorphosed to a 

microspar texture. Over most of the outcrop Unit Cis a sparse wackestone with a generally 

tabular g~ometry . The base of the unit is flat. and the upper surface has smooth, l~ge-scale 

undulations. The unit is generally structureless except for 1-2 em at the base and top of the 

unit, where there is local development of thin, dendritic structures interpreted to be 

Rjyylariaceao algae. These brnnching fonns are normally 1-2 em tall, but may be up to 5 

em in height. At the top of the bed these Rj.vylariaceao algae are upwardly transitional into 
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the stromatolites of Unit D, which mantle the mounded topography of this unit.. Widely 

dispersed at different levels within this portion of the unit are red and green ·shale clasts up 

to I em across and oncolites up to 2.5 em in diameter, from which similar algal fom1s 

project (Figure 6.2). Some of the oncolites and the shale clasts (green ones) have been 

silicified and Fe/Mn impregnated. In one example, an oncolitc also contains authigenic 

barite crystals . 

. llnil...I:2 is similar to Unit 8 in that it contains conglomerJtic material and 

stromatolitic layers. The unit is highly variable across the outcrop. The stromatolitic ·parts 

are more prominent than in unit B. Where the stromatolites are missing due to erosion, the 

resulting depressions are filled with mudstone clast and algal rip-ups. 

'Pillars' of sediment, similar to those in Unit B. cut the stromatolites. These pillars 

either open downward, fom1ing tapered rootlike structures, or widen and then narrow 

downward, forming elongate bulbous shapes (Plate ~2d). Bedding-parallel vic:ws of these 

' 

pillars reveal a distinct polygonal panem (Plate 32e). lnfilled sediment in some cases retains 

this pattern below the level of stromatolitic iaJVinae . 
. , 

. \; 

Within the stromatolites are sheet-crack
1
'structures consisting of thin, elongate 

seams of white sparry calcite. The sparry calcite consists of fibrous marine cement and a 

late-stage (meteoric phreatic) blocky ferroan cement. Red-weathering algal structures, 

present along the base of the:e layers, represent some of the earliest known coelobiontic 

fauna. An important feature, noted within the stromatolites of this unit, is a tepee structure 

(Plate 32a). The scale of the tepee, up to -50 em long and 10 em tall, and the overthrusted 

nature of the tepee roof is similar to some examples described by Asserto and Kendall 

(1977; see Figure 5). This tepee is filled with sparsely fossiliferous mudstone. Thin curled
( 

up mud layers and dendritic algal structures are present on the base of the tepee in Plate 
/ 

32a. 

Within Unit D there are two examples showing the local development of mounded. 

lenticular pods of pink micritic limestone. These have flat bases thaJ rest on stromatolitic 



PLATE 33: LS 3: UNITS D AND E (FA 4) 

a: Detail of Unit D with digital~! and planar stromatolites in the lower portion of the photo ' 
and conglomerate above. The conglomerate contains oncolites, limestone and 
mudstone intraclasts, and large rounded volcanic clasts, one of which is seen in the 
center of the photo. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is in centimeters. 

h: Mud mound in Unit D. The base of this structure is flat and the top projects above the 
general level of the top of the bed. Stratigraphic top is up. Notebook is 18.5 em long. 

l: : The small mud mound in Unit Din the center of this photograph is mantled on both sides 
by thick plan;.u- stromatolites that on lap and just barely cover the mound. StratigrJ.phic 
top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

d: Siltstone-infilled depressions and rope-like crust on the top of LS 3, the crust appears to 
at least locally follow the pressure-solution cleavage. Scale is in centimeters. 

e : Local shell hash accumulation (center) within micritic Unit E. Stratigraphic top is up. 
Scale is in centimeters. 

f: Irregular masses of silicified shale are present sporadically throughout Unit E. This one 
contains thin bladed crystals of barite. ~tr.tligraphic top is up. Seal(! is in centin~ters . 

.. 
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laminae, and domal tops, which are either confined within stroma_tolitic laminae (Plate 33c) 

or extend above into the overlying unit. One of these mud mounds is 2m ,long at its base 

and 35 em thick, extending 15-20 em ~ve the top of the bed (Plate 33d). In this case the 

upper parts of Unit D and E simply onlap or mantle this positive feature. The stromatolitic 

laminae an: c=spc=cially thick ( 10 em) atx)ve the fl;~nks of these mounds (Plate 33c). 

The conglomeratic parts contain abundan red shale cl~sts; large limestone. 

intraclasts (one well rounded example is 6.5 · 2 em in cross-section); oncolites; well 

munded quanz pebbles (up to 1.5 em india ter); a variety of shelly fossils, including 

abundantnested hyolithids; and well round v.olcanic clasts (Plate 33a). 

Along most of the bed, the top of l.Jn Dis covered with an irregular shale drape. 

Unit -E consists of approximately 15 em of pin hite bioclastic wackestone. There are 
' 

pods of shc=ll hash (Plate 3Jd) and several matrix-s pported shell-rich layers, one of whi.ch 

contains a fc=w small mudstone clasts. The lowe ·t shelly layer is a continuous, 

horiwntal layer that abuts against the microtopography associated ·with the irregular upper . . 
surfa<;e of Unit D. lsolatf"d large blocks of silicified and partly silicified shale, some 

containing elongate bladed crystals of barite, are found within Unit E. Locally, UnitE 

~ontains a denser population of den&itic algal structures and a higher concentration of 

shelly fossils. Plate 32a shows a sample with a thick intergrowth of dendritic algae within a 

matrix of wackestone. This sample contains two irregular surfaces (Plate 32a), each of 

which have deep indentations filled either with the overlying lithology or a lithology 

different in character from that which surrounds it. These depressions have sharp edges 

that truncate laminae and create overhangs along the wall. The very top of Unit E has 

siltstone-lined depressions with siltstone (Plate 33d) and red shale clasts, and local 

accumulations of shell debris. 
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6.5.3 Limestone Facies (4.3): Process Interpretation 

6.5.3.1 LS I 

The texture of the first limestone bed (LS 1), as seen in thin se~:tit\11, (elongatr 

pseudospar in clay matrix), indicates concretionary growth for all or most of the hed. The 
' . . 

panially coaleS{;ed nOdules in the lower part of the: bed dearly suppon a diagenetic origin, 

at least for this part of the bed. :Oe n:d color of the surrounding shale indil·ates that 

oxidizing conditions prevailed during early diagenesis (Figure 3.4). 

6.5.3.2 LS 2 

The red coloring of the second limestone bed (LS II) also indicates well oxygenatrd 
• 

conditions. The lower, ul"!fossiliferous, micritic part of the bed may have formed (I) hy the 

deposition of lime mud- the structurekss nature would be attributed to homogeneity of 

grain size or to reworking by burrowing organisms- or (2) as a diagenetic 'halo' he: low 

the overlying bed. In the first case, the irregular surface that separates the lower and up~r 

pans of the bed would be interpreted as a submarine hardground surface, while the second 
• 

alternative would have this contact represent a lower bedding plane from which a later, 

diagenetic layer grew downward (see Eder, 19X2). Clear·cut evidence for hardground 

development (e.g., bored ~urfaces) is lacking. Well defined pseudospar textures, typical of 

concretionary growth (Coniglio, 1985), are also absent. Both models are equally plausihle. 

The fossiliferous wackestone of LS 2 contains no evidence of significant 

winnowing or current reworking, as the hyolithid shells are floating in a matrix of lime 

mud. Hyolithids are considered to be vagile ep:bionts of tne phylum Mollusca (Raaben, 

1969). The hyolithid shells are therefore interpreted as being at least approximately in lliu. 

' I 
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because they neither settled from suspension nor required transpon from an area of fmn 

substrate. The onc()iites near the top of LS 2 indicate rolling and growth Of these structures . . ~ 

urlder relatively high-energy conditions. The up~r bedding 'surface with itS oncoiites and . · 
.• 

mineraliZed crust may represent an exposure sufface. Unequivocal evidence for subaerial 

e~posure of the sediments during dePosition is, however, lac_k.ing .. 

6.5 .3.3 LSJ 

Process interpretations will be given for each unit in LS _3. Throughout the be_d, 

siiiciclastic (mudstone) and carbonate lithologies-have been_subjected. to reactions with_ . . . . . . . . 

silica- and metal-bearing fluids. Layers and clasts of mudstone ap-pear to have, ~n 

particularly affected. All transitions exist, from red mudsto~e (o dark green, silicified and - . . . : . 

man gan;se-impregnated mudstone. Caibonate was also affected .. as ~eQjn Plate. 32a, i? · ·. 

which a "front" bf green coloring cuts across several layers in this sample. At the edge or· 

lhis "front" the green color apPears to be replacing the red coloration more preferentially in . . . . . . . . - ' 

the ~ackestone matrix than in the algal structun:s. The green coloring that pe~ades part of 

this sample represents a manganifero~s fluid front that moved though the upper pan oCthe 

bed. The timing of th'?s ' alteration ~d the-preopitation of authigenic barite crystals at · 

differem levels throughout the bed is unknown. 

The textures of Unit A indicate in situ, displacive precipitation of pseudospar 

crystals within an unlithified green mudstone matrix. ~nate mobillzed from the 

surrounding sediments and ambient sea water was precipitated as discrete_ c~stals 

displacing the surrounding mud. Similar textures are described from concretionary calcite. 

of the Cambro-Ordovician Cow Head Group in western Newfoundland by Coniglio (1985, 
. . . ·. 

see'his plate 37F). Unit A grew downward from the base of LS 3, which may explain the 

downward-decreasing grain size. Similar diagenetic 'basal layers' have been described by 

~er (1982), Meischner.(l967), and others. 

[ 

... 
. : ~ •. 

'· 
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The lower conglomeratic p<\Ct of Unit B represents deposition from· high-energy 

currents. The irregular, and in places amalgamated, lower surface of this unit indicates that 

~urrents scoured the sediment bottom before deposition of the conglomer.ttic sediment. 

Semilithified carbonate seditnent and red mudstone were eroded from the sea floor to fonn 

intraclasts. Pieces of cyanobacterial mat were also broken offand transponed in a similar 

fashion. The well rounded nature of the phosphatic shale clasts indicate that these may 
' . . 

represent previously reworked, well indurated detritus. 

The planar stromatolites of Unit B are inte$preted to t;epresem the growth of 

. cyanobacterial mats. Red mudstone laminae were deposited from suspension, due in part to 

the ~pping action of the cyanobacteria. The pillars that cut this mat likely fonned from ' 

shrinkape associated with periodic desiccation. This is based on the polygonal pattern 

exhibited by these features in Unit·D, .and a remarkable similarity in shape and scale to -modem desiccation features in stromatolites (Shinn, 1972). Desiccation cr.u:_ks in 

strot?atolites from the Persian Oulf, described by Shinn ( 1972; Figure 1 8~2), are similar to • 

the ClF pillar structures, including a downward-opening geometry, presumably caused hy 

later hrrowth. of the mat over the desiccation crack. 

The sparse wackestone that characterizes most of Unit C is interpreted to represent 

an accumulation.formed from the trapping. and binding of algae. The energy ~;mrutiOns 

might have been higher than the fine grained lithology indicates, if algae acted to baffle 

currents and bind the sediment or if any submarine cementation occurred. A likely 

' 
candidate for trapping and binding algae, at this time in eanh history, would be Gjrvanella. 

~ . . 
and although the textures in this mudstone are suggestive of its presence, no calcified 

filaments are present. Poor preservation is to be expected; given the low preservation 
. ' ' 

pOtential of Gjrvanella (Coniglio and James, 1985) and the ':leomorphosed nature of the 

limestone:-The ability of algae to tolerate higher-~nergy tonditions might explain ,the . 

presence of large mudstone intracla:sts and oncolites within the wa~kestone. 
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Processes operating during the deposition of Unit D were similu in kind to those 
, ..... .. ; 

ass6ciated with Unit B. Thick stromatolitic layers are considered to fonn from the growth 

of cyanobacterial mats. The polygonal pattern of "pillars" that break up the stromatolite are 

considered to be desiccation features. 

The u!pee stnactures are expansion structures (note ov:::rthrusting of roof in Plate 

32a) that must have formed at, or YW near, the sediment surface, as unreasonable forces 

would be needed to form a cavity of such height if the roof was overlain by a thick 

sediment cover. The upturned nature of thin mud and mat layers w;thin (and ,at the base of) 

these tepee structures strongly suggest short-lived periods of subaerial ~xposure. These 

C!F examples are unusual in that the tepees form~ entirely within stromatolitic layers. The 

tepees described by Asserto and Kendall ( 1977) are composed of vadose-cementid crusts 

of pelmi'-Titic and intramicritic sediment that were subject to the following repeated 

sequence of processes: (l) desiccation fonning fractures, (2) wetting, causing expansion of 

fractures, and (3) expansive crysta:Jiization of calcium carbonate in pores, joints, and 

fractures. Thennal expansion and moiscure swelling are cited as additional factors in the 

expansion of these structures. The sharp termination of laminae at the e;dges of the roof 

indicates rigid behavior of the mat during deformation, and therefore early cementation. 

This early cementation expanded the rapidly lithified mat to fonn these structures. The 

upraised mat roofs of the unit D examples do not appear to have been subject to abrasion 
~~.:· 

and reworking, so these structures correspond to As~rto and Kendall's ( 1977) "embryo" 

stage of tepee development. 

The she~t-crack structures in Unit D also appear to be featw-es of expansion, 

resulting from processes similar to those that created the tepee structures. These sheet 

cracks must be fonned close to the surface without the weight of significant overburden. 

The expansion of the mat to form these structures may have resulted from wetting/drying 

and cementation, as described for the tepees, or from buoyant effects from the release of 
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gases given off by respiring or decaying cyanobacteria. The association of these structures 

with polygonal cracks favors the fonner explanation. 

The two domal, micritic lenses iri Unit Dare interpreted as biohem1s fom1ed by the 

binding and trapping action of cyanobacteria. The bioherm interpretation is based on their 

overall geometry and the fact that, in one case, the pod is dr.1ped by stromatolitic laminae, 

and in the other, the pod stands well above the top of bed and is onlapped by ·younger strata 

(pan of Unit D and all of Unit E). 

Syndepositional erosion is also indicated for this unit by the presence of limestone 

intraclasts and red mudstone fragments. Strong currents would be required for this erosion 

and for the transport of the coarse-grained derritus found in unit D. An estimate of current 

velocity for initiation of transport of this coarse detritus using a Shields diagram would be 

inappropriate because these clasts are isolated in fine-grained limestone and would therefore 

have been moving across a relatively smooth surface. 

Relatively quiet conditions prevailed again during the deposition of Unit E. The 

more fossilifero.us parts of Unit E were of similar origin to the spars~r wackestone, but 

recording greater winnowing under slightly higher-energy conditions. The presence of well 

preserved algae strongly suggests trapping of mud by algae. The irregular surfaces shown 

in Plate 32a represent synsedimentary cementation and the development of hardgrounds. 

The sharp truncation oflay_ers and the development of overhangs in some small 

depressions suggest early lithification. These depressions are too large to be borings, and 

their overall geometry rul~s out positive identification of these features as burrows. The · 

surface may therefore have resulted from: (1) the lithification of a burrowed surface, (2) 

scouring of a previously lithified surface, or (3) both. The shell-hash layers may be 

explained, in part, by gentle reworking of the sediment. Intraclasts and shell hash 

accumulations in depressions on the upper surface of UnitE indicate scouring and 
; 

subsequent reworking of the sediment surface. 

, 
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The various units (A-E) of LS 3 contain a wide variety of sedimentary and biogenic 

features that indicate marked temporal changes in current strength. Biogenic features such 

as algal stromatolites and bioherms would have acted to damp wav~ energy and bind and 

trap sediment. Higher-energy events, possibly stonns, resulted in erosion of sedimenr, 

local breakup of algal mats, and depositic;m of coarse-grained siliciclastic detritus. 
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6.6 LllliOFACIES DISTRIBUTION AND OUTCROP DESCRJITION 

All of member 4 (Limestone/Mudstone Facies Association) is exposed both at 

Dantzic Cove and Fonune North (Figure 6.3). Red and green mudstones of Facies 

Association 4 are found as far nonh as <;hapel Island (Figure I: I). hut these were not 

studied in detail. At DC, near the lower boundary of member 4, the upper 15-20 m of 

member 3 shows evidence of a rapid increase in the level of bioturbation of the sediment 

and a loss of prominent bedding planes and ripple marks. This zone also contains abundant 

carbonate nodules, as do the mudstones between LSI and LS2. It is within the zone. 

between the lower two limestone beds that a 1-2m-thick band of Facies 4.2mudstone 

contains abundant steinkems of Orthothecids and Aldane!la anleborensjs. Facies 4.2 is 

much more abundant at the FN locality. The upper pan of Member 4 is dominated hy 

Subfacies M IB (DC-195 to DC-220 and FN-115-155), containing laminae/thin beds of 

fine sandstone. 

Each stratigraphically !)uccessive limestone bed at DC displays an increase in both 

bed thickness and complexity and diversity of sedimentary structures. A second trend 

concerns the color of the mudstones. At DC, the first strdtigrdphic appearance of red strata 

is 5 meters below LS l. The strata are green _for the next 40 m and then become red directly 

below LS 2. Most of the mudstone above LS 2 is red. The overall trend for member 4"is an 

upward increase in red versus green mudstones. 

There are a number of interesting differences between the exposures of FA 4 at FN 

and DC (Figure 6.3). Several marker horizons allow detailed correlation between thC'iC ' 

sections. The most obvio11s marker horizons include LS 3 and the red mudstones that 

underlie LS ~-Additionally, 5 em and 6 .5 em thid, tan-weathering, fine sandstone beds at 

FN-130.35 and DC-197.65, respectively, may also correlate. One limestone bed at FN 

(FN-3.2), found well down into member 3, appears to have formed from a coalescence of 

carbonate nodules and is not traceable, as a distinct bed, to DC. Of the three limestone beds 
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f-igure 6.3: Stratigraphic columns of DC and FN showing correlation between sections. 
Inferred relative sea level curve, given on the right, is based on facies characteristics 
intludif\g diagenetic, biogenic, and primary sedimentary structures. More detailed 
stratigraphic sections from these localities are given in Appendix D. 
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at DC, only LS 3 is present at EN. The FN exposure does contain more steinkem-bearing 
' 

gray mudstone (Facies 4.2). In both sections carbonate concretions are nearly absent in the 

. top 30-50 m. At EN this zone contains some thick green colored intervals that are absent at 

DC. 

6.7 PALEOENYIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION FA 4: LOW ENERGY INNER 

SHELF AND PERIIlPAk 

The depositional environments designa!ed for FA 3 and LS 3, which represent the 

stratigraphic limits of member 4, represent paleobathymetric limits for the dt:position of this 

facies association. The paleoenvironmental interpretation for the Mudstone Facies (4.1 and 

4.2) must incorporate a stratigraphic transition from the below-storm-wave-base deposits 

of FA 3, and intimate d~position with limestones that record very-shallow-water (peritidal) 

feJtures (discussion below). These conditions alone point to the deposition of these fine

grained terrigenous sediments over a wide area of the inner shelf. The process 

interpretations for Facies 4.1 and 4.2 are consistent with deposition in an inner-shelf to~ 

shallow-subtidal setting. 

The sedimentary struCtures and the inferred sedimentary processes (Section 6.5) 

indit·ate deposition of the Limestone Facies in peritidal settings. The features of LS 3 

indicate deposition in a mosaic of shifting microenvironments. 'Micro-facies' included: ( 1) 

algal mats, (2) algally buill(?) mud mounds, (3) low-e.nergy, semirestricted (?)lime 

mudstone, (4) slightly higher-energy wackestone-packstones and (5) storm-sheet and 

channel coarse-grained debris. These constitute a small-scale facies mosaic that most likely 

fonned, at least in pan, in the intertidal zone (see James, 1984a). James (1984a; Figure 9) 

considers all of these features, and others (flat-pebble clasts and occasional burrows), all of 

which are present in LS J, to be diagnostic of low-energy intertidal s~ttings. Intertidal 
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conditions are also supponed by the presence of tepee structures with relatively intact 

nx>fs. These would correspond in character to Asseno and Kendall's ( 1977) "embryonic" . 

stage of development of these features that they consider diagnostic of lower 1ntenidal 

settings. 

Intraformational debris in LS 3, including clasts ~f mudstone and limestone, was 

ripped up by storms or tides, or by small migrat~~~ tidal creeks or channels. Small channels 

also canied a significant fraction of quartzitic sand. The ongin of the quanzitic sand may 

have been either fluvial or eolian Large volcanic clasts, rounded during fluvial transpon. 

represent a thin scattering of clasts that was spread by streams flanking. the tidal-flat region, 

possibly during river flood events. 

As outlined in Section 6.5.3.2, LS 2 represents deposition in well oKygenated, 

moderate to high energy conditions (oncolitic debris) . Subaerial eKposure of the sediments 

during deposition cannot be demonstrated conclusively. The abundance of oncolites might 

suggest a very shallow subtidal setting in which fragments of algal mat, ercxkd from th~ 

intenidal area, were rolled around by tidal (?)currents. The lack of sedimentary and 

biogenic structures in LS 1 suggests deposition in a sli~btly dee~r subtidal setting not 

colonized by algal maL~ or significant numbers !Jf·shelly fossils. 

A full understanding of the sequence at DC rests, in pan. on two imponant trends: 

(I) the progressive upward increase in bed thickness and complexity of the Jimestone beds 

and (2) the overall upward increase in red coloring of the mudstones. and the color 

variations below and above the limestone beds. The association of the Kd mudstones of 
"' 

this facies with the peritidal limestone beds co'nfirms the strong relationship between color 
.. 

and relative water depth that is characteristic of much of the CIF. The over.tll upward 

increase in red coloring of the mudstone facies within member 4 parallels the progressively 

shallower water environments of deposition indicated by each successive limestone bed. 

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from this panem is that member 4 represents a large-

scale shallowing-upwards sequence, that records several smaller s~allowing-upward 
1 
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cycles, three of which are capped bylimestone beds. Small shallowing-upward cycles 

restricted to the Mudstone Facies may be represented simply by green to red color changes 

without a limestone bed (e.g., FN-67-71.2). The gray mudstones of Facies 4.2 are found 

near the base of these shallowing cycles; they are never found in contact with red mudstone 

or the Limestone Facies. For. this reason, Facies 4.2 is considered the deepest-water 

deposit of this facies association. 

Comparison of the DC and FN sections (Figure 6.3) provides support for the 

paleobathymetric distribution of the lithofacies. There is no paleocurrent data from FA 4, 

but one could argue that given: ( 1) the general agreement of paleocurrent data among 

members 1-3, (2) the conformity of sedimentation represented by the transition fnm 

member 3 to member 4, and (3) the evidence for stable tectonics dunng the deposition of 

Members 2, 3 and 4, that significant changes in shoreline orientation with respect to that of 

the underlying sequence were unlikely. The paleocurrent data from FA's 1-3 indicate that 

locally the sediment-transport direction was towards the northeast and the shoreline was 

situated towards the southwest. The FN outcrop is presently located approximately 15 km 

northeast of DC, along a line roughly parallel to the regional fold axes. Assuming that then: 

are no major structural offsets, FD should have a more distal assemblage of facies. If FN 

were more distal, and if the paleobathymetric interpretations given above are correct, one 

woulq expt:ct greater abundance of Facies 4.2 and a lesser quantity of the Limestone 

Facies. This is, in fact, the case, as Figure 6.3 illustrates. Only one of the three limestone 

beds (LS 3) at DC can be traced to FN. The well developed exposure features in LS 3 

indicate that it formed during the lowest stage of relative sea level for all'of member 4, and 

y.-ould therefore be the most likely to ha:ve prograded into more offshore settings. 

The observations are also consistent with ocean waters that were stratified in terms 

of dissolved oxygen during the deposition of this facies association. Facies 4.2, for 

instance, has a predictable vertical and lateral distribution, based on comparisons with 

ancient and moc;1em dysaerobic shelf facies, and biofacies models (see Section 6.4.1) that 

., 
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place dysaerobi<; facies in intermediate water depths bt:tween shallow· nearshore aerobic 

facies and deep basinal anaerobic black shales (Figure 6:2). 

6.7.1 Mixed Siliciclastic- Carbonate Systems: Model for FA 4 

The depositional regime for FA 4 is one of a mixed shoreline with siliL·iclasti<.· muds 

and minor thin limestones. It is well known that these sediments an: normally mutually 

exclusive within modem environments as a consequence of the biogenic origin of most 

limestone: fine-grained siliciclastic sediments dil~te carbonate sediments and negatively 

affect carbonate production by reducing the light available to organisms and by l·hoking 

filier-feeding organisms. 

Mixed siliciclastic and carbonate systems have recently been receiving attention at 
\ . 

symposiums (Mcllreath and Ginsburg, 1982; Doyle and Robens. 1983) and in publications 

(Mount, 1984; Brett and Baird, 1985; Mack and James, 1986). but the general state of 
. . 

undastanding lags behind many other facies systems. Mount (19H4) describes the mixing 

of sediments in shelf settings. In his 'facits mixing model' the contacts between clastic and 

- ----- ·-
carbonate lithofacies are normally sharp due to rapid later.il changes or sharp boundaries 

between depositional environments. The sharply defined boundaries between Fades 4. I 

and the Limestone Facies point<; to a clear-cut separation of carhonate and mudstone in the 

depositional setting. 

Standard facies models for deposition on mixed carbonate-terrigenous shel~es call 

for the deposition of land-derived sediment in nearshore environments and carbo·nate 

sediments in deeper-water subtidal settings (see McCave, 1969; Konopka and Dott. 19!0; 

Mount. 1984; Gervinman and Mount. 1986; Mack and James, 1986). This facies model is 

applicable to present-day settings like the Nicaraguan coast (Murray et al. , 1983) and the 

Great Barrier Reef of Australia (Maxwell and Swinchatt, 1970). The trdpping of 

terrigenous sediments in shoreline environments is modeled as a response to sea-level rises 



( McCave, 1969; Max well and Swinchatt, 1970) that drown nearshore environments and 

result in the deposition of sand (see discussion of transgression/alluviation model by Brett 

and Baird, 1985 ). 

Other r:nixed deJX>sitional systems include carbonate shelves with a deep-water shale 

facies in an outer shelf basin. In these examples storms periodically carry carbonates out 

int~' distal offshore ba•iins where they form intercalations with shale (e.g, Kreisa, 1981; 

Kelling and Mullins, 1975). This is clearly npt a reasonable analog for the lithofacies of FA 

4, which were d~posited along a shelf dominated by silici<;last~c mudstone. 

Marine cyclothems also contain both carbonate and terrigenous facies. Mid

wntinental cyclothems described by Heckel (1977) include two carbonate units: the lower 

units formed below effective wave base in an intermediate-depth offshore environment 
.. l . 

during marine transgress!?"· and the upper units formed in nearshore to i!1terrnediate 

offshore environments during marine regression. During periods of eustatic sea-level 

lowering (upper unit) the width of the caroonate' shelf increased, progr.1ding into dee~r 

offshore environments. At times of maximum regression the nearshore setting suffered an 

influx of detrital sediments, producing nearshore sand and shale facies. Non~ of the 

dcpo~itional systems operative at any stage in the deJX>sition of these cycle~~s directly 

analogous to that which characterized FA 4 . The regres~ive limestones of these cyclothems 

are analogous in that they formed, in pan, in a shallow subtidal to nearshore position and 

also formed during marine regression, but they are different in that they ( 1) contain 

different sedimentary structures, (2) were deJX>sited in depositional environments that 

encompassed a far greater bathymetric area, and 0) produced a considerably thicker 

deposit (-3 m). 

Shale-carbonate cycles of the Devonian Hamilton Group of New York State. 

interpreted by workers in terms of a transgression/alluviation model and recently 

reinterpreted by Brett and Baird (1985), provide an interesting comparison. The model is 

similar to that described for the mid-continent cyclothems, calling for deposition of 



extensive limestone beds during marine regression. The richly fos!:iliferous limestone hcds 

(wackestones, packstones and grainstones) contain abundnnt ~vidence to !\uggest stonn 

deposition and constant rew()rking in shallow-shelf settings between fair-weather wave 

base and storm wave base. Fine-grained sedin1ent was winnowed in these high-energy 

settings. then transported and deposited in a_ de~p basinal setting. Relative s~a level never 

dropped low enough for shoreline facies to be exposed in available outcn.1ps (Brett, pcrs. 
C· 

comm., 1986), but even without a view of the shoreline facies, it is readily apparent that . .· 
these rocks can at ~t provide only a partial analog for member 4. The Hamilton Group 

limestones formed during regressions, but are dissimilar in tem1s of depositional - '· 

environment, sedimentary structures and composition. An interesting asrxx:t of the 

Hamilton Group rocks which is analogous to the rocks of member 4 is c.:olor cydes . 

associated with the limestone beds. ~e Hamilton limestones are underlain and overlain hy 

shales that grade from medium gray to dark· gray to black. Facies relationships indi~.·atc that 

the black shales are the deep-water _facies, while the lighter-colored mudstones are the 

shallow-water facies. The distributiOn of roo mudstones in FA 4 is analog,ius in thai these 

light -~.:ulored mudstones appear below the first two limestone beds and are most 3hundant 

below LS3, the most shallow-water part of the sequence. 

From the above review of mixed siliciclastic-carbonate systrms it is apparent that 

there are generally two common types ofmi~ed systems: ( l) carbonate shelves thut gr3dc 

seaward into deep-water shale basins, and (2) shelves in which siliciclasti<; sediments an: 

constrained, by'a number of processes, to the shoreline and nearshore s'l:ttings, allDwing · 

for the development of a carbonate facies in deeper clear-water shelf envirunm.:nt. Neither . 

of these models is applicable to FA 4. 

The model proposed by Button and Yos ( 1977) for some Lower Proterozo~ 
. .•. I . , . . 

deposits in South African lupplicable, in some re~pects. to FA 4. Their model is similar in 

that the subtidal region consisted of fine terrigenous ~>edimenr-(•ti'udstone and shale), while 

carbonates werefonnea in the tid~-flat setting. The major difference between these models 

' 
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' 
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is the presence of large, elongate bioherms- up to 10 in thick and 10m wide- in the 

shallowest part of the subti~al. These may have their counterpan in ,tl'le mud mounds and 

stromatolites of LS 3. but cef!ainly not at the scale described by Button and Yos. 

The.above discussion indicates that appropri~te ancient or modem analogs for FA 4 .I 

~o not exist A new depositional model has been conStT:tJ.£ted in which carbonate deposition 

takes place in the peritidal environment. while siliciclastic muds. are deposited aLTOss the I"C!it 

. of the shelf. At times of maximum regression, the limestone units may have prograded and . 
extended their aerial distribution to form thin sheetlike units. The source of the siliciclastic 

mud is e,~igmatic. Irmay have come from a laterally adjacent_ deltaic source- probab~y 

significant distances along the shoreline, given the lack of evidence for local deltas. ·The 

shelf at this time was zoned in terms of levels of dissolved oxygen. An oxygen-minimum 

zone was developed (Facies 4.2) in slightly deeper areas. This may have 

expanded/contracted or shifted bathymetrically due to any number of factors (e.g., changes 

in relative sea level). 

An important question that must be answered with respect to this model is: Why 

was the carbonate restricted to the peritidal setting? There are two possible answers to this 

question: (1) the ~imentation rate was too hidh on the shelf to allow for' full-scale . 
I 

carbonate production, and (2) the climate was unsuitable. FA 4 was certainly deposited 

under'low-energy conditio~s during a· period when little or no sand-sized (or coarser) 

sediment was being supplied to the basin. Muds are generally thought to have low 

sedimentation rates, but this is of course an oversimplification. It was argued earlier 

(Section 6.4) that the preservation of pyritic stein kerns indicates moderate se-.dimentatiori 

rates, but it is unknown if this rate was sufficient to stifle caroonate production. The 

alternative hypothesis would require deposition in a semiarid/moderate climati<; belt. Clearly 

the production of carbonate in these beds was organically controlled, with the carbonate 

being fonned essentially in .siw within the narrow peritidal belt. In a more moderate climatic 

I 
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belt this belt would be the~ marine setting in which ~atertemperarures would be. 

sufficsicntly high to allow for thriving communities of carbonate-secreting organisms. 

~~there any evidence to support the conclusitoln that deposition occurred in a 
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moderate climatic belt? The paleomagnetic results published by Irving and Strong (1985) 

on Marystown Group rocks from the Burin Peninsula, with ages of 623-606 Ma, suggest a 

paleolatitude position of 35°. This is at the present-day latitudinal limits of carbonate 

productron in the oceans (Wilson, 1975, p. I). Funher support for this argument lies in the_ 

lack of significant thicknesses of carbonate within any of the lower Paleozoic of the A val on .lJ 

Newfou~dland Zone, ~hile other lower Paleozoic sequence!f~ntain significant quantities 

of carbonate strata, even other Pan-African areas (e.g., Morocco). 

The stratigraphic boundaries between the Limestone Facies (4.3) and me Mudsto~e 
Facies.(4. f) are very sharp and indic~te little lateral mixing of these fa~ies be1Js. Assu~ing 
that the controls on the position of (he _carbonate belt, as discussed above, are correct, then 

a problem is posed as to why and how the siliciclastic mud of the inner shelf was kept out 

of the intertidal area. Along carbonate shelvc;s. the sediments that accumulate in the peritidal 

setting (fine-grained sediments in the case of low-energy shorelines) are derived from the 
~ 

subtiaaT'Carbonate 'factory' (James. 1984b). ~esotidal and macrotidal siliciclastic -- . 
shorelines. modem and ancient, also tend to be areas of accumulation of fine-grained 

sediments; this is thought to result from the action of tidal currents (Van Straaten and 

Kucneh, 1958). With a large reservoir of siliciclastic mud in the subtidal zone during the 

deposition of FA 4, it would seem logical th_at this sediment would have been transported 

onto the tidal flat, given the standard sediment-dispersal patterns of carbonate and 

siliciclastic systems. There are some thin siliciclastic mudstone layers associated with LS3. 

but these are minor; algae (e.g .• stromatolites and bioherms) were actively trapping_and 

binding Carbonate mud. Most explanations for why siliciclastic muds were not transported 
\ 

onto the tidal flat are at odds with J}le available data. For instance. one might appeal to a 

. barrier to physically obstruct the transport of siliciclastic mud into the tidal-flat region, but 

.. ( • 

' 0 



there is no evidence to suggest tha~ barrier islands or any other sandy environments were 

pan of the local depositional system. The possibility that siliciclastic 111ud was not 

transponed onto the tidal flat because of weak or negligible tidal cu(l'tnts is dismissed 

because well developed tidal flats would not have developed in the absence of tidal 

processes. This problem remains an important, yetuilex.plained. part of this f~cies modeL 

.L 
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Chapter? 

GREENSANDSTONfJSILTSTONE FACIES ASSOCIATION (5) 

7.1 INTROOUCflON 

FA 5 rom poses the lower pan of member 5. This facies association has been 

subdivided into two facies: 5.1 (_60% of FA 5) and 5.2 (_40% of FA 5). Exposure of this 

1·acies association is best at Dantzic Cove, and most of the description below pertains to this 

outcrop. ·Aside fro~ _some decent exposure at Fo~ne North, there are no other locations 

-wltn reasonable access and exposure to view thi~ facies association. 

\ 

7.2 SANOY SILTSTONE FACIES: 5.1 

This lithofacies has been subdivided into two subfacies based primarily on bed 

thickness and total percent of sandstone. The lithofacies is characterized by linle variinion in 

grain size· .. which accounts, in part, for the surprising lack of visible internal structures, the 

paucity of bedding planes, and the total lack of exposed soles. As a conseqlJence, 

palidturrent data are relatively sparse. Data for current lineations and ripples are gi..,en in 

·, 
Figure 7. 1. 
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Figure 7 .I : Paleocurrent information for F.A. 5 at DC. (A) Current lineations for Facies 
5.1, (B) Ripple paleocurrents for Facies 5.1, (C) Current lineations for Focies 5.2, (D) 
Ripple cresHrend orientatimls for Facies 5.2. 
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One feature common to this facies is rare, thin, concavec.up, sandstone-filled 

scours, found \x>.th isolated (Plate 34d) and along the bases of sandstone beds (Plate 34c). 

These structures are generally 5 -15 times wider than they are thick (Table 7.1 ). In cross 

section they normally have smoo_th, symmetrical lower surfaces. They are invariably filled 

with a single set of cross-laminated, carbonate-cemented, white-weathering sandstone 

(Plate 34d). The upper surface may be disrupted (Plate 34c) in the same manner as the thin 

sandstone beds of this lithofacies, described below. One· example was noted with an 

asymmetric, sharp, angular, lower surface (Plate 34d). 

7.2.1 _ Subfacies 5. ~A: Thickly Laminated Sandstone/Siltstone 

This subfacies is composed of gre.en-grey sandy micaceous siltstone with thick 

laminae to ve,ry thin beds of very fine- and fine-grained sandstone that weather dark gray to 
~ 

black, or, if carbonate cemented, weather white. Sandstone beds less than a centimeter 

•---------- ----- --~--liflcln:>ften· nave a charactensnc churned or disrupted appearance (Plate 34b). Disruption 

may be linuted to the upper parts of these beds. Distinct burrows are also presetved, 'ross~ 

cutting these sandstone beds. 

Sandstone beds form approximately 15-25% of this subfacies on average. Thin 

~s of gray/white-weathering, carbonate-cemented sandstone, 4-6 em thick, make up a 

small percentage. As noted earlier, the thickness of carbonate-cemented units represents 

original or precompactional thicknesses. These preserve delicate sedimentary and biogenic . . . 

structures that are elsewhere obscured during compaction. The sallas1one b<:<Js display 

sharp lower surfaces and indistinct or highly disrupted upper surfaces. The dominant · 

internal structures ~ parallel lamination and ripple cross-lamination. Some beds display 

repeat·ed alternations between ~ese structures without any apparent trend in order of . ' 

appearance. Many beds contain parallel laminae at their bases and ripple cross-laminae 

.. 

' . 
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PL~TE 34: GREEN SANDSTONE/SILTSTONE FACIE~ ASSOCIATION (FA 5) 

a: Thick Pll!"allellaminated bed from Facies 5.2 with upper cmnroh.ite lamination. 
s.rratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. · 

b: Discontinuous carbonate-cemented lamina8tO thin beds of sandstone from FN. Some 
sandstone laminae show load and flame strUctures and little disruption, while others 

·were strongly -burrowed. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Small scour at base of carbonate-cemented sandstone from lower part of Member 5 at 
FN. Scour has one steep, sharp wall. Upper surface of bed was reworked by 
burrowing organisms. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale has 10 em diyisions. 

d: Shallow scour-and-fill structure with cross-lamination, from lower part of Member 5 at 
FN .. Stratigraphic top is up. Scale has 10 em divisions . 

• 
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TABLE 7.1 SIZE DATA ON SCOUR-AND-FILL STRUcnJRES (FA 5) 

. 
.w.id1h 
(em) 

20 

35 

35 

55 

~ 

Ibi~km::ss 
(em) 

2 

2.5 

4.5 

9 

"'1. 

Wjdtb!Ihickness 

10 

14. 

7 . ~ 

6.1 
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above, but a significant percentage also reveal the opposite sequence. Some of the parallel-
... '" .r -
taMinated beds contain parting lineations. 

q, 

7.2.2 Subfaci~s 5.1B: Very Thin and Thin Bedded Sandstone/Siltstone 

Very thin and thin beds of black-weathering sandstone, 1-6 em thick, make up 25-

30% of this subfacies. The number of carbonate-cemented bed.s is less than in Subfacies 

5.1A. The sandstone beds display sharp lower surfaces and indistinct or highly disrupted 
I . 

upper surfaces. These beds may show subtle distribution grading .. The dominant internal 
\ 

sedimentary structures are parallel lamination an~ ripple lan)ination. Many of these dark 

sandstone beds are massive, even on a slabbed surface. 

A representative stratigraphic section of this subfacies (DC-2R5.6-2R6.5) is 

presented in Figure 7 .2. This small section represents one of the few pans of the weathered 

. outcrop where struc_tures are preserved in ~tail. Cut slabs from this part of the outcrop 

reveal the non sandstone pan of this subfacies to be a mixed lithology of red-tinted · 

J11Udstone and gray siltstont:. This can be separated into a sandy siltstone :with 

discontinuous thin laminae of red mudstone and a second lithology in which .mudstone 

generally composes 25-40% (up to 80% in cases). The fonner may be tens of centimeters 

thick, while the latter is found as 1-2 em thick layers that often drape the black sandstone 

beds (Figure 7.2). Planolites and large other trace fo!tsils are found at the top of many of 

the sandsto.ne beds (Figure 7.2). ,. 

7.2.3 Process lnterpretati_on: Facies 5.1 

Sedimentary structures indicate upper-plane-bed tra<ftion deposition (parallel 

lamination with parting lineations) and lower-flow-regime ripple migra~on. Vertical 

variation in the sequence- and in cases multiple alternation _,_ of these features indicates · 
' -



Figure 7.2: Representative stratigraphic section of Facies 5.1 (Subfac~es B) from DC-
2R5.6-286.5. Details are extremely difficult to see on the weathered outcrop under 
less-than-ideal lighting conditiQhs. See text for details . 
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that there were temporal fluctuations in current strength during deposition. The deposition 

of sandstone, excluding the tare scour-and,~fill strUctures, was apparently not preceded by 

erosion. 

The churned and disrupted appearance of many of the thinner sandstone beds, and 

the upp~r surfaces of th~ thicker sandstone beds, is attributed to reworking by burrowing • 

in fauna.· Distinct burrows are found cutting through or down into sandstone beds. 

The lenticular sandstone structures are interpreted as shallow scour-and-fill 

features: The ~~s- laminated sandstone re;ords infilli11g of sand into the scour by 

essentially unidirectional currents. In most examples there is no evidence ·to indicate that the 

substrate was cohesive prior to·erosion (e.g., no wall overhangs). The scour in Plate 3-k 

ha.'i one relatively steep wall, and may therefore have formed in semicohesive sediment. 

The difference in the scale of bedding ansJ the quantity of sandstone between the 

two suhfacies may be attriboted either to variable·supply of sand-sized sediment to the 

depositional site, or variable competence and capacity of the currents. The fact that a higher 

percentage of thin sandstone beds in Subfacies 5.1 B lack evidence of bioturbation indicates 

that sedimentation rate-may have been higher than for Subfacics 5.1 A. 

In Subfacies 5.1 B the red laminated mudstone can be attributed to suspension 

deposition. This is supported by the draping style: e.g., differential thickness over crests 

vs. trotighs of ripples (Figure 7.2). 

The data in Figure 7 . I are too .sparse to make a definitive statement about 

paleoflow, although they do suggest that net sediment trnnspon ~have ~en directed 

toward present nonheast and east. ' 

! . 
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7.3 lHIN-MEDIUM BEDDED SANDY SILTSTONE: FACIES 5.2 
·• 

This lithofacies is characterized by interbedding of green-grey sandy micact{lUS 

siltstone and thin to medium beds of gray very-fine-grained sandstone, some of which haw 

greyish-white-weathering fi~e-graine'd_sandstone divisions at their base. Thin layers of 
) 

laminated mudstone are present1 but bCCause these are difficult to detect on weathered 

surfaces it is difficult to assess the volumetric importance of this lithology. There is little 

variation in grain size in this lithofacies, making it very difficult in places to see structures: 

or even the nature of bedding. Another byproduct of this low varia bit ity in grain si1e is a 

lack of exposure of soles. A few' upper bedding surfaces are exposed and a limited numher -

. of biogenic and sedimentary structures are present. The overall weathering pattern 

precluded the collection of many paleocurrent readings; available data are given in Figun: 

7 .1. 

Figure 7.3 is a short detailc:d stratigraphic column from part of this lithofacies. This 

illustrates the graded- fine grained sandstone to sandy si It stone - nature of many beds. 

The bases of some beds contain poorly laminated fine sandstone with a sharp lower surface 

showing ball-and-pillow and flame structures. Some beds have angular shale chips, up to .1 

' em in length, floating in the sandstone. Most shale chips have a bedding-parallel 

orientation. 

Parallel lamination is by far the rno~t abundant sedimentary structure in the 

sandstone beds. Beds up to 2~ em thick rilay be composed solely of parallel laminae. 

Associated with these parallel laminae are current lineations and parting lineations. There is 

a notable paucity of ripples and ripple cross-lamination in this lithofacie-s. The tipple form 

sel<; or ripple cross-laminae that were observed have asymmetric profiles and unidirectional 

cross-laminae. 



Figure 7 .~: Representative stratigraphic section of Facies 5.2 from DC-302.4-303.0-l. Sec 
· text for details. · 
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Thin and very thin beds~~ fine-grained sandstone may dominate parts of this 

lithofacies. In these instances the sandstone is usually disrupted into irregular sandstone -masses, many of which define indistinct and distinct burrows (Figure-'7, .3). In one example 

(Figure 7.3), convolute laminae cap a graded bed (Plate 34a). From their appearance, the 

con toned laminae were likely parallel laminated prior to defom1ation. 

Also present are small, lenticular, cross-stratified scour fills of sandstone similar to 

those described for the Sandy Siltstone Facies (5.1 ). Two of these scours have dimensions 

of 15 em (length) X 3 em (depth) and 21 em X 6 em, with width to-thickness ratios of 5 

and .:u, respectively. 

7.3.1. Process Interpretation: Facies 5.2 

The grading displayed by many of the thin to medium sandstone neds of this · 

lithofacies indicates deposition by decelerating flows. The sharp lower surfaces of the fine 

sand~tone layers nnd the presence in these bed~ of angular mud chips indicates erosion 
,_ 

prior to deposition. The flame and ball-and-pillow structures at the base of these layers 

indicate rapid deposition of water-laden sand that was followed by liquefaction and 

loading. 

The abundance of thick parallel-laminated beds with parting lineations requires. 

sustained deposition. under upper-flow-regime conditions. Those hcds composed solely of 

parallel-laminafed very fine sandstone do not show evidence of erosion prior to deposition. 

·The scarcity of ripples and the thickness of parallel-laminated divisions indicate that the 

range of conditions under which the upper-plane-bed phase existed may have been quite 

large. This may be partly attributable to deposition from· currents with high sediment 

concentration. During deposition with high suspended load, the transition from ripples to 

plane bed occurs at lower velocities, extending the plane-bOO field (Blatt et al., 1980, p . 



143). The ripple geometries and styles of ripple cross-laminae indicate deposition by 

currents, not w,aves. 

In one bed, parallel laminae were defonned into convolute laminae. Rapid 

deposition of sediment of this grain size would have made it a likely candidate for 

liquefaction and subsequent soft-sediment deforrnatio·n. 

It is tempting to relate the sequences of structures found in these graded sandstone 

beds to the Bouma (1962) sequence. Where present, the fine sandstone division at th_e 

base, however, differ;s from the Bouma T3 division in that it is not strongly graded, and 

c~:mtains, in some cases, cryptic, horizontal laminae. In general. the weathering pattern of 

these beds is so poor as to make it difficult.;to evaluate contacts between divisions 

an:urately. Despite this, the sequence of structures jn these beds is best explained by 

deposition from decelerating sediment-laden turbulent flows, possibly from llirbidity 

currents. 

The sparse paleocu~nt readings indicate possible nonheast or southwest flow 

during deposition of the parallel-laminated beds. The ripple-crest trends are few and 

inconclusive. 

The small lenticular sandstone beds are shallow scour-and-fill structures. The 

simple cross-laminated sandstone fill indicates that unidirectional currents transponcd sand 

into a scoured depression. The width-to-thickness ratios are much smaller than those in 

other lithofacies; i.e ., these~ deeper fe;~res. Given the low v . .ariahility ir1 grain si7C. and 

assuming a range of sediment characteristics (compaction, organic content, water content, 

packing) similar to Facies 5.1, then it may be concluded that .the structure$ in this 

lithofacies formed by more intense scour and erosion, ttnder higher-energy currents, than 

those in Facies 5.1. 
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7.4 LITIIOEACIES DISIRIBUJJON 

The lowermost occurrence of the Green Sandstone Facies Association marks the . 

base of Member 5.Jn the southwest Burin Peninsula region this is directly above LS 3 of 

Member 4. The most accessible and best exposed outcrop of this facies association is at ., 

Dantzic Cove. Str.tta of Subfacies 5.1 A are also accessible in Fortune Harbour, :where they 
...... 

are exposed stratigraphically just above LS3. The exposure at Dantzic Cove contains, 

stratigraphically, the following (nonrepeated) sequence of facies: Subfacies 5.1 A, 

Subfacies 5.1 B, and Facies 5.2. This is is then overlain stratigraphically by the Red SS 

Facies Association. 

At Dantzic Cove and Fortune Harbour, Subfacies 5.1 A immediately overlies LS 3, 

and is red colored for a few meters. Small sandstone-filled scours are present for a short 

-
stratigraphic interval above the base of Member 5, but are quickly lost upsection. Mucn of 

this subfacies is very poorly exposed. The exposure of Subfacies 5.1 B is better at DC, but 

the weathering pattern is still poor. At DC, only in the upper 5-10 m of this subfacies. 
-

directly below the transition into Facies 5.2, are sandstone-filled scours observed. The 

upper transition into the Red SS Facies Association is also characterized by much 

weathering and, in places, poor exposure. 

7.5 PALEOENYIRONMENfAL INTERPRETATION: STORM-OOMINATED SHELF 

BELOW STORM WAVE BASE 

Tile sedimentological data for interpretation of depositional environment of th is 

facies association are relatiyely sparse. Two aspects of this facies associ;ttion are useful in 

assigning the deposition to environments below sto nn wave b:tse : (I) the sandstone beds 

.. 
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do not show evidence of reworking by waves, and (2) there is upward transition into thick 

sandstone beds with HCS (Red SS Facies Association). The sequence of facies exposed at 

, DC, both within this facies association and when .taken in total with the overlying exposure 

of the Red Sand~tone Facies Association, clearly define an upward-coarsening and 

upwiiJ!d·thickening sequence. The facies association is interpreted as the deposit of a 

prograding storm/wave-dominated system (full discussion t(l follow Paleoenvironmental 

Interpretation of FA 6: Section 8.6). 

In ~any other prograding sequences in which the upper pans are dominated by the 

storm-generated structures HCS and SCS, as is the case at DC, the sandstone beds in the 

lower parts 0( the sequences are interpreted as distal-equivalents of HCS beds that arc 

deposited below stonn wave base. These distal beds arc turbiditelike in character, 

containing whole or partial Bouma sequen.;es (Hamblin and Walker, 1979; 11c:kie and 

Walker, 1982; Walker, 1984). Numerous authors have discussed pmximality trends in 

tempestites (Brenchley et al., 1979; Aigner and Reineck, 1982; Nelson, 1982). Brenchley 

eta!. (1979) eorrelate proximality with changes in (1) sandstone percentage, (2) grain si1.e . 

(3) bed thickness. (4) bed frequency and (5) sedimentary structures. Higher values of 1-4 

indicate more proximal conditions. With the exception of grain size, which is fairly 

·' consistent, these factors do increase up~ction at DC. Consistency in grain si1e is this case 

prohably a function of a consistent supply of relatively unchanging source material. 

Proximality is also reflected in the sedimentary structures found in the lower divisions of 

sandstone beds, with higher-energy structures dominating closer to shore. Although 

sedimentary features are ~ard to see in Facies 5.1 , thin cljrrent-rippled beds are present, 

and it is evident that parallel lamination (upper flow regime) dominates Fal:ies 5.2 .. This 

facies association compares well with the prograding sequence described by Hamblin and 

Walker (1979). Their more 'distal' facies (Facies A) co.ntains thin beds with Bouma T 1x: . 

·sequences and bioturbated. tops, features similar to Facies 5.1. Their more prmimal, 

thicker-bedded Facies B contains Bouma T b• T be and Tc beds and small-scale coarsening-
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up~ard sequences that they interpret as progradio.g storm-turbidite lobes. The weathering 
'> 

pattern of the exposure at OC is not good enough to document small-scale coarsening-

upward cycles clearly, but a large-scale upward increase in bed thickness and prominence 

of parallel lamination was noted. 
' . 

The bulk of this facies association was apparently deposited in an offshore setting 

below the influence of storm waves. Given the shallow-water conditions represented by LS 

3 and the general lack of shallow-water sedimentary structures~~ the base of Member 5, it 

would appear that there was a very rapid deepening at the beginning of Member 5 

deposition. The depositional system represented by this facies association and the Red 

Micaceous Sandstone Facies Association (6) was being establi~hed during the early stages 

of this deepening event. The small scour-and-fill structures, present a short distance abOve 

LS 3 in Subfacies 5.1 A, were fonned ~s deepening began, while still in shallow water. The 

stratigraphic. appearance of similar scours in the upper exposure of Subfacies 5.1 Band 

fades 5.2 pamllels the increase in various proximality criteria associated with the transition 

into Facies 5.2, and indicates shallowing. 
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Chapter~ 

RED MICACEOUS SANDSTONE FACIES ASSOCIATION (6f 

8. 1 INTRO~UCfiON 

The Red Micaceous Sandstone (RMS) Facie!! Association contains one. facies, 

which has been subdivided into two subfacies. Conglomeratic beds. occurring within both 

subfacies, are described separately following the description of each subfacies. This facies 

association is well exposed at Dantzic Cove and at Sagona Island. Additional e xposures 

include Fortune North, Radio Station (between Fortune and Grand Rank), Pi.cduck Point, 

and other minor localities along the southwest shore of the Burin Peninsula. This same 

facies is present in the Random Formation, and its distrihution is given hy IIi scott ( 19H2) 

and Green and Williams (1974). 

8.2 RED MICACEOUS SANDSTONE <RMS> FACIES <6.1> 

This lithofacies is dominantly composed of fme, red, micaceous sandstone of 

relatively unifonn grain size, composition. and color. This uniformity makes it difficult to 

see internal sedimentary struct.ures readily in less-than-idealli~hting conditions. The 

sand~tone ranges in color from greenish-pink to pink to deep red. The red coloring is 
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derived from hematitic clays and cement. Variable concentrations of glauconite peloids are 

also present. This lithofacies, present in the oveTlying Random Formation, was descri~ 

by Hiscott ( 1982). He documented braided, erosional gully systems from two surf~ces at 

the Dantzic Cove exposure (Plate 37c). The floors of these channels are littered with 

mudstone and sandstone intraClasts and phosphatic shate clasts. The sandstone mounds that 

are left as erosional remnants have abundant pothole structures that are also filled With --
clasts (see Hiscott, 1982, Figure 90). · 

The dominant bedding style of this lithofacies is one of parallel subhorizontal 

stratification separated by low-angle truncation sUrfaces. This stratification, and the 

presence of isolated beds that in three-dimensional exposures exhibit mounded topography, 

support the conclusion by Hiscott (1982) that this lithofacies contains amalgamated 

hummocky cross-str.uification. 

·.i 

!U. I Thin to Thick Bedded Subfacies: fi.l A 

Although Hisco" (1982) did not describe individual, nonamalgamated HCS beds 

from the RMS facies of the Random Formation, they are present in the CIF (Plate 35e). 

This subfacies contains hummocky beds of red micaceous sandstone that, at their thinnest, 

vary in thick.Mss· from -10 em in the swalcs to -20 em in the hummocks. Spacing of the 

hummocks ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 m. The sandstone beds of this subfacies are locally 

deformed into large ball-and-pillow structures a meter or more across. 

In this subfacies layers of shaly siltstone drape hummocky surfaces. These show 

greater thickness over swales than over hummocks. Sandstone beds are irregular in 

thickness (Plate 35h) and often pinch out. A bed at DC-329.4 ranges from 0-65 em across 

I J m of outcrop; a line drawing of the geometry of the bed and the internal stratification is 

given in Figure 8.1. The style of stratification and the 6verall geometry of this particular 

bed is .D.Q1 typical of HCS. The spacing of hummock'\ in HCS ~ds has ~en given as 1-5 



PLATE 35: RED MICACEOUS SANDSTONE FACIES ASSOCIAIION (FA 6) 

a : Transition zone between FA 5 and FA 6at Dantzic Cove (DC--310-325). Thin to 
medium sandstone beds are separated by burrowed siltstone. Sandstones are primarily 
parallel laminated, although rare HCS beds have been noted. Stratigraphic up is to 
upper right.. 

b: Bioturbated siltstone in the transition zone. Trace fossils include Teichichnus rectus. 
Planolites beverlyensis, and Planolites rnontanus. Scale is in centimeters. 

c: Thick and medium beds of red micaceous sandstone at DC-400.2-402.7 with low-angle 
truncation surfaces. Stratigraphic top is toward upper left. Note hook is I R5 em long. 

d: Low-relief wave (vortex) ripples on top of an HCS bed. A second set of ripples is 
s·Jperimposed at a high angle to the dominant set forming a 'ladder-back' · 
configuration. Paired venical burrows, Planolites beverlyensis and Paleophyc.:us 
tubularis traces are prominent. Scale is in cenfimeters. 

e: Well-exposed 3-dimensional view ofHCS bed at DC-402.7 . Hummocks are sp:~c.:ed 
several meters apart . Stratigraphic top is toward upper right. Notebook is I X . .S em 
long. 

f: Peculiar mottled fabric in bed from Subfaci.es 6.1 A at DC-330. The dark and light mottles 
are suheqtial in proportion in this panicular hed .. Stratigraphic top is up. Notebook is 

· 18.5 em long. 

g : Top surface view of hummocky bed in ueshowing well-developed current lineations. 
These features, rarely seen in this facies association, help confirm the notion that HCS 
is fOT'TTled at or ne-ar the transition to upper plane bed. Scale is 15 em long. 

h: Medium to thick beds of red micaceous sandstone of Suhfacies 6. 1 A. Note hummocky 
and swaly topography, mottled fabrics, and abundant bedding planes aswciated ~ith 
thin siltstone pariings. Stratigraphic top is toward upper_ right. Notebook is I K . .S em 
l?ng. · 

( 
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Figure R. l : Outcrop drawing of Facies 6 .1 A showing irregular hed thicknesses and 
hummocky bedding surfaces. The lowest bed in the upper panel, DC-:129..1. ranges 
from 0-65 em across 13m of outcrop. This bed is illustrated with the internal 
truncation surfaces drawn in (middle and lower panel); the lower panel is drawn with 
venical exaggeration to emphasize the lateral variation in the position of internal 
tnmcation surfaces. The bed is dominantly planar laminated. The si7e and overall 
geomelry of this pani<;ular bed is not typical of HCS. 
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m by Campbell (1966), Hamblin and Walker (1979) and Leckie and Walker (1982). and as 

'one to a few meters' by Bourgeois and Smith (1984), Doll and Bourgeois (19~2). llanns· 

et ai. (1975) and Hannsetal. (1982). Possibly the largest reported spacing, 1-10m, is 

given by Gilbert ( 1899). This value is anomalously large compared to those reponed from 

numerous recent studies, and may therefore be suspect. The distance from crest to trough 

of the sandstone bed in Figure 8.1 is at least 13m- the spacing measurements giverf 

above are crest-to-crest distances. If one were t6 imagine a semblance of symmetry to this 

structur~ the wavelength would be on the order of 20 m or more. 

Bedding planes in this subfaci.es are ·locally covered with shale-chip conglomer.ues 

(Plate 36e). These are composed of thin, red shale clasts· that are genemlly only a fraction 

·of a m.illimeter thick. The long axes of these chips range fmm a few millimeter.; to -10 em . 
• 

Blue-weathering phosphatic sh~le chips are found in thin layers and lenses, along intcmal 
..._. .. 

truncation surfaces and floating within sandstone beds (Plate 36d). Additional ocdding-

plane features include ripples and bunow marks. Two surfaces at DC display ripples. At 

DC-329.4 there are poorly preserved ripples. with a wavelength of 5 em and a crestline 

\. . trend of 00 I degrees. On top of this surt:ace there are also simple Planolites tml·es. A 

) 

com~ suite of features is exposed on an undulatory surface at DC-331.9 (Plate 35d) . . 

Ladderback ripplt:s with two sets of ripples with straight crests and high spacing-to-height 

ratios are orient~d nearly ar right angles. with crestlines of 172 degrees and 066 degrees. 

Trac~s present on the DC-331.9 surface include Plaooljtes beverlyensjs, 

Paleopbycus tubularis, and DiploCratedoo .s.l2·· The latter are vertical burrows represented 

by pairs of circular raised ridges of sar1d, 3-5 mm wide (Plate 35d). 

Two scales of stratification have been Identified in the sandstones o[this subfaCies. 

Two types of ft.rst-order stratification are distinguished; the first (I A) is a subtle lamination 

defined by the relative abundarice and spacing of second·order laminae and diagenetic 

mottles; the second ( 1 ~)is defined by sharp-based, white-weathering, o:s-2 em 

laminae~··~ to be associated in ·places with th~ l~w-a!lgle trUncation surfaces 



PLATE 36: CONGLOMERATE BEDS (FA 6) 

a: lnterlamination of granule/pebble conglomerate and red micaceous sandstone in zone at 
DC-351.1-351.85. Much of the conglomerate fonru;parallellarninae which may have 

. been deposited in tJpper flow-regime plane-bed conditions. Conglomerate also fills 
wide, shallow scours. Large mudclasts are found in the conglomerate at top, of photo. 
Scale is 15 em long. 

h: Granule/pebble conglomerate and red micaceous sandstone in same zone as "a". Some 
conglomerate fOJT!lS low-angle planar lamination. Beds directly above scale have 
abundant mudstone intraclasts that generally have a bedding-parallel fabric . 

. Stratigraphi' top is· up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Symmetrical ripples in pebble bed. The dramatic change in the shape and size of adjacent · 
crests is typical of wave-formed structures. Stratigraphic top is up. Notebook is 18.5 
em long. 

d: Diffuse laminae of phosphatic shale chips in thick sandstone bed of Subfacies 6.1 B. 
Stratigraphic top is up. Scale is 15 em long. 

c: Bedding plane view of red mudstone intraclasts in red micaceous sandstone (Facies 6. 1 ). 
Scale is 15 em long. 

( 
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de-;cribed above. The latter was described by Hiscott (I 982, see Figure R) as "widely 
. . 

spaced <:oarse laminae". The second order of stratification is defined by closely spaced, red 

day· laminae a fraction ~fa millimeter thick and spaced <lmm-3mm apart. 

The appearance of all of these laminae is strongly tied to a peculiar mottlsd fabric 
I 

<Plate 35t). Mottling is defined by the relative abundance and spotty development of white, 

carbonate-ceme_ntcd fine sandstone and red, hematite-stained, clay-rich sandstone. In those 

beds that have >-60% carbonate-cemented sandstone, mottles are defined by clay-rich 

blotches. In these examples, the second-order laminae are not always present. If present, 

the laminae stand out against the light-colqred background and are overprinted by the red 

mottles, which are similar in color (slightly lighter red) and composition. Interestingly, 

many monies end abruptly against these laminae. Individual beds may contain parallel, 

first -order laminae (and mottles) at their base and only mottles above, or vice versa. 

In samples dominated by red, clay-rich sandstone, mo~s are defined by blotches 

of carbonate-cemented sand, and second-order laminae are diffic~lt to see. Widely spaced, 

white laminae (I B). where prestnt, are set against a background of darker, iron-rich sands. 

These laminae are rich in carbonate cement and show only a few red mottles. 

X.2 .2 Massive su.bfacies: 6. 1 B 

' 
This subfacies weathers smoothly, with fewer pronounced bedding planes, due to 

uniformity in grain size (Plate 37b). Thin siltstone layers are widely spaced, marking the 

hreaks between 1-2m sandstone beds. Despite its relatively massive nature the rock is 
. . 

char.tcterized by well defined parallel laminae that are separated by low-angle truncation 

surf aces. These truncation surfaces locally take the form of isolated, wide, shallow scours 

that are filled with gently curved, low-angle (less than angle .of repose) stratification. The 

scale and geometry of the Scours and the stratification are similar to swaly cross

str.ttification, flT'St(ormally described by Leclde and Walker (1982). The sandstone beds of 



PLATE 37: FA 6: CIF/RANDOM FORMATION 

a: Very-thick sandstone bed from Subfacies 6.1 Bat Dantzic Cove that passes from parallel ( 
lamination (base of photo and below) to low-relief swaly stratification. Stratigr.tphk 
top is up. Notebook is 18:5 em long. · 

b: Thick and very-thickly bedded Subfacies 6.1 B (DC--345-350). The outcrop weathers 
with few bedding planes.' The homogeneous sandstones fractureconcoidaliy. Bedding 
dips to left. Stratigraphic top is to the left. 

c: Dendritic gully system in RMS Facies of the Random Fonnation. as seen looking do...,·n 
on upper bedding plane. These gullies are filled with phosphatic shale chip 
conglomerate and sandstone intraclasts. One meter staff (center) for scale. 

· · d: Trough cross-stratified bed of red micaceous sandstone stratigraphically directly below 
the fLrst occurrence of white quartzarenite, typical of the Random Fom1ation. TI1is is 
the only trough cross-bedding noted in Facies 6.1. Stratigraphic top is up. Note hook is 
18.5 em long. 

( 
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this subfacies commonly have par.lllel to gently undulating laminae in !heir lower half, 

while the upper part is dominated by long-wavelength swaly cross-stratification (Plate 

37a). The lop surfaces of many of these beds an: swaly on a very broad stale -several 

meters wavelength. Phosphatic shale-chip layers are also found in this subfacies, 

commonly floating within sandstone. 

8.2.3 Process Interpretation: Facies 6.1 (RMS) 

402 

Hiscott ( 1982) interpreted sandstone beds from this same facies of the overlying 

Random Formation as 'amalgamated HCS' (Bourgeois, 1980; Dott and ,Bourgeois, 1982; 

Wright and Walker, 1981 ), a be9ding style that Leckie· and Walker (1982) call 'swaly 

cross-stratification' (SCS). Although there does not appear to be agreement ori the use of 

these terms (Walker et al., 1983; Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; Pound, 1984 ), they are 

apparently synonymous for bedding dominated by isolat~ or superimposed concave-up, 

shallow scours or swales within low-angle, flat-lying laminae. The very local development 

of convex-up surfaces within SCS beds iQdicates a genetic link with HCS (Leckie and 

Walker, 1982; McCrory and Walker, 1986; Walker, 1982); this is implied by those who 

use the term 'amalgamated HCS'. This bedding style results from the amalgamation of 

HCS beds by the preferential loss of the topographic highs (hummocks) and draping 

mudstones during erosion (Bourgeois, 1980; Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; implied by Leckie 

and Walker; 1982; McCrory and Walkd-, 1986}. Not all SCS may be formed by this 

process, however. Instead. isolated circular hollows may be scoured into parallel laminated 

·sand, and later filled, without the formation of hummocks (Brenchley, t985 ). This 

conclusion is drawn from cases in which the lowennost draping lamination in a swale 

laterally becomes a depositionally concordant lamina at the edge of the structure as the 

laminatio~ spills out over undisturbed parallel-laminated sand (Brenchley, 1985; Leckie and 
• I . 

. Walker, 1982; McCrory and Walker, 1986). The term 'swaly cross-stratification' is 

- - - - ----- -- -
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preferred by the author, and will be used in this thesis because of its utility in the field, and 

because it is nongenetic. 

The stratification in Su?facies 6.1A, dominated by planar lamination and H<;S. may 

represent deposition·very near the HCS/upper-plane-bed boundary. During those times 

when the velocity dropped below upper plane bed, HCS formed. The siltstone/mudstone 

interbeds, representing fair-weather suspension deposition, accumulated to greater 

thkkness in topogmphic lows. Wave-rippled surfaces that cap some HCS beds later played 

host to burrowing organisms. These ripples are vortex-type wave ripples that formed 

during the waning stages of HCS deposition when flow decreased in intensity from that 

which produced the hummocky cross-stratification below. Red mud-chip clasts are 

int.mformational rip-ups th_;u reflect the high-energy conditions prevailing during deposition 

of this subfacies. Blue shale chips were carried in suspension and deposited primarily 

along bedding or truncation surfaces, but also within continuous sandstone laminae. 

The origin of the bed in Figure 8.1 is enigmatic. Deposition from a hummocky 
-~ 1 . . 

bedform is ruled out in this case, as the geometry and internal structure of this lxd do not 

conform to published accounts of HCS. It has been argued that the wavelength of HCS is 

roughly equal to the bottom orbital diameter (Duke, 1984; Duke and Leckie, 1984)~ for the 

bed in Figure 8.1, this would indicate unrealistically-large orbital diameters. This geometry 

could 1121 have resulted from erosion of a thick HCS bed " ·ith 'average' hummock spacing, 

because the laminae extend the full length of the bed, roughly par.illeling the upper 

bounding surface. Rapid thinning of HCS beds has been noted by other workers (see Don 

and Bourgeois, 1982, Figure lB, and McCrory and Walker, 1986, Figure 3), but with 

strong discordance between the laminae and the bounding surfaces. The pattern in Figure 
4 

8.1 indicates a relative continuity, with slight changes, of topographic relief during . -
deposition. The origin of this structure remains problematic, since modem and anciertl 

a~alogs are lacking. 
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Differences between S ubfacies 6.1 A and 6.1 B may result from two fa<.: tors: ( I ) a 

different degree of amalgamation of HCS beds and (2) variation in original thickness and 

structure of beds. In Subfacies 6.1 A a number of the beds are not amalgamated, retaining 

their original hummocky geometry (Plate 35e.h). The same is also the case for Subfa<.:ies 

6.1 B, except that the spacings of the hummocks are much greater and the amplitude 

proportionately lower, so that these surfaces are more difficult to detect. h is often difficult, 

given the uniformity of grain size, to determine the exact nature of the internal str.ttifkation 

and the presence of amalgamation surfaces. Amalgamation of sandstone beds is easier to 

see in 6.1A because of the grain-size contrast due to the greater abundance of sill'itone, 

while the degree of amalgamation of beds in 6.1 B is more difficult to detect. Despite this, 

careful observations indicate that Subfacies 6.1 B consists of 1-2m distinct or only partially 

amalgamated sandstone beds. The thinness of the siltstone inrerbeds indicates either short 

pt:riods of time ~tween. deposition of ~uccessive sands beds .or incomplete erosion of 

thkker silt beds, or a combination of both. 

A major difference berween the sandstones of Subfacies 6.1 B and the structure · 

SCS, as' described by other authors; is the dominance of low-angle, subparallel and 

undulatory laminae and only a mc:xlerate percentage of recognizably isolated swales. SCS 

typically contains as much as 90% m•Jtually truncating swales (Walker, 19H2), while in 

Subfacies 6.1B individual beds CO!ltain a lot of long-wavelength, low-amplitude swaly 

stratification with9ut isolated swales. The transition from a lower, parallel-laminated 

division to an upper, swaly· srratifi~ division was generated as the thick flows dropped 

from the upper-plane-bed field (lower part of bed) to a hummocky-bedfonn field (upper 

part). As there is no evidence to indicate· that these beds are amalgamated, the standard 

interpretation for swaly cross-stratification as 'amalgamated HCS' does not apply to ihese 

.beds. A reasonable alternative is that the SCS in these beds fonned under conditions in 
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which the rate of mi~ation of hurnrnpcks and swaks was great enough: in comparison to 

the aggr.tdation mte, to result in the preservation of swales, but not the: hummocks. 

Mudstone intrdclasts and pho~phatic shale clasts, noted along truncation surfaces by 

I Jiscott ( 1982) in the Random Fonn(Juon and by the: author in the CIF, suggest: ( 1) 

periodic high-energy conditions, (2) erosion of per)econtemporaneous mudstone layers and 

· " (3) availability of phosphatic shale chips. Dott and Bourgeois ( 1982) describe pebbles and 

intrafom1ational clasts from all different levels of stratification of amalgamated HCS beds 

(p. 666). The red coloration in the RMS Facies may have resulted from low organic 

<:ontent, high Eh diagenetic conditions, or bot~ (See discussion in Chapter 3.Ar 

!U GRANULE CONGLOMERATE (QC) BEDS 

Granule conglomer.tte beds occur in both 6.1 A and 6.1 B Subfacies near the 

tnmsition from the CIF to the Random Formmion. These conglomerate beds consist of a 
. . . 

. . . 
grdin-supported mixture of pink and white quartz, and gray to black sedimentary rock 

. ~ . . .. . 

fragments of shale, silt~tone and fine sandstone in a quanzitic sandy matrix. Quanz gt'.Uns 

.are generally well rounded and reach pebble size-(dmax = 9 mm). Sedimentary rock 

fragments of a variety ~pes and sizes accOunt for approximately 1 O% of the grains. 

The larger frdgments, with long axes of tens of centimeters, tend to be more tabular. 

The conglomerate is present as beds 2-10 em thick that cove.r low-angle erosional 

surfaces and broad, shallow scours. At DC-341.5, beds ofthis conglomerate are 

interbedded with green very fine to fine sandstone that is identical in appear.mce and 

composition to the matrix of the conglomerate. Both the conglonlhate and the sandstone 

are dominated by parallel lamination, with minor very-low-angl~ cross-laminauon. 

Elongate shale and fine sandstone fragments within these sandstone beds have long axes up 

to several tens of centimeters iong. 
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Tht: conglomerate also fom1s a largt:, _symmetrical-crested, rippled bt:dfonn at DC-

406.1. The bed is fairly unifom1 in thickness for most of its length, mc~1suring an average 

of 14 em under the crests and 10 em under the: troughs. Thickness is mon: variable at the 

temlination of the outcrop (Plate 36c). Wavelength of the ripple~ varies from 32 to 45 l'lll, 

with an average of 42 em. Too link is exposed of the b<:d to Jctennine the bedding-plane 

.•• geometry of the crests,' but the trend of the crests is fairly consist.t:rH at 040 dcgrecs . Acrms 

most of the outcrop the cross-lamin:Je dip northwest, but althe western part of the out\ rup, 

near the low tide m;rrk, the laminae dip to the southeast.· The 'reversal takes place sharply 
' 

hctween two adjacent crests . 

. X.3.1 Process Interpretation: GC Reds 

The concave-up lower surfaces, the overJillenticular geometry of some heds, and . 

the lithologies of the rock fragments indicate that the depositional surface was. scoured hy 

c~nts eroding fine-grained, semilithified sediments .and transporting, mixing and 

redepositing the newly formed rip-up clasts with granule-sized detrital sediments. The local . 
origin of most of the clasts is supported by the lithologic similarity with the surrounding 

beds. Also, the large size and shape of some of the rip-up clasts indicate relatively short 

transport, and presumably -a short time between the erosion of the underlying sediment anti 

deposition over the scoui:ed surface.' The black shale clasts were not derived locally, and 

must therefore have been U.c:Ulsponedfrom an adjacent e~vironment. Parallel-laminated 
/- ·, .. \ 

sand and conglomerate is interpreted as ari oscillatory upper~ plane-bed structure based on 
' ' 

its inter.bedding with thick par.tllel-lamihated and swaly-cross-stratified sandstones: The 

orbital velocities must have bec:n high to creale plane-bed c<;>nditions in this coarse-grained 
. 

sedimenr. These would most likely be in the same range as those aswciated with HCS - ·· 

. -I m/s or inore. 

l' 
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Reworking and winno foling of the sediment is indicated by the lad, of mud matri:<. 

High-energy' conditions would have been required to erode Sl!mkohesive sediment and 

transport granule- to pebble-si1.ed clasts. The shear velocity u. required to initiate 

movement oflhe larger quartz pebbles in this facies would be approximately 30 cm/s 

(assuming that the source sedimt:nt was well sorted so that the Shields diagram applies in • 

· approximation). 

The large rippled bed at DC-406.1 indicates rework.ing by oscillatory currents 

(waves). The grain size of this bed is too large for these to be current ripples (see Harms et 

al., 1982, Figure 2-5). The change in (oreset orientation (see DeRaaf et al., 1977), gntin 

size and geometry (symmetrical crests) indicates that these are vortex ripples formed under 

oscillatory flow conditions. In oscillatory flow, increa'>ing grain size parnllels a growth in 

the stability field of vortex ripples at the expense of the plane-bed field , at values of higher 

Um (Hanns et al., 1982, Figure 2-18c; Plot of .1.U vs. Urn>· Based on this, and grain-size 

· considerdtions, the maximum orbital velocity Urn must have been quite high during the 

·deposition of this bed. Similar paleoflow cond,itions would have <.Teated,planar lamination 

in sand-sized sediment. 

'· 

- - - - - --- ~ ... 

• 
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8.4 LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTION: FA 6 

F. A. 6 is well exlflsed a~_a number of localities along the Burin Peninsula and on 

Sagona Island. This facies association is not exposed on Chapel or Brunelle Islands. 11H: 

best exposure is at the DC exposure, but it is also exposed further south at Piedock Pliint. 

To the northeast, a thick section is exposed just northwest of tlle inlet in the Town of · 

Fortune (EN exposure). More exposure is found between the towns uf Grand Bank and 

Fortune at the Radio Station outcrop and in less continuous exposures along the shore to 

the southeast. 

8,5 PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION FA 6: SIORM/WA VE

DOMINATED INNER SHELF AND SHOREFACE 

8.5.1 lntrcxiuction 

The following discussiqn will be concerned first with definin~ the , 
' J 

palenenvironments of FA 6. The second part of this discussion will center on the veni(:al . ' - . 
lithofacies distributions at DC and the implications for an overaJI depositional model ;tnd 

time history for FA 6. 

. 4; 

8.5.2 Paleoenviro~ments~ 

SCS and HCS, the two dominant sedimentary structures of Facies RMS. are 

. generally accepted_ as storm-generated structures, which limits dej)osition to water depths 

above stonn wave base. HCS has recen.tly been doc~mented from modern surf ro.nes 

(Greenwood, 1984; Greenwood and Shennan, 1986). The preservation potential of HCS . ' 
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in this setting would understandably be low. The generdl consensus among 

sedi~entologists is that the preservation of. HCS in the rock record (i.e., Facies 6.1A) 

indicates deposition below fair-weather wave base ( -10 rr. water depth). This is based on 

the pn:sence of mudstone/siltstone interbeds, whi~h would not likely be deposited in the 

shoreface setting, and the gene,r dllack of angl~-of-repose cross-bedding (Walker, 19H2, 

1984). The great~thickness of .the sandstone bedsin Subfacies 6.1 B indicates a very . 

proximal positi_on relative to the sand source: The red ·coloration of th,e rock supports a 

shallow-water interpretation. 

Facies RMS is therefore considered a storm-influenced offshore (Subfacies 6.1A) . ' 

and shoreface (Subfacies 6.1 B) deposit. A shoreface i~·terpretation for Subfacies 6.1 B is 

supported by the fact that SCS-bearing facies are commonly transitional into beach facies 

(Bourgeois, 1980; Dott and Bourgeois, 1982; Hamblin and Walker, 1979; Leckie and 

Walker,19H2; McCrory and Walker, 1986). None of Facies RMS is considered t~ be of 

beach 1)rigin. The characteristics of beac~ lamination include: ( 1) low angle of dip of . 

laminae and set contacts .. (2) mostly erosional set contacts and (3) laminae that lie parallel to 

set contacts or onlap with slight divergence (Duncan, 1964, p. 194; Harms et al., 1982. see 

Figure 7.5; Komar, 1976, p. 370-375; Thomps~n. 1937; Figure 2). The strongly curved 

~ lower bounding surfaceS', locally preserved hummocky and swaly surfaces, bioiUrbated 
. . 

siltstone interbeds and other features distinguish Facies RMS from beach-formed facies. · 

Inverse grading of laminae, formed during backwash on the shoreface (Clifton, 1969), has · 

· llQt been noted in the red sandstones of the CIF or Random Formation. A·beach origin is 

funhe~ di~unted because of the high percentage of ~ica flakes, which according to Dott 

and Bourgeois (1982, p. 664) " ... help dis~inguish hummocky from swash-zone laminae, 

which are purged of such grains by surf agitation". 

Hiscoit (1982); in a discussion of the RMS facies of the Random Formation, 

described dendritic erosional gullies whose floors are littered with a conglomerate of 

mudstone and shale clasts. These gullies were considered by Hiscott as lower-shoreface 
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' rip-current channels cut into consolidated sands by relaxation currents during storms. New 

observations on these gully surfaces add some insight into depositional processes. In 

addition to shale and mudst~ne clasts, large rip-up clasts of sandstone (up to 15 ern across) 

were noted on gully floors. These strengthen the conclusion that the sand was at least 

consolidated or perhaps semilithifled during erosion of the gullies. the shale and mud stun~' 

. clasts that cover the gully surface loca~ly exhibit vertical stacking. These clasts also line the 

bases of potholes, where they commonly are preferentially concentrated up against one side 

of the pothole. These data indicate that prior to final .deposition in thes.e channels (and 
·' 

potholes), shale chips and intraclasts were winnowed and reworked. Another interesting 

observation is that aside from the prominent parallelism of the gulli~s, oriemod at :-.()4)0
, a 

secondary erosional pattern cuts across the outcrop at -145°. Many of the potholes cut into 

the sandstone ndges are elongated paralleLto_this secondary direction. The flows th:it cut 

the prominent channels.record the transport of sand, as well as mudstone and sandstone 

intraclasts and shale chips, into deeper water. The secondary channel pattern may represent 

modification of the sea floor by shore-parallel currents. 

The description and interpretation of Facies RMS (given above) clearly indicates a 

shallow-water, storm-dominated system. Within this dePositional sy~tem, Hiscott's ( 19H2) 

interpretation of these gullies as storm-surge-c_urrent 'channels is most reasonable. The 

secondary erosional pattern points toward slope-parallel flow. The exact nature o~ this flow 

is enigma~ic. Conglomerates~n the hummocky-bedded Upper Cretaceous Cape Sebastian 

Sandstone have been interpreted by Bourgeois ( i 980) as winnowed sediment swept 

offshore by storm surges. She did not describe gully systems like those in the Random 

Formation. Dekay ( 1981) describes shoreface troughs from a modem barrier beach off the · 

coast of Rhode Island. He reports that these troughs, formed in sands with planar 

lamination and possible HCS, are lined with coarse sand and gravel. Dekay considers the 

coarse-grained sediment to be a basal storm deposit exposed through erosional windows in 

the sand. The grain size of the storm layer pn:vented further erosion of the bottom, 
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re~ulting in a consistent -lower limit to the channels_ Its possible that the Random examples 

· represent an analogous situation, but the presence of conglomerat~ in potholes on 

interchannel ridges indicates that some coarse-grained sediment was carried well up into the 

flow by vigorous currents. The. features described by Dekay are dendritic lower-shoreface 

structures, and may present, in a gener.1l way, an analog fQr those in the Random 

hmnation. 

:.Yx.5J Conglomer.Jte .Be£ls 

Conglomeratic sedime~ts have been descri~d- from stonn- and wave-influenced 

· nearshore and shelf facies in mOdern settings (Channen and Hamilton, l976;.Clifton-et al., 

197l; ,Clifton,I973;.Flemming andSrride,1967; .Gillie,l979; YordthetaL,1979)andin 

ancient sequences (Anderton, 1976; Berg, 1975; Brenner and Davies, 1973; Clifton, 1981; 
' . ' \ . 

Johnson, 1977; Levell, 1980a, 1980b; McCave, 1971). Conglomerates are often associated 

with IICS/SCS (Bourgeois, 1'!80; Dott and Bour~eois, 1982; HiS~:ott, 1982; Leckie and 

Walker, 1982; Leitholdand Bourgeois, 1984; Wright and w 'aii<er, 1981), Hiscott (1982) 

noted granule conglomerate resting on internal truncation surfaces of amalgamated HCS . . .. . 

beds in the Random Formation. The have been noted in the CIF as well (Photos G8-1 1 ). 

·, Larg_e. coarse grained, symmetrical gravel ripples are commonly aSsociated with 

1--!CS (Leckie and Duke, 1984; Wright and Walker, 1981 ), SCS (Leckie and Walker, 1982; 

Unit lOB) and trough cross-bedded sandstones in the rock record (Leithold and Bourgeois, 
- ~ 

I !J84 ). When found in conjunction with HCS/SCS these features are typically interpreted 

as storm-generated deposits emplaced by relaxation/turbidity currents. According to · 

l..eithold and Bourgeois (1984), gravel ripples from the Miocene of southwest Oregon 
' 

represent river-mouth bars that were reworked by storm waves. Table 8.1 is a list of 
. . . - ~ 

characteristics of literatUre examples of modem, large gravel ripples, formed, in part, from 

storm/wave activity. The gravel dunes of Facies GC are smaller than many of these ancient 
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TABLE X. I: GRAVEL RIPPLES: PUBLISHED DATA ON AGE AND SIZE 

AUTI10R AGE AMPLITUDE W AVELE:'\CJTII 
(em) ( l'lll) 

Yorath et al. (1979) Modern 15-.10 .\0~ I 00 

Clifton et al. (197ll Modem 15-20 : )(). 60 

Channon and Hamilton (1976) Modem .. -.10 J(X)-200 

Flemming and Stride (1967) Modern '20-25 125 (D~..·cp) 
15 110 (Shallow) 

Gillie (1979) Modem . J0-15 70-110 
. ,, 

'Leithold and Bourgeois ( 19X4) Miocene 10 I 00 . 

Wright and Walker.( 19X I) Cre_taceous . X (max) 100 (aver;t~c: J 

Leckie and Walker (19X2) Cretaceous 10-15 -I()() 

( 
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t:xamples. Leckie and Duke ( 1984) consider heights of 10-15 em and wavelengths of 70-

130 em as typical of most ancient gr.! vel dunes. The grain size and ~dfonn height of the . 

Fades GC beds are similar to the gravel waves described by Wright and Walker ( 1981 ). 

but the wavelengths are much smaller (42 em vs. 1 m). 

The gravel ripples described by Clifton et a!. ( 1971) are found off steep beaches in 

high-energy nearshore settings. Gillie (1979) described modern storm-generated 

!>ymruetrical bedfonns of sandy gravel off. the coast of New Zealand from approximately _I H · 

rn water depth (from Wright and Walker, 19H I). Yorath et al. (1979) describe inodem 
. . . I 

gmvel waves from the shelf off the west coast of British Columbia from water depths of 

XO- f05 m . The grain size of their storm-general~ beds indicate minimum (threshold) 

orbital velocities of 30 crn/s for initiation of sediment movement. Near-bollom orbital 

diameters of l.6 m are suggested by the ripple spacings (Yorath, et al., 1979), Gravel 

ripples in the North Sea have been attributed to reworking by winter storms (Flemming and 

Stride, 1967). 

Data on recent and ancient examples of symmetrical, wave-ri.ppled_ conglomemtic . . 

beds support the interpretation made for the Facies RMS sandstone beds; i.e, deposit1on · 

took place in storm- and wave-influenced nearshore and shelf settings. The association of 

the granule _s<~ngloiTl(fllte with small-scale erosional surfaces and J:rrger guJiy systems, both 
.. / / . ) ·-

in shallow-water facies, indicates-that these coarse-grained sediments were derived from 

the shoreline, and were periodically carried out to sea during high-energy evems . 

. 
8.5.4 DantzicCove 

The hlffk of the interpretation of this facies associ~tion is based on the exposures of 

the CIF and the Ran.dom Fm at Dantzic Cove. At OC the upper-30-50 m of the CIF 

comprise a shoaling-upwar~ sequence. Three distinct, albeit gradational, wnes are 

· described, in ascending order: transitional, lower and upper (Figure 8.2). 

\. . 

• M 
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Figure 8.2: Stratigraphic column from the upper part of member 5 at Dantzic Cove showing 
the distribution of FA 5 and 6 and subdivision into transition, lower and upper zones 
(see text). Enlargements on right show representative features from each zone. ll1c 
average bed thickness and· the abundance of HCS, SCS, burrows, siltstone and 
conglomerate are diagrammatically plotted alongside the column on the left. 

r 
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The u-ansition zone between Facies Association 5 (Green Sandstone/Siltstone FA) 

and this facies association (Plate 35a) occurs within the interval DC--310-319.4. The 

exposure of Facies 5.2 shows a rapid increase in the degre;:e of burrowing dire<.:tly below . . 

this transition zone. The rock is composed of green-weathering, thin to mc:dium bc:ddc:d 

sandstone and brown-to:white weatherin~ siltstone. The uppc:r parts of the: sandstones and 

all of the interbedded siltstones display intertwining nelwork.s of burrows (Plate 35b), a 

texture known a.s Eossjtexrurata fi~urativil (Schafer, 1956, p. 212). These burrows are 

carbonate cemented, and as a result the siltstones ha~e a crum~ly weathered texture. 

Despite the local difficulty in determining internal structures, it is readily appareni that this 
# • ' • -

interval consists of parallel-laminated, and a few htim.mocky-cross-stratificd, sandstone 

beds that show an upward increase in sandstone bed thickness and an upward decrease in 

thickness of biorurb:~ted siltstone i'nterbeds.· 

The lower zone, fror_n DC-319.4-335.9, consists of Subfacies fl. I A di-splaying an 

upward increase in sandstone bed thickness and percent sandstone. Hummocky surfaces, · 

silty interbeds, trace fossils and wa~e ripple marks were all observed within this interval. 

The lower part of this interval has large(> I m across) ball-and-pillow structures. Ball-and

pillow structures of similar size have been noted in the same subfacies on the shoreline 

between Fonune and Grand Bank at the RS locality (Appendix B). 

The upper section, DC-335.9-351.1, consists of Subfacies 6.1 B with very few thin 
. . . . 

siltstone layers. Most beds are 1-2m th.ick, with parallel laminae and SCS. Red shale clasts 

from 0.1-9 em in length are found locally on exposed surfaces within pardllel laminae. The 

first conglomeratic beds, occurring at DC-351.1, are thin, lenticular beds with erosional 

lower surfaces that are interbedded with thin to medium beds of parallel-laminated red 

sandstone (Facies 6.1 B). The lower 10m of the Random Formation is a complex mixture 

of well preserved HCS beds; recessive siltstones/shales; thin to medium beds and scour

and-fill structures of clean, white-weathering, fine to coarse sandstone; and conglomer.ttic 
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beds forming small scour fills. wide (several meters) channel fills and wave-rippled 

~dfonns. 

X.5.5 Paleoenvironmental Summary: Dantzic Cove 

The vertical lithofacies transitions at Dantzic Cove indicate a progradational .or 

shoaling-upward sequence, based on the upward coarsening and thickening of sandstones, 

changes in sedimentary structures. and upward loss of fine-grained interbeds and burrows. 

Progradational stol_lll-dominated litho'racies have been described by Chan and Don 

(19R6), Hamblin and Walker.(1979). Handford (1986), Leckie and Walker (1982) and 
,JI 

McCrory and Walkt;r ( 19R6). The tninsgressi_ve sequences described by Bourgeois ( 1980) 
- • • - . 4 

and Doll and Bourgeois ( 1982) are inverted analogs of th.e progradational sequences 

deScribed by these other authors. In progradational sequences, sw~y .cross-strati.ficarion, -if 

present. is always found above HCS, and often below a be_ach facies (Chan-and Doti, 

19R6; Leckie and Walker, 1982; McCrory Cind \Y~lk:er, 1986; Walker, 1982). This led: 

Leckie and Walker (1982) to suggest that SCS was depositect above fai~-weather wave 

base. Dou a00 Bourgeois ( 1982) state that this style of bedding, their HHH type, is 

deposited in very pro~imal, shallow waters, but these same authors (Doll and Bourgeois, 

1982) mai~tain th'ai the setting need not be above fair-weather wave base, but simply in· 

shallow water, in a setting i~ which storms are frequent enoug.h to erode sediment 
0 0 

deposited during {air-weather conditions. 

The upward trends in storm~otninated progradational sequences include: (I) an 

increase In average grain size, (2) an increase in sandstone bed thickness, (3) a decrease in 

percentage and thickness oft,)ioturbated siltstone/shale interbeds, and (4) an increase in 
0 0 

quantity of conglomerate. The exposure of FA 5 at DC shows all of these trends (Figure 

8.2). These vertical trends reflect increasingly vigorous wave energ:y. and, consequently, 

harsher conditions for e~ifaunal and infaunal organisms. In a full, idealized, prograding, 



storm-influenced sequence these trends are represented, from base to top, by: (I) 

' 
tempestites deposited below stonn wave base (SWB), to (2) interbedded HCS and 
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bioturbated siltstones deposited.~tween SWB and FWWB (fair-weather wave b:~se). tot.~) 

SCS deposited on the upper shoref:~ce (predominantly above FWWB). to (4) planar. low-

angle lamina~ed beach sandstones with conglomerates and S<)me high-angle cross-strata . In 

Upper Jurassic rocks of Alberta (Hamblin and .Walker, 1979) coal horiwns have been 

found to directly overlie SCS (McCrory and Walker, I9X6). 

--Comparison of th~ DC stratigraphic sequence with published accounts of 

prograding'stonn~influenced shorelines i~dicates that at DC, the Green and Red Facies 

Associations represent, from base to top, deposition: (I) below storm wave base (SWR) 

(Green SS FA 5), (2) at or near SWB (transi~ion zone), (3) between SWB and FWWB 

(Subfacies 6.1 A) and (4) at or near FWWB (Subfacies· 6. IB). Beach or other shoreline 

deposits are not represented at DC. 

The change in color from green to red is concomitant with the shift from deeper to 

shallower water facies. This is a com. non feature of all of the facies associations of the 

CIF, and probably reflects original differences inorganic content (see Section 3.2. t . I). 

Two factors might have established differences in the initial concentration of organics: (I) 

hydraulic sorting of fine-grained organic matter during tra.nsport and deposition in distal 

settings (Green SS FA), and (2) mechanical destruction of organic matter by waves in 

energetic shoreface senings (Red SS FA). Alternatively, the color trends might simply 

reflect differences in Eh during diagenesis, with the shallower-water settings having higher 

levels of dissolved oxygen'. 

· The above discussion clearly indicates a nearshore, shallow-water setting for the 

deposition of the very thickly bedded sandstones of Subfacies 6.1 B. These beds are 1-2m 

thick; precompactional thicknesses may have been slightly larger than that observed in 
. . 

outcrop. This presents the following problem: how are laminated beds~ .of this thickness 

deposited in a shallow-water setting? Depositing flows must have moved far enou~h to 
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have established 'iilld maintained upper-flow-regime conditions for a long period of time, 

but thidwess and facies characteristics suggest deposition close to shore. It was precisely 

this problem which led Walker (1984) to revise his earlierfacies model (Walker, 1979) that 
0 0 

called for the erosion of a sandy shoreface by_retum currents and transport of sedirn<.'nt 

seaward by turbidity currents. In his new model, large volumes of sediment are put directly 

into suspension by liquefaction induced by cyclic wave loading of rapidly deposited fine 

sand. Liquefaction followed by downslope flow is more reasonable than grain-by\grain · 

erosion of lMge vol~mes of sand by a storm-surge-ebb cu~~nt, acceleration of the :dsulting 

flow to UpPer-flow-rtgime conditions, ~nd th~n deposition of the sand, ali within ·a very • 

limited distance between the shoreline and the shoreface. It s~ted that this model _ 

is hypothetical, as !t has not been observed in the modem. · - _ 
0 0 

On a regional scate,' channelil:atio~ or large-scale localization of the sand supply 
' • 0 

must be considered as an explanation for the extremely large volumes of sand represented 

by the Red Sandstone Facies Association. Several questions inay be raised: (1) how 

later.tlly extensive are tho.deposits ~ith HCS/SCS?, (2) what was the .shorelint; 

cqnfiguration? and (3) what was the influence of fluvial input? If the 2-m-thick beds of 

Subfacies 6.1 Bare sheetlike, then the volume of sediment is staggering for a nearshore 

setting. Allhough there is no direCt evidence to support large-scale channelization near the 
l 0 

shoreiine, there is lateral variation in th~&strib~?.on of this facies association. These red 

sandstones are much more-abundant on Sagona Island than on the Burin Peninsula. and the 

distribution within the Random Formation shows much greater thickness in Fortune Bay . · 

than in other regions. The answer to some of the above questions can be addressed only 

after a discussion of facies trends in the Random Formation. 

In the Random Formation, the association of amalgamated HCS, an indicator of 

wave-dominated settings (Don and Bourgeois, 1982, p. 664), and trough cross-bedded 

quanz arenites (Facies I of f:Iiscott, 1982), deposited in an inferred macrotidal setting 

(Hiscott, 1982, p. 2038), presents what seems to be a paradox in tenns of a 
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paleoenvironmental reconstruction. Dott and Bourgeois ( 1982) staie that the "mere 

preservation of hummocky,stratification or another wave-fom1ed ft:ature implies wavt: 

dominance, because other, more frequently acting vigorous processes, sw.:h as 

unidirectional tidal or rip currents' would tend to destroy wave-fo~d features" (p, 679) . 

For the Random Fm, one- must conclude that the intimate association of, facies reflecting 

s,uch disparate paleoenvironmental conditions points to large changes ~ spatial or temporal 

(or both)- in depositional regime. Hisco!l ( 1 <;H2) has chosen to assume that these facies 

represent latem.lly:adjacent environments. A second.altem~tive would call for allogenic 

processes, such as a change in sea level, to cause a change in the depositional setting. This 

altemafive might imply the presence of subtle disconformities alxlve and helow thick 

. packages of strata of particular facie~ 

The stratigraphic sections of the Random Fm at Deer Harbo~r (Trinity Bay. south 

of Random Island) a(ld Dantzic Cove both tont.ain one package ( -12 and -35 m, . . . . 
respectively) of red micaceous sandstones, although at DC there are certainly more of these .· ' . 

sandstones (in the CIF) below the contact with the Random Formaiion. There is one 

example, directly below the first tllick quartzite beds of the Random Formation at DC. in 

which red micaceous sandstone forins a thick trough-cross-stratified bed ~Plate 37d). 

Trough cross-.bedding isconunon in the Random Formation in the tidally influenced quam 

arenites, s0 this red cross-stratifkd bed could represent a short time interval when 

micaceou~j~ was reworked and transported by tidal currents. or other currents D.Q1 

generdted by waves. As!dG from this example, there is in fact very liule crossovef of 

lithology and sedimentary structure and almost no ihterbedding of these lithologies on a 

small sc~e. If both of these lithologies - _th~ fine, micaceous sandstone and the medium 
. 

to coar.:;e quartz arenite - existed along the same shoreline, and their respective 

depositional environments were subjected to lateral migration, one might expect more 

small-scale interbedd.ing, especially at' the upper and lower contacts. 

t . 
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If one chooses to ·reject the 'stratigraphic break' hypothesis. then one must 

con~trud an unusual facies model to account for, the strange mix of lithologies and features . 

HiS(;ott's (1982) Figures 12 and 14 present a block diagram and facie's map showing 

possible distribution<t of facies for the Random Formation at DC. These show the r:ed , 
. . · 

sand~tones forming in the shoreface and the cross-bedded quanz arenites forming in the 

deepc~ subtidal zone. from what is known about wave-dominated coastlines and P,eir 

facies patterns, this reconstruction is highly unlikely. HCS and SCS sands should be 
.. 

latenlly traceable into sheetlike sandstone beds that represent the more distal extensions of 

these stonn beds (see Walker 1984 for review). In published accounts of.recerlt and ancient 

tidal shorelines. well sorted sandstone beds with the characteristics of those described for 

the Random Fm are generally found· in shallow subtidal settings (e.g., Evans, 1965; Driese .. 
et aJ ., 19X I; DeRaaf and Boersm~ 1971 ), a paJeolxuhymetric position similar to that of 

.. SCSIHCS beds. It is therefore more likely that laterally along the Random shoreline there 

were pans dominated by storms and others dominated by tides. Juxtaposition of tide- and 

w~e-dominated subenvironments is documented by Johnson (1975) from an ancient 

deltaic sequence. Johnson compares his late Precambrian sequence with that of the Niger' 

delta(Allen, 1965; Weber, 1971). Allen (1965) describes wave-dominated beaches and . 
tide-dominated mangrove swamps, both of which occupy the subaerial pan (delta top) of 

the Niger delta. This illustrates that vastly different processes can ~haracterize adjacent 

, enviroomenL-. or microenvironments. Despite high tidal-current veloci,ties in th~ mangrove 

swamps and channel mouth, the tidal range across most of the delta is less than ]..m, with a 

maximum of 2.8 mat the eastern edge (Allen, 1965, p. 554). It is more difficult to 

reconcile macrotidal facies with beaches and SCS/HCS facies, as must be done for the 

upper Clf"iUld Random Formatio~ . 
... ·· "' ..... / ' 

lfbrle considers the vertical lithofacies sequence that includes the upper CIF and 

full Random Formation at Dantzic Cove, then with the exception of the lower 10m of 

..... __ 

.• 
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quartzites at the base of the Random F~rmation, a sharp line can be dmwn at the -55 m • 
' (, • .., ·~ t· 

. • , ,. : ·.f ;;·."!'- \~' .- r 

mark of the Random Fm (Hi~c;Ot<t~ 1982, Figure Jb) to completely separate red sandstones 
' ,;' -~-.. t' .. ' 

from quartzitic. facies. The implicinion is that through time the influence of stonns, 
. ' . . 

important in the upper CIF, was lost relative to tides, which dominate deposition in the 

Random Formation. The,lower 10m of the Random then represents a tr.msition interval in 

which tidal processes were beginning to dominate some milToenvironments: It would ht: a 

· mistake to chardcterize the whole of the RF as a macrotidal sequence. The macrotidal 

interpretation is based on the characteristics and laterdl distribution of the thick herring hone-
0 • 

cross-bedded quartzites (the upper part of the fonnation at DC) and other facies which afc 

best developed in other outcrops outside of the Burin Peninsula. The upper CIF and RF 

may document a ~tead~ shift from wave and stonn-dominance (upper CIF) to mixed or 

alternating wave/stoim and tide influence (lower RF) to strong tidal dominance (upper RFl. 

Modern shorelines contain important clues to rtx:onciling the close stratigraphic 

association of wave/storm-dominated and tide-dominated facies in the lower part of the 

Random Formation. Macrotidal conditions are locally established on wide, flat shelve!>. 
I • 0 

... especially along shorelines embayed by estuaries. _High tidal ranges, like those neces~ry to 

fonn a deposit like the quanzitic f~cies of the Rando~ Fonnarion, are produced in these 

embayments by funneling effects, particularly when the the tides and the shape of the basi.n 

produce a resonance effect (e.g., Bay of Fundy). Hiscott's (19R2) paleogeographic 

- -reconstruction of the Random Formation shoreline shows an eintpyment opening toward 

the southwest. It is al~ important to realize that repeated relative sea-level fluctuations 

probably occurred during the deposition of lhe entire Late Precam~-Lower Cambrian 

sedimentary .~uence (Ren'contre, Chapel Island and Random Formations) (lhis study and 

Smith and Hiscott, 1984). Could c~anges in relative sea level, when combined wilh a 

distinctive paleoge.ography, combine to produce the stratigraphic sequence preserved in the 

rock record? 

/ 
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The study by Terwindt ( 1981) on the mesotidal basins of the North Sea 

dem_Onstrates that in an area affected by both ti,Oes and waves the li~ology and sedimentary 

stiuctures of panicular environments are strongly dependent on the relative magnitude and 

. tempoml changes in.these.,processes. Swift and T}1orneJl986) consider sediment input 

rate, relative sea level and mean annual fluid power exreriditure to be the maio controls on 

shelf sedimentation. Macrotidal conditions, in which sediment input is low in comparison 

'io fluid power (fluid power is high in macrotidal shorelines, as compa~ to stormiwave- · 

dominated shelves, because of the frequency of high-energy events- once or twice daily 

as oppos~d to once or twice a year), are characterized by considerabfe winnowing and 
. ' - . 

reworking of sediment and bypassing of fines_ Amos imd Zaitlin ( 1985) demonstrate an 

interdependence of tidal range and lithofa~ies characteristics in th<: Bay of Fundy. They 
L . . . 

show that the prim;ey control on the tidal range in this large embayment is sea level. Basins 
~ . . 

like the Bay of Fundy have a geometry that, when combined with the proper relative s~a 

... 

level, can experience high tidal .. ranges. During times of low sea level the conditions in the 

Bay of Fundy are either microtidal or mesotidaJ, and silts and clays are more common. 

Periods of higher sea level are associated with larger tidal ranges and a higher percentage of · 

sand (Amos and Zaitlin, 1985). By way of analogy with the Bay of Fundy, the red 

micaceous ~and stones ~n the l~wer R.F col\ld have formed during times when the position 

of relative sea levd favored a lower tidal range and wave- and storm-dominance, and the 

quartz arenites that dominate the upper RF could have formed during times when sea level 

• .a ·position caused resonance effects in the ba!iin and increased the tidal range,. The influence 

of shelf width on tidal range and sediment character is emphasized by Richards (1986), 

who describes a similar shift from wave/storm dominance to. tidal dorrlinance in the Lower 

' Triassic of France, which he attributes to tidal amplification during trdllsgression. The ., . 

' 
transition from wave/stomi domination (upper CIF) to tidal domination (upper RF) may be 

linked to the general rise in sea level and on lap (towards the northeast) during · the 

. · ... 
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deposition of the Random Fonnation (Anderson, 1981 ). which created a wider shelf area . . 

with amplified tides in flooded river-mouth estuaries. 
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Chapter 9 

D~SmONAL HISTORY OF THE CHAPEL ISLAND FORMATION 

9. I INTRODUCTION 

This stuqy fills a major gap in the understandi~g_of the Late Precambrian

Cambrian sedimentary history of the Newfoundland Avalon Zone. The sedimentology and 

depositional history have been established for the units underlying and overlying the CIF, 

the Rencontre (Smith and Hiscon, 1984) and Random (Anderson, 1981; Hiscott, 1982) 

formations, respectively. The Avalonian :;edimentary strata of this age ~cord a shift fro~ 

tectonically active fault-bounded basins (Rencontre Formation) to a tectonically stable 

platfonn (Random Fonnation). The early tectonic regime of the Nonh American Avalon . . 

Zone was eithe~ extensional or transtensional (strike-slip movement) (Nance and Socci, 

19H7; Rast~nd Skehan, 1987) with the latter preferred on sedimentologic grounds (Smith - - . 

and Hiscott, 1984). This chapter i~aimed at describing the depositional history of the CIF 

and completing the history of the LatePrecambrian- Cambrian transition . . 
The depositional history of the CIF has been divi~ed into three phases. These are 

shown in Figure 9.1 with a curve representing the inferred position of relative sea level 

during each phase. The first phase covers the transi.tion from the underlying Rencontre , 
Fonnation and the deposition of members l, 2, and part of 3. The second phase includes 

the deposition of the upper part of member 3 and all of member 4. The third phase concerns 

the deposition of member 5 (FA 5 and 6) and the transition imo the overlying Random 

/ 
/ 



Figure 9.1: Generalized stratigraphic section for Chapel Island Fonnation showing infern:J 
relative sea level curve. The three phases of CIF history outlined in this study are given 
next to the curve. 
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Formation. Gen.eralized paleoenvironmental interpretations of these phases are given in 

.Figure 9.2. 

9 2 PHASE 1: RISE IN RELATIVE SEA LEYEL 
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h has been established that the Early Cambrian was a time of eustatic sea-level rise 

(Brasier, 1980; Mathews and Cowie, 1979; Vail et a1, 1977), and that this tr-ansgression is. 

recorded in the Newfoundland Avalon Zone, especially with regard to the deposition of the 

areally extensive Random Formation (Anderson, 1981; Hi!fott, 1982; Smith and Hiscott, 

1984). Anderson (1981, p. 825)considered the stratigraphic transition from the Rencontre 

Formation to the CIF to represent the initial stage of the global Cambrian transgression. 

Given the complex history of changes in relative sea level evident in bo!h the Rencontrc 

Formation (Smith and Hiscott, 1984) and the CIF (this study) it seems unlikely that the 

influence M" eustatic sea-level rise can. be ft.ltered out of the complexity of basin tectonics 

. and changing depositional systems so as to clearly identify the initial stage of the Cambrian 

transgression in Newfoundland. However, the regional onlap displayed by the Random 

Formation and other quartzites of this age throughout the world does suggest deposition 

during a eustatic rise. 

9.2.1 Rencont:fe Fm- Member 1 

The depositional history of the Rencontre Formation, as outlined by Smith and 

Hiscott (1984), was complex, with several periodY of uplift and subsequent relative sea

level rise and onlap. Deposition took place in a northeast-southwest trending fault-bounded 

basin in a variety of nonmarine environments and in tidally influenced J!lMginal-marine 

settings. Much of the sedimentation is thought to have been associated .'With fan de has. 



·Figure 9.2: Paleoenvjronmental reconstructions for the three phases of deposition of the 
CIF. No scale is given or implied. A and B are detailed views of the study area; C 
shows view from northeast Avalon. Arrows point north. 

(A) Phase I diagram shows a deltaic system with fringing tidal flats developed in an 
area of moderate relief. Deep-water silts represent FA 3. Lower conglomerates and 
sands are the deposits of the Rencontre Formation, deposited in a fault-bounded basin. 

(13) Phase 2 is a time of lowered relief with deposition on a low energy muddy shelf 
with a peritidal carbonate facies mosaic. The shelf at this time is thought to be oxygen 
stratified forming a belt of aerobic mud on the innermost shelf and dysaerobic mud in 
deeper water. 

. (C) Phase 3 diagram portrays a 180° reversal of the shoreline in relation to Phases 1 
and 2. CIF deposits include shoreface (facies 6.1 b), offshore (Facies 6.la) and outer 
shelf (FA 5). Large quantities of sediment are thought to have been shed from a 
sediment source to the northeast at this time (uplifted area in the foreground). The 
conglomerates and sandstones of the Signal Hill Group are considered possible 
proximal equivalents. 

. ' 

·'\; .... 
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The srratigraphic sequence Rencontre Fm- memlxr 1 - member 2 is clearly a . 

transgressive sequence recording a rise in relative sea level (Figure 9.1). The first part of 

this rransgression· corresponds to the last phase of deposition of the Rencontre Fm, as 

outlined by Smith and H.iscott ( 1984; their Phase 5). They document transgression, 

widespread marine onlap, and " ... the establishment of a br~ad zone of uniform peritidal 

sedimentation" (Smith and Hi5cott,1984, p. 1388) at this time. This transgression fol lowed 

an earlier period of upiift, and must therefore be understood in terms of a shift toward 

gradual tectonic subsidence and a denudation of the hinterlands associated with more stahlc 

tectonically conditions. The lower pan of member 1, composed of the red and green tidJ I

flat deposits of Facies 1.1 and 1 .2, represents a continuation of the conditions in place 

dunng the closing stages of Rencontre deposition. Suggested paleoenvirohmcnts for Facies 

1.1 and 1.2 are shallow subtidal zone/lower tidal flats and middle to upper tidal flats, 

respectively. Facies 1.3 is thought to have been deposited in quiet, nearshore, 

semirestricted environments. 

According to Smith and thscott ( 1984 ), sediment source areas shifted considerahly 

during deposition of the Rencontre Formation. Their paleocurrent data for the last stage of 

Rencontre deposition (in Fonune Bay area, including Brunette and Chapel Islands) were 

"complicated", with modes toward the east and southeast. The paleocurrent data from 

exposures of member 1 of the CIF on the Burin Peninsula (primarily GB) display a clear 

NE-SW himodal-bipolar pattern, which has reen interpreted (see Secti6113.6) as a record 

of strong tidal currents, with ebb-tidal asymmetry, in a Sea whose shoreline was locally 

oriented NW-SE, and which opened toward the no.nheast. 

The upper part of memlxr 1, dominated by Facies 1.3. is sandwiched between the tidally 

influenced shoreline deposits of Facies 1.1 and 1.2 and the fluvial-dominated deltaic 

deposits of member 2. The upper part of memlxr 1 records deposition either prior to, or 

during. the establishment of a large, fine-grained, deltaic system. If Facies 1.3 was 

associated with either a developing or fully developed deltaic system, then a plausible 
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paleoenvironment, based on facies characteristics and vertical lithofacies tr.msitions, would 

be a sernirestricted delta-top bay. The Mississippi River Delta, whkh has received 

considerable attention over the years (early "classic" studies include: Trowbridge. 19~0; 

Russell and Russell, 1939; Fisk, 1952; Fisk et al., 1954; Scruton, 1960; Coleman and 
,, ' 

Gagliano, 1964; Kolb an~ Van Lopik, 1966; Fr..tzier, 1967), is .a re;tsonablc an:11og bcr;tus~: 

the interdistributary deposits consist of dark varve! ike interlaminae of silt/fine sand ;uul 

clay~ and the distributary channels are fixed {or long peri():ds of time, aHowing for the 

accumulation of thick interdistributary deposits (Kolb and Van Lopik, 1966). The 

Mississippi Delta also has a delt~ plain which is open seaward into the delta front, allowing 
'~ 

waves to mildly rework the sediments of the interdistributary hays - it would he nix:css;tl)' 

to invoke a similar situation to explain the erosional surfaces present in Facies 1.~ . 
~ 

If one accepts a deltaic origin for the upper part of memher I, then the delta must 

have had characteristics midway between those of the modem tidally dominated Colorado 

Delta in the nonhem Gulf of California,. which has large, extensive tidal flats (Mcckt'l, 

1975; also see discussion of Klang and, Ord Deltas in Coleman, 19X 1), and thoo;e of a 

fluvially dominated d~lta such as that of the modern Mississippi River (Elliot, 197X) with 

thick interdistributary bay deposits. If one rejects a deltaic hypothesis for the upper pan of 

member ~, then the deltaic system represented by member 2 must have developed in a 
' . 

relatively shon time period, and the deposits of Facies 1.3 might then represent a 

semienclosed basin of unknown extent, spatially adjacent to, and intenonguing with. well 

developed tidal flats. 

9.2.2 Member 2-3 

Member 1 and the bulk of member 3 record continuedtr.1nsgression. The highly. 

variable nearshore and inner-shelf deltaic deposits of member 2 (FA I and 2) pass upward 

into the outer-shelf (below storm wave base) laminated siltstones of member 3 (FA 3). 
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Stratigraphic intervals of red beds (Facies 1.1. 1.2, 1.4) in the lower part of member 2 

clearly indicate that thi_s transgression was accompanied by small-scale fluctuations in 

relative sea level. The great thickness of member 2, with fac ies reflecting a limited range of 

paleobathymetric settings (shoreline to inner shelf}, suggests that the deltaic system existed 

for a considerable length of time with a reasonable balance between the rate of subsidence, 

position ofeustatic sea level, and volume of sediment input. 

Although it is not possible to prove with certainty the cause of much of the 

v'ariability within FA 2. most or all of it could be modelled in tenns of autogenic changes in 

the deltaic system,. In other words, vertical and lateral lithofacies changes could be a record 

of the response of segments of the shoreline to shifting distributaries and shorel ine 

environments: Such is certainly the case with the upward-fining and -thinning sequence at 

FD-137.3, in which shoaling resulted from intilling of a tidal channel. The shallowing 

represented by red-bed horizons in the lower part of member 2 could have resulted from 

shoreline progradation onto the-inner shelf dunng a period of hi_gh sediment influx. 

Funhermore, the very thinly bedded siltstones of Facies 2.3 and 2.4, which formed a fine

grained blanket on a ponion of the delta, is thought to have resulted from sediment 

starvation at a time of shifting of the delta distributary to another part of the shoreline (delta 

abandonment). The stratigraphic occurrences of Subfacies 2.2A and 2.2B could also have 

been controlled by autogenic processes (see Section 4.22). Spatial variation in sedime~t 

input is supported by the thick (1-2 m thick) slumped sandstone horizons on Brunette 

Island in the lower part of member 2. These imply that this locality experienced higher rates 

of sedimentation than equivalent localities on the Burin Peninsula. 

The paleocurrent information for FA 2 is remarkably consistent both 

str,ltigraphically and between outcrops. Figure 4.2 contains paJc:;_ocurrent data for FA 2 

from numerous localities on the Burin Peninsula and within Fortune Bay. The 

paleocurrents indicate that the shoreline was oriented northwest-southeast with stom1-
' 

genenued nows moving offshore toward the northeast. The only paleocurrent data for FA 3 

·' 
.. 
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comes from DC, and these data indicate that the distal tempestites of FA 3 were being 

emplaced from '!tie same direction as the proximal tempestites ef FA 2. The widespn:ad 
\ 
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distribution and uniformity of character of member 3 throughout Fonune Bay and on both 

east and west side~ of the Burin Peninsula strongly suggest that either a basinwide im:n:asc 

in subsidence or a eustatic sea-level rise was responsible for~~ Phase 1 transgression. 

particularly in the later stages. 

9.1 PHASE 2: FALL IN RELATIVE SEA LEYEL. LOW SEDIMENT SUPPLY 

Phase 2, from the middle of memher 3 to the top of member 4, is interpreted as a 

thick shoaling sequence on which are superimposed smaller-scale fluctuations _in relative 

sea 'ievel (Figurt 9.1). Depositional environments shift dramatically during Phase 2 from 

outer sh<;_lf (FA 3) to subaerially exposed peritidal limestones (facieo;-4.3). Despite 

reasonable outcrop exposure, there is almost no paleocurrent data from FA 4. The 

paleocurrent data from FA's 1-3 suggest that no major paleogeographic changes occurred 

during the course of Phase 1. The distribution of lithofacies between DC and FN, 

particularly the Grey Mudstone Facies (4.2) and the Limestone Facies (4.3). is consistent 

with a shoreline to the southwest', as it was during Phase 1. This indicates, in light of a lack 

v of evidence for tectonic adjustments in members 3 and 4, that the paleogeography during 

Phase 2 did not change significantly from that inherited ·at the end of Phase I . 

The 'member 4' nearshore and inner shelf was clearly very different from that 

which characterized members 1 and 2. Member 4 records quiet-water sedimentation along a 

low-energy, tectonically inactive coast. The percentage Qf sandstone and coarser sediment 

in member 4 is negligible in comparison to members 1-3. The high'lands that s•Jpplicd the 

vast quantities of sandy sediment for the Rencontre and the lower CIF must have been 

denuded. so that the hinterland was one of low relief during the deposition of member 4. 

4 
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The presence of the Red. Purple and Green Mudstone Facies ( 4.1) on Chapel Island, 

roughly 100 km away from Dantzic Cove (present-day geography). indicates that similar 

conditions prevailed over a fairly large geographic area. . 

The model for deposition of member 4 calls for restricted deposition of the 

Limestone Facies (4.3) in peritidal environments. At times of maximum regression the 

limestone facies prograded seaward, but locally extensive sheets such as LS 3 formed only 

during the lowest and most persistent low stands. LS 3 is found at the RS, FN agd DC 

outcrops with little or no variation in thickness while LS 1 and 2 are found only at DC It 

should be noted that Bengtson and Fletcher ( 1983) interpreted the first of a, series of 

limestone beds at Duck Point. on the east side 'of the Burin Peninsula, as LS 3. Whereas . 
the str.1tigraphic relationship between this exposure and those on the west side of the Burin 

peninsula and elsewhere are complex and unresolved, E. Landing (pers. comm.) regards 

the lowest limestone bed at Duck Point to~ part of the Bonavista Formation, hased on 

paleontological and lithostratigraphic evidence. The Bonavista Formation would appear to 

be resting directly on top of member 3 of the CIF in this area. The missing strata, members 

4 and 5 of t~e·CJF and the entire Random Formation, were either (a) removed by erosion. 

or (b) never deposited because the area was a locaJ high. Both explanations are difficult to 
I 

defend on sedimentological and stratigraphic grounds, and only further work will resolve 

this issue. Little can therefore be said about the eastward extent of the CIF limestones, and 

member 4 in general. 

The nonhem extent of member 4 is only slightly better understood. The exposure 

of member 4 on Chapel Island is incomplete. but of sufficient thickness that, given the lack 

of limestone beds at this locality. doubt is cast on the presence of the limestone facies in the 

nonhem pan of Fortune Bay. The degree of exposure needed to delineate basin margins 

and lithofacies distributions in the northern part of Fonune Bay during Phase 2 is lacking . . 
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9.4 PHASE 3: RAPID DEEPENING FOLLOWED BY SHALLOWING 

The deposits ofmember 4 are followed stratigraphically by a thick coarsening

upward sequence (member 5) that represents sediment deposited on a progr.tding wave

and storm-dominated shelL The strata at the base of member 5 - a few meters of purpk 

mudstones followed by many tens of meters of ~he thinly laminated to thinly beddt-d 

sandstones artd siltstones of Facies 5.1 -are poorly exposed (DC), faulted and 

inaccessible (FN and RS). The sandstone beds of Facies 5.1 are considered to be distal 

tempestites deposited far below stonn wave base. The strata immediately above the 

rrnenidal-supratidal deposits of LS3 must t~erefore have been deposited during a period of 

rapid deepening, the actual rat~ of deepening being open to some speculation because 11f the 

inability to date these rocks on a fine scale. 

Strata of the Thin to Medium Bedded Sandy Siltstone f-acies (5.2). whose 

stratigraphic distribution is confined to the 'middle of memher 5, arc thought to have hccn 

deposited beiO\\f, and at the transition tO, StOnn wave base. The red micaceous sandstones 

of F. A. 6·, at the top of member 5, represent deposition under conditions of considerable 

sediment influx and strong storm and wave influence. The thickness and wide dtstrihution 

of this ~and~!one requires the uplift and emergence of a highland a~t as a new 

supply of sandy sediment. This source must have been distant from the southeast Burin· 

Peninsula exposures to account for the lack of proxi!Tlal fluvial/alluvial deposits in memhcr 

5. 

To the nonheast. on the Avalon Peninsula, the Signal Hill Group (Figure 1.2) 
., 

contains a record of prograding fluvial and alluvial plain deJ)()Sits. Might these he the 

proximal equivalents of the shelf facies found in member 5? As described in Section I J .2. 

during latest Precambrian time deposition on the Avalon Peninsula was being controlled by 

a rising mountain front situated toward the northeast. Prior to the deposition of the Random . '·' 

Formation, the sedimentary ba~in in that area ap~ to r'Ford a depositional hisJOry 
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r .. 
separate from that of the Fortune Bay basin. The combined effects of conrinueq uptift_in thd 

northeast and eustatic sea-kvel rise resulted in deposition of the Random Formation as a 

continuous unit across the~ previously separate basins. Is the early development of the 

extensive 'Random' basin recorded in the sudden deepening at the beginning of Phase 3? 

The lateral and vertical distributions oflithofacies and the available paleocurrent data 

:-.uggest that deposition of the Rencontre Formation and Phases 1 and 2 of the CIF occurr<!d 

in a northeast-southwelittrending basin. Paleocurrent data from the Rencontre Fonnation 

showed deposition directed into and alohg the axis of this trough. Data from Phases 1 and 

i of the CJF ~ndicate a similar basin ge~try, but one in ~hich' depositf~n was direct~d" 
I 

toward the northc.:tst over a wide area of Fonun~ Bay. The pal~ocurrent information from 
. . . •' •. ' -, 

FA's 5 and 6 is unfortunately quite sparse. Paleocurrents and other data from the Random 

Formation can be brought to bear on questions ·of paleogeography. The Random Formation 

is in gr.tdational contact with the CIF in Fortune Bay, but elsewhere- to the east and 

north - it rests ~iscon~ormably on older units. This led Anderson ( 1981) to conclude that 

sedimentation was centered in Fortune Bay and that marin_e i:ansgression and onlap .. . .. ~ 

occurred toward the northeast. This is supported by the lack. of Random lithologies in 

Conception' Bay, where lower Cambrian strafa lie directly op the. fau:ted and folded 

· Pre~ambrian Conception Group (e.g., Bacon Cove). Paleocurrent data from cross-beds in 

the Random Formation are quite variable between localities but, combined with laternl 

·. lithofacies distributions, are consist'ent with a shorel~esituat~ to the .northeas~ (Hiscott, 

19~2 ). This conclusion is reasonable but somewhat unsatisfying consideri?g thatthere is 

no control on paleogeography to the. S9Uth, where .there i~· no'outcrop, and to ihe west, 
~', .•. . 

where the Avalon Zone is in fault contact with the Gander Zone. 

It does appear, however, that within Fortune Bay a major reorientation of the . . 

shoreline occurred at the beginning of Phase 3 .. with a near reversal of.onshore-offshore 
l--J . 

directiop fro~ southwest-northeast to northeast-southwest. The propos~ uplift at the 

beginning of PhaSe 3 must have played an imwrtant part in this reorientation. The details _, 
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of this tectonic activity are not known, but the land area toward the south we$: mu:-.t have 

suffered increased subsidence and a breaching and transgression hy the sea frnm t~Jt 

direction. The sudden deepening at the base of Phase 3 suppons this interpretation. It 

should be emphasized that the geomorphologic regime in place at the end of Phase 2 would 

have been a;,; ideaf as any to carry out such a reorganiution. At tl:_e end of phase 2 the 

highlands were substantially diminisHed, with sedimentation occurring along a low-energy, 

low-relief shoreline. Simply on grounds of lo'j\'ered relief, it would have been easier to 
I 
I 

have major changes in shoreline position and orientation at this time. 

Deepening, and the subsequent marine regression of Phase 3 (Figure {),I), which 

resulted, at least in pan: in the progradation of a thick clastic wedge of sediment (member 

5), may ~ssibly, therefore, have been linked to uplift and high sediment input from the 

highlands to the nonheast, on the Avalon Peninsula. This prograding clastic wedge 

dr.unatically increased the shelf ~idth and set up the conditions n~cessary for marine on lap 

and the high tidal ranges rec~rded by the Random Formation. The northeastern-directed 

onlap is considered a response to eustatic sea-level rise. Considerable discussion (St>t:tion 

8.5) has been given to the stratigraphic relationships at tlie transition from the upper CIF to 

the Random Formation in tenns of the sedi01entology and the inferred marine processes. 

Hiscott ( 1982) provides a facies analysis of the Random Fonnation, which was deposited 

on a wide, tectonically stable platform, primarily under macrotidal conditions. 

9:5 DISCUSSION 

I 

·In the preceding section, the depositional history of the CIF has been divided into 
~ . .. ·' . 

three phases, the details of which are far more complex than previously thought. The 

' 
noitheasterly directed paleocurrent data from Phase 1 help define a paleogeogrdphy' 

undete<;ted by previous workers, and the shift to a shoreline situated toward the nonheast 
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(beginning of Phase 3), a paleogeography inherited by the Random fonnation, appears to 

reflect a very important tectonic event. A simi~ar 180-degree change in orientation occurs 

he tween the Random and Bona vista Fonnations, the latter of which was depositt:d during 

transgression and on lap directed .toward the south west (Anderson, 1981). 

The depositional history of the CIF nuses somt: interesting questions concerning the 

tectonic history of the Avalon Zone. The CIF is a _very thick sequence (c.lOOO m) which, 
·- -

particularly during member 2, was deposited under conditions of high subsidence r.ues 

(high sedimentation rate yet a thick section with little paleobathymeuic variation). The 

record of the Rencontre, Chapel Island, and Random Formations indicates that the Fonune 

Ray basin was· cle:U"ly. expanding at this time. ~as in expansion and high subsidence mtes 

are. generally considered features of extensional tectonic reg~mes. Similar conditions could, 

however, be associated with strike-slip tectonics. as Smith and Hiscott (1984) suggest. 

This begs the question pf whether the Fonune Bay area was ·a local basin or a shoreline 

cau~htup in a oontinental-scale rifting event similar to that describe4 for the ancient Nonh 

American continent (Bond and Ko'minz, 1984). As discussed in Section 1.3.4, in the view 

of O 'Brien et al. ( 1983. p. 195) "The controlling features of the Proterozoic evolution of 

the Avalon Zone are a series of linear intracratonic troughs and small ocean basins that 

fonned gur.ing thinning and separation of the crust by ductile spreading, rupture. altd 

delamination". Given the dramatic shifts in shoreline orientation ( 1) during deposition the 

Renconrre Formation. (2) at the lxginning of Phase.3 (this study) of the CIF. and (3) prior 

to Che deposition of the Bona vista Fonnation, a small-basin model is clearly suggested. The 

margins of this basin were established for the Rencontre Formation (Smith and Hiscott, 

1984), but are poorly known for the Chapel Island Formation 
. . . 

· , 

.. 

, 



9.6 AVALONIAN STRATA IN NEW BRUNSWLCf( 

Correlations have been made between Avalon nxks and Pan- Afri~·an nx:ks in 

Morocw and elsewhere (Hughes, 1972; O'Brien et al., 1983; King and O'Brien, in prl"ss). 

Detaill!d correlation over such distances is expt:<.:tedly much mon: difficult than it is 

elsewhere in the Canadian Avalon Zone. 

The .author briefly visited outcrops of CIF equivalents in New Brunswick during 

S~ptember of 1986. The strata in New Brunswick have some striking similarities and soml" 

~ significant differences. The CIF equivalent, the Ratcliffe Broo" Form;llion, rests 

unconformably on t~e volcanics, sandstones, and conglomerates of the Precambrian Cold 

Brook Fom1arion. The Ratcliffe Brook Fommtion is overlain by white-weathering 

quartzites of the Glen Falls Formation which are approximately correlative with the 
I . . 

Random Formation. The Glen Falls is much thinner and contains less shale than the 

Random Fonnation, but is of similar age and lithvlogy. 

There are some sandstone-laminated red mudstones in the lower Ratcliffe Brook 

Formation that bear some resemblance to f'lcies in the lower CIF, but the most striking 

similarity is between the strata at the top of each formation (below the quartzitic 

formations). The strata at the .top of the Ratcliffe Brook Formation are identical to FA 6 of 

this study in lithology, bedding characteristics, and sedimentary structures. They consist of 

meter-thick, planar laminated,. red, micaceous sandstones with low-angle truncation 

surfaces and associated pebble cQnglomerate lenses and wave-rippled pebble beds. This 
A 

.. remarkable similarity suggests that similar shoreline conditions existed in both areas prior 

to the deposition of the quartzitic units, which are well known as being regionally, and . 

even globally, extensive. It would be interesting .to examine outcrops from other Avalonian 

outcrops in Norqt America, or their equivalents in Europe or Africa, to see if a similar 

facies association precedes the quartzitic units in these areas as well. It is certainly not 
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found in this position on the ancient North Anl<:rican platfonn, at least not in the nonhero 

Appalachians (e.g., Myrow, 1983). 

Thtre are no limestone units in the Ratcliffe Brook Formation .. so the shelly-fossil 

record i~quite minimal. The trace-fossil record from the New Brunswick outcrop is sparse 

in comparison to the CIF, but general correlations can be made with the trdce fossils that 

are present. 

• 

r 
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Chapter 10 

SUMMARY 

Measurement of stratigraphic sections has allowed the ddineation of member 

boundaries and member thicknesses and the correction of errors~n the lithostratigraphy of 

the CIF, and has provided a fran1ework for the accurate tabulation of·biostr.ttibrr.lphic 

infom1ation, most i111portantly the ranges of shelly fossils and tral:e fossHs. 

"' Lithostratigraphic and biostratigraphic work, the latter undertaken as a series of joint 

projects with various workers, has provided the ba~_is for the presentation of the CIF a.s·a 

bound~ stratotyPe for the Precambrian -Cambrian boundary at a meeting of the 

Precambrian - Cambrian Boundary Working Group scheduled for August of 1987. 

Measured sections, in association with numerous slabbed and pol~shed hand 

samples, have served as a primary data base for facies analyses and the reconstruction of 

depositional history. The main conclusions of these analyses are given ,below. 

Facies Association 1 consists of four lithofade~ Red and Green Sandbtone/Shale 
. . . 

Facies ( 1.1 }, Shaly Facies ( 1.2}, Gray to Black Shale Facies (1.3), and Medium-Thick · 

Bedded Sandstone/Shale ( 1.4 ) .. The f1rst two facies dominate the lower part of member 1 
. -

and represent lower tidal flat/shallow subtidal and rr.iddlCi''Jpper tidal flat settings, 

respectively. Bedding characteristics, sedimentary s~ctures and paleocurrent data indicate 

that tidal currents were the main agents of transport and deposition and that these 
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environmc:nts may have exhibited an c:bb-tidal asymmetry- Facies L3 was deposited in 

sc:mircstricted shordinc c:nvironments of uncertain affinity. Partially enclosed shoreline 

embaymc:nts, including interdistributary bay environments, are considered probable 

settings for this facies. 
' ; 

Facies-Association 2 consists of four lithofacies: Gutter Cast Facies (2.1 ), . . 

Sandstone/Siltstone Facies (2.2), Thinly Bedded Red Siltstone/Shale Facies (2.3), and 
I 

Green Laminated Siltstone Facies (2.4 ). The first two facies are cons~ered upper delta 
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front and lower delta front/prodelta environments. respectively. Facies 2.3 and 2.4 are delta 

abandonment facies, and as such, form laterall~ extensive marker horizons within the 

centml pan of member 2: 
Storm processes left a strong imprint on Facies 1.1 and 1 ,2. S2-S4 Beds record 

~ 
deposition under the influence of combined flows with unidirectional currents dominating 

the early phase of deposition and combined flow or oscillatory currents dominating the later 

stages of deposition. An intemc;i ·e-flow model has t>c:en presented to explain storm

generated venical stratification sequences under combined flow conditions as a function of 

initial velocities and time-velocity histories of each component of flow (unidirectional and 

oscillatory). This model is applicable to a small group of vertical stratification sequences 

and will be useful as a guide to the reconstruction of bed configurations through time, only 

after considerable experimental work has been done to constrain bedfonn stability fields 

under combined-flow conditions. 

Flat-pebble conglomemtes formed under storm conditions from the erosion and 

transport of rounded shale clasts and the penecontemporaneous rip-up of semiconsolidated 

silty bottom sediments. H Beds are hummocky cross-stratiijed sandstones that are also 

storm-generated. These beds are commonly amalgamated with underlying sandstones and 

are often lenticular. The H beds are considered starved fonns whose discontinuity is due to 

a level of available sediment ~at was insufficient to create a complete bedform. A low

angle cross-stratified bed was described and interpreted in terms o~ deposition from a low-
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relief hummocky bedfonn in which bedfonn migrJtion far exceeded aggradation r.l!~ . 

Gutter casts and pot casts, generally considered stonn features, are sp~ctacularly exposed 

in the CIF .. Pot casts represent the infilling of variably shaped circular to slightly oval 

depressions fom1ed by the erosion of the substrate by spiralling eddies or whirlpools. 

Gutter casts are poly'genetic featwes that fonn by the infilling of elongate scours. In som~. 

but not all, cases the flow appears to have bec:n hdical. Both pot cast!\ and guttc:r casts wm: 

fom1ed under high-energy relaxation currents associated with stonn events. 

Based in part on the vertical distribution of lithofacies within member 2, u mod~ I for 
/ 

tempestite deposition has been proposed in which tempestite proximality trends differ 

greatly from the standard models presented for sandy shorelines in which bed thirkne.ss is 

greatest nearshore and decreases seaward. In the model devised for the CIF, the shallow 

subtid~l area consists of S 1 beds and discontinuous S2 .beds in ..... sociation with num~rous 

pot and gutter casts- the Gutter Cast Facies. This is transitional into deeper-water 

deposits characterized by more continuous S2-S4 beds and H-beds of the 

·-
Siltstone/Sandstone Facies. Finally, in the outer-shelf (FA 3) region sand~tone laminae are 

deposited below the influence of storm waves. The most proximal setting is an area of 

throug~put, with the gutter casts recording erosion of the underlying substmte by stron&_ _ 

seaward-flowing relaxation currents. In deeper water the throughput/deposition rdtio 
I 

decreases and thicker, more extensive beds are deposited. In the outer-shelf area distal 

.tempestites are very thin because most of the sediment is deposited above storm wave base. 

From the shoreline toward the outer shelf, tempestite bed thicknesses first increase then 

decrease, with a maximum somewhere between fair-weather wave base and :;torm wave 

base. ' -·--....._ 

The abundance and wide variety of marine slides and gravity flows in Facies I. I 

and 1.2 eannarks these shallow-water deposits as deltaic in origin. These mass-movement 

deposits demand unusually high sedimentation rates, necessary for such failures on the low 

slopes typical of the shelf environment. The siliceous nature of the fine-grained sediments 
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of the Clr allows slabbing and detail(!(} examination and interpretation of 

si.ltstone/mudstone gravity-flow deposits. Support mechanisms in these gravity t1ows 

t:hanged both spatially and temporally, and many deposits register t:onditions that would 

· make i.hem intennediate in character between the end members of the commonly accepted 

four-part classification scheme (liquefied flow, turbidity currem, debris flow, grain flow) . 

For instance, the thin pebbly mudstone bed described in detail in Section 4.14 was 

deposited from a flow intermediate in chamcter between a debris flow and a turbidity 

t:urrent. Unifite beds record all transitions from liquefied flows to turbidity currents. Raft-

bearing beds are thought to have been emplaced by debris flows, ahhough these beds 

appear to grade into turbidites. Disturbed horizons fonn from in .s.i.1.u loading. Chaotic 

horizons are submarine slumJ'S and slides, many of which probably formed as a result of 

failure induced by stonn-w;~·~ ;o?di~. . 
. ' } . . 

. Facies Association 3 con~is!,S of only one lithofacies, the. Laminated Siltstone Facies 

(3.1 ). Sandstone beds in this facies represent distal tempestites deposited by waning tlows 

on the outer shelf below stonn wave base. Parallel-laminated-sandstone beds with current 

lineations and parting lineations imply upper-flow-regime conditions, and for those beds 

that lack overlying current ripples, very rapid current deceleration ~plied. Beds are 

commonly parallel laminated at their base and ripple cross-laminated above. Data from 

some of these beds indicate a clockwise shift of paleocurrents during deposition. These 

beds have been modeled as deposits of geostrophic flo~s in which sediment-laden storn1 

currents are deflect~ by die Coriolis effect. One tentative conclusion to be drawn from this 

is that deposition took place in the Nonhero Hemisphere. This model may be applicable to 

other sequences containing similar beds as a paleogeographic tool useful in dete~ning 

whether deposition occurred in the Northern or Southern Hemisphere. 

Facies Association 4 consists of three lithofacies: Red, Purple and Green Mudstone 

Facies (4.1 ), Grey Mudstone Facies (4.2), and Limestone Facies (4.3). A facies model 

based on the lithologic characteristics, sedimentary and biogenic structures. and lateral ~nd 
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venicalltthofacies distributions of these facies t·alls for deposition along a low-energy 

muddy shelf in which the ocean was oxygen-stratified and limestone deposition was 

restricted to the peritidal rone. Biofacies models for modem oxygen-ddicient basins arc 

' . 
used here to reconstruct paleo-oceanographic conditions. Facies 4.2 was deposited in the 

inner shelf under dysaerobic conditions. Facies 1.1 was deposited in the shallow subtidal 

under moderate (green mudstone) to high (red mudstone) oxygen kvcls. 

The peritidal limestones, which fom1 the cap of large-scale shallowing cycles, wl're 

deposited during times of maximum regressi~n. It is unknown whether these formed a 

facies belt at all times during the deposition of memher 4 or if the limestones fom1ed only at 

times of low sea level, when they would have prograded seaward to form thin, ~xtensive 

sheets. The limestone beds conta~n a wide variety of interesting stmctures, most of whid1 

are generally considered good indicators of tidal-flat deposition: algally built mud mounds, 

extensive stromatolites, oncolites, tepee and sheet-crack structures, desiccation cracks, and 

rip-up clasts. The carbonate sediments are thought to lx: locally derived (aull.x:hthonou-.), 

primarily by the action of cyanobacteria. 

A new but problematic facies model has been developed for this facies association. 

The restriction of limestones to the shoreline is thought to be paleolatitudinally controlled : 

estimates for the CIF place the field area at 30°-35° latitude. The well developed tidal-flat 

facies imply effective tidal currents, yet siliciclastic mud from the subtidal region does nut 

appear to have been transponed onto the tidal flats. This remains an unexplained part of thi-. 

facies model. 

Fac.ies Association 5 consists of two lithofacies: Sandy Silt<;tone Facies (5.1) and 

the Thin/Medium Bedded Sandy Siltstone Facies (5.2). The sandstone beds in these facies 

are dominantly parallel laminated and represent tempestites deposited below storm-wave 

base. This facies associatio'B-'fonns the base of a coarsening- and fining~upward sequence 

that characterizes member 5. 

! 
! 
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Fades Association 6 consists of one facies, the Red Micaceoqs Sandstone Facies 

(6.1 ), which has been subdivided into two subfacies: Thin to Thick Bedded Subfacies 

(o. l A) and Massive Subfacies (6.1 B), which were deposited along a storm-dominated 

shoreline in offshore and shoreface environments, respectively. Subfacies 6.1 A contains 

planar-laminated and hummocky-cross-stratified sandstones and thin burrowed siltstone 

bc!ds. The massive-~dt!d Subfacies 6.1 B is planar laminated and swaly cross-stratified. 
') 

The venicaltrdnsition at Dantzic Cove from FA 5 to Subfacies 6.1 A to 6.1 B is a shoaling 

(progradational) seque1H:e and is similar in many respects to published accounts of ancient 

stonn-dominated shoreline sequences. Lar'ge, wave-formed, two-dimensional gravel 

ripples and phosphatic shale chip conglomerates were fanned when coarse:grained detritus 

was eroded from the shoreline, swept out onto the shelf, and reworked during storm 

events. 

At the contact between the CIF and the Random Formation, the close strati!,'Taphic 

proximity and minor interbeddin! of wave- and storm-dominatt!d nearshore deposits from 

FA 6 with qu~enitic s~dstones of tidal origin from the Random Formation appears to 

be a paradbx. in terms of paleoenvironmental reconstruction. The venical lithofacies . 
changes are explained_by a temporal shift from• a storm- and wave-dominated shoreline to a 

tide-dominated shoreline, resulting from a relative sea-level rise. Interbeds of the two 

lithologies in the lower Random Formation fonned during a transitional period when tidal 
\. 

mnge was changing in response to an interaction between the paleogeogrdphy and rising 

relative seaolevel. 

This study fills a gap in our understanding of the Late Precambrian- Early 

Cambrian sedimentary history of the Newfouqdland Avalon Zone. The CIF is imponant as 

a transitional sequence recording a shift from tectonically active fault-bounded basins 

(Rencontre Fo"!lJtiOn) to a tectonically stable platform (Random Formation). The 

sedimentary history of the CIF has been broke~ down into three phases. 



The first phase covers the Rencontre Formation and members I , 2. and pan of J of 

the CIF. This phase records sea-level ri:-;e with a shift from the terrestrial and marginal 

marine redbeds of the Rencontn: Fom1ation to the laminated siltstones of fA 3. which were 

deposited in the outer shdf. Several periods of basin expansion and rise in relative sea kvd 

wen: documented from the Rencontre Fom1ation by Smith and HisL:ott (I 'JX.t ). The lower 

ClF represents a more extensive and more fundamental increase in relative sea level during 

which deposition initially took place in tidal-flat and shallow subtidal environments and 

then passed through a prolonged stage of deposition in deltaic environments before passing 

into the shelf setting. Throughout the field area, paleocurrents are dearly oriented toward 

the nonheast during this phase, implying the existence of a land area toward the southwest. 

Phase 2, which is represented by strata from lower member 3 to the top of memhc:r 

4, is interpreted as a period of drop in relative sea- level and .low sediment input. This pha:-.c 

produced a thick shoaling-up se4uence, representing environments from outer shelf (FA 3 l 

to subaerially exposed peritidallimestorks (Facies 4.3), and contains evidem:e for smaller

scale fluctuations in relative sea-level. The paleogeography during Phase 2_appears to have 

remained essentially similar to that inherited at the end of Phase 1. The establishment of an 

extensive, low-energy, tectonically inactive coast during Phase 2 resulted in pan from the 

long period of tectonic inactivity represented by the upper Rencontre Fonnation and lower 

CIF, during which the hinterlands were progressively denuded. 

, Phase 3, represented by member 5 (FA 5 and 6) and its transition-into the Random 

Formation, is a period of rapid deepening followed by shallowing. During this ph:c;e a 

thick coarsening~ and shoaling-upward sequence was deposited in a prograding wave- and 

storm-dominated depositional system. At the beginning of Ph.ase 3 a deepening is recorded, 

in which environments shift fronttfritidal (LS 3) to below-stonn-wave-base sandstone 

beds (Facies 5.1 ). Shoaling is recorded by an upward increase in tempestite bed thickness 



and a shift from distal paralld-laminatt:d sandstones of FA 5, to the thicker-bedded HCS 

and SCS b<:ds of FA 6 . 

Phase 3 is a period of considerah.le sediment influx and strong storm and wave 

influence. Tne shift from the quiet low-energy shoreline of Phast 2, to the high-energy 

shelf of FA 6, in which sand is in abundant supply, requires the uplift and emergence of a 

highland area to act as a new supply of sandy sediment. The lack of proximal . 

fluvial/.Jluvial deposits in the lower part of nH.:mbcr 5 implies that the uplift must have heen 

distant from the southeast Burin Peninsula, probably t the nonheast of the field area in the 

Avalon Peninsula, wh~re such uplift has been docu ented and fluvial/alluvial sediments 

dominate the stratigraphic column (Signal Hill G oup). The available paleocurrent data and 

lithofacies trends in the overlying fonnations ( andom and Bonavlsta Formations) is most 

consistent with a major reorientation of the sh line at the beginning of Phase 3, with a 

near reversal of shoreline position from the sou 

The land area that lay toward the southwh )f Fortune Bay during deposition of 

Phases I and 2 must have subsided, allowing breachi 1g and transgression by the sea from 

that direction. The low relief of this land area at the en of member 2 time would have aided 

this shift. 

At the end o( Phase 3, following the pro_pradation of the thick clastic_ wedge o f 

member 5, ·a major transgression and onlap was recorded by the Random Formation. This 

· onlap is considered a response to a eustatic sea-level rise. The thic_k prograded clastic 

wedge (member 5) increased the shelf width, which in combination with the subsequent 

eustatic sea-level rise, allowed the establishment of macrotidal conditions and the ·. 

deposition of extensive quanzarenitic sandstones. 
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Appendix A 

LOCATIONS OF MEASURED Sl'RATIGRAPHIC SECfiONS 

I 



•, 

Figure AI : Location of measured stratigmphic sections in nonhcrn fonunc Bay: Chapel 
Island, Sagona Island, and Brunelle Island. • 
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Figure A2: Location of measured stratigraphic sections in the Grand Bank ~ .Fortune 
region: Grand Bank Head, Radio Station, Fortune Nonh and Fonune Dump (Fortune 
Head). · · ., . . . 
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Figure A3: Location of measured stratigraphic' sections on the southwest part of the Burin 
Peninsula: Dantzic Cove and Point May. . . 
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Figure A4: Location of measured stratigraphic section at Lewin's Cove. 
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Appendix B 

MEASURED SECTIONS: CI, LC, BI, PM, RS, AND SI 
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Appendix C 
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DE:! AILED MEASURED SECllON FOR FORTUNE DUMP 
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Figure C. I: Leg~nd for Detailed Measured Section at Fonun~ Dump 
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FORTUNE DUMP (CONT'D) 
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Figure D.! : Legend for detailmeasured sections from Dantzic Cove and Fonunc North 
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~rigure 0 .2: Detailed M~asured Section for Dantzic Cove. ,. 
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Figure 0.3: Detailed Measured Section for Fonune Nonh 
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